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Consumer Behavior in the Interaction with
Knowledge-based Recommender Applications

Alexander Felfernig 1
and Bartosz Gula 2

Abstract. Knowledge-based recommender technologies pro-
vide a couple of mechanisms for improving the accessibility of
product assortments for customers, e.g., in situations where
no solution can be found for a given set of customer require-
ments, the recommender application calculates a set of repair
actions which can guarantee the identification of a solution.
Further examples for such mechanisms are explanations or
product comparisons. All these mechanisms have a certain
effect on the behavior of customers interacting with a rec-
ommender application. In this paper we present results from
a user study, which focused on the analysis of effects of dif-
ferent recommendation mechanisms on the overall customer
acceptance of recommender technologies.

1 Introduction

Knowledge-based recommender applications (advisors) (see,
e.g., [1, 4]) exploit deep knowledge about the product domain
in order to determine solutions suiting the wishes and needs of
a customer. Using deep product, marketing and sales knowl-
edge, the corresponding advisors can be equipped with in-
telligent explanation and repair mechanisms supporting more
intuitive sales dialogs for customers. Advisors are frequently
applied in commercial settings. The effects of advisor tech-
nologies to consumer buying behaviour have not been ana-
lyzed in detail up to now. Existing studies focus on specific
aspects of the interaction with recommenders. E.g., [2] an-
alyze different dimensions influencing the trustworthiness of
a recommender application. [6] analyze the influence of dif-
ferent recommendation focuses (questions which are posed in
different orders to customers) on the final product selection.
Compared to, e.g., the work of [2, 6], we are interested in
an integrated analysis of the effects of knowledge-based rec-
ommender technologies on consumer buying behaviour. The
extension of our knowledge-based recommender environment
[4] with concepts of consumer buying behaviour are the major
goals of the project COHAVE.3

In this paper we focus on the presentation of the results of
a user study which investigated explicit and implicit feedback
of online customers to various interaction mechanisms sup-

1 Institute for Business Informatics and Application Systems,
University Klagenfurt, A-9020 Klagenfurt, Austria, email:
alexander.felfernig@uni-klu.ac.at

2 Cognitive Psychology Unit, University Klagenfurt, A-9020 Kla-
genfurt, Austria, bartosz.gula@uni-klu.ac.at

3 COHAVE is the acronym for Consumer Behavior Modeling for
Knowledge-based Recommender Systems and is financed by the
Austrian Research Fund (FFF-810996).

ported by knowledge-based recommender applications. The
findings of the study show interesting patterns of consumer
buying behaviour when interacting with advisors. In particu-
lar, there exist specific relationships between the type of sup-
ported interaction mechanisms and the attitude of the cus-
tomer w.r.t. the advisor. In the study we analyzed the degree
to which concepts such as explanations (why does a certain
product fit to the requirements articulated by the customer)
or repair actions (if no solution was found, the advisor calcu-
lates proposals for minimal changes to a given set of customer
requirements which allow the calculation of a solution) influ-
ence the attitudes of online customers towards knowledge-
based recommender technologies. The remainder of the paper
is organized as follows. In Section 2 we introduce the basic
interaction mechanisms provided in our knowledge-based rec-
ommender environment. In Section 3 we discuss the results of
our study.

2 Interacting with Advisors

The first step when building an advisor is the construction
of a knowledge base which consists of sets of variables (VC ,
VPROD) and sets of constraints (CR, CF , CPROD).4

• Customer Properties (VC) describe possible customer re-
quirements. Examples for such properties are the maximum
price of the internet connection (maxprice), the download-
limit, the average online time per day (avgonlinetime) or
the major applications (goals), e.g., games, films.

• Constraints (CR) are restricting the possible combinations
of customer requirements, e.g., CR={c1:¬(maxprice= <10
∧ downloadlimit = 5GB), c2:¬(maxprice = <10 ∧ av-
gonlinetime = 3h)}. Confronted with such combinations of
customer requirements, the recommender application indi-
cates the incompatibility and tells the customer to change
his/her requirements.

• Product Properties (VPROD) are a description of the prop-
erties of a given set of products. Examples for product prop-
erties in our example domain are the region of an internet
provider or the offered downloadrate.

• Filter constraints (CF ) establish the relationship between
customer requirements and an available product assort-
ment. An example for a filter constraint is customers want-

ing to see films or play games, definitely need a product

4 Note that we use Internet Provider recommendation as working
example throughout this paper.
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Figure 1. Example user interface of an Internet Provider recommender application.

with a high download rate, i.e., goal=films ∨ goal=games
⇒ downloadrate=high.

• Allowed instantiations of product properties are repre-
sented by constraints (CPROD) which define restrictions
on the possible instantiations of variables in VPROD.

Given a set of customer requirements, we can calculate a rec-
ommendation. We denote the task to identify a set of products
for a customer as recommendation task.

Definition (Recommendation Task). A recommenda-
tion task can be defined as a Constraint Satisfaction Prob-
lem [9] (VC , VPROD, CC ∪ CF ∪ CR ∪ CPROD), where VC

is a set of variables representing possible customer require-
ments and VPROD is a set of variables describing product
properties. CPROD is a set of constraints describing available
product instances, CR is a set of constraints describing pos-
sible combinations of customer requirements and CF is a set
of constraints describing the relationship between customer
requirements and available products (also called filter con-
straints). Finally, CC is a set of concrete customer require-
ments (represented by unary constraints).

A recommendation result is an instantiation of the variables
in VC ∪ VPROD which is consistent with the constraints de-
fined in CC ∪ CF ∪ CR ∪ CPROD.

A customer interacts with an advisor by answering a set of
questions related to his/her wishes and needs. Depending on
the given answers, the recommender application determines
the relevant set of additional questions. After a customer has
answered all relevant questions, a corresponding recommen-
dation is calculated based on the definition of the filter con-
straints in CF .

An example user interface of an Internet Provider recom-
mender is depicted in Figure 1. Examples for questions are the
online time per day and the ratio between business time and
spare-time application of the internet connection (see Figure
1a). In some situations, the customer imposes requirements
which are incompatible with the existing definitions in the
recommender knowledge base. In such a situation, the recom-
mender application proposes a set of repair actions (a minimal
set of changes to a given set of customer requirements which
can guarantee the identification of a solution). In our example

in Figure 1b, the customer can change, e.g., his/her require-
ments related to the upper bound of the price per month. The
technical approach behind the calculation of repair actions is
an application of model-based diagnosis [5].

Having identified a set of solutions (see, e.g., Figure 1c),
each solution has related explanations as to why this solution
fits to the specifications provided by the customer. Explana-
tions can be activated selecting the link Why this product?.
For each solution, a set of explanations is calculated which
are derived from variable assignments directly dependent on
selections already made during search (explanations directly
derived from activated filter constraints). An example for such
explanations is depicted in Figure 1d. Note that explanations
can be formulated in a positive as well as in a negative way.
We derive positive explanations directly from satisfied filter
consraints. Negative explanations are derived from those filter
constraints which can not be satisfied for the given customer
specifications. These filters are relaxed in order to allow the
calculation of a solution.

Finally, product comparisons provide basic mechanisms to
compare different products part of a recommendation result.
This component is based on the definition of rules defining un-
der which conditions an argumentation for/against a certain
product should be displayed, e.g., if the price of component A
is significantly higher than the price of B then the comparison
component should display a corresponding hint.

3 Study: Acceptance of Knowledge-Based
Recommender Technologies

In this section we focus on the presentation of the results of a
user study which investigated explicit and implicit feedback
of online users to various interaction mechanisms supported
by knowledge-based recommender applications. The results
of the study are based on a data basis collected from 116
study participants. The findings of the study show interest-
ing patterns of consumer buying behaviour when interacting
with knowledge-based recommender applications. In particu-
lar, there exist specific relationships between the type of sup-
ported interaction mechanisms and the attitude of the user
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Advisor versions
(a) switched expertise, positively formulated explanations, with product comparisons.

(b) switched expertise, without explanations, without product comparisons.
(c) positively formulated explanations, without product comparisons.
(d) negatively formulated explanations, without product comparisons.

(e) positively formulated explanations, with product comparisons.
(f) without explanations, with product comparisons.

(g) pure list of products (without any recommendation functionalities).
(h) positively formulated explanations, with product comparisons (automatically activated).

Table 1. Different versions of Internet Provider advisors.

w.r.t. the recommender application. In the study we analyzed
the degree to which concepts such as explanations, repair ac-
tions, and product comparisons influence the attitudes of on-
line users towards knowledge-based recommender technolo-
gies. In the scenario of the study the participants had to decide
which online provider they would select for their home inter-
net connection. To promote this decision, different versions
of an Internet Provider recommender application have been
implemented. The participants of the study had to use such a
recommender application to identify the provider which best
suits their needs and to place a fictitious order. Each partici-
pant was randomly assigned to one version of the implemented
recommender applications (an overview of the provided ver-
sions of recommender applications is given in Table 1). Before
and after interacting with the advisor, participants had to fill
out an online questionnaire (see Table 2a, 2b). Participation
was voluntary and a small remuneration was offered. We were
interested in the frequency, participants used a recommender
application to order products or as an additional informa-
tion source (Table 2a-2). Self-rated knowledge and interest
in the domain of internet connection providers (Table 2a-5,6)
was assessed on a 10-point scale before interacting with the
recommender application. After solving the task of virtually
buying a connection from an Internet Provider, the partici-
pants had to answer follow-up questions as well assessed on
a 10-point scale (Table 2b) except 2b-10 where a probabil-
ity estimate had to be provided. Additional information has
been extracted from interaction logs (Table 2c). The inclu-
sion of the variables depicted in Table 2 is based on a set of
hypotheses which are outlined in the following together with
the corresponding exploratory results. The participants of the
user study were randomly assigned to one of the Internet
Provider advisors shown in Table 1. If a participant was con-
fronted with the advisor version (a) or (b) and answered the
question related to his/her expertise with expert than he/she
was forwarded to a path in the recommender process which
was designed for the advisory of beginners (and vice-versa) -
we denote this as switched expertise. This manipulation was
used to test the hypothesis that a dialog design fitting to the
knowledge level of the participants leads to a higher satis-
faction with the recommender application. Note that positive

explanations provide a justification as to why a product fits
to a certain customer, whereas negative explanations provide
a justification for the relaxation of certain filter constraints.
Product comparisons where supported in two different ways:
firstly, comparisons had to be explicitly activated by partici-
pants, secondly, the result page was automatically substituted
by the product comparison page. Finally, a pure product list,
i.e., product selection without any advisory support, was im-
plemented by automatically navigating to the result page and
displaying all available products.

We have tested 116 participants with a mean age of x̄=

(a) Questions posed before advisor has been started
1. personal data (age, profession, etc.)

2. previous usage (for buying purposes, etc.)
3. satisfaction with recommendation processes up to now

4. trust in recommended products up to now
5. knowledge in the Internet Provider domain
6. interest in the domain of Internet Providers

(b) Questions posed after completion of advisory session
1. knowledge in the Internet Provider domain
2. interest in the domain of Internet Providers

3. satisfaction with the recommendation process
4. satisfaction with the recommended products

5. trust in the recommended products
6. correspondence of recommendation and expectation

7. importance of explanations
8. competence of recommender application

9. helpfulness of repair actions
10. willingness to buy a product

(c) Data derived from interaction log
1. session duration

2. number of visited web pages
3. number of inspected explanations

4. number of activated product comparisons
5. number of clicks on product details

6. number of activations of repair actions

Table 2. Variables assessed in the study.

28.7 SD (standard deviation) = 9.78 (33,6% female and 66,4%
male). 42.2% were recruited from the Klagenfurt Univer-
sity and 57.8% were non-students. 27.6% of the participants
stated that they have used a recommender application be-
fore in order to buy products and 50,9% of the participants
used a recommender application for gaining additional knowl-
edge about specific products. 11.8% of the participants clas-
sified themselves as beginners (low knowledge level in the do-
main of Internet Providers), 49.5% classified themselves as
advanced users, and 38.6% classified themselves as experts in
the product domain. Familiarity with recommender applica-
tions did not differ with the occupational background or age
but to some extent with gender. Male participants used rec-
ommender applications significantly more often than female
participants to buy a product (χ2(1) = 4,379; p = 0,028) as
well as to get information about a product domain (χ2 (1)
= 3,615; p = 0,044) (Table 2a-2). The degree of usage of the
provided explanation, repair and product comparison mech-
anisms is distributed as follows. Explanations were used by
29.2% of the participants, repair actions have been triggered
in 6.9% of the cases. Finally, a product comparison was used
by 32.8% of the participants.5 To assess the significance of
correlations and differences, non-parametric tests were used
[7]. Because the assessed variables were either ordinal-scaled
or violated the assumptions of normal distribution or ho-
mogeneity of variance (visited pages, session duration), the
Mann-Whitney U-Test was used to compare two groups and
the Kruskal-Wallis-H Test to assess differences between more
than two groups. In the following, only significant results are
reported, with α set to 0.05 for all subsequent tests. The corre-

5 Note that the relative frequencies refer to participants who had
the possibility to use the corresponding feature (explanations,
repairs, product comparisons).
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sponding z-values are provided to show the size of the effects.
There were clear differences between the eight versions of

recommender applications. The most positive ratings related
to trust in the recommended products (Table 2b-5) and sat-
isfaction with the recommendation process (Table 2b-3) were
provided by participants interacting with the versions (e) and
(h), i.e., advisor versions with positively formulated expla-
nations and a product comparison functionality. Let us now
consider the relationship between the features in the advisor
versions and the participants´ impressions in more detail.

Recommender application vs. pure product list. We
have found recommender applications to be more advanta-
geous with respect to most of the assessed variables (see Ta-
ble 2b). Participants using a recommender application were
significantly more satisfied with the recommendation process
(z = -3.872; p < 0.001) (Table 2b-3) and had a significant in-
crease in satisfaction due to the interaction with the Internet
Provider advisor (z = -2.938; p < 0.01) (Table 2a-3, 2b-3).
Participants trust in that the application recommended the
optimal solution was higher for those interacting with the rec-
ommender application compared to those confronted with a
pure product list (z = -3.325; p = 0.001) (Table 2b-5). Fur-
thermore, participants stated that the final recommendation
better fitted to their expectations than when they were con-
fronted with a simple product list (z = -3.872; p = 0.001) (Ta-
ble 2b-6). Most interestingly, the increase of subjective prod-
uct domain knowledge due to the interaction was higher when
participants interacted with a recommender application (z =
-2.069; p = 0.04) (Table 2a-5, 2b-1). The estimated (subjec-
tive) probability to buy a product in a purchase situation was
higher for those interacting with a recommender application
than for those interacting with a pure product list (z = -2.1;
p<0.01). Actually, this mean probability was only p=0.19 for
participants confronted with a product list, suggesting that
these participants estimated a real purchase of the selected
product as rather unlikely.

Effects of providing explanations. The perceived corre-
spondence between recommended products and expectations
(Table 2b-6) as well as the perceived competence of the recom-
mender application (Table 2b-8) were rated higher by partic-
ipants provided with the possibility to use explanations (z =
-3.228; p < 0.01 and z = - 1.966; p < 0.05). Most importantly,
these participants´ trust in recommended products clearly in-
creased due to the interaction process (z = -2,816; p < 0.01)
(comparing pre- to post-test, Table 2a-4, 2b-5). There is a
tendency that providing explanations leads to more satisfac-
tion with the recommendation process (z = -1.544; p = 0.06)
(Table 2b-3). However, as hypothesized before the study, the
increase in the rated knowledge from pre- to post-test did
not differ significantly between both groups (Table 2a-5, 2b-
1). Having compared participants who have actively (!) in-
spected explanations with those who have not, we saw that
the former show a higher correspondence between expected
and recommended products (z = -2.176; p = 0.01) (Table
2b-6) and express an increased interest in the product do-
main when comparing pre- to post-test (z = -1.769; p < 0.05)
(Table 2a-6, 2b-2). Participants who inspected explanations
and had experience with applying recommender applications,
showed a tendency to rate the importance of explanations
higher (Table 2b-7). They showed more trust in the recom-
mended products (Table 2b-5) and stated a higher interest in

the product domain (Table 2b-2). This might suggest that a
certain degree of familiarity with recommender applications
is necessary in order to optimally exploit explanations.

Exploring variables that may potentially influence the ac-
tual use of explanations, it was found that experience corre-
lated with the degree of explanation use. Participants already
having experience with recommender applications were more
likely to use an explanation (r = 0.23; p < 0.05) (Table 2c-
3). Additionally, this use was positively correlated with age
(r = 0.23; p < 0.05). Interpreting interaction processes with
advisors as processes of preference construction, as described
by [8], we can assume that explanations influence preferences
by adjusting the expectations of customers. This influence
may be simply due to the fact that an explanation contains
product features to which customers are primed. As argued in
[8], priming of features causes customers to focus attention to
those features and thus possibly to compare the recommended
products with their expectations mainly along the primed fea-
tures. This provides an explanation as to why the perceived
correspondence between recommended and expected products
and trust is higher when providing explanations.

Effects of product comparisons. Participants using rec-
ommender applications supporting product comparisons were
more satisfied with the recommendation process (z = -2.186;
p = 0.03) (Table 2b-3) and the recommended products (z =
-1.991; p < 0.05) (Table 2b-4) than participants using advi-
sors without product comparison support. Furthermore, par-
ticipants using advisors with product comparisons showed a
significant higher trust in the recommended products (z =
-2.308; p = 0.02) (Table 2b-5). Product comparison function-
ality leads to a higher perceived competence of the recom-
mender application (z = -1.954; p < 0.05) (Table 2b-8). In-
teracting with advisors supporting product comparisons leads
to a clear increase in trust (z = 3.016; p < 0.01) (Table 2a-4,
2b-5) and interest in the product domain (Internet Providers)
(z = 1.885; p < 0.05) (Table 2a-6, 2b-2). Interestingly, these
positive effects seem to be due to the offer of comparisons
and not to their usage since only 32,8% of the participants
actually used them.

Those participants who actually used product comparisons,
were more satisfied with the recommendation process (z =
2.175; p = 0.03) (Table 2b-3). Positive effects due to the pos-
sibility of using a product comparison were even accentuated
for those participants who already had experiences with rec-
ommender applications. They were more satisfied with the
suggested products (z = 2.233; p =0.03) (Table 2b-4) and es-
tablished more trust (z = -3.658; p < 0.001) (Table 2b-5). Fur-
thermore, product comparisons combined with existing expe-
riences leads to a higher perceived competence of the advisor
(z = 1.940; p < 0.05) (Table 2b-8). Participants also stated
that the recommendations better match their expectations.

The multitude of positive influences that product compar-
isons offer (especially the increase in satisfaction) can be ex-
plained by the lower mental workload when products and
product features are visually clearly presented to enable an
evaluation of the recommended product set. Interestingly,
taken together with the results on the explanation feature,
some suggestions for the optimal design of product compar-
isons can be made. Firstly, as already suggested by [3] it
is useful for customers to visually highlight features in the
recommendation set that distinguish between the products
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(e.g., different color or font size). Also, assuming that a cus-
tomers product evaluation will be rather based on features
that she/he was primed to in the course of the interaction
process through questions or an explanation feature, it should
aid her/his purchase decision when primed features are high-
lighted as well. (will be tested in a follow-up study).

Effects of repair actions.6 If we compare the partici-
pants who triggered repair actions (due to their inconsistent
specifications) to those who did not trigger repair actions, we
find that the first group stated to have less knowledge in the
product domain (z = -1.801; p < 0.05) (Table 2a-5) and that
they rarely used recommender applications before (z = -1.645;
p < 0.05) (Table 2a-2). This is plausible since participants
with higher knowledge and in the product domain and more
experience with recommender applications will have more re-
alistic expectations regarding product features and costs and
they will provide information to an advisor that will most
likely generate a set of recommended products, which makes
a repair action dispensable. Thus, participants who used re-
pair actions rated these as more useful (z = -2.978; p < 0.01)
(Table 2b-9) and indicated an increase in product domain
knowledge (z = -1.730; p < 0.05) (Table 2a-5, 2b-1).

Effects of switched expertise. Participants who received
switched versions showed less satisfaction with the recommen-
dation processes (z = - 1,790; p < 0,05) (Table 2b-3) and
provided a lower rating for the competence of the advisor (z
= - 2,997; p < 0,01) (Table 2b-8). They regarded the help-
fulness of repair actions as lower (z = -2,379; p < 0,01) (Ta-
ble 2b-9) compared to participants not confronted with the
switched expertise scenario. This may be interpreted as an in-
dicator of lower interest in recommender applications that fail
to put questions that appropriately incorporate the expertise
or knowledge level of the customer. Interestingly, participants
rating themselves as experts who then were confronted with
questions for beginners showed a lower trust in the recom-
mended products (Table 2b-5) than participants who rated
themselves as beginners and answered questions for experts
(χ2(2) = 6.018; p < 0.05).

Willingness to buy a product. We examined which of
the assessed variables show a significant correlation with the
willingness to buy a product. The highest correlation has been
detected between the willingness to buy (Table 2b-10) and
trust in the recommended products (r = 0.60; p < 0.01) (Table
2b-5).7 Furthermore, the higher the fit between the suggested
products and the expectations of the participants (Table 2b-
6), the higher was the willingness to buy the recommended
product (r=0.54, p < 0.01). Another interesting relationship
exists between the perceived competence of the recommender
application (Table 2b-8) and the willingness to buy (r = 0.49,
p < 0.01) (Table 2b-10). Additionally, positive associations
exist between the willingness to buy and

• increase in trust in the course of the interaction with the
advisor (r = 0.32, p < 0.01) (Table 2a-4, 2b-5).

• increase in satisfaction with recommendation processes in
the course of the interaction with the advisor (r = 0.26, p
< 0.01) (Table 2a-3, 2b-3).

6 In the study, only 6.9% of the participants triggered repair ac-
tions. Therefore, we combined the data with a sample from a
pilot study.

7 For the computation of correlation measures, the Spearman cor-
relation r for ordinal scale variables was used.

• satisfaction with advisors (r = 0.52, p < 0.01) (Table 2b-4).

Perceived Domain Knowledge. The higher the interest
in the product domain (Table 2a-6), the higher was the per-
ceived knowledge (r = 0.55 p < 0.01) (Table 2b-1) and the
higher was the trust in the recommended products (r = 0.28 p
< 0.01) (Table 2b-5). The more participants had the impres-
sion to gain knowledge about the product domain through
the interaction process the more they were satisfied with the
application (r = 22; p < 0.01) (Table 2b-3).

If we assume that the willingness to buy a product depends
on whether the interested customer has gathered enough
knowledge about the products to make a purchase decision,
then knowledge-based advisors fulfill their task in that they
are able to increase the customers knowledge (explanations
and product comparisons are central to this goal). Although
the direct relationship between knowledge gain and willing-
ness to buy was rather low (r = 0.16; p < 0.05) indirect posi-
tive influences exist. That is, the higher the gain in knowledge,
the higher is the trust in the advisory process and the higher
is the willingness to buy.

4 Conclusions

In this paper we have presented a study related to the applica-
tion of knowledge-based recommender technologies in online
buying situations. The study provides major guidelines which
should be taken into account when building knowledge-based
recommenders. The focus of future work is to integrate psy-
chological variables influenced by the recommender applica-
tion in a structural equation model which will include trust,
satisfaction and willingness to buy as key constructs.
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Persuasive product recommendation

Markus Zanker1 and Marcel Bricman2 and Sergiu Gordea3 and

Dietmar Jannach4 and Markus Jessenitschnig5

Abstract. Online shops and B2C sites in diverse domains such as

’quality & taste’, consumer electronics or e-tourism require on the

one side persuasive Web presentation and on the other side deep

product knowledge. In that context recommender applications may

help to create an enjoyable shopping experience for online users.

The Advisor Suite framework is a knowledge-based conversational

recommender system that aims at mediating between requirements

and desires of online shoppers and technical characteristics of the

product domain.

In this paper we present a conceptual scheme to classify the driv-

ing factors for creating a persuasive online shopping experience with

recommender systems. We discuss these concepts on the basis of

several fielded applications. Furthermore, we give qualitative results

from a long-term evaluation in the domain of Cuban cigars.

1 Introduction

High complexity and search effort for the users are major obstacles

for today’s e-commerce sites that keep online conversion rates low

and make potential customers restrain from buying. In traditional

brick and mortar businesses sales persons fulfill an advising and com-

plexity reducing function, but online customers many times still miss

such a mediation between their personal requirements and the offered

services and product portfolios.

Conversational recommender systems are successful applications

of Artificial Intelligence that target this problem and ease customers

in finding what they are looking for. However, recommender systems

may not only be seen from a technical perspective in terms of their

capabilities and functionality. Being the face towards the customer

in an online-sales channel, there is also a social and emotional per-

spective that must be considered. In domains such as wine, cigars,

or other luxury goods these aspects are of paramount importance.

Comparable to their alive counterparts, virtual shop assistants may

be intentionally designed to influence the online-customer’s attitude

or behavior in order to sell products and therefore they can be seen

as a form of persuasive technology [7]. Dormann [6] discusses the

emotional aspects of design and gives several examples of existing

shop environments where customers might be actually more likely

to buy. Guerini et al. [9] formalize persuasion models for intelligent

interfaces that are based on beliefs, desires and intentions. In [27],

a study has been conducted that investigated differences in people’s

perception of human and computer advice: Although results varied

1 University Klagenfurt, Austria, email: markus.zanker@ifit.uni-klu.ac.at
2 KCI-group, Austria, email: mbricman@kci-group.com
3 University Klagenfurt, Austria, email: sergiu.gordea@ifit.uni-klu.ac.at
4 ConfigWorks GmbH, Austria, email: djannach@configworks.com
5 ECCA e-tourism competence center Austria, email: mjesseni@edu.uni-

klu.ac.at

slightly depending on the culture and previous experiences of partic-

ipants, the study showed that advice given by a computer was well

accepted.

Sales advisory systems or virtual sales assistants are conversa-

tional recommender systems. They engage in an interaction with

the customer and reach from simple value elicitation forms to more

natural-language like sales dialogues. Depending on the underly-

ing reasoning technology different variants of conversational rec-

ommender systems can be distinguished. Case-based recommender

systems [21, 20] employ enhanced similarity measures to retrieve

those products that are most similar to the one specified by the user.

Knowledge-based recommender systems [4, 11] base their product

proposals on deep domain knowledge and map the situational con-

text of the customer onto technical product characteristics. Due to

this explicit domain knowledge formulated as declarative business

rules or constraints, recommendations can be accompanied with ad-

ditional explanations for the user.

The third type of conversational recommender systems allows nat-

ural language discourses [17]. While the first two techniques allow

only pre-structured interaction paths, the latter form can cope with

natural language input of the customer. However, this additional flex-

ibility is typically bought at the cost of limited product retrieval ca-

pabilities. For instance pre-defined querying interfaces allow more

complex preference elicitation (e.g. selection from several choices

and adding of restrictions) than what could be communicated to a

natural language understanding system. The best known variants of

recommender systems namely collaborative and content-based filter-

ing systems [2, 22] are in their pure form not conversational. Content-

based recommender systems reason on preference models for users

that are built from characteristics of products they liked in the past.

Contrastingly, collaborative systems propose products to a user based

on positive ratings from other users that are considered similar to

him. Hybrid approaches [5, 1] that combine several of these tech-

niques and may also possess conversational capabilities have been

developed recently.

In this paper, we discuss the persuasive power of conversational

recommendation applications and present a conceptual scheme that

emphasizes on the driving factors and their dependencies that influ-

ence user experience at online-shopping sites (Section 2). In Section

3 we give qualitative results from a long running evaluation that in-

dicates commercial benefits from the deployment of recommender

applications. Finally, we summarize the contribution and make an

outlook on future work.

2 Persuasive recommendation scheme

The field of persuasive computing technologies [7] is still in its in-

fancy. It lies at the intersection of technology and tools on the one
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side and social acting and social dynamics on the other side. Com-

puting applications that influence people’s attitudes or behaviors are

also in the center of ethical discussions [3]. In our work we set the

focus on effective sales applications for the Web. By understanding

the social and personality traits of successful salespersons and their

interaction and selling techniques, valuable insights for the function-

ing of sales agents in the Web can be gained. Selling has always been

closely related to social behavior and persuasion in a wider sense.

Building effective virtual salespersons for an e-Commerce environ-

ment that provides advisory service to their users and helps shop

owners to be successful in monetary terms can therefore benefit from

following the principles of persuasive technologies. Up to now only

few work has been elaborated on these issues. In [15] a stepwise pro-

cess that characterizes a seductive experience with a software product

is described: They differentiate phases such as diverting the atten-

tion, making a promise or fulfillment beyond expectations. Komiak

et al. [16] report on a study where they compared trust in virtual

salespersons with trust in their human counterparts. Some of the in-

teresting findings were that virtual salespersons were attributed to be

slightly more trustworthy than human ones. Control over the process

and benevolence (due to the fact that they do not earn a commission)

were among the strongest perceived trust building components for

virtual salespersons.

As each of the contributions in this area focuses only on isolated

aspects of recommendation in the context of persuasiveness, we pro-

pose a conceptual framework that structures the influential factors

and their dependencies. As sketched in Figure 1 online selling centers

around customer, product and process. The basic abstract features

with respect to recommender systems comprise: Personalization, per-

sonification, community, objectivity and complexity reduction. They

positively influence higher level concepts such as user involvement

and credibility and thus believability of the system itself. On the third

layer reciprocity and conditioning are situated. They signify the ac-

tual ability of a recommender system to influence users behavior and

affect their attitudes. The final stage leads to adopted suggestions and

a committed sale.

In the following we will shortly discuss each of the involved con-

cepts and illustrate them with examples from the domains of wine

and cigars. Personalization denotes the adaptation of the system be-

havior and its outcome towards the situational as well as the pref-

erential and requirements context of the user [10]. In [12] different

personalization strategies supported by the Advisor Suite on both the

level of presented content and on the interaction process itself are

elaborated. When buying wine online, users like to have the choice

between different ways of stating their preferences. For instance se-

lecting product parameters like region, year or grape variety on the

one hand and describing taste characteristics like sweetness or fruiti-

ness on the other hand. When proposing products to customers, pro-

viding them also additional product details and some form of expla-

nation proves extremely helpful [16].

Personification is about giving a life-like identity to virtual sales

agents. Full resemblance to humans is however not necessary. Vir-

tual personalities can be created by using a relatively small inventory

of traits [19]. Nevertheless, making the character look attractive is

not an easy task. Rules of thumb like symmetry, broken symmetry,

golden cut or color psychology might still produce an unfavorable

outcome. Therefore, extensive user tests on the characters are nec-

essary. [23] showed that attractiveness of virtual characters corre-

lates positively with purchase likelihood [23]. In Figure 2 some of

the characters we employed for actual applications can be seen. Be-

ginning from the left, the virtual sommelier sem and the cigar advisor

Figure 1. Building blocks for persuasive sales recommenders

Figure 2. Personification

Mortimer are depicted.

Community features of recommender systems are predicted to

have a big potential in the future [24]. Computer games which hold

the forefront of technology development are rapidly moving towards

building online communities. Ratings and comments to products that

can be seen by all users or topic centric discussion fora have only

been the beginning. In the future we might see social networking

systems or virtual sales rooms where basic social behavior between

customers becomes possible.

Objectivity is mutually affected by community aspects. Opinions

from other customers are generally appreciated as they are assumed

to be independent from the shop owner. However, recommender sys-

tems can foster their perceived objectivity by offering a high degree

of product information, explaining pros and cons for proposals and

allowing testimonials and comments from other users. For instance

the virtual sommelier sem reasons on product specific explanations

that point the customer explicitly on the dryness of a wine if its acid-
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ity level is high and its sugar level low.

Conversational recommender systems achieve Complexity re-

duction for customers by mediating between the situational and pref-

erential context of the client and the technical details of the product

domain. Another crucial factor is the tool complexity of the system

itself and its perceived usability.

Involvement and credibility may both be induced by the underly-

ing building blocks. Involving users signifies reducing the distance

between them and the system itself [26]. In our case community

building as well as personalized customer treatment are prerequi-

sites for user involvement. Personification through virtual charac-

ters stimulates users involvement by enabling them to identify them-

selves with the system. Tseng and Fogg [25] circumscribe the cred-

ibility of a system with the synonym believability. It addresses the

basic question: May users believe the information given? Swana et

al. [13] provide a comprehensive review on the issue of customer

trust in salespersons. In virtual environments the factors objectivity

and community building may positively affect this issue. Further-

more, knowledge-based recommender systems have the advantage

of incorporating the knowledge of the human expert, that guides and

advises (complexity reduction). Communicating explicitly the com-

petency of a real-world sommelier behind the virtual character sem

is a strategy taken by the online wine platform.

Customers that feel involved relate to computers and applications

like they relate to other humans. Therefore, humans would accept

praise by a computer, e.g. when the virtual shop assistant compli-

ments the user on its excellent choice. Thus introducing conditioning

into conversational dialogues is one of the final steps towards persua-

siveness of recommendations. Closely related to the issue of condi-

tioning is reciprocity. Fogg and Nass [8] conducted experiments to

investigate how users can be motivated to change their behavior by a

computer. In online sales situations keeping the user at the Web site

and in the process is of paramount importance. Thus, credibility of

the system and user involvement are the underlying factors that foster

loyalty of users.

Suggestion is on top of our conceptual scheme and stands for the

ability of virtual sales agents to successfully close the deal when

needed. Patience is not widespread among online users, therefore

a balance between interaction length and suggestive propositions is

crucial for conversational recommendation agents to influence peo-

ple’s minds.

In the following we give practical evidence from the implementa-

tion of some of these abstract concepts in an e-Commerce platform

for Cuban cigars and conduct an analysis of actual sales figures.

3 Example

Most reported experiments in the domain of recommender systems

perform an off-line analysis on an historical data-set [14]. So, for

instance the predictive accuracy of collaborative filtering algorithms

[14] or the session length for different retrieval strategies are mea-

sured. The evaluation effort is considerably higher when conducting

live-user trials with an application prototype like [18] or operating a

real system like Entree that served as a restaurant guide for attendees

of a convention in Chicago [5].

Moreover, our research question is about the capability of recom-

mender systems to influence peoples mind when interacting with rec-

ommender systems. Therefore we even chose a real-world setting to

analyze the effect of a conversational recommender on buying behav-

ior and sales figures. In the following we report about a Web shop for

fine Cuban cigars that introduced the virtual shop assistant Mortimer

Figure 3. Screenshot of cigar shop

on the World non smokers day (May, 31st) in 2003. Figure 3 gives a

screenshot of the Web shop environment and the virtual sales assis-

tant. The conversational recommender system is based on the Advi-

sor Suite framework [11] that was extended to include additional sup-

port for the integration of virtual characters. Next to personification,

also the personalization and complexity reduction function was tar-

geted by the sales recommender system. The shop owner addressed

community building by introducing testimonials of registered users.

To ensure objectivity the advisor system generates specific explana-

tions on products upon request that provide pros as well as cons with

respect to the user preferences. While being strong on basic func-

tionalities, implementation of features that support the higher level

concepts like conditioning and involvement is left for future work.

Figure 4. List of top ranked products

For evaluation, we were given the opportunity to analyze the sales

figures for a period starting in January 2002 until November 2004.

The product range comprises approximately 115 different models of

Cuban cigars from 18 different manufacturers with Cohiba, Monte-

cristo or Romeo y Julieta being the most prominent ones. The assort-

ment of products and their prices remained basically stable over the
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whole evaluation period.

The research hypothesis was as follows: Does advice given by a

virtual shop assistant affect the buying behavior of online shop-

pers?

Therefore, we separated sales records into two periods, one be-

fore Mortimer went live (01/2002 - 05/2003) and one afterwards

(06/2003 - 11/2004). For each period we computed a separate top

ten product list. The result confirmed the initial guess of the shop

owner, namely that customers are more likely to order cigars pro-

duced by less prominent manufacturers then before. In the period

before Mortimer, mostly the prominent makes like Cohiba or Monte-

cristo have been ordered, while in the period afterwards ’no-names’

like Juan Lopez Petit Coronas entered the top ten list (e.g. rank 2

compared with rank 22 in the period before). Figure 4 gives the top

ten ranks for the period afterwards from top to bottom. The bars sig-

nify actual sales in pieces for the period before and afterwards. No

numbers are given for reasons of confidentiality, but the ratios be-

tween bars are in accordance with the absolute numbers. The figures

in brackets next to the bars of each cigar model correspond to the

rank in the period before, e.g. the top ranked model in the period af-

terwards Exhibicion Nr. 4 by Romeo y Julieta was previously ranked

on 4th position and the top ranked model in the period before Monte-

cristo No. 1 fell back to rank number 10. Evaluations of shorter sub-

periods did not result in significant changes. In a next step we wanted

Figure 5. Correlation between clickthroughs and additional sold items

to drill down on single interactions of users and relate the interaction

data collected by the sales advisor with the ordering records of the

web shop. However, online customers were anonymously browsing

the shop until identifying themselves for ordering. As many users

receive a dynamic IP-address from their internet provider and sales

acts typically last over a longer time span (e.g. customers browse

and collect some information and come back later to finish an or-

der) we were not successful in joining tuples from different tables

and log files. However, a single question was already part of the or-

dering form where users could explicitly place a tick if Mortimer

helped them placing this order. In more than 26% of all sales cus-

tomers agreed that Mortimer did help them to make a decision. This

does not seem a lot at first sight, but given the fact that many cigar

smokers will just order their favorite model without conversing with

a recommender, the figure is quite promising.

In addition, we compared how Mortimer’s recommendations cor-

relate with the increase in sold items of different cigar models. On

the abscissa we measure the number of clickthroughs, which denotes

how often an item has been recommended and was then examined in

detail by the user. As sketched in Figure 5 cigar models that greatly

improved their rank are also among the items that have been rec-

ommended most often. We also investigated why cigars like Juan

Lopez Petit Coronas or Cohiba Siglo III were recommended so of-

ten and thus became so popular among customers. It turned out that

in specific situations for instance when users identified themselves

as novices without any smoking experiences these models have been

proposed due to their taste and smoking duration. Recommendations

are always accompanied by explanations and further product details

as already noted in the previous section. Although overall correlation

between recommendations and sales for this example is below 0.4, it

still qualitatively supports the following conclusions: Recommender

systems do affect the shopping behavior of users and their advice is

accepted by them.

4 Conclusions

In this paper we discussed concepts for persuasive technologies and

related them to the development of conversational recommender sys-

tems. We sketched a conceptual scheme that builds on basic func-

tionalities of recommender agents like personalization or objectivity

and finally leads to suggestions that are persuasive in nature, i.e. af-

fect peoples actual buying decisions. We illustrate the concepts with

examples from systems deployed in quality & taste domains and pro-

vide results from an evaluation conducted with data from a Web shop

for Cuban premium cigars.

Future work will lead us to further evaluation scenarios where key

ingredients for persuasive sales advisors will be analyzed in greater

detail and their effects and dependencies will be evaluated.
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Explicit Trade-off and Prospective Analysis in Electronic
Catalogs

David Portabella Clotet1 and Martin Rajman2

Abstract. We consider example-critiquing systems that help peo-

ple search for their most preferred item in a large electronic catalog.

We analyze how such systems can help users in the framework of

four existing example-critiquing approaches (RABBIT, FindMe, In-

cremental Critiquing, ATA and AptDecision). In a second part we

consider the use of several types of explicit passive analysis to guide

the users in their search, specially in either underconstrained or over-

constrained situations. We suggest that such a user-centric search

system together with the right explicit passive analysis makes the

users feel more confident in their decision and reduces session time

and cognitive effort. Finally we present the result of a pilot study.

1 INTRODUCTION

A Multi-Attribute Decision Problem (MADP) is the problem of find-

ing the best outcome or solution based on the user’s preferences.

However users may not have an accurate idea of their preferences

while searching for a product, especially when the product is beyond

the user’s domain knowledge. They may begin the search with some

vague set of preferences and refine them as they learn more about the

different possibilities [6].

An example-critiquing interaction is an iterative process where the

user and the system collaborate to find the best solution. Based on the

current user’s preference model, the system shows a set of candidate

solutions and the user gives some feedback to the system so that it

can update the preference model. The loop continues until the user is

convinced with one of the candidate solutions. The type of feedback

varies from system to system: it can be a direct manipulation of the

preference model, such as adding a constraint such as “a maximum

price of 400 Euros”, or a more vague feedback such as “a cheaper

apartment (than the proposed candidate)”.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: first we study four

example-critiquing systems; then we justify the importance of Ex-

plicit Passive Analysis (EPA) and propose three types of EPA with

informal examples; finally we present the results of a pilot study.

2 EXAMPLE-CRITIQUING SYSTEMS

One of the first systems to implement an example-critiquing ap-

proach was the RABBIT system [7], where the preference model is

a query explicitly given by the user. This system is sometimes re-

ferred as of a query-building interface. The candidates shown to the

user are simply the list of all items satisfying the query. The query

1 École Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne (EPFL),
david.portabella@epfl.ch

2 EPFL, email: martin.rajman@epfl.ch

can then be explicitly reformulated by using options such as “pro-

hibit” or “specialize” over an attribute. When the solution space is

overconstrained (i.e., there is no solution satisfying the query), the

system simply does not show any candidate solution. In contrast, in

a preference-based approach, the user would have the possibility to

define a weight for each constraint and this information would be

used to provide a list of ranked partial matches. The system is user-

centric in the sense that it is the user who guides the interaction, the

system just providing the requested information to the user.

In FindMe [1] there is no direct mapping between the feedback

provided by the user and the preference model constructed by the

system. The system limits the type of possible user feedbacks to a set

of options such as “this apartment is OK, but make it bigger” based

on one of the candidate solutions and thus, the approach is system-

centric. The advantage of this approach is that the cognitive effort

to provide feedback is lower as it doest not need to be very precise.

As the interaction goes on, the system builds an implicit preference

model using the feedback. In an overconstrained situation, the sys-

tem performs a pre-defined domain-dependent ordered list of opera-

tions to relax the preference model. A problem with this approach is

that the user may eventually not understand the justification for the

proposed candidates, as the preference-model built by the system is

completely hidden to the user who thus may feel frustrated.

The incremental-critiquing approach proposed by McCarthy at [5]

shows just one candidate solution and a set of compound critiques

that describe the feature relationships that exist between the remain-

ing candidates. The user has the option of directly updating the query

by adding or changing a constraint over an attribute, or by accept-

ing one of the proposed compound critiques. The system selects the

three best compound critiques with lower support values, as these

would eliminate many items from consideration if chosen. This ap-

proach has the advantage that, if one of the compound critiques turns

out to be interesting to the user, selecting it would probably require

less cognitive effort than manually inspecting all the matching items,

and extracting and applying the individual critiques one by one. The

system builds the implicit user model incrementally, but there is no

reason why compound critiques could not also be used in a query

building tool as RABBIT.

One important feature proposed in the ATA system [4] and fur-

ther elaborated in [2] is that the system not only presents the k best

ranked items but also a set of alternative suggestions which are sig-

nificantly different therefore and have the potential to stimulate the

expression of hidden preferences, thus avoiding locally optimal so-

lutions. For instance, if the user has not expressed a preference for

non-stop flights, presenting an alternative solution that best satisfies

the expressed preferences plus the latter one could potentially induce

the user to realize that this new preference is important to him.
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Figure 1. Screenshot of our user interface. At the left is the criteria selection window, where the user can specify search criteria and their weights (preference
based approach). At the right is the corresponding ranked list of items (upper part) and the items currently being considered by the user (lower part). At the

bottom is the Trade-off Analysis window, which displays the Minimal Conflicting Set Analysis (lower part) and the Possible Relaxations Analysis (upper part).

3 EXPLICIT PASSIVE ANALYSIS

Two types of approaches emerge from the four above presented

cases: (1) the system-centric approach, which tries to build an im-

plicit preference model or somehow limit the type of user feedback

and the (2) user-centric approach, in which the user can directly up-

date his query or preference model and the system just helps by pro-

viding some kind of passive analysis.

However, in all the reviewed systems except in the case of

incremental-critiquing, the passive analysis when available is pro-

vided in the form of alternative solutions. We suggest that provid-

ing the users with some explicit explanation that can potentially lead

to these alternative solutions will make them feel more confident in

their decision process and speed up the interaction. For instance, in

the example given for the ATA interface, the system could inform the

user that, given the current preference model, he may potentially be

interested in adding a preference about non-stop flights.

Indeed, we believe that a good way to increase user trust is to

make users feel that they have reached a good characterization of the

domain (at least in their region of interest). Thus, it is not enough

that the system presents the best choice(s) to the user, but the user

also needs to be convinced that the proposed choice(s) actually is

the best. A natural way to achieve this is to compare a candidate

solution with the related alternatives. In other words, we suggest that

users use the example-critiquing iterative cycle not just to refine their

preference model but also to browse and characterize their region of

interest in the domain, i.e. they use the system as a query-building

tool.

This browsing phase is even more important when preferences are

not additive independent (see [3] for a detailed definition). In this

case, the iterative process is also used to avoid expressing a complex

preference model. Imagine for example that the user is interested in

an apartment in the city center for less than 800 Euros or otherwise

an apartment in the suburbs for a maximum of 600 Euros and close

to a bus stop. Instead of directly entering this more complex prefer-

ence model, he would probably first search for one of the cases by

entering in an iterative process to refine the preference model and

then switch to the other case and repeat the process, to finally select

the best option between the two. In this situation we cannot say that

the user was constantly refining his preference model, but rather that

he studied two different cases separately.

Along these lines, we propose to use a query-building tool to let

users browse and characterize their region of interest and to help

them to do so by providing three types of explicit passive analysis

about their current query, as described hereafter.

A basic form of such type of analysis is to let the user compare,

while being in an underconstrained situation, the number of items

that would match the query for different values of an attribute. We

call this type of approach Prospective Analysis, as it provides infor-

mation to the user about the impact of the different choices before

he makes up his decision. For example, if the user has stated that he

wishes cars for less than 6000 Euros, and now he is browsing the

possible values for matriculation time, the system can indicate that

there are 10 cars matriculated after 2005, 20 cars matriculated after
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2004 and so on.

As users progressively add constraints, they will eventually end

up in an overconstrained situation. Rather than then providing par-

tially matching items, we propose to explicitly provide the user with

the Minimal Conflicting Set Analysis. For instance, in a catalog of

second-hand cars, given the current constraints expressed by the user,

the system could indicate that “there are no Audi cars & Cheaper than

6000 Euros & Matriculated later than year 2000” nor “cars Cheaper

than 6000 Euros & with Blue color & with Electric windows”. Rather

than just providing partial matching solutions, this information can

potentially help the user to better understand the solution space.

A third type of explicit passive analysis is the Possible Relax-

ations Analysis, which provides concise relaxation suggestions to

overcome the minimal conflicting set of constraints. While the infor-

mation about the minimal conflicting set may be useful to character-

ize the solution space and thus get more confidence, finding which

constraints to relax to overcome the situation is not evident for the

user and it may involve trying several relaxation combinations. Ex-

plicitly providing a list of possible relaxations may lead to a speed

up of the interaction. Notice that just proposing to remove some con-

straints as it is done in other approaches may not be very satisfactory.

Indeed, in the case of a constraint over an ordered attribute such as

price, providing the user with information about the minimal modi-

fication of that constraint can help the user to better characterize the

domain and speed up the interaction. For instance, in the previous ex-

ample, the system would also inform that there are cars “if the user

relaxes the maximum price to 6500 Euros” or “if he relaxes the max-

imum price to 6200 Euros and without Electric windows”. We call

Explicit Trade-off Analysis the combination of the Minimal Conflict-

ing Set Analysis with the Possible Relaxations Analysis.

4 PILOT STUDY

We have carried out a pilot study3 evaluating our interface on

two binary control variables: (1) whether or not to show the ex-

plicit passive analysis and (2) whether to use a query-building or a

preference-based approach. The corresponding four interfaces were

implemented using the same software so that their “look and feel”

was as similar as possible to get a fair comparison. See Figure 1 for

a screenshot.

As a database, we used an extract of 7000 second-hand cars kindly

provided by the company Comparis4, with 35 attributes for each car.

We have tuned our prototype so that it computes the minimal con-

flicting set for combinations of a maximum of four constraints. No-

tice that the selection of the appropriate value for this maximum de-

serves further investigation. Similarly, we have limited the maximum

number of attributes in a relaxation suggestion to three.

Although the pilot study involved only four users, we were able to

obtain some interesting preliminary results:

• Users using the query-building approach felt more in control about

the search system and appreciated it.

• Users using the preference-based approach did hardly make use

of the weights and were dissatisfied by the fact that they didn’t

understand how the items were ranked

• Users using the query-building approach were dissatisfied by the

fact that no item was displayed in underconstrained situations.

3 Our ECatalog software can be downloaded at
http://icwww.epfl.ch/∼portabel/ecatalogs as well as, for the sake of
research only, an extract of the Comparis cars database

4 http://www.comparis.ch/.

• More importantly, users using the Explicit Trade-off Analysis (in

both the query-building and the preference-based approach) were

more confident with their choice, while there was no significant

difference with the interaction time.

• An unexpected result was that the use Prospective Analysis to-

gether with Explicit Trade-off Analysis performed worse than us-

ing Explicit Trade-off Analysis alone. This may be due to the fact

that the Prospective Analysis was inciting the users not to enter

in an overconstrained situation, therefore making them lose the

benefit of the Trade-off analysis.

Although still preliminary, these results are promising. We are

therefore currently preparing a more extensive user study with about

forty users.

5 CONCLUSION

We have compared four existing example-critiquing systems for elec-

tronic catalogs both in terms of their user- or system-centric nature

and in terms of the type of analysis provided to the user.

Based on this study, we suggest that providing an analysis in an

explicit form rather than hiding it in a set of proposed alternative

suggestions may greatly help the user to better understand the solu-

tion space, and therefore feel more confident about the final decision

and speed up the interaction.

We have proposed the use of Prospective Analysis and Trade-off

Analysis, the latter one consisting of the Minimal Conflicting Set

Analysis along with the Possible Relaxations Analysis. We have built

a concrete prototype and carried out a small pilot study to evaluate

our approach. While Prospective Analysis lead to unexpectedly bad

results, the Trade-off Analysis appeared as very promising. We now

plan to carry out a user study with a larger number of subjects to

confirm and precise the preliminary results obtained so far.
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Detection of Obfuscated Attacks
in Collaborative Recommender Systems 1

Chad Williams and Bamshad Mobasher and Robin Burke and Jeff Sandvig and Runa Bhaumik 2

Abstract. The vulnerability of collaborative recommender systems

has been well established; particularly to reverse-engineered attacks

designed to bias the system in an attacker’s favor. Recent research has

begun to examine detection schemes to recognize and defeat the ef-

fects of known attack models. In this paper we propose several tech-

niques an attacker might use to modify an attack to avoid detection,

and show that these obfuscated versions can be nearly as effective as

the reverse-engineered models yet harder to detect. We explore em-

pirically the impact of these obfuscated attacks against systems with

and without detection, and discuss alternate approaches to reducing

the effectiveness of such attacks.

1 Introduction

Recent work has exposed significant vulnerabilities in collaborative

filtering recommender systems to what have been termed “shilling”

or “profile injection” attacks in which a malicious user enters bi-

ased profiles in order to influence the system’s behavior [3, 1, 7, 10].

While there are ways system owners can increase the cost of attack

profiles being created; doing so often comes at the cost of reduced

participation, which can hamper the predictive accuracy of a collab-

orative system. As a result it is impossible to completely eliminate

the threat of an attack in an open collaborative system.

Recent research efforts have been aimed at detecting and prevent-

ing the effects of profile injection attacks. Chirita, Nejdl, and Zam-

fir [4] proposed several metrics for analyzing rating patterns of ma-

licious users and introduced an algorithm specifically for detecting

such attacks. Su, Zeng, and Chen [14] developed a spreading sim-

ilarity algorithm in order to detect groups of very similar attackers

which they applied to a simplified attack scenario. O’Mahony, Hur-

ley and Silvestre [11] developed several techniques to defend against

the attacks described in [7] and [10], including new strategies for

neighborhood selection and similarity weight transformations. Our

work has focused on developing a multi-strategy approach to attack

detection, including supervised and unsupervised classification ap-

proaches and incorporating time-series analysis, vulnerability analy-

sis, anomaly detection and pattern recognition. In [2] a model-based

approach to detection attribute generation was introduced and shown

to be effective at detecting and reducing the effects of random and av-

erage attack models. A second model-based approach for detecting

attacks that target groups of items was introduced in [9] and shown

to effectively detect the segment attack.

1 This research was supported in part by the National Science Foundation
Cyber Trust program under Grant IIS-0430303.

2 Center for Web Intelligence School of Computer Science, Telecommu-
nication and Information Systems DePaul University, Chicago, Illinois
(cwilli43, mobasher, rburke, jsandvig, rbhaumik)@cs.depaul.edu

Prior work has focused on detection of the attack profiles that

are reverse-engineered to introduce the largest bias in favor of the

attacker. These approaches assume that attack profiles have signa-

tures that closely resemble well-known attack models. However, an

attacker may expect (and our research has shown) that hewing too

closely to these optimized attack models makes the attack easier to

detect [2, 9]. With detection and response schemes becoming more

effective, one likely consequence is that attackers may attempt to

conceal their injected attack profiles so that they more effectively

masquerade as genuine profiles, while still biasing the system. We

have termed such attacks obfuscated attacks.

The primary contribution of this work is an analysis of methods

attackers may use to avoid detection schemes based on attack pat-

tern recognition and of approaches that may limit their effectiveness.

Three techniques an attacker may employ to obfuscate their attack

in order to avoid detection are examined: User shifting, designed to

reduce the similarity between profiles of an attack; Noise injecting,

designed to blur the signature of common attack models; and Tar-

get shifting, designed to reduce the extreme ratings of attack profiles.

We evaluate the threat of these obfuscation techniques by analyzing

their success: at avoiding detection, biasing an unprotected system,

and biasing a system with detection. To evaluate the effectiveness of

these techniques at obfuscating an attack, we use several existing de-

tection attributes designed to identify attacks based on the average

and random attack models. We show that these obfuscated variations

can introduce nearly as much bias as the original models on a system

without detection, and some obfuscated attacks are more effective

than the original attacks on a system with detection. We conclude by

showing that the most problematic cases (those of low profile size)

can be effectively handled by combining detection with a variant of

the recommendation algorithm.

2 Profile Injection Attacks

For our purposes, a profile injection attack against a recommender

system consists of a set of attack profiles inserted into the system

with the aim of altering the system’s recommendation behavior with

respect to a single target item it. An attack that aims to promote it,

making it recommended more often, is called a push attack, and one

designed to make it recommended less often is a nuke attack [10].

An attack model is an approach to constructing the attack pro-

files, based on knowledge about the recommender system’s, rating

database, products, and/or users. The attack profile consists of an m-

dimensional vector of ratings, where m is the total number of items

in the system. The profile is partitioned in four parts as depicted in

Figure 1. The null partition, I∅, are those items with no ratings in

the profile. The single target item it will be given a rating designed
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Figure 1. The general form of an attack profile.

to bias its recommendations, generally this will be either the maxi-

mum or minimum possible rating, depending on the attack type. As

described below, some attacks require identifying a group of items

for special treatment during the attack. This special set IS usually re-

ceives high ratings to make the profiles similar to those of users who

prefer these product. Finally, there is a set of filler items IF whose

ratings are added to complete the profile. It is the strategy for select-

ing items in IS and IF and the ratings given to these items that define

an attack model and give it its character.

2.1 Standard Attack Models

Two basic attack models, originally introduced in [7] are random

attack, and average attack. In our formalism, for these two basic at-

tacks IS is empty, and the contents of IF are selected randomly. For

random attack all items in IF are assigned ratings based on the func-

tion σ, which generates random ratings centered around the overall

average rating in the database. The average attack is very similar, but

the rating for each filler item in IF is computed based on more spe-

cific knowledge of the individual mean for each item. For more com-

plex attacks the IS set may be used to leverage additional knowledge

about a set of items. For example the bandwagon attack [3] selects a

number of popular movies for the IS set which are given high ratings

and IF is populated as described in the random attack. The segment

attack [3] populates IS with a number of related items which it gives

high ratings to as specified by δ, while the IF partition is given the

minimum rating in order to target a segment of users. Due to space

limitations we focus on the average and random attack models as

they are the most widely discussed.

2.2 Obfuscated Attack Models

Attacks that closely follow one of the models mentioned above can

be detected and their impact can be significantly reduced [2, 9]. As

a result, to significantly bias the system an attacker would need to

deviate from these known models to avoid detection. To explore this

problem, we have examined three ways existing attack models might

be obfuscated to make their detection more difficult: noise injection,

user shifting and target shifting.

Noise Injection – involves adding a Gaussian distributed random

number multiplied by α to each rating within a set of attack profile

items Oni; where Oni is any subset of IF ∪ IS to be obfuscated and

α is a constant multiplier governing the amount of noise to be added.

This noise can be used to blur the profile signatures that are often

associated with known attack models. For example, the abnormally

high correlation that is associated with profiles of an average attack

could be reduced by this technique while still maintaining a strong

enough similiarity between the profiles and real system users.

User Shifting – involves incrementing or decrementing (shifting)

all ratings for a subset of items per attack profile in order to reduce

the similarity between attack users. More formally, for all items

i in Os, r′i,u = ri,u + shift(u,Os) where Os is any subset of

IF ∪ IS to be obfuscated, ri,u is the original assigned rating given

to item i by attack profile u, r′i,u is the rating assigned to item i
by the obfuscated attack profile u, and shift(u,Os) is a function

governing the amount to either increment or decrement all ratings

within set Os for profile u. This technique results in a portion of

the base attack model ratings deviating for each attack profile. As a

result, the distribution signature for the profile can deviate from the

profile signature usually associated with the base attack model. This

technique can also be used to reduce the similarity between attack

profiles that often occurs in the reverse-engineered attack models.

Target Shifting – for a push attack is simply shifting the rating

given to the target item from the maximum rating to a rating one

step lower, or in the case of nuke attacks increasing the target rating

to one step above the lowest rating. Although a minor change, this

has a key effect. Since all reverse-engineered models dictate giving

the target item the highest or lowest rating, any profile that does not

include these ratings is likely to be less suspect. Naturally, profiles

that are not as extreme in their preference will generate less bias in

the attacked system (and our experiments bear this out). However, in

many practical scenarios, for example, trying to push an item with

low ratings, a target shifted attack may be almost as effective as an

ordinary one.

While there are numerous ways a profile may be constructed to

avoid detection, we focus on these to illustrate the detection chal-

lenges that can occur with even minor changes to existing models.

3 Detecting Attack Profiles

We outline a set of detection attributes that have been introduced for

detecting attacks based on supervised learning techniques. Our goal

is to apply the attributes introduced in [4, 2, 9] and some additional

attributes to see their effectiveness at detecting obfuscated attacks

when trained on base attacks. For this method, training data is cre-

ated by combining genuine profiles from historic data with attack

profiles inserted following the base attack models described above.

Each profile is labeled as either an attack or as a genuine user. A bi-

nary classifier is then created based on this set of training data using

the attributes described below and any profile classified as an attack

will not be used in predictions.

These attributes come in two varieties: generic and model-specific.

The generic attributes are modeled on basic descriptive statistics that

attempt to capture some of the characteristics that will tend to differ-

entiate an attacker’s profile from a genuine user. The model-specific

attributes attempt to detect characteristics of specific attack models.

3.1 Generic Attributes

Generic attributes are based on the hypothesis that the overall sta-

tistical signature of attack profiles will differ from that of authentic

profiles. This difference comes from two sources: the rating given

the target item, and the distribution of ratings among the filler items.

As many researchers have theorized [7, 4, 10, 8], it is unlikely if not

unrealistic for an attacker to have complete knowledge of the ratings
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in a real system. As a result, generated profiles are likely to deviate

from rating patterns seen for authentic users.

For the detection classifier’s data set we have used a number of

generic attributes to capture these distribution differences. These at-

tributes are:

• Rating Deviation from Mean Agreement [4], is intended to identify

attackers through examining the profile’s average deviation per item,

weighted by the inverse of the number of ratings for that item.

• Weighted Degree of Agreement [9], captures the sum of the differ-

ences of the profile’s ratings from the item’s average rating divided

by the item’s rating frequency.

• Weighted Deviation from Mean Agreement (WDMA), designed to

help identify anomalies, places a high weight on rating deviations

for sparse items. We have found it to provide the highest informa-

tion gain for obfuscated attacks as well as standard attacks of the

attributes we have studied. The WDMA attribute can be computed in

the following way:

WDMAu =

nu∑

i=0

|ru,i−ri|
l2
i

nu

where U is the universe of all users u; let Pu be a profile for user

u, consisting of a set of ratings ru,i for some items i in the universe

of items to be rated; let nu be the size of this profile in terms of the

numbers of ratings; and let li be the number of ratings provided for

item i by all users, and ri be the average of these ratings.

• Degree of Similarity with Top Neighbors (DegSim) [4], captures the

average similarity of a profile’s k nearest neighbors. As researchers

have hypothesized attack profiles are likely to have a higher similar-

ity with their top 25 closest neighbors than real users [4, 12]. We

also include a second slightly different attribute DegSim′ , which

captures the same metric as DegSim, but is based on the average

similarity discounted if the neighbor shares fewer than d ratings in

common. We have found this variant provides higher information

gain at low filler sizes. The User Shifting obfuscation technique is

specifically designed to reduce the effectiveness of these attributes.

• Length Variance (LengthVar) [2] indicates how much the length of

a given profile varies from the average length in the database. This

attribute is particularly effective at detecting large profile sizes often

associated with bots as few authentic users have rated as many items

as these larger filler sizes require.

3.2 Model-Specific Attributes

In our experiments, we have found that the generic attributes are in-

sufficient for distinguishing a attack profiles from eccentric but au-

thentic profiles. This is especially true when the profiles are small,

containing few filler items. As shown in Section 2, attacks can be

characterized based on the characteristics of their partitions it (the

target item), IS (selected items), and IF (filler items). Model-specific

attributes are those that aim to recognize the distinctive signature of

a particular attack model.

Our detection model discovers partitions of each profile that max-

imize its similarity to the attack model. To model this partitioning,

each profile is split into two sets. The set Pu,T contains all items

in the profile with the profile’s maximum rating (or minimum in the

case of a nuke attack); the set Pu,F consists of all other ratings in

the profile. Thus the intention is for Pu,T to approximate {it} ∪ IS

and Pu,F to approximate IF . (We do not attempt to differentiate it
from IS .) As these attributes are dependent on the accuracy of se-

lecting these partitions, the Target Shifting obfuscation technique is

designed to reduce their partitioning accuracy.

The average attack model divides the profile into three partitions:

it given an extreme rating, Pu,F given filler ratings, and unrated

items. The model essentially just needs to select an item to be it
and all other rated items become Pu,F . By the definition of the aver-

age attack, the filler ratings will be populated such that they closely

match the rating average for each filler item. We would expect that a

profile generated by an average attack would exhibit a high degree of

similarity (low variance) between its ratings and the average ratings

for each item except for the single item chosen as the target.

The intuition of this hypothesis is implemented by iterate through

all the highly-rated items, selecting each in turn as the possible target,

and then computing the mean variance between the non-target (filler)

items and the average across all users. Where this metric is minimum,

the target item is the one most compatible with the hypothesis of the

profile as being generated by an average attack, and the magnitude of

the variance is an indicator of how confident we might be with this

hypothesis. The Noise Injection obfuscation technique is designed to

increase the filler variance thus making the profile more resemble an

authentic profile, while still being very similar to the consensus item

rating. The partitioning is performed twice, once for a push attack as

described above and once for a nuke attack selecting low-rated items

as hypothesized targets. These two partitioning sets are used to create

two sets of the following attributes introduced in [2]:

• Filler Mean Variance, the partitioning metric described above.

• Filler Mean Difference, which is the average of the absolute value

of the difference between the user’s rating and the mean rating (rather

than the squared value as in the variance.)

• Profile Variance, capturing within-profile variance as this tends to

be low compared to authentic users

The group attack detection model was designed for detecting at-

tacks that target a group of items such as the Segment and Band-

wagon attack, however it is included here as it has been found to be

informative for single target attacks as well [9]. For this detection

model, the partitioning feature that maximizes the attack’s effective-

ness is the difference in ratings of items in the Pu,T set compared

to the items in Pu,F captured as the Filler Mean Target Difference

(FMTD) attribute. The effectiveness of this attribute is also reduced

by the Target Shifting obfuscation technique as the difference be-

tween the filler items and target item is decreased.

All of the attributes thus far have concentrated on inter-profile

statistics; target focus, however, concentrates on intra-profile statis-

tics. The goal is to use the fact that an attacker often must introduce

more than a single profile in order to achieve their desired bias. It

is therefore profitable to examine the density of target items across

profiles. One of the advantages of the partitioning associated with

the model-based attributes described above is that a set of suspected

targets is identified for each profile. For our Target Model Focus at-

tribute (TMF), we calculate the degree to which the partitioning of a

given profile focuses on items common to other attack partitions, and

therefore measures a consensus of suspicion regarding each profile.

Thus from an obfuscation perspective, if the techniques described

above can reduce the accuracy of the targets selected by the above

models, the effectiveness of this attribute will be reduced as well.

4 Experimental Methodology

Recommendation Algorithm – The standard kNN collaborative fil-

tering algorithm is based on user-to-user similarity [5]. In selecting

neighbors, we have used Pearson’s correlation coefficient for similar-
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ities and a neighborhood size k = 20. Neighbors with a similarity of

less than 0.1 are filtered out to prevent predictions from being based

on distant or negative correlations. Once the most similar users are

identified, predictions are calculated as described in [8]. The attack

classification is incorporated by examining each profile and assign-

ing a classification of either attack or authentic. If a profile is classi-

fied as attack, the profile is not used in any prediction calculations.

Evaluation Metrics – There has been considerable research in the

area of recommender systems evaluation [6]. In evaluating security,

we are interested in change in performance induced by an attack

rather than raw performance. In the experiments reported below, we

follow the lead of [10] in measuring an algorithms stability via pre-

diction shift. The prediction shift metric as computed in [1] measures

the change in the predicted rating of an item before and after attack.

For measuring classification performance, we use the standard

measurements of precision and recall. Since we are primarily in-

terested in how well the classification algorithms detect attack, we

look at each of these metrics with respect to attack identification.

Thus precision is calculated as the fraction of true positives (actual

attacks) among all those profiles labeled as possible attacks, and re-

call is defined as the fraction of detected attacks among all of the

attack profiles injected.

Experimental Setup – For our detection experiments, we have used

the publicly-available Movie-Lens 100K dataset3. This dataset con-

sists of 100,000 ratings on 1682 movies by 943 users. All ratings

are integer values between one and five where one is the lowest (dis-

liked) and five is the highest (most liked). Our data includes all the

users who have rated at least 20 movies.

The attack detection and response experiments were conducted us-

ing a separate training and test set by partitioning the ratings data in

half. The first half was used to create training data for the attack de-

tection classifier used in later experiments. For each test the 2nd half

of the data was injected with attack profiles and then run through the

classifier that had been built on the augmented first half of the data.

This approach was used since a typical cross-validation approach

would be overly biased as the same movie being attacked would also

be the movie being trained for.

For these experiments we have used 15 total detection attributes:

6 generic attributes (WDMA, RDMA, WDA, Length Variance,

DegSim k = 450, and DegSim k = 2 with co-rating discounting

d = 963); 6 average attack model attributes (3 for push, 3 for nuke

– Filler Mean Variance, Filler Mean Difference, Profile Variance); 2

group attack model attributes (1 for push, 1 for nuke – FMTD); 1

target detection model attribute (TMF.)

The training data was created using the same technique described

in [9] by inserting a mix of random, average, segment, and band-

wagon attacks using base attack models described above and in [9]

for both push and nuke attacks at various filler sizes that ranged from

3% to 100%. Based on this training data, kNN with k = 9 was used

to make a binary profile classifier. To classify unseen profiles, the k
nearest neighbors in the training set are used to determine the class

using one over Pearson correlation distance weighting. Classification

results and the kNN classifier were created using Weka [13].

In all experiments, to ensure the generality of the results, 50

movies were selected at random representing a wide range of average

ratings and number of ratings. Each of these movies were attacked in-

dividually and the average is reported for all experiments. The exper-

iments used a sample of 50 users mirroring the overall distribution of

users in terms of number of movies seen and ratings provided. The

3 http://www.cs.umn.edu/research/GroupLens/data/
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Figure 2. Classification results for 1% Average push attack.

results reported below represent averages over the combinations of

test users and test movies.

To evaluate the obfuscation methods discussed above we have ex-

amined these techniques on the average and random attack models

for both push and nuke attacks. For the user shift technique, for both

models we shifted all of the filler items, and we used a Gaussian

distributed random number for shift amount. For the noise injection

technique we add noise to all of the filler items using a Gaussian

distributed random number multiplied by 0.2.

5 Experimental Results and Discussion

In our first set of experiments we compare the attack detection

model’s ability to detect the obfuscated attacks compared to the base

attacks (standard non-obfuscated attacks). As Figure 2 depicts the

target shifting obfuscation has little impact on the detection of av-

erage attack. The user shifted and noise injection techniques were

much more successful particularly at lower filler sizes where the re-

call degraded over 37% for average attack. (Results for the random

attack were similar.) Thus as the number of ratings increase, the pat-

terns that distinguish an attacker would become more apparent. The

same trends emerged for both average and random nuke attacks (re-

sults omitted). Recall of the nuke average attack dropped by over

30% for user shifting and noise injection, while recall of random at-

tack degraded by over 50%. Once again target shifting alone was

not particularly effective at disguising either of these attacks. Target

shifting may be more significant for models such as segment attack

since attributes designed to detect these attacks focus on target/filler

rating separation [9]. We intend to investigate obfuscating these types

of attacks in future work.

We also examined the impact on prediction shift due to deviat-

ing from the reverse-engineered attacks to avoid detection. We com-

pared the prediction shift of base attacks and obfuscated attacks on

a system without detection. Figure 3 depicts the maximum predic-

tion shift found for each attack across all filler sizes with the black
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Figure 3. Maximum prediction shift 1% push attacks across all filler sizes.

bars capturing the results against a system without detection and the

gray bars the results against a system with detection (we used filler

sizes between 3% and 10%). As the results show, the user-shifted and

noise-injected versions are nearly as effective as the non-obfuscated

versions without detection for both attack models at their most effec-

tive filler sizes. This means an attacker can mount an effective attack

using the obfuscation techniques with reduced chance of detection.

For both average and random attacks the user shifting obfuscation

is the most effective against a system that uses detection as seen in the

gray bars in Figure 3. Noise injection, however, is more effective than

the base attack against a system with detection for average attack, but

the obfuscated version is slightly less effective for random attack.

Intuitively, this makes sense since the random attack already is an

attack based on noise, and its lack of correlation to item averages is

one of the features that aides in its detection; additional noise being

added is unlikely to improve the correlation.

The classification and prediction shift results indicate that, when

combined with detection, average and random attacks at lower filler

sizes pose the most risk. To reduce the effect of these attacks at lower

filler sizes, one approach would be to discount profiles that have

fewer items in their profile. Herlocker et al. introduced such a varia-

tion in [5] that discounts similarity between profiles that have fewer

than 50 co-rated items by n/50 where n is the number of co-rated

items. While this modification was proposed originally to improve

prediction quality, it has some interesting effects on changing the

characteristics of effective attacks as well. As Figure 4 shows, while

the average and random attacks are about as effective against the co-

rate discounted version as they are against the basic version at high

filler sizes, at low filler sizes their impact is far less. When combined

with the detection model outlined above the largest prediction shift

achieved by any of the attacks described above is only .06 compared

to the .86 shift achieved against basic kNN. This combination may

not be as effective against attacks that focus specifically on popular

items, since they are designed to increase the likelihood of co-rating,

but it does appear to add significant robustness for the attacks studied

in this paper.

A more challenging problem will likely be ensuring robustness

against unknown attacks as profile classification alone may be insuf-

ficient. Unlike traditional classification problems where patterns are

observed and learned, in this context there is a competitive aspect

since attackers are motivated to actively look for ways to beat the

classifier. Given this dynamic, a solution may lie in combining mul-

tiple detection approaches such as time series or rating distribution

analysis. We envision combining the techniques above with other de-

tection techniques to create a comprehensive detection framework.
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Attacking RecommenderSystems:
The Cost of Promotion

Michael P. O’Mahony1 and Neil J. Hurley and GuenoleC.M. Silvestre

Abstract. It hasbeenestablishedin recentwork thatcollaborative
recommendersystemsarevulnerableto attacksthatseekto manipu-
latetherecommendationsthataremadefor targetitems.In thispaper,
we examineattacksfrom a costperspective. While variouscostscan
be associatedwith attacks,herewe focus on the effect that attack
size,in termsof thenumberof ratingsthatareinsertedduringanat-
tack,hason attacksuccess.Wepresentacost-benefitanalysiswhich
shows thatsubstantialprofitscanberealisedby attackers,evenwhen
financialcostsareimposedon theinsertionof ratings.

1 Intr oduction

Recentwork hashighlightedthelackof robustnessexhibitedby col-
laborative recommendersystemsagainstattack[3, 4, 5, 7]. It has
beenshown thatattackson thesesystemsarecapableof significantly
biasingtherecommendationsthataremade.In this paper, we intro-
ducea framework for quantifying the gainsthat are realisedfrom
suchattacks.

Let us begin by statingthe preciseobjectives of the attacksthat
we consider. To do so,it is importantto distinguishbetweentheper-
spectives of the differentpartiesthat areinvolved. In recommender
systems,threedistinctpartiescanbeidentified.Theseare:

• End-users: the primary clients of the system,to whom recom-
mendationsaredelivered.From this perspective, client satisfac-
tion dependsmainly on how well the recommendersystemfol-
lows thepersonaltastesof theseusers.

• Systemowners: mainlyconcernedwith thethroughputof thesys-
tem asmeasuredby the total numberof transactions.From this
perspective, recommendationsneednot necessarilybe accurate,
solong ascustomersareattractedandretainedto theservice.

• External interestedparties: thesepartieshave adirect interest
in the transactionsthat aremade.Sucha party might be, for ex-
ample,the authoror publisherof somebooksthatarelistedon a
recommendersystem.Obviously, thesethird partieshave avested
interestin therecommendationsthataremadefor their products.

In our analysis,we take theend-users’perspective, andseeksys-
temswhich areaccurateandconsistentin therecommendationsthat
aremadeto theseusers.With respectto attacks,we examinehow
recommendationscanbe manipulatedby externalthird parties.Ex-
amplesof suchattacksareproductpushandnuke attacks,wherethe
objectives are to promoteor demotethe recommendationsthat are
madefor targetitems,respectively. In this paper, we assumethatthe
objective of the attacksis to target one particular item, and attack
performanceis evaluatedonly with respectto theattackeditem.

1 Schoolof ComputerScienceandInformatics,University College Dublin,
Belfield, Dublin 4, Ireland,email:michael.p.omahony@ihl.ucd.ie

Attacksare implementedby registeringa numberof bogususer
profileswith asystem.Usingtheseprofiles,theattackersupplies rat-
ings to selecteditems with a view to pushingor nuking the target
item.Wereferto theseprofilesasattack profiles.

2 Cost-BenefitAnalysis

In this section,we proposea framework that enablesus to quantify
thefinancialgainsthatarerealisedby third partyattackson recom-
mendersystems.We assumethat thegoal of theseattacksis to pro-
motetherecommendationsthataremadefor a singletargetitem.

Cost-benefitanalysis is a widely used techniquefor deciding
whetheror not to undertake acourseof action.To usethetechnique
onesimplyaddsup thevalueof thebenefitsaccruingfrom anaction,
andsubtractsthecostsassociatedwith it. TheReturnon Investment
(ROI) metric is widely usedto perform cost-benefitanalysis.The
following definitionof ROI isprovidedin [8]:

ROI is a general concept referring to earnings from the invest-
mentof capital,where theearningsare expressedasa proportionof
theoutlay.

ROI is frequently derived as the return from an action divided
by thecostof thataction,which canbeexpressedas:

ROI =
total benefits− total costs

total costs
. (1)

Costs. Thereareseveralcriteriaunderwhich thecoststhatareasso-
ciatedwith attackson recommendersystemsmaybemeasured[3]:

• Attack Size: the total numberof ratingsthat areinsertedduring
thecourseof anattack.

• Financial Costs: monetarycostsmay be associatedwith the in-
sertionof ratings,i.e.usersmayonly bepermittedto expresspref-
erencesfollowing theactualpurchaseof items.

• Domain Knowledge: attacksare likely to be moresuccessfulif
domain knowledgeparticularto thesystemunderattackis known.
For example,knowledgeof the underlyingrecommendational-
gorithm,or knowledgeof useranditem rating distributionsmay
facilitategreaterattacksuccess.

• SystemInterface: theeaseof interactionwith thesystemneedsto
beconsidered.For example,theuseof anti-automationtechniques
would increasethetimeandeffort requiredto input attackdata.

• General Requirements: factorssuchastechnicalandcomputa-
tional resources,etc.thatmaybeneededto implementanattack.

While the latter two factorsare important, they are difficult to
quantify; consider, for example, that somerecommendersystems
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maybeeasierto interactwith thanothers.Thus,wefocuson thefirst
two cost factorsoutlinedabove, since theseare the mostobjective
andarereadily subjectableto analysis.In addition,we assumethat
certaindomain knowledgeis availableto attackers(seeSection3).

For thepurposes ofthisanalysis,weassumethatanitemcanonly
be ratedfollowing its actualpurchase.Attack cost is calculatedas
follows. If the purchasecostof item k is given by ck, thenthe total
attackcostsaregiven by

∑

k∈Ij
ck, whereIj is thesetof itemsthat

areassignedratingsin theattack.

Benefits. The benefits resulting from an attack on an item j
are given by the increasein the number of times that item j is
selected.Let N be the total numberof genuinesystemusersand
let nj and n′

j be the fraction of userswho selectitem j pre- and
post-attack.Thus,totalbenefitscanbeexpressedascjN(n′

j − nj).
Substitutingthe above expressionsfor total costsand benefits

into (1), theROI for anattackon item j is given by:

ROIj =
cjN(n′

j − nj) −
∑

k∈Ij
ck

∑

k∈Ij
ck

.

We can simplify this expressionby assumingthat all items are of
equalcost.Let sj be the total numberof ratingsthat are inserted
duringanattack.ROIj now becomes:

ROIj =
N(n′

j − nj) − sj

sj

. (2)

Theremainingdifficulty liesin calculatingthefractionsnj andn′
j . In

Section5, we will show that the robustnessmetrics,which evaluate
theeffect of attacks,canbeusedto estimatethesequantities.

3 Attack Strategies

We compareseveral pushattackstrategiesand determinewhich is
themostsuccessfulfrom anROI perspective. (Productnuke attacks
arenot consideredbut a similar analysisapplies[7].) It is assumed
that full knowledge concerningboth item popularity, the number
of ratingsreceived by eachitem in the system,and item likeability,
the averagerating received by eachitem, is available to attackers.
(See[5] for an analysisof when suchknowledge is only partially
available.)Whererequired,this knowledgeis usedto createattack
profiles.We definel astheattackprofile sizeandrmax andrmin as
the maximumand minimum permissibleratings,respectively. The
item beingpushedis includedin all profiles,andis assigneda rating
of rmax. Further, it is assumedthatonly integerratingsareallowed.

Popular Attack . The motivation behind this strategy [7] is
thatpopularitemsareidealcandidatesfor attackprofiles,sincethey
provide for optimal overlapwith genuineusers.Attack profilesare
constructedusing the l − 1 most frequently rated items from the
targetproductspace.To ensurepositive correlationsbetweenattack
andgenuineprofiles,ratingsof rmin + 1 andrmin areassignedto
themore-andless-likeditems,respectively.

Probe Attack . This approach[5] uses the output of a recom-
mendersystemasa meansto selectattackprofile itemsandratings.
The attacker initially selectsand rates(using the sameapproach
as outlined for the popularattack)a small numberof seeditems;
thereafterthesystemis interrogatedto discover additionalitemsand
ratings. In our evaluations,10 seeditems are selectedat random
from the100mostpopularitemsfrom thetargetproductspace.

AverageBot Attack . In our versionof this attack [3], profiles are
createdusingthe l − 1 mostpopularitemsfrom the productspace
underattack.Itemsareratedrandomlyon a normaldistribution with
meanequalto theaverageratingof theitembeingratedandstandard
deviation equalto thestandarddeviation acrossall items.

Random Attack . Attack profiles are constructed by simply
choosingl − 1 itemsuniformly at randomfrom the productspace
underattack[7]. Theratingsfor theseitemsarechosenaccordingto
auniformrandomdistributionover theratingscalethatis employed.

4 Prediction and RecommendationAlgorithms

Recommendersystemsare typically usedto deliver recommenda-
tionsto usersin two ways.Firstly, predictionsfor specificitem(s)can
beprovided(predictionproblem). Secondly, recommendationsin the
form of rankedlistsof itemscanbedelivered(top-N problem).

With respectto the predictionproblem,we considerthe well es-
tablisheduser-basedcollaborative algorithmthat is describedin [9].
A predictionpa,j is computedfor ausera (termedtheactiveuser)on
anitem j asa weightedaverageof k neighbours’ratingsasfollows:

pa,j = r̄a +

∑k

i=1
w(a, i)(ri,j − r̄i)

∑k

i=1
|w(a, i)|

, (3)

wherer̄a is the averagerating of usera, ri,j is the rating assigned
by neighbouri to item j andw(a, i) is thesimilarity weightbetween
usera andneighbouri. Weemploy thek–nearestneighbourscheme,
with neighbourhoodsizechosenby experimentin orderto optimise
predictive accuracy. Similarity weightsarecalculatedusingPearson
correlation[9]. Wealsousesignificanceweighting[2], which deval-
uesweightsthatarebasedon smallnumbersof co-rateditems.

To generatea top-N recommendedlist, the itemscontainedin all
of the nearestneighboursare aggregatedto form a candidateset.
Itemsthat have alreadybeenratedby the active userareexcluded,
andapredictionis madefor eachof theremainingcandidatesetitems
usingtheprocedureoutlinedabove. Candidateitemsarethenranked
accordingto predictedratings,andthetop-N setis returned.

5 RobustnessMetrics

Prediction Problem. We use mean absolute prediction er-
ror (MAPE) to measure the prediction shift that has been
achieved by an attack. The MAPE for item j is calculatedas

1

|Aj |

∑

a∈Aj
|p′

a,j − pa,j |, whereAj is the setof usersover which

theattackis evaluatedandpa,j andp′
a,j arethepre-andpost-attack

predictedratingsfor itemj, respectively. Systemrobustnesscanthen
be calculatedby taking the averageMAPE over all attacked items.
We alsoreportthenumberof timesthatp′a,j > pa,j (asrequiredfor
successfulpushattacks).

Not all prediction shifts are necessarilyequivalent in effect;
for example,a shift from 1 to 2 is likely to beof lessimportanceto
usersthana shift from 3 to 4. Thus,we alsocalculatethe increase
in the numberof goodpredictions(GP) that aremadefor attacked
items.A goodpredictionfor itemj is definedasthenumberof times
that pa,j ≥ δg,∀ a ∈ Aj , whereδg is a thresholdrating.Overall
robustnesscanbe establishedby computingthe averageincreasein
thenumberof goodpredictionsover all attackeditems.

Top-N Problem. Weusethehit ratio (HR) metric[4] to measurethe
numberof timesthat a target item appearsin top-N recommended
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lists. Let Ra be the set of top-N recommendationsfor user a.
For an item j, hit ratio is definedas HRj = 1

|Aj |

∑

a∈Aj
ha,j ,

whereha,j = 1 if j ∈ Ra, and0 otherwise.A measureof overall
robustnesscan be obtained by comparing the average pre- and
post-attackvaluesof thehit ratioover all targetitems.

Metrics and ROI . The good predictions and hit ratio metrics
are useful measuresof attack successsince both can be usedto
estimatethe likelihoodthat userswill act (i.e. purchase,selectetc.)
on items that receive high predictedratings.In termsof the good
predictionsmetric, for example, we can calculatethe fraction of
genuineuserswhowill actonanitemj asnj = αjGPj , whereαj is
thebrowser-to-buyerconversionratefor item j. Theconversionrate
capturesthefact thatonly a proportionof userswill make selections
basedon arecommendersystem’s output.(2) cannow be writtenas:

ROIj =
αjN(GP′

j − GPj) − sj

sj

, (4)

whereGPj andGP′j arethepre-andpost-attackpercentagesof good
predictionsfor item j, respectively. Similarly, for top-N problems,
ROIj canbeobtainedby substitutingHRj for GPj in (4).

6 Evaluation

We usetwo datasetsin our evaluations.The first is provided by the
MovieLensresearchproject2. It consistsof 943users,1,682movies
andcontains100,000transactionsin total. Ratingsarebasedon an
integer scaleof 1 to 5. We alsousethe EachMovie dataset3, which
hasa total of 72,916userswho provided2,811,983ratingson 1,628
movies.Theratingscaleis from 1 to 6.

We usethe following experimentalprocedureto evaluatesystem
robustness.The performanceof a particularitem is evaluatedover
all thegenuineusersin thesystemwho have ratedthe item in ques-
tion. For eachof theseusers,an all but one protocol is adopted,
wherethetestsetis comprisedof theuserin question,anda predic-
tion/recommendationfor this useris madeusingall remainingdata.
Theaverageresultover all usersis thencomputed.Thisprocedureis
repeatedfor all attackeditems,andthemeanresultis obtained.

6.1 Comparing Attack Strategies

Webegin by comparingtheperformanceof thedifferentattackstrate-
giesin thecontext of thepredictionproblem.Figure1 shows MAPE
andthepercentageof goodpredictionsthatwereachieved versusthe
numberof attackprofilesthat wereinserted.The resultsshown are
for attackscarriedout againstthe MovieLensdataset.Neighbour-
hoodsizewas setto k = 35. Attack profile sizewas setto l = 100,
whichis approximatelyequalto theaveragegenuineprofilesize.The
thresholdrating,δg, wassetto rmax − 1. Similar trendswerefound
usingtheEachMovie dataset,but arenotshown dueto limitationsof
space.

From the results,it is clear the popularattacksignificantly out-
performedthe other strategies, followed by the probe,AverageBot
andrandomattacks.For example,when30 attackprofileswerein-
serted,thepercentageof goodpredictionsthat wereachieved were,
in orderof descendingperformance,88%, 63%,33% and19%,re-
spectively. The baselineperformance(i.e. when no attackprofiles
werepresent)was 19%. It is immediatelyapparentthat the random
attackhasfailed to impactsystemrobustness.Regardingthe other

2 http://movielens.umn.edu/.
3 Obtainedfrom Hewlett-Packard(no longeravailablesinceOctober2004).
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Figure 1. MAPE (top),percentageof goodpredictions(middle)andhit
ratio (bottom)achieved by differentattackstrategiesversusthenumberof

attackprofilesinsertedinto thesystem

attacks,it is alsousefulto examinethecorrespondingnumbersof at-
tackprofilesthatwerefoundin neighbourhoods.In thesameorderas
before,the averagepercentageof attackprofilesin neighbourhoods
over all attacked itemswere68%,46% and47%,respectively. The
popularattackagainachieved the bestperformance.Recallthat the
only differencebetweenthe popularand AverageBot strategies (as
implementedin this paper)lies in the ratingsthat wereassignedto
attackprofile items– both strategiesusedthe l − 1 mostfrequently
rateditemsin theconstructionof attackprofiles.Theratingsthatare
appliedin the popularattackcanbe consideredoptimal for the fol-
lowing reason.Consider, for example,thecasein which all nearest-
neighboursconsistof identical attack profiles; thus (3), assuming
positive correlationsbetweenattackandgenuineprofiles,simplifies
to pa,j = r̄a + (rattack,j − r̄attack). It is easilyseenthat the latter
termis maximisedby assigninga ratingof rmax to thepusheditem
andthe lowestpossibleratingsto theremainingitemsin theprofile.
This is not thecasefor theAverageBotattack,whererelatively high
ratings,basedon thedistribution of genuineusers’ratings,wereap-
plied to itemsandthus,smallerpredictionshiftswereachieved.

Thebetterperformanceof theprobeattackover theAverageBotat-
tackcanalsobeexplainedin theabovecontext. Bothattacksresulted
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in a similar percentageof attackprofilesin neighbourhoods,imply-
ing thattheaveragesimilaritiesachieved betweengenuineandattack
profilesusingbothstrategieswerecloselymatched.Theprobeattack
was moresuccessful,however, becausetheratingsstrategy thatwas
appliedto seeditemsfollowedthatof thepopularattack.

Finally, the differencein performancebetweenthe popularand
probeattackscanbe explainedby the fact that the averagenumber
of (genuine)ratingsreceived by itemsthat were includedin popu-
lar attackprofileswas 330, asopposedto only 99 for probeattack
profiles.Comparedto thepopularattack,this resultedin, onaverage,
smallernumbersof co-rateditemsbetweenprobeattackandgenuine
profiles,leadingto reducedsimilaritiesandthereforeto fewer attack
profilesin neighbourhoods,astheabove findingsindicate.

6.2 PerformanceMetrics
Theresultspresentedin Figure1 indicatethatbroadlysimilar trends
werecapturedby boththeMAPE andgoodpredictionsmetrics.It is
interestingto note,however, that the optimumattackgainsasmea-
suredby the goodpredictionsmetric occurredat lower numbersof
attackprofilesinsertedthanthoseindicatedby theMAPE metric.For
example,35 attackprofilesarerequiredto attainthehighestMAPE
in thecaseof the popularattack,whereasthe highestpercentageof
goodpredictionswas achieved when≈ 20 attackprofileswere in-
serted.Thus,thelargestpredictionshiftswerenotrequiredto achieve
thebestperformancein termsof goodpredictions.

Of the two predictionproblemmetrics,the trendsestablishedby
thegoodpredictionsmetricweretheclosestmatchto thosepresented
in Figure1 (bottom),wherewe show attackperformancein thecon-
text of the top-N recommendationproblem(with N = 10). This
finding was expected,sincetheformermetricmeasuresthepercent-
ageof predictionsthat arepushedbeyond a particularthresholdby
the attackand, in the caseof the top-N problem,recommendation
lists areranked by the predictedratingsof candidateitems.The re-
sultsobtainedusingthehit ratio metricalsoindicatethatnon-target
itemswerenot inadvertentlypushedin the courseof the attacksto
thepoint of excludingattackeditemsfrom recommendedlists.From
thesefindings,it is thereforeapparentthatrecommendersystemout-
puts,in termsof both predictionandranked-list generation,proved
to bevery susceptibleto manipulationfrom attack.

6.3 Cost-BenefitAnalysis
Weperformourcost-benefitanalysisin thecontext of thepopularat-
tack,themostsuccessfulstrategy thatwas evaluated.It is important
to understandhow systemrobustnessvarieswith datasetsize– for
example,asthe numberof genuineusersin a systemincreases,at-
tacksmaywell becomemoredifficult and/orcostlyto implement.For
thisanalysis,weusetheEachMovie datasetdueto thelargequantity
of datathat is available.In orderto simulatea systemasit grows in
size,10different–sizedsampleswererandomlydrawn from thissys-
tem,wherethesamples,di, weresubjectto thefollowing constraint:
d1 ⊂ d2 ⊂ . . . ⊂ d10. Thesmallestsamplecontained1,000genuine
users,thelargestcontained10,000users.

Webegin, usingthesmallestdatasetd1, with anexperimentto de-
terminetheoptimalnumberandsizeof attackprofilesthatshouldbe
insertedinto the system.In this regard,the attacker needsto max-
imiseROI with respectto the item beingattacked.From (4), this is
equivalent to maximising(GP′j − GPj)/sj . It was found that ROI
was greatestfor single-profileattackswhich rangedin size from 7
to 25 items.At smallerattacksizes,the numberof co-rateditems
betweenattackandgenuineprofileswas reducedto the extent that
significanceweighting (refer to Section4) substantiallyminimised

theeffect of theattack.It was alsofoundthatROI decreasedsignifi-
cantlyfor attacksizes> 25, whereany additionalreturnsweremore
than offsetby increasingattacksizes.

We now examinethe effect of attackingthe 10 sampledatasets
that weredrawn from the EachMovie dataset.The approachthat is
adoptedin all casesis to create1 attackprofile, consistingof 25
items.This particularattacksize,at thehigh endof theoptimalROI
range,was selectedbecauseattackprofilesof greatersizearemore
likely to beinfluentialagainstlargerdatasets,wheregreaternumbers
of high quality (genuine)neighboursarelikely to bepresent.

Theresultsfor theattacksarepresentedin Table1. For eachof the
datasets,the neighbourhoodsizethat provided the optimumperfor-
mancein termsof predictive accuracy (whenno attackwas present)
was selected.Theseneighbourhoodsizesareshown in thetableand,
asexpected,it canbeobservedthattheoptimumneighbourhoodsize
generallyincreasedasthesystemsgrew in size.

Table 1. Popularattackscarriedout on 10sampledatasetsdrawn from the
EachMovie dataset.For eachdataset,theresultsshown areaveragedover

attackscarriedout againstall itemswith ≤ 100 genuineratings.

Dataset # Users Neigh. Itemswith ≤ GP(%) GP′ (%)
Sample (N) Size 100ratings(%) (Pre) (Post)

d1 1,000 45 88 24 37
d2 2,000 40 79 24 35
d3 3,000 40 72 22 31
d4 4,000 50 67 20 29
d5 5,000 55 64 19 29
d6 6,000 65 60 17 25
d7 7,000 70 57 16 24
d8 8,000 80 55 15 24
d9 9,000 90 54 17 25
d10 10,000 95 52 17 25

It is reasonableto assumethatnewer itemsarelikely to bethesub-
jectof mostattacks,given thatthelogic of attackingwell-established
itemsis dubiousandfurthermore,new itemsoften sell at premium
rates.The resultsthat arepresentedin the table thereforerelateto
thoseitemswhich have received ≤ 100 genuineratingsin the var-
ious sampledatasets.For eachof the datasets,the percentagesof
suchitemsarealsoshown. While thesepercentagesdecreasedasthe
sampledatasetsgrew in size,over 50%of all itemscontainedin the
largestsamplethatwas usedstill satisfiedthiscriterion.

Thepre-andpost-attackgoodpredictionsdatacanbeusedto es-
timatetheprofit thataccruedfrom theattack.Theprofit for anattack
onanitemj is definedasthetotalbenefitsthatarerealisedminusthe
totalattackcosts,which is given by cj

(

αjN(GP′
j −GPj)−sj

)

. The
averageprofit,calculatedover attacksthatwerecarriedoutagainstall
itemswhich received ≤ 100 ratings,is shown for eachof thesample
datasetsin Figure2. Theresultspresentedcorrespondto a browser-
to-buyer conversionrateof 10% andan item costof $10 (all items
wereassumedto have thesameconversionrateandequalcost).

Of critical importanceis thefact thatprofit was found to increase
with datasetsize,sincemoreandmoreusersbecameavailableto be
targetedby theattack.While financiallossesactually resultedfor the
attacksagainstdatasetsof size2,000or less,thereafterprofitswerein
theblack.For example,aprofit of $500wasrealisedfor theattackon
thelargestsampledataset,which contained10,000users.(Notethat
increasedprofitswould berealisedat higherconversionratesand/or
itemcosts.)

As canbe seenfrom Figure2, a linear relationship(r2 = 0.99)
was foundto exist betweenprofit anddatasetsize.Accordingly, it is
possibleto extrapolate theseresultsandestimatetheprofit thatwould
berealisedby attackinglargersystems.Figure3 showstheminimum
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Figure 2. Theaverageprofit thatwas achieved wheneachof the10 sample
datasetsweresubjectedto productpushattacks

systemsizethat is requiredin orderto provide a zeroprofit margin
for different valuesof the browser-to-buyer conversionrate.Thus,
systemsmustexceedtheindicatedsizesbeforeattacksbecomefinan-
cially worthwhile.At higherconversionrates,thezeroprofit margin
was achieved at smallersystemsizes.For example,a minimumsize
of 16,700was requiredfor a conversionrateof 2%, comparedto a
sizeof 2,450for a conversionrateof 10%.
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Figure 3. Theminimumsystemsizethat is requiredto provide a zero
profit margin versusbrowser-to-buyerconversionrate

Projectedprofit versussystemsize in shown in Figure 4 for an
itemcostof $10.At largersystemsizes,very significantprofitswere
realisedby the attack,particularlyat higherbrowser-to-buyer con-
versionrates.For example,considertheresultsfor asystemcontain-
ing 500,000users,whereprofit increasedfrom $17,479to $34,383
whentheconversionratewasincreasedfrom 5%to 10%.Sinceprofit
scaleslinearly with item cost,correspondingprofitsof, for example,
$174,790and$343,830would applyif itemsretailedat $100.

In the above analysis,it should be noted that a numberof un-
favourableassumptionswere madefrom an attacker’s perspective.
Firstly, it wasassumedthatidenticalcostsappliedfor all items.How-
ever, new items,whicharelikely to bethefocusof mostattacks,often
sell at premiumrates.Thus,attackerscouldexpectto realisesignifi-
cantlygreaterprofitsthanthosethatarerecordedabove. Secondly, it
is oftenunnecessaryto makeactualpurchasesof itemsbeforeratings
canbeinsertedinto a system.In suchcases,attackcostsrelateonly
to the effort involved in insertingattackdataandthe variousother
criteria that wereoutlined in Section2. From the resultsthat were
presentedin Section6.1, it is clear that substantialgainswould be
achieved by attackingevensmall-sizedsystemsif userswerepermit-
tedto insertratingsfreeof charge.
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Figure 4. Projectedprofit versussystemsizefor browser-to-buyer
conversionratesrangingfrom 1% to 20%

7 Conclusions
In this paper, we comparedthe performanceof a numberof attack
strategiesin thecontext of bothpredictionandtop-N recommenda-
tion problems.In eachcase,theattacksweresuccessful.Thepopular
andprobeattackswerethemosteffective andproved capableof sig-
nificantly manipulatingsystemoutputin theattacker’s favour.

In Section2, we proposeda framework for establishingthe cost-
benefit that applies to these attacks.Using this framework, we
demonstratedthat substantialprofits can be realisedby attackers,
even whenfinancial costswere imposedon the insertionof attack
data.Disturbingly, from a securityperspective, theanalysis alsoin-
dicatedthat small-sizedattacks,involving little effort andlow risk,
werethemosteffective in termsof maximisingreturnon investment.

Recentresearchhasexaminedtechniquesthataim to improve the
robustnessof collaborative recommendersystems[1, 6, 7]. While
thesetechniqueshave enhancedrobustnessagainstknown attacks,
new andlesstransparentattackstrategiesarealwayslikely to emerge.
Given thewidespreaduseandcommercialbenefitsof recommender
systems,theneedfor ongoingresearchin this areais clear.
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Trust-aware Bootstrapping of Recommender Systems

Paolo Massa and Paolo Avesani 1

Abstract. Recommender Systems (RS) suggest to users items they

might like such as movies or songs. However they are not able to

generate recommendations for users who just registered, in fact boot-

strapping Recommender Systems for new users is still an open chal-

lenge. While traditional RSs exploit only ratings provided by users

about items, Trust-aware Recommender Systems let the users ex-

press also trust statements, i.e. their subjective opinions about the

usefulness of other users’ ratings. In this paper we analyze the rel-

ative benefits of asking new users either few ratings about items or

few trust statements about other users for the purpose of bootstrap-

ping a RS ability to generate recommendations. We run experiments

on a large real world dataset derived from the online Web community

of Epinions.com. The results clearly indicate that, while traditional

RS algorithms exploiting ratings on items fail for new users, asking

few trust statements to a new user is instead a very effective strategy

able to quickly let the RS generate many accurate items recommen-

dations.

1 Introduction

Information overload makes Recommender Systems (RS) [3] a tool

that cannot be renounced. Nevertheless the bootstrapping of a Rec-

ommender System is still an open challenge.

Bootstrapping, known also as cold start problem, is threefold: it

can be concerned with a new system, a new item or a new user. The

first scenario refers to situations where a Recommender System has

been just launched and can’t rely on the collaborative contribution of

a community of users [2]. The second scenario is represented by the

extension of the catalog of contents: usually opinions on recently in-

troduced items, for example new movies, are not available [9]. Third,

we have a cold start problem when a new user subscribe to a Recom-

mender System [6]. In the following we will focus our attention on

this third kind of bootstrapping challenge.

When a new user joins for the first time a Recommender System

the system doesn’t know anything about her. A poor or an empty

profile prevents the system to deliver personalized recommendations.

The main drawback is the latent period required by the system to

acquire enough knowledge about the new user. Proactive strategies,

such as asking the new user to provide a certain number of ratings,

may shorten this period but there is the risk of annoying the user.

The bottleneck for a quick bootstrapping is therefore the elicitation of

user preferences: it has to be enough rich to enable the Recommender

System and at the same time enough quick to not bother the user and

to not drive her away from the system.

In this paper we hence concentrate on the issue of bootstrapping

Recommender Systems based on Collaborative Filtering (CF) for

new users. And we propose to tackle this problem by exploiting elic-

itation of explicit trust between users. As in CF the user provides
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examples of items she likes, in the same way the user can provide

examples of users she trusts when operating in a trust-aware frame-

work [6]. The intuitive strategy is to exploit the notion of trust that

allows the users to refers to those “reviewers whose reviews and rat-

ings they have consistently found to be valuable”2. According to this

strategy the early profile elicitation will be oriented towards acquir-

ing ratings on other users rather than ratings on items.

The working hypothesis is that inviting users to elicit opinions on

users (trust statements) rather than opinions on items (ratings) allows

to shorten the bootstrapping of RSs for cold start users. The benefits

can be summarized as follows: (1) the number of trust statements

needed from a new user for bootstrapping a Recommender System

is much less than the number of ratings on items; (2) while exploit-

ing the few early ratings provided by a new user does not enable to

generate recommendations, exploiting just few early trust statements

allows to significantly increase the number of possible recommen-

dations; (3) the accuracy of generated recommendations increases as

well exploiting trust statements rather than ratings on items.

The main contribution of this paper is the empirical proof of our

hypotheses on a real world dataset, derived from the large Web com-

munity of Epinions (http://epinions.com). The straightforward im-

pact of this work is a new guideline for Recommender Systems de-

sign: a new user has to be invited to elicit few other users she trusts

rather than to express her opinions on a pool of items.

In the following we briefly summarize the issues that arise when

a new user approaches a Recommender System, afterwards we in-

troduce the basic notions of trust network and trust metric. Section 4

illustrates the hypotheses of this work, while Section 5 and Section 6

are devoted to the empirical analysis and the discussion of results

respectively.

2 Motivation

Collaborative Filtering (CF) [3] is the most used technique for Rec-

ommender Systems. CF relies on the opinions provided by the users

in the form of ratings to items, such as movies, songs or restaurants.

A CF algorithm predicts the rating a certain user might give to a cer-

tain item she has not yet rated and experienced; the RS can then, for

example, suggest to that user the items not yet rated that received

the highest predicted rating. CF does not consider the content of the

items, such as the genre of a movie, but only the ratings provided by

the community of users and hence it can work unchanged on every

domain. The functioning of a Collaborative Filtering Recommender

System can be divided in two independent steps: (1) neighbours for-

mation and (2) ratings prediction. In order to create items recommen-

dations for the active user, first the CF algorithm tries to find some

like-minded users that have tastes similar to the active user (step 1).

2 This formulation of trust is that proposed to Epinions.com users.
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Like-minded users are called neighbours and CF computes a similar-

ity coefficient for each of them. Step 2 task is to predict the rating the

active user would give to a certain item as the weighted average of the

ratings given by her neighbours to that item, where the weights are

the similarity coefficients of the neighbours. The rationale is that the

ratings of users that are more similar to the active user are considered

more.

The typical instantiation of step 1 is based on the computation of

the Pearson correlation coefficient (Formula 1), that has shown to

provide the best results [3]. It computes wa,u, the value of similarity

between the active user a and another user u, as a comparison of the

ratings they provided. ra,i is the rating given by user a to item i and

ra is the average of the ratings given by user a.

wa,u =

Pm

i=1
(ra,i − ra)(ru,i − ru)

p
Pm

i=1
(ra,i − ra)2

Pm

i=1
(ru,i − ru)2

(1)

Note that m is the number of items rated by both user a and u

and in fact, in order to compare two users, there must be some over-

lapping in the items they have rated. Lack of overlapping means the

similarity weightwa,u cannot be computed. Moreover, if 2 users only

have one item rated by both, then the coefficient is not meaningful,

being either 1 or −1 based on the differences of the rating with re-
spect to the average rating. Hence, for a user, it is possible to com-

pute the correlation coefficient only in users who share at least 2

co-rated items and we will see in the following how these are usually

a small portion. Additionally, a similarity weight computed based on

few item ratings is a noisy and unreliable value.

It is crucial to note that a failure in step 1 produces a failure in step

2. In fact if the number of identified neighbours for the active user is

null or very small, it is unlikely that they have rated the item whose

rating the RS tries to predict and hence a recommendation is not

possible. The computability of similarity weights is a crucial issue

for new users: since they have rated 0 items, it is not possible to find
neighbours and hence it is not possible to predict their ratings and

generate personalized recommendations for them. This is an intrinsic

weakness of the Collaborative Filtering model: new users suffer from

the cold start problem. Our goal is to propose a way for bootstrapping

RSs for newly registered users and for exploiting as soon and as much

as possible the early preferences elicited by the users.

The main idea of Trust-aware Recommender Systems [6] is to

change what a RS asks to its users: from rating items to rating other

users. Rating other users means expressing how much the active user

trusts them for their ability to provide useful ratings to items. We call

this expression a trust statement and we will precise this concept in

the next section along with an analysis of the differences between

rating items and rating other users. Let us briefly note that letting

users express trust in other users is a feature that is becoming more

and more utilized in current Web communities [5]. For example on

Epinions (http://epinions.com), users can assign ratings to items but

they can also express which users they trust (“reviewers whose re-

views and ratings that user has consistently found to be valuable”)

and which users they distrust.

In this paper we explore whether the user activity of rating items

can be replaced by and/or integrated with the user activity of rat-

ing other users, i.e. of expressing trust statements. The ultimate goal

is to reduce the elicitation effort for the users and to allow Recom-

mender Systems to create recommendations for the users as soon as

possible. This is especially relevant for newly registered users: un-

less they receive good and tailored items recommendations since the

very beginning, they have an incentive for leaving the system and

never contributing to it again.

3 Trust Metrics in Recommender Systems

Trust is a concept that is starting to receive increasing attention by the

research community and be used in many current online systems [5].

For the purpose of this paper we define trust as “the explicit opinion

expressed by a user about another user regarding the perceived qual-

ity of a certain characteristic of this user”. In Recommender Systems,

the characteristic that is under evaluation is the ability to provide use-

ful ratings, so that a source user should trust a target user if she be-

lieves that the target user’s ratings are useful to her. When referring to

the information provided by a user, we also call it “trust statement”.

Since the users of a system express trust statements about other users,

it is possible to aggregate all the trust statements for building the

overall trust network [7]. Note that the trust network is weighted (if

the users can express different numeric scores for their trust in other

users) and directed (since trust statements are not necessarily sym-

metric).

In the context of Recommender Systems, the traditional informa-

tion expressed by users is ratings given to items. Trust statements are

instead ratings given to users and the goal of this paper is to analyze

differences between them and if trust statements are more effective

for bootstrapping a RS for a new user. The most relevant difference

between ratings to items and ratings to users is that the second ones

can be propagated. In fact, assuming user a does not know user b

(i.e. she has not expressed a trust statement in her), it is possible to

predict the degree of trust a might pose in b exploiting trust propa-

gation over the trust network. Trust metrics [11] are computational

algorithms with this precise goal. The basic assumption of trust met-

rics is that if user a trusts user b at a certain level and user b trusts

user c at a certain level, something can be predicted about how much

a should trust c. This reflects the intuition that friends of friends are

more likely to become friends than random strangers and that it is

common to rely on opinions of known people when forming a first

opinion about unknown people.

While the topic of trust metrics is very recent, it is receiving an in-

creasing attention. Let us briefly note how PageRank [8], one of the

algorithms powering the search engine Google (http://google.com)

can be considered a trust metric, since it performs trust propaga-

tion over a link network, the Web, in order to compute which Web

pages are more authoritative. Other trust metrics have been recently

proposed in the context of Semantic Web [1], Recommender Sys-

tems [10, 6] and Peer-to-Peer networks [4]. Trust metrics can be

classified into local and global [11, 7]. Global trust metrics produce

a value of reputation for each user that is the same from the point of

view of every other user while local trust metrics provide personal-

ized views. However it is out of the scope of this paper to provide

a survey of the proposed trust metrics and the rest of the section is

devoted to briefly explain the trust metrics we have used in our ex-

periments, MoleTrust, described in [7]. It is a local trust metric and

hence it must be run once from the point of view of every user and

not just once for all the community as with global trust metrics. Mo-

leTrust predicts the trust value a source user should place into a target

user by walking the trust network starting from the source user and

by propagating trust along trust statements (the directed edges of the

trust network). Intuitively the trust score of an unknown user depends

on the trust statements she received and the trust scores of the users

who issued them.

It can be described as composed of two stages. At the first stage

the task is to remove cycles in the trust network and hence to trans-

form it into a directed acyclic graph (DAG). The problem created

by cycles is that, during the graph walk, they require visiting a node
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many times adjusting progressively the temporary trust value until

this value converges. In order to have a time-efficient algorithm, it is

preferable to visit every single node no more than once and, in do-

ing this, to compute her definitive trust value. In this way, the running

time is linear with the number of nodes. Moreover trust is propagated

only to users at a certain distance so that, by controlling this trust

propagation horizon parameter, it is possible to reduce even more the

computational time. After the first stage, the trust network is a DAG

with trust flowing away from source user and never flowing back.

The second stage is responsible for predicting the trust scores,

representing how much source user should trust every single other

reached user. For predicting the trust score of a user, MoleTrust an-

alyzes all the incoming trust edges (representing the trust statements

remaining from step 1) and accepts only the ones coming from users

with a predicted trust score greater or equal than a certain threshold

(in our experiments, set to 0.6). The predicted trust score of a user
is the average of all the accepted incoming trust statement values,

weighted by the trust score of the user who has issued the trust state-

ment. A more detailed explanation of MoleTrust can be found in [7].

4 Working Hypotheses

Trust-aware Recommender Systems [6] extend the type of informa-

tion collected from users enabling the elicitation of opinions both on

items and other users. Therefore the trust statements don’t replace the

ratings but simply enrich the notion of user profile. In this paper we

are not interested to prove whether elicitation of user trust should be

preferred to opinions on items because ratings are the kernel of Rec-

ommender Systems. The focus of our research is the investigation

of the informative power of different kinds of opinions expressed by

users at the early stage of interaction for new users. The main ques-

tion is to understand whether for a new user it is more effective to

express opinions on an item she likes or to indicate a user she trusts.

The investigation of this question is designed taking into account

the general framework of Recommender Systems illustrated in Sec-

tion 2. The basic idea is to arrange an alternative implementation of

neighbours computation, corresponding to step 1 of the traditional

RS algorithm previously described. The assessment of user similar-

ity based on the similarity of ratings is replaced with the use of trust

information. The alternative way to measure user relevance weights

is therefore derived from the explicit trust statement values and the

estimated trust values computed with trust metrics.

Since new users start with 0 ratings on items and 0 trust state-

ments on other users, it is of paramount importance for the RS to

come to know some information about the user as soon as possible.

We assume that a user would like to receive a useful service without

having to spend too much time and effort in providing information

to the Recommender System. For this reason it is very important to

reduce as much as possible the initial bootstrapping period in which

the RS is not able to provide recommendations but simply asks opin-

ions to the user. Here we compare two opposite strategies of asking

few trust statements and of asking few ratings on items and their rel-

ative benefits in letting the RS provide recommendations to the new

user.

Our first working hypothesis is that with few trust statements a RS

is able to find a large number of neighbours, i.e. performs well in

step 1 of the RS framework we previously described. The reason be-

hind this hypothesis is trust propagation over the trust network that

can be performed by a trust metric. In fact, propagating trust starting

just with few trust statements emanating from the new user should

allow to reach most of the other users and hence to consider them

as possible neighbours. On the other hand few ratings on items ex-

pressed by the new user in general don’t allow to compare the new

user with all the other users. The reasons are data sparsity and the fact

that overlapping between rated items is required for Pearson correla-

tion coefficient to be computable. Moreover, even when there is such

an overlapping, a similarity coefficient based just on very few items

rated by the two users tends to be noisy and unreliable. As a conse-

quence, step 1 fails and the number of identified neighbours is null

or tiny at best.

Our second hypothesis is that the larger number of identified neigh-

bours translates into a larger number of items for which recommen-

dation predictions are possible, i.e. the coverage of the algorithm is

greater with Trust-aware Recommender Systems.

While the number of neighbours might be greater, it might be the

case that the identified neighbours are not good quality neighbours

and that the recommendations created with a weighted average of

their ratings are not accurate. Our third hypothesis is that recommen-

dations accuracy for new users when a recommendation is possible

is comparable for the two different methods.

The overall assumption underlying our experiments is that the best

way to bootstrap a Recommender System for a new user is by ex-

ploiting trust, i.e. the first information asked to a new user should be

to identify few other users she trusts and not to rate few items.

5 Experimental Settings

We tested the previously introduced hypotheses against a real world

dataset derived from the largeWeb community of Epinions. Epinions

is a consumers opinion site in which users can review items (such as

cars, books, movies, software, etc) and also assign them numeric rat-

ings in the range 1 (min) to 5 (max). Users can also express their

Web of Trust, i.e. “reviewers whose reviews and ratings they have

consistently found to be valuable” and their Block list, i.e. “a list of

authors whose reviews they find consistently offensive, inaccurate,

or not valuable”. We crawled these data directly from the Epinions

Web site. Our dataset consists of approximatively 50, 000 users who
rated almost 140, 000 different items at least once. The total number
of reviews is around 660, 000. The total number of issued trust state-
ments is about 490, 000. Details about the distributions of ratings and
trust statements can be found in [6]. Note that the Block list is not

shown on the site and kept private and hence it is not available in our

dataset. Table 1 presents the percentage of cold start users, users who

provided few ratings and few trust statements. Note how the largest

portion of Epinions users are cold start users, for example, more than

half of the users (53%) provided less than 5 ratings. It is important to

underline that these are real world distributions representing a large

community of real users and their elicitation patterns.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

#ratings 18.52 15.70 7.99 5.92 4.70 3.89 3.33 2.93

#trust 31.10 19.14 9.46 6.10 4.38 3.43 2.64 1.98

Table 1. Percentage of Epinions users who expressed x ratings and x trust
statements.

In order to test our hypotheses we run two different algorithms

and we compared them. The first algorithm is a standard Collabo-

rating Filtering algorithm [3] taking as input the ratings provided by

users. In step 1 it computes the similarity weights between the active

user and all the other users in order to find neighbours using Pear-

son correlation coefficient as defined in Formula 1. Then in step 2 it
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predicts the rating that active user would give to a certain item as a

weighted average of the ratings given by her neighbours to that item,

where the weights are the similarity coefficients computed in step 1.
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Figure 1. Average number of comparable users computing Pearson
correlation coefficient with different minimum number of overlapping items.
Users are aggregated based on the number of ratings they expressed (x axis).

The second algorithm is a trust-aware one [6] taking as input the

trust statements provided by users. Step 1 finds neighbours and their

weights by using MoleTrust trust metric that propagates trust over

the trust network. Step 2 is precisely the same as a standard CF al-

gorithm. In essence, the only difference is in how the two algorithms

find neighbours and which information they take as input. We com-

pare the two algorithms when they utilize a similar amount of in-

formation bits, for example the performances of a CF algorithm on

users who provided 3 ratings are going to be compared with the per-

formances of a trust-aware algorithm on users who provided 3 trust

statements.
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Figure 2. Average number of reachable users propagating trust up to
different trust propagation horizons. Users are aggregated based on the
number of trust statements they expressed (x axis). The horizontal line
represents the maximum number of reachable users (49289).

In order to test the first hypothesis, we analyze the number of users

for which a weight can be computed using the two algorithms. For

the standard CF algorithm, Figure 1 reports the average number of

comparable users, with different required quantities of overlapping

items. Note that the y axis is much smaller than the ideal maximum

(the number of users minus 1) that is 49289. For users with less than

5 ratings, even accepting similarity weights computed only on 2 over-

lapping items, the number of comparable users is less than 20! For

the trust-aware RS algorithm, we analyze the benefit of propagat-

ing trust up to different trust propagation horizons (see Figure 2). Of

course, with larger horizons more users are reachable and can be con-

sidered as neighbours but their trust score predictions become less

and less reliable. Note however that just by propagating trust up to

distance 3 or 4 it is possible to reach a very large portion of users also

for cold start users. This is particularly important when compared to

the tiny portions of users comparable with the standard Pearson cor-

relation coefficient (Figure 1). Let us underline once more the strik-

ing difference in the y axis of Figures 1 and 2.
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Figure 3. Ratings coverage for MoleTrust2 and CF.

In order to test the second and third hypotheses, we analyze both

the accuracy and the coverage of the overall algorithms, i.e. the fi-

nal output of step 2 that is predicted ratings. We use leave-one-out

methodology that consists into deleting one rating, trying to predict

it with an algorithm, and then comparing the real and the predicted

ratings. Coverage refers to the portion of deleted ratings for which a

prediction is possible. Accuracy refers to the difference between the

real and predicted rating when a prediction is possible, in particular

we computed Mean Absolute Error (MAE) [3].

Figure 3 shows the ratings coverage of the different algorithms

while Figure 4 reports the MAE representing their accuracy. For the

trust-aware Recommender System algorithm, we present here the re-

sults obtained propagating trust up to distance 2, and hence the algo-

rithm is called “MoleTrust2”. Note that for users with 2 ratings, CF

is not able to produce any recommendations since, after leave-one-

out removal, they are actually users with 1 rating and hence it is not

possible to compute their similarity with any other user.

6 Discussion of results

Figure 1 and Figure 2 show the relative benefits of exploiting Pear-

son correlation coefficient on ratings and of exploiting the MoleTrust

trust metric on trust statements for the purpose of finding neighbours

(step 1 of the algorithms). It shows that, taken a new user and using

the similarity coefficient, the number of other users that are compa-

rable is extremely tiny. Note how the ideal value would be the total

number of users (almost 50, 000) while the y axis of Figure 1 is 100.
On the other hand, exploiting trust it is possible to reach a large por-

tion of the users; propagating up to distance 5 for instance allows to
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Figure 4. MAE of ratings predictions for MoleTrust2 and CF.

reach almost all the 50, 000 users also for cold start users. This is a
significant improvement with respect to the use of a similarity coef-

ficient on items ratings and this confirms our first hypothesis. These

two figures really gives an idea of the potential of the different in-

put information used in step 1 in order to form the set of neighbours.

In fact, exploiting trust as input information is more effective since

trust can be propagated over the trust network using a trust metric.

On the other hand, the computation of similarity coefficients between

ratings requires overlapping of rated items but this is very unlikely

to happen because of data sparsity and this is especially an issue for

new users.

With respect to the second hypothesis, Figure 3 gives a powerful

visual insight about the relative performances of a CF algorithm and

a trust-aware one (MoleTrust2). Let us remember that cold start users

are really the majority of the users in our realistic Epinions dataset,

for example 53% of the users provided less than 5 ratings. So the

difference in performances really affects a significant portion of the

users. As an example, for users who provided 4 ratings, CF is on

average able to predict less than 10% of their ratings. Instead, for

users who provided 4 trust statements, trust-aware is able to predict

around 50% of their ratings! Note that, because of leave-one-out, for

users with n ratings, only n− 1 ratings are in reality used. However,
even shifting the line of CF coverage on the left of one position, the

difference in coverage remains huge.

With respect to the third hypothesis, Figure 4 clearly shows how

the error produced by MoleTrust2 is smaller than the one produced

by CF.

It is worth underlying that the evidence presented here is based on

experiments run on a large, real world dataset. This evidence shows

that bootstrapping a RS for a new user is possible with just very few

trust statements, even just 1 or 2. From this evidence it is possible

to derive a suggestion for designers of Recommender Systems: new

users should be asked to find soon at least one other trustworthy user

already in the system. She can be for example the user who invited

the new user in the system or, as another example, a user very active

in the community and likely to be appreciated that is conveniently

shown in the RS homepage. Note however that we don’t propose to

totally replace ratings on items nor we state that ratings on items are

not useful and should not be acquired and asked to users. Actually

they are the real basic data used in step 2 by both algorithms since

the predicted ratings are computed as a weighted average of the rat-

ings provided by users. In this paper, we simply made the case for

a bootstrapping strategy for new users powered by trust: the initial

short information gathering window for a new user should be guided

towards acquiring few trusted users instead of few ratings on items

in order for the RS to be able to generate many accurate recommen-

dations soon so that the user is satisfied and keeps using the system,

possibly by providing also ratings on items.

7 Conclusions

In this paper we have compared two possible ways of bootstrapping

a Recommender System for a new user. The first way is the tradi-

tional approach of asking to a new user to rate few items so that the

system can start finding other users with similar tastes and generate

recommendation for the new user. The alternative way is related to

the elicitation of trust: the new user is asked to explicitly indicate

few other users she trusts. We have evaluated the two strategies on

data derived from the large and real world Web community of Epin-

ions. Our experiments demonstrates that asking ratings to a new user

is unlikely to rapidly let the RS generate personalized recommenda-

tions due to data sparsity and the need of overlapping of rated items

with possible neighbours. On the other hand a RS able to get just few

trust statements from a new user is able to produce a large number of

accurate personalized recommendations, because it is able to exploit

trust propagation over the trust network by means of a trust metric. A

suggestion to Recommender System designers can be derived from

the presented evidence: the RS should not ask to a new user to rate

some items but instead just to indicate few trustworthy users already

in the system.
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Abstract:  Collaborative filtering (CF) algorithms are 

successfully used in personalized service systems for their 

simplicity and high recommending quality. A problem with 

existing CF algorithms is that they are not adaptive to user’s 

changing interests. If a user’s interest has changed, the systems 

may not recognize it quickly. it is referred to as concept drift 

problem. Although some research have been conducted to solve 

this problem, most of these methods only consider the data 

recency, but ignored the recursion of user interests. In this paper, 

we present a novel data weighting method which combines 

time-based data weight and item similarity–based data weight, 

to track changes in user interest. The main idea behind this is to 

adjust the weight of data according to their relevance to user’s  

interest space. Based on this idea, an improved item-based CF 

algorithm is developed to get more predictive accuracy. 

Experimental results show that our improved algorithm will 

provide substantially better recommendations than existing 

methods. 

 

Keywords:  recommender systems, scalable collaborative 

filtering algorithms, data weight, concept drift 

1.Introduction 

  With the rapid growth of the Web, people have to spend more 

and more time to search what they need. To deal with this 

difficulty, recommender systems have been developed to 

provide different services for different users. It can actively 

recommend items to users according to their interests and 

behaviors.  

Collaborative Filtering (CF), first applied in grouplens[2], is 

probably the most successful and widely used technique for 

building recommender systems [4]. For each user, CF-based 

recommender systems use historical information to identify a 

neighborhood of people that in the past have exhibited similar 

behavior (e.g., accessed the same type of information, purchased 

a similar set of products, liked/disliked a similar set of movies) 

and then analyze this neighborhood to identify new pieces of 

information that will be liked by the user. 

However, existing CF algorithms suffer from the concept drift 

problem, that is, if a user’s interest has changed, the systems 

may not recognize it quickly. To solve this problem, we present 

a new data weighting method which combines time-based data 

weight and item similarity-based data weight, and import it  to 

traditional CF algorithm to improve the quality of the 

recommendation. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The next section 

provides a brief background in collaborative filtering algorithms. 

Section 3 discusses our data weighting methods and describes 

how it integrates item-based collaborative filtering. Section 4 

describes our experimental work including data sets, evaluation 

metrics, methodology, results of different experiments and 

discussion of the results. The final section provides some 

concluding remarks and directions for future research.  
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2.Related work 

2.1 Item-Based collaborative filtering algorithms 

The input of collaborative filtering algorithms is a user-item 

preference matrix. Let R be an m*n binary matrix containing 

historical preference information of m users on n items. Each 

row of R represents a user and each column represents an item. 

Rij is one if the ith user has visited the jth item (purchased the 

product, or clicked on the web page), and zero otherwise. The 

value of Rij can also be implicitly derived from purchase records, 

by analyzing timing logs, by mining web hyperlinks and so 

on.Typical CF algorithms are user-based, the computational 

complexity of these methods grows  quadratically with the 

number of users, To address the scalability concerns of 

user-based recommendation algorithms without declining 

recommending quality, item-based recommendation techniques 

have been developed [1], [3]. The bottleneck in user-based 

collaborative filtering algorithms is the search for neighbors 

among a large user population of potential neighbors. 

Item-based algorithms avoid this bottleneck by exploring the 

relationships between items first, rather than the relationships 

between users. Recommendations for users are computed by 

finding items that are similar to other items the user has visited. 

Since the similarities between items can be pre-computed and 

stored off-line and updated periodically, they need less online 

computation thus lead to much faster recommendation 

generation. The similarity between item i and item j can also be 

measured using the conditional probability P(i|j), which is 

nothing more than the number of users that have visited both 

items i and j divided by the total number of users that have 

visited item j: 
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where Freq(j) is the number of users that have visited the item j 

and Freq(ij) is the number of users that have visited both of item 

i and j . 

Item-based collaborative filtering algorithms work as follows: 

During the model building phase, for each item j , the k most 

similar items {  j1, j2, . . . , jk} are computed, and their 

corresponding similarities {s j1 ,  s j2, . . . , s jk } are recorded. 

After that, for each user that has visited a set U of items, first we 

identify the set C of candidate recommended items by taking the 

union of the k most similar items for each item j ∈U, and 

removing from the union any items that are already in U. Then, 

for each item i ∈C, we compute its similarity to the set U as the 

sum of the similarities between all the items j ∈U and c, using 

only the k most similar items of j. Finally, the items in C are 

sorted in non-increasing order with respect to that similarity, and 

the first N items are selected as the top-N recommended set. 

Because of the advantages of item-based CF, in this paper we 

tried to make improvements based on this algorithm. 

2.2 Time recency-based collaborative filtering  

Traditional collaborative filtering algorithms focus on dealing 

with only the users’ historical preference data but do not 

consider the user interest drift, so they can not reflect the 

changes of users’ interests. For this reason, if a user’s interest 

has changed, the systems may not recognize it quickly, thus the 

prediction of the system becomes inaccurate. As far as we know, 

few researches have focused on this problem in collaborative 

filtering. In [5], the authors proposed that a movie's production 

year, which reflects the situational environment in which the 

movie is filmed, might significantly affect target users' future 

preferences, but this may not be applicable for other kinds of 

items. Paper [6] defined users' preferences using their personal 

history. Some papers [7],[8],[9] proposed using decaying 

function to tackle time series data. They tried to assign a greater 

weight to new data, and decay or remove the influence of older 

data. Unfortunately, these weighting methods have a common 

flaw, they only considered the data recency, but ignored the 

recursion of user interest. That is to say, these methods will 

always assign greater weights to new data than older ones. 

However, in some cases, this may not be true. The user interests 

do not only change, but also possibly recur, a user’s old data 

may still be valuable for learning his interest, especially when a 

user’s interest recurs. For this reason, simply decreasing the 

weight of old data may cause a loss of useful information. 

To solve this problem, we present a novel data weighting 

method which combines time-based data weight and item 

similarity based data weight, then import it to traditional 

item-based CF algorithm to improve the quality of the 
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recommendation. 

3.I terative data weighting method for 
collaborative filtering  

3.1 Hybrid  data weighting method  

Underlying our data weighting method is the following two 

assumptions: 

(1)Basically, recent data tend to be more important than old 

data.  

(2)An item should be assigned a high weight if it is highly 

relevant to the target user’s interest space, even if the target user 

visited it long ago. 

Based on these ideas, we propose our iterative data weighting 

method which consists of two phases: initial weight assignment 

and iterative refinement. 

In initial weight assignment phase, we use time-based data 

weighting function to compute initial weights for items. 

Consecutively, we use item similarity based weighting function 

to iteratively refine the weights of items, which can be 

approximated by their relevance to the target user’s interest 

space. The iteration is terminated when each item’s weight 

became stable. 

3.2 Initial assignment phase 

Let Iu be the set of items that have already been visited by 

target user u. In initial assignment phase, we use a time-based 

data weighting function WT(u, i) to produces an initial weight 

for each item i ∈Iu according to the time when user u visited it. 

The calculated weights make the recent data more significant for 

future process than the old ones. The importance of data 

increases with time. Various weighting functions can be defined, 

In our experiment, we use linear weighting function[9]: 

( , ) (1 .......) (. ). 2ui

u

D
WT u i a a

L
= − +  

Where Dui is the relative time distance from the time when user 

u visited item i to his earliest observation, Lu is the total time 

span for user u using the recommender system, 0<a<1 is a 

parameter that represents the speed of increasing the weight of 

item according to its occurring time. By varying a, the slope of 

the weighting function can be adjusted to optimize the 

recommending quality. This linear weighting function was 

utilized in our experiment reported in the next section.  

3.3 Iterative refinement phase 

The user interests do not only change, but also possibly recur. 

A user’s old data may still be valuable for learning his current 

interest, especially when a user’s interest recurs. Therefore, a 

refinement is needed to better reflect the real significance of 

each items. 

In this step, we use item similarity-based data weighting 

function to update the weights of data. The main idea is 

assigning a high weight for all the items that are relevant to the 

active user’s current interests, regardless of when the active user 

visited it. Let Iu be the set of items that have already been 

visited by user u, it can be viewd as a representation of the 

user’s interest space. An item i should has a high weight if it is 

highly relevant to Iu, the relevance of i and Iu is measured by 

the similarity of them, which in turn can be approximated as the 

weighted similarity of i and each item j ∈ Iu: 
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Where W (u,j) is the weight of item  j to user u, sim(i, j) is the 

similarity between item i and j. Since W (u,j) is itself unknown, 

computing the weight for each item ∈ uj I  requires an iterative 

refinement computation. Therefore we rewrite equation (4) as 

follows: 
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Where m and m-1 is the iteration number. Before the iteration, 

we compute the initial weights of items using  time-based 

weighting function mentioned in the previous section, and we 
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define mean weight difference (MWD) to control the iteration, it 

computes the average deviation of data weights from the 

previous loop of iteration:  

1| ( , ) ( ,
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In equation (5), Size(Iu) is the number of items the target user 

has visited. The iteration is terminated when MWD is lower than 

a pre-defined thresholdε . After the refinement phase, each item 

in Iu is weighted according to its relevance to the target user’s  

interest space. 

3.4 Improved item-based CF algorithm 

Based on the weighting function defined in the previous 

sections, we propose our improved item-based CF algorithm. 

First, all the pairwise similarities of items are computed and 

recorded in the model. Then, for the active user u who has 

visited a set Iu of items, first we identify the set C of candidate 

recommended items by taking the union of the k most similar 

items for each item i ∈Iu, and removing from the union any 

items that are already in Iu. The following step is to calculate the 

data weight W(u,i) for each item i ∈Iu, using our iterative data 

weighting algorithm. Finally, for each item j ∈C, we compute 

its weighted recommending score by adding up the weighted 

similarity between each item i∈Iu and j and the weight of each 

item i ∈Iu, using only the k most similar items of j: 

_ ( , ) [ ( , )* ( , )]... (6)......
ui I
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Finally, the items in C are sorted in non-increasing order with 

respect to that weighted recommending score, choose the first N 

items are selected as the top-N recommended set. 

4. Experimental Results 

4.1 Data Set and Evaluation Metrics 

We use the KDD2000 online transaction data set [10] to 

evaluate the performance of our improved algorithm. The 

original data file is the web log of an E-commerce website. We 

extracted 90,182 visiting records from the log file, containing 

2660 users and 387 items. Each visiting record is in the form of 

<USER_ID, ITEM_ID, DATETIME>, in order to evaluate the 

quality of our algorithm on tracking the change of user interests, 

we select 1000 users who had visited 10 or more items during 40 

days or longer, and split the dataset into training and test set, by 

selecting the visiting records of each user during the last 10 days 

to be the test set, and use the remaining records for training. The 

item similarity model were built using only the training set and 

the top-N recommendations were computed and evaluated using 

test set. 

The recommending quality was measured by looking at 

the number of hits; i.e., the number of items in the test set 

that where also present in the top-N recommended items 

returned for each user. In particular, if N is the total number of 

recommendations, we computed the precision of the 

recommending algorithm as: 

Hits
precision

N
=

 

A precision value of 1.0 indicates that the recommending 

algorithm was able to always recommend the hidden item for 

user, whereas a precision value of 0.0 indicates that the 

recommending algorithm was not able to recommend any of the 

hidden items. Finally, in all of our experiments we used k=20, as 

the number of each item’s neighbors, N = 10 to 50, increased by 

10 each time, as the number of top items be recommended. 

4.2 Experimental results 

In this section we present our experimental results of 

applying the improved collaborative filtering algorithms for 

generating recommendations. 

Experiment 1 The convergence of our weighting method 

The convergence of our proposed weighting method can be 

proved by principal eigenvector. However, the computational 

complexity grows linearly with the number of iterations, since 

the real time performance of recommender algorithms is very 

demanding, the speed of its convergence is very important. 

Therefore, we did a set of experiment to analyze the 

convergence rate of our weighting method, in which we vary the 

threshold value ε  and examined the average number of 

iterations required by our method. In our experiment we found 

our weighting algorithm is fast convergent, for example. When 
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we set ε  to be 0.001, on average the data weights converge 

after 14 iterations. This result indicates that our weighting 

method has an acceptable real time performance since one user 

will select only a small number of items, thus it is applicable in 

real time recommender systems. Figure 1 plots a convergence 

curve of the data weights computation, x-axis is the treshold 

value, y-axis is the average number of iterations required. To 

find a balance betwwen accuracy and time complexity, in the 

following expriments we set ε  to be 0.001. 

Convergence of our weighting method
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Fig.1 The convergence curve of the data weights computation 

Experiment 2 The performance of our proposed algorithm 

In our experiments, we evaluate our data weighting method  

for item-based CF, and compare its recommending precision 

with the traditional item-based CF and pure time recency-based 

CF [9]: 

(1) Traditional item-based CF. The item-based algorithm without 

data weighting 

(2) Pure recency-based CF algorithm. In this set of experiments, 

we use equation (3) to generate data weights and then directly 

use them to compute recommendations for target user.  The 

parameter a controls the speed of increasing the weight of item 

according to its occurring time. The larger a is, the more quickly 

it is for the weight of data increase with time. In our experiments 

we set a=0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, and 0.7 to examine the impact of this 

parameter on the final performance of the time-based weighting 

method. 

(3) Our proposed weighting method. To investigate the 

sensitivity of our method on the parameter a in initial 

assignment phase, we also performed an experiment in which 

we let a take the value of 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, and 0.7. 

The experimental results are listed in table 1. 

As we can see from these experiments, after we import our 

data weighting method to traditional item-based CF, the overall 

recommendation precision of our algorithm tend to improve 

significantly, especially when the number of recommendations is 

small. This result is very positive since most of the users will 

only care about the top 10 or 20 recommendations provided by 

the recommender system. 

 

Table.1 Comparison of recommendation quality of three item-based CF algorithms: traditional, time recency-based and our proposed 

algorithm 

 

   Top-N   

Configuration  10 20 30 40 50 

Traditional item-based 0.184 0.163 0.139 0.121 0.109 

Time Recency-based  0.198 0.171 0.146 0.129 0.113 
a=0.3 

Proposed method 0.236 0.202 0.175 0.159 0.138 

Time Recency-based 0.203 0.179 0.151 0.136 0.118 
a=0.4 

Proposed method 0.241 0.208 0.178 0.165 0.14 

Time Recency-based 0.215 0.186 0.158 0.139 0.121 
a=0.5 

Proposed method 0.239 0.205 0.173 0.157 0.137 

Time Recency-based 0.201 0.178 0.153 0.133 0.119 
a=0.6 

Proposed method 0.235 0.201 0.171 0.152 0.133 

Time Recency-based 0.193 0.174 0.148 0.127 0.118 
a=0.7 

Proposed method a=0.7 0.229 0.196 0.167 0.142 0.129 
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From Table.1 we can also make some important 

observations. First, we can see that pure recency-based 

weighting method does improve the recommendation precision, 

because it rise the importance of recent data to make the final 

recommendation more close to user’s current interests. The 

selection of parameter a dramatically influence the final 

recommending quality of the algorithm. It achieved a much 

better recommending quality when we assign parameter a to a 

medium value, if it is set too high or too low, the recommending 

quality will be badly influenced. Furthermore, we also see that 

our data weighting method significantly outperformed 

recency-based data weight. The advantage of our weighting 

method against recency-based weighting method is that it not 

only emphasize on recent data, but also remember the older data 

that are relevant to the user’s interest space, which means it 

better reflect the real weights of data, it is especially suitable for 

dealing with the recursion of user interests. Furthermore, 

compared with recency-based weighting method, the parameter 

a is less influential on the final recommending quality. E.g. in 

the case of a=0.4, the precision of top-10 recommendation is 

0.241, which is the best case; the worst case is a=0.7, the 

precision is 0.229. The difference is only 0.012.  It indicates 

our weighting method is not so sensitive to parameter selection.  

5. Conclusion 

 In this paper, we have presented a novel data weighting 

method which combines time-based data weight and item 

similarity-based data weight to meet the challenge of 

recommending quality for the widely used item-based 

collaborative filtering algorithm. Our main idea is to assign a 

higher weight to data which are relevant to user’s interest space. 

Based on this idea, an improved item-based CF algorithm is 

developed to get more predictive accuracy. Time-based data 

weighting function is applied to emphasize the importance of 

recent data in the initial weight assignment phase. While item 

similarity-based data weighting function data is used to 

iteratively adjust the data weights according to their relevance to 

user’s interest space. Our proposed weighting method is easy to 

implement, fast convergent and experimental results show that 

our improved item-based collaborative filtering algorithm will 

provide better recommendations than existing methods. In the 

near future, we plan to extend this work to the databases in other 

domains. In addition, we should also develop algorithms to 

accelerate the computation of data weights to make it more 

effective. 
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Comparing Performanceof Recommendation Techniques
in the Blogsphere

Kyumars SheykhEsmaili and Mahmood Neshati and MohsenJamali
and HassanAbolhassani1, and Jafar Habibi 2

Abstract. Weblogsare one of fundamentalcomponentsof Web
2.0 andtherearea lot of unskilledbloggersandvisitors who have
difficultiesin findingrelevantblogs.Recommendersystemsareaso-
lution to the informationoverloadproblems.In this papera weblog
recommendersystembasedon link structureof webloggraphis in-
troduced.Herewe treatlinks betweenweblogsassomekind of rat-
ing, meaningthat if thereis a hyperlink from weblogA pointing to
weblogB thenbloggerA prefersweblogB. Basedonthisassumption
we have adaptedalmostall of famousrecommendationtechniques
for Blogsphere.Themethodsareimplementedon a realdatasetand
experimentsshow promisingresults.

1 Intr oduction

NowadaysRecommenderSystemsareacceptedasavital application
on theweb. TheInternetandWorld Wide Web have broughtus into
a world of endlesspossibilities. But how canoneselectfrom a huge
universeof items of widely varying quality? It is often necessary
to make choiceswithout sufficient personalexperiencesof thealter-
natives. In everydaylife, we rely on recommendationsfrom other
peopleeitherby word of mouth,recommendationletters,movie and
book reviews printed in newspapers.Recommender systemsassist
andaugmentthis naturalsocialprocess.TheRecommendersystems
enhanceE-commercesalesin threeways[12]: Browsersinto buyers,
Cross-sellandLoyalty. Developersof thefirst recommendersystem,
Tapestry, coinedthephrase”collaborative filtering” andseveraloth-
ershave adoptedit. As authorsof [10] discussed,the moregeneral
term”recommendersystem”is betterfor two reasons:First, recom-
mendersmaynot explicitly collaboratewith recipients,who maybe
unknown to eachother. Second,recommendationsmaysuggestpar-
ticularly interestingitems,in additionto indicatingthosethatshould
be filtered out. A typical recommendersystemrecommendsitems
theseeker probablywill like. In additionit mayidentify peoplewith
similar interests.The seeker may usethe recommendationto select
itemsfrom theuniverseor to communicatewith like-mindedothers.

In this paperwe have addressedtheproblemof recommendation
on theblogsphere. Motivation is thata hugeportionof bloggersare
unskilleduserson thewebandit’ s too difficult for themto find their
favorite weblogsor like-mindedbloggers.Currentlythey areforced
to track thehyperlinksin otherblogsfor gaining thesegoalswhich
is a time-consumingprocess.Consideringthis limitations we have

1 SemanticWeb ResearchLaboratory, Sharif University of Techonology,
Tehran,Iran, email:abolhassani@sharif.edu,{neshati,mjamali,shesmail}
@ce.sharif.edu

2 PeformanceEvaluationand Software EngineeringResearchLaboratory,
SharifUniversityof Techonology, Tehran,Iran,email:habibi@sharif.edu

aimedin developinga weblogrecommendersystem.Thebasicidea
of our approachis usingthelinks betweenweblogsasbloggers’rat-
ings.Basedon this ideawe have adaptedsomeof thefamousmeth-
ods usedby recommendersystems.In addition we have proposed
somenew methodsfor recommendingweblogs.Thesemethodshave
beenimplementedonarealdatasetandresultsarereportedheretoo.

Remainingpartsof thispaperareorganizedasfollows.Section2 is
a shortreview on traditionalrecommendersystemsandsomeother
works relatedto web pageandweblogrecommendation.Section3
introducesa formal definition for link structurebasedweblog rec-
ommendationandthenadaptedmethodsfor recommendationbased
on this definition aredescribed.In section4 evaluationframework
includingdataandmetricsandresultshasbeenshown. Finally, per-
formanceof themethodsis evaluatedandcomparedto eachotherin
section5.

2 Relatedworks

SinceWeb pagerecommendationis roughly new areain research,
thereare no strict relatedworks, thereforein this section we first
browse the traditional recommendersystemsin generaland later
someof similar works in context of web pageandweblogrecom-
mendationis reviewed.

2.1 Typesof Traditional RecommenderSystems

Thereforethereis notaunique taxonomy andcategorizationscheme
for Recommendersystems.Usually commercialrecommendersys-
temscanbecategorizedin to two distinctgroups:

1. Content-basedsystems:useonly the preferencesof the seeker;
they attemptto recommenditemsthataresimilar to itemstheuser
likedin thepast.

2. Collaborative filtering systems:requirerecommendationseekers
to expresspreferencesby ratinga dozenof items.Thesesystems
focus on algorithmsfor matchingpeoplebasedon their prefer-
encesandweightingthe interestsof peoplewith similar tasteto
producea recommendationfor theinformationseeker.

Someresearcherssuggestedotheradditionalcategories,e.g.in [14]
authorshavementionedtwo othercategories:

1. Recommendationsupportsystems:whichdonotautomatetherec-
ommendationprocess;instead,they serveastoolsto supportpeo-
ple in sharingrecommendations

2. Socialdataminingsystems:whichmineimplicit preferencesfrom
computationalrecordsof socialactivity, suchasUsenetmessages.
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Theimportantentitiesin therecommendationspacearetheusersand
the items,eachof theseentitiesandtherelationsbetweenthemcan
beusedin the recommendationtechnique.Basedon theserelations
in [12] anothertaxonomyfor recommendationtechniqueshasbeen
proposed:

1. Non-PersonalizedRecommendations:these recommendersys-
temsrecommendproductsto customersbasedon whatothercus-
tomershave saidabouttheproductson average.The recommen-
dationsare independentof the customer, so eachcustomergets
the samerecommendations.For instance,the averagecustomer
ratingsdisplayedby Amazon.comis non-personalizedrecommen-
dation.

2. Attribute-BasedRecommendations:they recommendproductsto
customersbasedon syntacticpropertiesof the products.For in-
stancethemovieMatrix canberecommendedtoyoungcustomers.

3. Item-to-ItemCorrelation:thesesystemsrecommendbasedon a
smallsetof productsthecustomershave expressedaninterestin.
Item-to-Itemcorrelationis frequentlyusedtechniquein commer-
cial recommendersystemsandtherearea lot of algorithmspro-
posedto useit. Theauthorsof [11] have studiedItem-basedrec-
ommenderAlgorithmsin detail.

4. People-to-PeopleCorrelation:known as”collaborative filtering”,
wehave talkedaboutit before.

2.2 WebPageRecommendation

Content-basedfiltering hasbeenconsideredin thewebpagerecom-
mendersystems[2]. This techniqueis usedby the Excite3 search
serviceby extractingkeywordsthatappearon theseedpagesandre-
turning pagesthat containthesekeywords.This techniquecanuse
hyperlinkstoo[4, 13], for examplein [13], if a userrequestsa page
similar to a setof pagesP1, , Pn, the systemcanfind pageR that
pointsto a maximalsubsetof thesepagesandthenreturnsthepages
referencedby R to theuser.

In [7], a new framework is proposedthatcombinesbothcontent-
basedandcollaborative filtering, while the collaborative filtering is
basedon themethodof mininguseraccesspatterns.
At lastit shouldbenotedthatauthorsof [6] haveproposedaweblog
recommendersystembasedon machinelearning techniques, but
theirdefinitionfor weblogsis different.They definedweblogsasweb
pagesthathaveRSSnews feeds.

3 Link-Structur eBasedWeblogRecommendation

In thissectionfirst a formalspecificationof link-structurebasedrec-
ommendersystemsaregivenandthenbasedon this assumptionwe
adaptfamousmethodsof recommendationin next subsection.

3.1 Formal Specificationof RecommenderSystems

Therecommendationproblemis reducedto theproblemof estimat-
ing ratingsfor the itemsthat have not beenseenby a user[11, 1].
Intuitively, this estimationis usuallybasedon the ratingsgiven by
the userto other itemsandon someother information that will be
formally describedlater. Oncewe have estimatedratingsfor the yet
unrateditems,wecanrecommendto theusertheitemswith thehigh-
estestimatedratings.Let C be the setof all usersandlet S be the
setof all possibleitems that canbe recommended,such asbooks,
movies,or webpages.Normally bothsetsarevery large.Let u bea

3 www.excite.com

utility functionthatmeasures theusefulnessof item s to userc, i.e.,
u : C × S → R, whereR is a totally orderedset.Then,for each
userc ε C, we want to choosesuchitem s′ ε S thatmaximizesthe
user’s utility :

∀c ∈ C, s
′

c = arg[max
s∈S

u(c, s)] (1)

The central problem of recommendersystemslies in that utility
u is usually not definedon the whole C × S space,but only on
somesubsetof it. This meansu needsto be extrapolatedto the
whole spaceC × S. The recommendationengineshouldbe able
to estimatethe ratingsof the non rateditem-usercombinationsand
issueappropriaterecommendationsbasedon thesepredictions.

In thecontext of Weblogswe candefinerecommendationproblems
asfollows: The setC is the setof BloggersThe setS is the setof
blogs.Thelist of user’s outlinks formsthelist of preferreditemsby
him.

Accordingtoourassumption,wetry to recommendalist of unseen
favorite blogsto eachblogger. Consideringthis definition,we adapt
the most famousexisting recommendationmethods,run them,and
thenanalyzetheir performanceona realdataset

3.2 Adapting RecommendationMethods for
WeblogRecommendation

3.2.1 NonPersonalizedRecommendation

Thesearethe simplestform of recommendationsin which without
any considerationof user’s specificationssomeitems are recom-
mended.Themostpopular methodis therecommendationbasedon
rankingof items.For examplein anelectronicshopmostsolditems
arerecommendedto all users.For weblogstherearevariousmeth-
odsfor rating. In our experimentswe have appliedfollowing three
methods:

1. Ratingsbasedon in-links (the simplestform of calculating page
ranks)

2. RatingsbasedonPageRankalgorithm[3]
3. RatingsbasedonAuthority valuesof HITS algorithm[9]

The first methodis very primitive while the othertwo methodsare
morecomplex providing specialanalysisof webgraph.

Non personalizedrecommendationshave thebenefitthat thereis
no needto gatherinitial dataandthe systemcanrecommenditems
fast.However, sincethey don’t take user’s preferencesinto account,
thequalityof their resultsarelow.

3.2.2 PersonalizedRecommendation

Algorithms in this category try to usepersonalizedinformationfor
betterrecommendationsto theuser. We have appliedthealgorithms
within thefollowing two subcategories:

1. Collaborative flitering: For a givenuser, it operatesby firstly cre-
atinga list of usershaving similaroutlink patterns.Thenfrom the
weblogspreferredby thesesimilar usersrecommend thosenot in
theuser’s outlink list. Oneproblemon thismethodis thatit is not
ableto recommendsuitableitemsfor userswho themselveshave
ratedsmallnumberof items.

2. In-links based:Our suggestedmethodis basedon theassumption
thatbloggershaving links to pagesof eachotherarelikely to have
similar preferences.Therefore,if there is a link from blog A to B
thenrecommendingblogA to theB bloggeris anrationalchoice.
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3.2.3 DataMining BasedRecommendation

In theprevious two methodstheemphasisis on userandits prefer-
encesfor the recommendationproblem.In this sectionwe propose
a methodwhich usesthe coupling propertiesof items. It is based
on Associative Rulestechniquesof datamining.Themaingoalis to
find pairsof itemssatisfyingcouplingproperty. For exampleif there
is a considerablenumberof pagesthat have links both to A andB
weblogsthenwecansaythatA andB blogsaresimilar (arecouple).
Thereforeif a bloggerhaslinks to A(B) thenB(A) is recommended
to him. Therearevariouswaysto introducecouplingpropertiesfor
weblogs:

1. Associationrulesof outlinks: As statedearlierexistenceof a link
from a pageto anotheroneshows the relationshipsbetweenthe
pages.Thereforeif two weblogsare linked from a considerable
numberof pagesit is possibleto treatthemasacouple.

2. Associationrulesfor inlinks: This is similar to previous method
but with consideringinlinks.For exampleif therearealot of pages
linkedby bothof weblogsA andB thenthey (A andB) arecon-
sideredasacouple.

Consideringthefact that averagenumberof links in weblogsis low
thereforethe possibility to find associationsof higher degreethan
two is low. Soweonly takecouplingof degreetwo into account.

After the calculationof AssociationRuleswe can make useof
themin two differentways.Oneis asimplewaylikeotheritembased
algorithmsin which if A andB areacouplethento abloggerhaving
a link into (from) A or B the otheroneis recommended.Our other
proposedapproachis the recommendationof eachof two coupled
blogsto theotherone.Thisspecialcaseis resultedfrom thefactthat
in theweblogrecommendationspaceusersanditemsaresomehow
mixed.Experimentalresultshave shown that in blogsareathis ap-
proachworksvery well. Thereforewith thedata mining techniques
it is possibleto do recommendationsin four differentways.

4 Experiments

In thissectiontheevaluationframework andevaluationmeasuresare
discussedandresultsareshown.

4.1 Evaluation Framework

To test the performance of aforementioned methods we ap-
plied them on a real test collection. In this researchwe have
used Persianblog4which is the largest and oldest Persianblog
host including more than 50% of Persianblogs. To find pages
we have implementeda specific crawler. The crawler processes
and gatherspageshaving http://weblogName.Persianblog.com or
http://www.weblogName.Persianblog.comURL patterns.Onfinding
apage,thecrawler first storesit andthenappliesthesamework onits
outlinks in breadthfirst order. Sincetheblog graphsarenot usually
stronglyconnected,it is necessaryto have aconsiderablenumberof
blogsasthe crawling seed.Therefore,we have processedall of the
entriesin thePersianblog’suserlist. After a full crawl 106,699blogs
werediscovered.Thereare215,765links betweenthemwhichmean
an averageof 2.022outlinks for eachblog but the varianceis high.
Almost45%(48603 ones)of blogsaresingleones,(they havenoout-
links or inlinks). Also it is notablethat48%of thenon-singleblogs
constitutealargesingleconnectedcomponent with 208213links and

4 http://persianblog.com

a ratio of 4.04edgesfor nodes.The restof blogs which arearound
6%constitutesmallsizedcomponents.

We have compiledthis dataasa standardtestbedfor future re-
searches.In this testbedfollowing informationexists:

• List of all crawledblogs
• List of links betweennodesin thisgraph
• List of all connectedcomponents
• Calculatedranksfor largestconnectedcomponentbasedon vari-

ousrankingmethods:

– Rankings based on inlinks: It should be noticed that
there exists a few anomalies in inlinks. For example
http://vahidreza.persianblog.comhasaround16000inlinks, but
it’s just becauseits authoris thedesignerof a frequentlyused
templateandhasembeddedthelink to hisblog in thetemplate.
Sincesuchinlinks aredummy, we do not considerthemin the
rankingalgorithm.

– PageRankRanking:Thisalgorithmwaspresentedby Pageand
Brin[3] to have anorderingalgorithmfor webpages.As noted
in[8] calculationsof this algorithmis doneoffline and is main-
tainedasa storedvaluefor eachpage.The valueof this rank
for eachpageis queryindependent.It is notablethat the con-
vergenceof thealgorithmis ratherslow for Persianblogpages.
It is convergedat 50th iterations.Of interestingpointsarethe
differencesbetweenthis rankingandthe rankingbasedon in-
links. It meansthatthelinking patternsof bloggersarenot ho-
mogenousandthereis a high possibilityfor existenceof many
smallsizedcommunities.

– HITS ranking:This algorithmwassuggestedby Kleinberg [9].
Oneof its applicationsis for exploring web communitiesre-
lated on a specific topic. For this purposethe algorithm in-
troducestwo different concepts:Authority pageswhich have
useful information for the topic, and Hub pageshaving high
numberof links to authority pages.Thereis a dual relation-
ship amongthesetwo typesof pages.It meansthat a pageis
a good Hub if it haslinks to good authorities,and a pageis
goodAuthority if it is linked from goodHubs.As mentioned
in [8], unlike PageRankthe computationof this algorithm is
online and is dependentto the query. In this experimentHub
andAuthoritiesarecalculatedin a generalform, without con-
sideringa specifictopic or query. Oneof theinterestingpoints
is theconvergencespeedof thismethod,lessthan20iterations,
comparedto PageRank.

To facilitate accessto such data we exported the values from
MySql to Microsoft Access in an mdb file format which can
be processedwithout the need for a specific driver. We’ve also
implementedanAPI to usethefacilitieswepreparedfor blogs (such
asblog’s inlinks, outlinks,rankingsandetc.).ThedataandAPI are
availableat (http://ce.sharif.edu/∼ shesmail/Persianweblogs).

For our experimentswe used the largest connectedcomponent
andfor eachwebloga list of recommendedweblogswascreated.

4.2 Evaluation Metrics

According to [11] the most importantmetric is the coverageand
MAE5. The coveragemeansthat how much the systemcould dis-
cover itemsdesirablefor a user. To increasecoverageit is a general

5 MeanAbsoluteError
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ideato includeall itemsthat might be of user’s interest.From this
perspective it is like Recallmeasureof InformationRetrieval area.
Formallywecandefinethismetricasbelow:

Coverage =
|RecommendedItems| ∩ |Favorite Items|

|Favorite Items|
(2)

MAE is usedwhenan item canbe ranked from differentaspects
andis calculatedasthe distancebetweenthe rankingof the system
andtheuser. Sinceour rankingis binary andthenumberof weblogs
is highwedon’t usethismetric.

Two othermetricsfrom InformationRetrieval arePrecisionand
Recall[2]. Precisionis theproportionof recommendationrecognized
desirableto a useramongall recommendeditems.Thereforeit is
highwhenthenumberof incorrectrecommendationis low. Formally
it is definedasfollows:

Precision =
|RecommendedItems| ∩ |Favorite Items|

|RecommendedItems|
(3)

Thereare two generalapproachesfor evaluations.The first one
is morequalitative in which resultsareshown to a numberof sam-
ple users.Fromtheusers’feedbacksthecoverageandprecisionare
calculatedand is usedto comparea recommendersystemto other
ones.Thesecondapproachis stricterin which first a favorite setof
itemsfor anumberof usersis gathered.Thenaportionof suchitems
aregiven to a recommendersystem(astraining set)andthe rest is
usedto comparetheoutputof asystem(astestset).Comparedto the
first approach,thesecondapproachis moreformal,morepreciseand
strictersincein the first one a usertries to draw a correspondence
betweenwhat a systemrecommendsandown favoriteswhile such
relationsmightnotholding.

For ourevaluationsweusedthesecondapproach.For thispurpose
out-linksof aweblogis dividedrandomlyin two equalsizedgroups.
The first group is passed to eachaforementionedmethodandout-
putsfrom thesystemarecomparedagainstthesecondgroupandthe
coverageandprecisionarecalculated.

4.3 Results

To do final evaluationsamongweblogs the top 20 blogs having
largest number of out-links are selectedand the output of each
methodis comparedagainstactualresults.Averageof Coverageand
Precisionmetricsareshown in tablesI, II andIII. Thenresultsof var-
iousmethodsarecomparedwith each otherby a diagramin figures
1 and2. In thesefigureseachabbrivationstandsfor:

• PRmeansPageRankalgorithm
• INOV meansnon-personalInlink algorithmor overall inlink algo-

rithm
• AU meansAuthority rank(FromHITS Algorithm)
• CF meansCollaborativeFilteringalgorithm
• PIN meansPersonalInlink algorithm
• AR2IN meansour proposedalgorithm for associationsbetween

pairsof blogsaccordingto in-links
• AR2OUTmeansourproposedalgorithmfor associationsbetween

pairsof blogsaccordingto out-links
• ARIN meansAssociationRulesalgorithmsfor in-links
• AROUT meansAssociationRulesalgorithmsfor out-links

5 Discussions

In this section,we’ll discussand analyzedifferent recommenda-
tion methodsmentionedabove. Table I shows the resultsof non-
personalizedmethods.Weblogs’domain is a personalizeddomain,
and personalinterestsand specifications have specialimportance.
Thereforenon-personalizedmethodsfor recommendationdo not
have goodresultsin general,especiallyPageRankalgorithmhasthe
worstperformance.Soit’snotsousefulto applypagerankalgorithm
for recommendations.Interestingly, the Authority (HITS) method
haspromisingresultswhich is mostly becauseof the way we have
selectedour evaluationdata.Selectedblogsfor evaluationareblogs
with many Outlinks (maybe they aregoodhubs)andso, they have
links to goodauthorities.Therefore,usingAuthority methodhashigh
precisionfor thisevaluationdata.

Non-PersonalizedMethod Precision Coverage

PageRank 0.00315 0.00262
Overall InLink 0.16947 0.14041

Authority 0.38578 0.31301

Table1. AveragePrecisionandRecallin RecommendationsBasedon
Non-PersonalizedMethods

TableII shows thatpersonalizedmethodshave high precisionand
coverage.Thesemethodsinclude’Collaborative Filtering’ and’Per-
sonalInLinks’. Precisionlevel of PersonalInlinks methodis obvi-
ouslyhigherthanCollaborative Filtering (andevenothermethods).
The reasonfor sucha behavior relatesto the natureof Weblogs,
meaningthat in the blogsphere,usually when a bloggerlinks to a
blog, the target blog’s blogger is his friend, andasa result in most
casesthey mutually link eachother;andthereforeablog’sinlinksand
outlinksusuallyhavemany links in common.Therefore,wecancon-
cludetherearea lot of small densecommunitiesin webloggraphs.
Low precision andcoveragein collaborative filtering methodis be-
causeof our strict evaluationmethod.In fact,by examiningthe con-
tent of someof the recommendedblogsin this method,we’ve seen
that theseblogs’ contentsaresimilar to thecontentof blog request-
ing recommendation,but they don’t exist in its Outlinks.
Table III shows resultsfor 4 datamining basedalgorithms used

PersonalizedMethod Precision Coverage

CollaborativeFiltering 0.27485 0.04170
InLinks 0.42397 0.15657

Table2. AveragePrecisionandRecallin RecommendationsBasedon
PersonalizedMethods

in our experiments.Comparingthesemethodsusedfor evaluation,
therearetwo importantpoints:First, generally, methodswhich an-
alyzeoutlinks (AROUT, AR2OUT) have betterprecisionandcov-
eragethanthemethodsanalyzing inlinks(ARIN,AR2OUT).Thisbe-
havior is alsobasedonourapproachfor selectingtheevaluationdata,
which wasmentionedabove. Second,AR2 methodsgenerallyhave
morepromisingresults.Thereasonfor sucha behavior is relatedto
thespecialnatureof theweblogs.In fact, whentwo blogsarecouple
(have astrongassociation),meansthat they arefamousin a specific
areaand,probably, arelinkedtogether. Whereasin AR, thereis low
probabilityfor oneblog to link to bothof two famouscoupledblogs.

Looking at chartsin figure 1 and2 it is perceived that personal-
izedinlink(PIN) algorithm hasthebestresultsfor these20blogs.As
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PersonalizedMethod Precision Coverage

AssociationRule(Inlinks) 0.19789 0.16805
AssociationRule(Outlinks) 0.35473 0.29446
AssociationRule2(Inlinks) 0.23578 0.20207

AssociationRule2(Outlinks) 0.36315 0.28647

Table3. AveragePrecisionandRecallin RecommendationsBasedon
DataMinig Techniques

ananotherresultit canbeinducedthatrecommendingbasedon Au-
thority Rankingmethodhasgoodoutput,but aswediscussedbefore,
it’s not reliableandrealistic, in fact it’s becauseof specialevalua-
tion dataselectionapproach.Finally we cansay that DataMining
methodshasgenerallymorepromisingresults.

Figure1. ComparingVariousRecommendationMethodsBasedon
CoverageMeasure

Figure2. ComparingVariousRecommendationMethodsBasedon
PrecisionMeasure

6 Conclusions

With theexplosionof informationin web,recommendersystemsare
one of the most importantproposedsolutionsfor exploration and
managementof users’favorites.Also weblogsareoneof theimpor-
tantforms of generationandpublishing of contents in web. We have
dealt with the problemof recommendationsfor weblogs.Recom-
mendationproblemis definedformally basedon link structureand

severalmethodsfor solvingit is proposedin thepaper. Themethods
arefrom different areas:Ranking,SocialFiltering, Referencesand
DataMining. They areappliedonarealtestcollectionandtheresults
of their comparisonis discussedwhichshowspromisingresults.

In this researchwe only usedmethodswhich arebasedon links
betweenweblogsfor therecommendationproblem.Althoughit is a
goodapproachwhenthedensityof links arenotvery low but whena
weblogis separated(it’s in-linksandout-linksarevery low) is notso
useful.Thereforewe intendto extendour work andusethecontents
of weblogsin our algorithmstoo. Oneof themainchallengesis the
selectionsof words from a weblogwhich aregood featuresfor it.
The other main challengeis the combinationapproachof content
andlinkedbasedrecommendations.
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Abstract. Wearedevelopingamovie recommendersystemfor mo-
bile (cellular) phoneusers.The movie preferenceschangeaccord-
ing to not only the users’personalitybut alsoto the situationsuch
as mood, location, accompanying person,and so on. Existing ap-
proachesfor recommendersystemsthatuseuserprofilesand/orhis-
toriesare insufficient becausethey provide the samerecommenda-
tion resultsregardlessof theusers’situation.Context-awaremethods
suchaslocation-basedservicesarealsoinsufficient becausethey do
not take personalpreferenceinto account.In this paperwe propose
a recommendationmethodthatprovidescontext-awarepersonalized
recommendations.The methodusesa Bayesiannetwork to model
the complex relationbetweenvariousitemsof information includ-
ing users’profiles,histories,situations,andmovie contents.Ques-
tionnairesurveys of 2700personswith a frequentlyhigh apprecia-
tion of movieswereconductedthroughtheInternet,andtheobtained
datasetswith variousattributeswereusedto constructthe model.
To reducethe computationalcostof probabilisticinferencefor rec-
ommendation,anapproximatematchingmethodfor computingcon-
tentsrankingwas introduced.The resultsof preliminaryevaluation
demonstratethatselectingmatchingvariablesdependingon thecat-
egory of usersis effective for obtainingbetterapproximation.

1 INTRODUCTION

In order to handlethe increasingamountof information and con-
tentsavailable on the Internet,the needfor recommendersystems
thatcanassistusersin finding theinformationthey desireis increas-
ing rapidly. We are developing a movie recommendersystemfor
mobile phoneusersbecausesuchrecommendersystemsareuseful
especiallyfor mobileusers.

So far, several approacheshave beendevelopedin both the re-
searchand businessfields[1, 21, 24]. Two main effectively used
approachesare the collaborative filtering[20, 23, 4, 8, 7] and the
content-basedmethod[2, 14, 17]. Severalapproachesfor integrating
both methodshave also beeninvestigatedin order to combinethe
meritsof eachapproach[19, 10,22, 3, 13,16].

However, in caseof movie recommendationfor mobile phone
users,userpreferencemay changeaccordingto not only the users
personalitybut alsoto the situationsuchasmood,location,accom-
panying person,and so on. Existing approachesfor recommender
systemsthat use userprofiles and/or historiesare insufficient be-
causethey provide the samerecommendationresultsregardlessof
theusers’situation.
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Miller etal. investigatedamovie recommendersystemfor mobile
devices[11, 12].They usedcollaborativefiltering andintroducedtwo
scenarios,(1)video:for userswhoareselectingavideoto rentor buy,
and(2) theater:for userswho aregoing to seea movie in a nearby
movie theater. However, thereareseveralconditionsto beconsidered
otherthanthetwo.

On theotherhand,context-awaremethodssuchaslocation-based
informationproviding servicesfor mobilephoneusersarebecoming
popular. However, they arealsoinsufficientbecausethey cannottake
personalpreferencesinto account.

In this paperwe proposea recommendersystemthat achieves
context-aware personalizedrecommendations.The systemexploits
a Bayesiannetwork to modelthe complex relationbetweenvarious
itemsof informationincludinguserprofiles,histories,situationsand
movie contents.Questionnairesurveys of 2700personswith a fre-
quentlyhigh appreciationof movieswereconductedthroughtheIn-
ternet,and the obtaineddatasetswith variousattributeswereused
to constructthe model. In order to reducethe computationalcost
of probabilisticinference,we introducedan approximatematching
methodfor contentsranking.

The restof this paperis organizedas follows. Section2 formu-
latesour movie recommendationtask.The probabilisticmodel for
recommendationis describedin Section3. Section4 describesthe
currentimplementationof thesystem.Preliminaryevaluationof the
systemis shown in Section5. Section6 presentsthediscussionand
conclusion.

2 TASK SPECIFICATION

The task of our recommendersystemis to recommenda list of
moviesfor amobilephoneuserconsideringboththeuser’spersonal-
ity includinghis historyof movie appreciationandsituation.In this
research,it is assumedthat the usersare limited to registeredones
who provide demographicinformationsuchasage,sex, address,af-
filiation, job category, etc.Beforetherecommendation,they alsoin-
put informationregardingtheircurrentsituationsuchas,mood,loca-
tion, accompanying person,andsoon throughtheinterfaceprogram
on their mobilephone.

In addition,weassumeuserswill returnexplicit evaluationof both
movies that they appreciatedandthe resultsof the system’s recom-
mendation.Thesystemutilizesthesedatato improve theaccuracy of
recommendations.

Thenumberof targetcontentschangesdependingonthesituation.
If theuserwould like to goto a movie theater, thetargetsarelimited
to themoviescurrentlyshowing in theneighboringtheaters.Instead,
if the useris going to rent a DVD or to usea VOD (Video on De-
mand)system,the numberof target contentsis very large. In both
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casesthe densityof evaluatedcontentsis consideredto be low be-
causetargetcontentsquickly changein the caseof a movie theater,
andthenumberof targetcontentsis hugein thecaseof DVD rental
andVOD systems.

The numberof contentsin the recommendationlist cannotbe so
large becausethe displayon a mobile phoneis smallerthanthat of
a PC.For this reason,a moreaccuraterecommendationis required
thanin a systemfor a PC users.

3 PROBABILIST AIC MODELING

In order to model the complex relation betweenthe user’s profile,
user’s situation,user’s evaluationsof pastmovies, andcontentsat-
tributes,weexploitedaBayesiannetwork[18, 9]. Bayesiannetworks
areawayof modelingajoint probabilitydistributionof multipleran-
domvariablesandareappliedto varioustaskssuchasprinterfailure
diagnosis,traffic jamprediction,andmodelingchemicalreactionsin
bodycells.

A randomvariableis representedasa nodeof the network, and
the links of the network representdependenciesbetweenvariables.
Conditionalindependencesbetweenvariablesarerepresentedby the
whole structureof the network and usedfor efficient probabilistic
inference.

A Bayesiannetwork canbespecifiedwith thestructureof thenet-
work and the conditionalprobability tables(CPT) attachedto each
nodein the network. Therearethreemain approachesconstructing
a network. The first approachis to specifyboth the network struc-
ture andthe conditionalprobabilitiesby handbasedon the domain
knowledgeof experts.Thesecondapproachis to specifythenetwork
structureby handandto estimatethe conditionalprobabilitiesfrom
data.Thethird approachis estimateboththestructureandtheprob-
abilitiesfrom data.

Becausethenumberof randomvariablesin ourmodelis large(we
used39nodes),searchingfor agoodnetwork structureautomatically
using only datais difficult. Hence,we assumeda generalnetwork
structurefor calculatingthe user’s evaluationof movies.The struc-
tureis shown in Figure1. This structureassumesthattheevaluation
dependson the commonvariablesrepresentingthe user’s impres-
sionsof a movie (feelingexcited,feelingscared,feelingsad,feeling
relaxed,etc.),andtheimpressionsdependon userprofiles,situation,
andcontentsattributes.

Total
Evaluation

Age
Sex

Frequenc y

Genre
Countr y

year

Satis factory

Cried

Laughed

Relaxed

location Mood

With Whom

User Situations

User Profiles

Content Attributes

Impressions

Figure 1. Structureof theModel

3.1 Data for Model Construction

We estimatedconditionalprobabilitiesusing the data(this process
is calledCPTlearning)obtainedthroughtwo Internetquestionnaire
surveys of personswith a frequentlyhigh appreciationof movies.

In the first survey, we obtaineddatarelatedto the user’s profile,
user’s evaluationsfor appreciatedmovies,andcontentsattributesas
follows:

1. Numberof subjects:1616
2. Condition for recruiting subjects:Subjecthasappreciatedmore

than20 moviesamongtheprovided100movies.
3. Inquiries

(a) demographicattribute:27 attributessuchasage,sex, thenum-
berof children,etc.

(b) attributesregardingmovie appreciation:frequency, important
factorfor selectingmovie (7 factors),preferenceof genre(12
genres),purposeof movie appreciation(7 purposes)

(c) evaluationof 20appreciatedmovies:good bad andtheimpres-
sion(7 kindsof impression)

4. Contentsattributes

(a) genre,length,country, director, actors,etc.

(b) keywordsextractedfrom texts introducingthemovie.

Thesecondsurvey was for obtainingdatarelatedto theuser’s sit-
uationof watchingmovies:

1. The numberof subjects:1088(differentfrom the subjectsof the
previoussurvey)

2. Conditionof recruitment:Subjecthasappreciatedmore than15
moviesamongtheprovided100movies

3. Inquiries

(a) thelocationof watchingthemovie suchas,movie theater, VOD
system,rentalDVD, TV program.

(b) theaccompanying personsuchasfamily, children,friendsetc.

(c) modeor motivation to watch the movie suchas ”to feel ex-
cited”, ”to feelscared”,”to feel relaxed”, etc.

3.2 Model Construction

Althoughwe assumedthegeneralstructureof thenetwork shown in
Figure1, we should selecteffective variablesfrom many observed
attributes.Weshoulddeterminelocalnetwork structuresthatreflects
therelationshipbetweenselectedvariablesalso.For thisprocessand
the CPT learning,BAYONET, A tool to constructa Bayesiannet-
work, was used[15]. Thewholeprocedurewas as follows:

1. Datapreprocessing

(a) extractkeywordsfrom movie introductiontexts.

(b) categorizeextractedkeywords into four main categoriessuch
as”describingscene”,”describingmood” etc.

(c) keywordsin eachcategory arefurthercategorizedinto threeto
five categories.

(d) categorizetheanswerfor the inquiriesregardingtheuser’s sit-
uation.

2. Groupall variablesinto five categories:”userprofiles”, ”usersit-
uations”,”contentsattributes”, ”impressions”,and”total evalua-
tion”.
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3. Searchlocal structure:Using the modelselectionmechanismof
BAYONET, we selectedeffective variablesandsearchedparent-
childhoodrelationsbetweenthevariableswithin eachgroupusing
theinformationcriteriasuchasMDL andAIC.

4. Combinelocal modelsinto a whole modelaccordingto the gen-
eral structure.We selectedlinks betweenvariablesin different
groupsusingtheinformationcriteria.

5. Validationof themodel:validatetheconstructedmodelby evalu-
atingthefitnessto thedata.

We repeatedthe above procedureandfinally obtaineda network
modelwith 39 nodes(22 userprofiles,3 usersituations,6 contents
attributes,7 impressions,and1 totalevaluation).

4 PROTOTYPE SYSTEM

A prototypeof themovie recommendersystemusingtheprobabilis-
tic modelwas implemented.Thesystemis composedof auserinter-
facemodulethat runson theuser’s mobilephone,anda recommen-
dationenginethatworkson a remoteserver system.

The overview of the systemand the recommendationprocessis
shown in Figure2. Two closeup imagesof a mobilephonedisplay
aredepictedin Figure3. Therecommendationproceedsasfollows:

1. The userinterfacemoduleacceptsuser’s requestfor recommen-
dationandpromptstheuserto input situation.

2. The requestis sentto the recommendationengineon the server
system.There,therankingof movie contentsfor theuseris com-
putedbasedon theinput information.

3. Theresultrankingis sentto theinterfacemodule,andthemovies
with high rankingaredisplayedon thescreenof theuser’smobile
phone.

4. Prompttheuserto input feedbackfor therecommendationresult.

Thefeedbackresponsefrom theuseris usedto modify theBayesian
network in therecommendationengineat anappropriateinterval.

In theimplementation,weintroducedanapproximationmethodof
reducingtheamountof computation.A naive methodof computing
the rankingof movies for a useris to estimatethe user’s evaluation
for all movies and rank movies accordingto the estimatedevalua-
tion. However, thisprocedurebecomescomputationallyheavy asthe
numberof targetcontentsbecomesverylarge.Eventhoughtheinfer-
enceis doneon theserversystem,it makestheresponsetime longer.
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Figure 2. Overview of therecommendersystem

To keepresponsetime shortis very importantfor recommendersys-
tems.

Hence we introduced the following approximationmethod of
rankingcomputation:

1. UsingthetrainedBayesiannetwork, calculateanaverageimpres-
sionvectorfor all movie contentsin advance.Thiscalculationcan
be easily performedby settingonly contentsattribute valuesto
theBayesiannetwork, executingBayesiannetwork inference,and
computingexpectationvaluesfor 7 impressionnodes(thesenodes
arebinaryvalued).

2. At thetime of recommendation,calculatetheuser’s expectedim-
pressionvector by settinguserprofilesandsituationvaluesand
executingBayesiannetwork inference,and computingexpecta-
tion valuesfor theimpressionnodes.

3. Computethe similarity betweenthe user’s expectedimpression
vector and the averageimpressionvector of a contentsfor all
movie contents.

4. Rankcontentsaccordingto thesimilarity.

Insteadof computingthe expectation,taking the most likely in-
stantiationof the impressionvariablesmay alsowork. Comparison
of thesewaysof computingthe impressionvectoris an issueof fu-
ture research.As for the similarity measure,we testedseveral ones
suchastheEuclidiandistanceandthecosinemeasure.In thefollow-
ing evaluation,we usedtheEuclidiandistancebecauseit performed
betterthanothers.

5 EVALUATION

Thereareseveralimportantissuesthatshouldbeconsideredfor eval-
uatingmovie recommendersystemssuchasaccuracy of therecom-
mendation,novelty andserendipityof therecommendation,usersat-
isfaction,saleslift[5, 6]. As thefirst step,weevaluatedtheadequate-
nessof thematchingmethodproposedin theprevioussection.

We comparedthe ranking from naive probabilistic inferenceof
theevaluationvalueandtherankingcomputedwith theapproximate
matchingmethod.Thedatausedfor evaluationis differentfrom the
datausedto constructthemodel.Thedatawasobtainedfrom another
Internetsurvey regardingmovie appreciation.In thisthird survey 787
subjectswererecruited.

Figure 3. Screenshotsof theprototypesystem
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We selected20 movies thatappearedin thedata.Thencomputed
their rankingfor 787subjectsusingboththe naive inferenceandthe
approximationmatching.ThencalculatedSpearman’s rank correla-
tionbetweentherankingsfromthetwomethods.Theresultsaresum-
marizedin Table1.

Table 1. Speaman’s rankcorrelationbetweentherankingfrom the naive
inferenceandtherankingfrom theapproximatematching

Condition Targetusers Nodesused Medianof
for matching rankcorrelation

1 all users 7 nodes 0.257
2 all users 3 selectednodes 0.495
3 selectedusers 3 selectednodes 0.539

In Condition2 and3, threeimpressionnodes(”to feel impressed”,
”to laugh”,and”to feelexcited”) selectedfrom theseven impression
nodeswereusedto computesimilarity becausethey have stronger
correlationwith the total evaluationvaluethanothers.In Condition
3, thesubjectswho answeredthat they stronglyexpectthe threese-
lectedimpressionswhenthey watchmovies wereselectedandused
for computingtheSpearman’s rankcorrelation.

This preliminary result demonstratesthat selectingimpression
nodesdependingon thecategory of usersis effective to obtainabet-
terapproximation.

6 DISCUSSIONand CONCLUSION

We examineda movie recommendersystemfor mobilephoneusers.
Thesystemaimsto provide context-awarepersonalizedrecommen-
dationfor usersin varioussituations.ThesystemexploitsaBayesian
network for modelingthecomplex relationbetweenvariousitemsof
information relatedto userprofiles,histories,situationsandmovie
contents.Questionnairesurveys of 2700 personswith a frequently
high appreciationof movieswereconductedusingthe Internet.The
obtaineddatasetswith variousattributeswereusedto constructthe
model.

In order to reducethe computationalcost for the probabilistic
inferenceof the Bayesiannetwork, we introducedan approximate
matchingmethodto obtaincontentsranking.Theresultsof thepre-
liminary evaluation demonstratethat the approximationmatching
methodworks well andselectingappropriateimpressionnodesde-
pendingon the category of usersis effective for obtainingan im-
proved approximation.

Thestudyshows that:

1. A Bayesiannetwork is effective: it worksasa promisingtool for
integratingvariousitemsof informationflexibly.

2. Themodelconstructionprocedureis a key technology:construct-
ing appropriatemodelswith many attributesis difficult. A stan-
dard strategy for model constructionis necessaryto apply this
kind of systemto variousother areassuchas e-commerce,car
navigation,shopping-mallnavigation,etc.

There remain many researchissuesincluding implementinga
muchmoreelaborateevaluationof the proposedsystemandrefine-
mentof theprobabilisticmodel.In orderto evaluatethesystem,we
areplanningto conducta field testin thisyear.
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Abstract. Collaborative Filtering (CF) is considered a powerful 
technique for generating personalized recommendations. Central-
ized storage of user profiles in CF systems presents a privacy 
breach, since the profiles are available to other users. Recent works 
proposed enhancing the privacy of the CF by distributing the pro-
files between multiple repositories. This work investigates how a 
decentralized distributed storage of user profiles combined with 
data perturbation techniques mitigates the privacy issues. Experi-
ments, conducted on three datasets, show that relatively large parts 
of the profiles can be perturbed without hampering the accuracy of 
the CF. The experiments also allow conclusion to be drawn regard-
ing the specific  users and parts of the profiles that are valuable for 
generating accurate CF predictions. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Collaborative Filtering (CF) is one of the most popular and most 
widely used personalization techniques. CF generates predictions 
of how a potential customer may like a product, based on the as-
sumption that people with similar tastes have similar preferences 
for the same items  [12]. In CF, the user profiles are represented by 
vectors of user's ratings on a set of items. To generate a prediction, 
CF initially creates a neighborhood of users having a high degree 
of similarity to the user whose preferences are predicted (the active 
user). Then, it generates a prediction by calculating a weighted av-
erage of the ratings of the users in the neighborhood  [6].  

However, personalization inherently brings with it the issue of 
privacy. Privacy is an important challenge facing the growth of the 
E-Commerce services and the acceptance of various transaction 
models supported by them  [2]. Many services violate users' privacy 
for their own commercial benefits. As a result, users refrain from 
using them, to prevent exposure of sensitive private information 
 [4]. Privacy hazards for personalization systems are aggravated by 
the fact that effective personalization requires large amounts of 
personal data. For example, the accuracy of CF predictions is cor-
related with the number of similar users, number of ratings in their 
profiles, and the degree of their similarity  [11]. Thus, the more ac-
curate are the user profiles (i.e., the higher is the number of ratings 
in the profile), the more reliable will be the predictions. Hence, 
there is a clear trade-off between the accuracy of the personaliza-
tion and the privacy of users' data. 

The need to protect users' privacy is nowadays triggering grow-
ing research efforts. In  [3] the authors proposed basing privacy 
preservation on pure decentralized peer-to-peer (P2P) communica-
tion between the users. This work suggested forming user commu-
nities, where the overall community reflects the preferences of the 
underlying users, thus representing the set of users as whole and 
not as individual users. Alternatively,  [10] suggested preserving 
users' privacy on a central server by adding uncertainty to the data. 
This was accomplished through using randomized perturbation 
techniques that modified the original user profiles. Hence, the data 
collector has no reliable knowledge about the true ratings of indi-

vidual users. These works showed that perturbation techniques did 
not considerably reduce the accuracy of the generated predictions. 

This paper elaborates on the idea of combining the above two 
techniques, as initially proposed in  [1]. It suggests enhancing the 
privacy of the CF through substituting the commonly used central-
ized CF systems by virtual P2P ones, and adding a degree of uncer-
tainty to the data through perturbing parts of the user profiles. 
Individual users participate in the virtual P2P-based CF system in 
the following way. Every user maintains his/her personal profile as 
a vector of rated items. Prediction is requested by an active user 
through exposing parts of his/her profile and sending them with a 
prediction request. Other users, who respond to the request, expose 
parts (i.e., the relevant ratings) of their profiles, and send them, 
jointly with locally computed degree of similarity between them 
and the active user. Note that in any stage, users may also perturb 
parts of their profiles to minimize exposure of personal data. The 
active user collects the responses and exploits them for neighbor-
hood formation that leads to a local generation of the prediction.  

In this setting, the users are in full control of their personal sen-
sitive information. Hence, they can autonomously decide when and 
how to expose their profiles and which parts of the profiles should 
be perturbed before exposing them. As a result, the proposed ap-
proach enhances users' privacy, while allowing them to support 
prediction generation initiated by other users. 

In the experimental part of the paper, the accuracy of the pro-
posed privacy-enhanced CF is evaluated using three publicly avail-
able CF datasets: Jester  [5], MovieLens  [6], and EachMovie  [8]. 
Thus, the experiments are conducted with both dense (Jester) and 
very sparse datasets (MovieLens and EachMovie). Results of all 
the datasets demonstrate that large parts of the user profiles can be 
perturbed without hampering the accuracy of the predictions. Also, 
the experimental results raise a question regarding the usefulness of 
the CF personalization. Although CF is considered a solid person-
alization technique, no prior evaluations has tried to understand 
which users and ratings are crucial to the accuracy of the predic-
tions. This is important in the context of privacy, as different users 
have different concerns about their data, and require the quantities 
of the personal data exposed to be adapted accordingly. Hence, it is 
important to understand which parts of the user profiles (and of 
which users) are valuable for generating accurate predictions. 

For this reason, additional experiments, aimed at analyzing the 
impact of data perturbation on different types of users and predic-
tions, are conducted. The experimental results allow us to conclude 
that accurate CF predictions require paying a special attention to 
users with extreme preferences (either positive or negative), i.e., 
preferences that are significantly different from the standard pref-
erences. Hence, these parts of the user profiles are the most valu-
able for generating accurate predictions, and they should be really 
exposed. On the other hand, usually there is no need to expose 
other parts of the profiles, as they provide very little knowledge 
about the users. It should be noted that only the user storing his/her 
profile can determine which parts of the profile are important for 
the predictions, whereas an attacker can not know it a priori . 
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The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 dis-
cusses the privacy issues in the CF and recent works on distributed 
CF. Section 3 presents the basics of the privacy-enhanced decen-
tralized CF. Section 4 presents the experimental results evaluating 
the proposed approach and raises a number of open questions. Sec-
tion 5 analyzes the results in an attempt to answer these questions, 
concludes the paper, and presents directions for future research. 

2 DISTRIBUTED CF  

Collaborative filtering (CF) is a personalization technique that re-
lies on the assumption that people who agreed in the past will also 
agree in the future  [12]. The input for the CF algorithm is a matrix 
of user ratings for items, where each row represents the ratings of a 
single user and each column represents the ratings for a single 
item. CF aggregates ratings of items to recognize similarities be-
tween users, and generates a prediction for an item by weighting 
the ratings of similar users for the same item  [6]. 

Centralized CF poses a threat to users' privacy, as personal in-
formation collected by service providers can be exposed and trans-
ferred to untrusted parties. Thus, most users will not agree to 
divulge their private information  [4]. These concerns cause many 
users to refrain from enjoying the benefits of personalized services 
due to the privacy risks. Using CF without compromising user's 
privacy is certainly an important and challenging issue.  

In  [10], the authors proposed a method for preserving users' pri-
vacy on the central server by adding uncertainty to the data. Before 
transferring personal data to the server, each user first modifies it 
using randomized perturbation techniques. Therefore, the server 
(and also the attacker) cannot find out the exact contents of the user 
profiles. Although this method changes the user's original data, ex-
periments show that the modified data still allow accurate predic-
tions to be generated. This approach enhances users' privacy, but 
the users still depend on centralized, domain-specific servers. 
These servers constitute a single point of failure, as the data can be 
exposed through a series of malicious attacks. 

In general, storing user profiles in several locations reduces the 
privacy breach of having the data exposed by the attackers, in com-
parison to storage on a single server. CF over a distributed setting 
of data repositories was initially proposed in  [13]. This work pre-
sented a P2P pure decentralized architecture supporting product 
recommendations for mobile customers represented by software 
agents. The communication between the agents used an expensive 
routing mechanism based on network flooding that significantly 
increased the communication overhead. In the PocketLens project 
 [9], five distributed architectures for the CF were implemented and 
compared. It was found that the performance of a P2P-based CF is 
close to the performance of a centralized CF.  

Another technique for a distributed CF proposes eliminating the 
use of central servers. In this setting, an active user creates a query 
by sending a part of his/her profile and requesting a prediction on a 
specific item. Other users autonomously decide whether to respond 
and send information to the active user. However, this approach 
requires transferring the user profiles over the network, thus posing 
privacy breaches. Two schemes for a privacy-preserving CF were 
proposed in  [3]. In these schemes, the users control all of their pri-
vate data, while a community of users represents a public aggrega-
tion of their data, without exposing the data of individual users. 
The aggregation allows personalized predictions to be computed by 
members of the community, or by outsiders. This approach protects 
users' privacy in a distributed setting, but requires a priori forma-
tion of user groups, which becomes a severe limitation in today's 
dynamically evolving environments. 

3 PRIVACY-ENHANCED CF WITH DAT A 
PERTURBATION 

This section elaborates on the prediction generation over a distrib-
uted set of users possibly perturbing their data. First, we adopt pure 
decentralized P2P organization of users, proposed by  [3]. In this 
setting, users autonomously keep and maintain their personal pro-
files. Thus, the central matrix of user ratings on items, stored by 
centralized CF systems, is substituted by a virtual matrix, where 
every row is stored by the respective user, as shown on Figure 1. 
 

 
Figure 1. Centralized vs. decentralized storage of the user profiles 

 

In this setting, users are the owners of their personal informa-
tion. Thus, they directly communicate with each other during the 
prediction generation process and autonomously decide when and 
how to expose parts of their profiles. The predictions are generated 
as follows. An active user initiates the process through exposing 
parts of his/her profile and sending a request for a prediction on an 
item. When the request is received each user autonomously decides 
whether to respond to it. If so, he/she also exposes the relevant 
parts of his/her profile, (i.e., the rating for the requested item) and 
sends it, jointly with the locally computed degree of similarity, to 
the active user. Upon collecting the responses, the active user 
builds a neighborhood of similar users, and locally generates a pre-
diction. This form of the CF preserves users' privacy, while allow-
ing them to support prediction generation initiated by other users. 

According to the above distributed CF, a user's profile may be 
exposed in two cases. The first is when a user is an active user, and 
he/she requests a prediction from other users. In this case the expo-
sure is inevitable, as the active user must expose relatively large 
parts of his/her own profile in order to receive reliable predictions 
from the other users. The second case is when a user decides vol-
untarily to help in prediction generation initiated by other user 
through exposing parts of his/her profile, such that the active user 
can use them to build a neighborhood of similar users and generate 
a prediction. Although in this case the responding users have to ex-
pose relatively small parts of their profiles, this is a privacy breach 
that allows larger parts of the profiles to be exposed through sys-
tematic malicious attacks using multiple prediction requests.  

To mitigate the privacy breaches,  [10] proposes partially per-
turbing the data in the user profiles. We adopt the data perturbation 
techniques for the purposes of enhancing privacy of the P2P-based 
CF. For that, parts of the user profiles are modified during the 
process of prediction generation. Thus, in case of a malicious at-
tack, the values collected by an attacker will not reflect the exact 
contents of the user's profile. Three general policies for perturbing 
the ratings in the user profiles were defined:  

x Uniform random obfuscation – substitute the real ratings 
by random values chosen uniformly in the scope of possi-
ble ratings in the dataset. 

x Bell-curved random obfuscation – substitute the real rat-
ings by values chosen using a bell-curve distribution re-
flecting the distribution of real ratings in the user's profile.  

x Default obfuscation(x) – real ratings in the user's profile are 
substituted by a predefined value x. 
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Clearly, there is a tradeoff between the amount of the perturbed 
data in the users' profile and the accuracy of the generated predic-
tions, as the more data are modified, the less accurate are the gen-
erated predictions. In this sense, bell-curved obfuscation is 
expected to provide very accurate predictions, as the real ratings in 
the profiles are substituted by values that reflect the distribution of 
the real ratings. Nevertheless, privacy enhancement provided by it 
is minimal, as the exposed modified values are similar to the origi-
nal ratings. Conversely, default obfuscation is expected to provide 
the users enhanced privacy, but very inaccurate predictions. Fi-
nally, uniform obfuscation will supposedly perform moderately in 
comparison to the above policies, in terms of both privacy and ac-
curacy. The next section examines the impact of the above policies 
on the accuracy of the generated predictions. 

4 EXPERIME NTAL E VALUATION 

For the experimental evaluation, a pure decentralized environment 
was simulated by a multi-threaded implementation. Each user was 
represented by a thread and predictions were generated as de-
scribed earlier: each thread locally computed the similarity, and re-
turned the similarity rate and the required rating to the active 
thread, which computed the predictions as a weighted average of 
the most similar users' ratings. Hence, the process of prediction 
generation was performed as in a centralized CF, except for the 
similarity computation stage, which was done separately by each 
user. To measure the accuracy of the predictions, Mean Average 
Error (MAE)  [7] values were computed by: 
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where N denotes the total number of the generated predictions, pi is 
the prediction, and r i is the real rating for the item i. 

To provide solid empirical evidence, the experiments were con-
ducted using three widely used CF datasets: Jester  [5], MovieLens 
 [6] and EachMovie  [8]. Table 1 summarizes the different parame-
ters of the datasets: number of users and items in the dataset, range 
of ratings, total number of ratings, average number of rated items 
per user, density of the dataset (i.e., the percentage of items with an 
explicit rating), average and variance of the ratings, and the MAE 
of non-personalized predictions computed by dividing the variance 
of the ratings in the dataset by the range of ratings. 

 

Table 1. Properties of the experimental datasets 
dataset users items range ratings av.rated density average var. MAEnp

Jester 48483 100 -10-10 3519449 72.59 0.7259 0.817 4.400 0.220
ML 6040 3952 1-5 1000209 165.60 0.0419 3.580 0.935 0.234
EM 74424 1649 0-1 2811718 37.78 0.0229 0.607 0.223 0.223

 

For the experiments, the above three perturbation policies were 
instantiated by five specifi c policies: 
x Positive – substitute the real rating by the highest positive rat-

ing in the dataset (10 for Jester and 5 for MovieLens and 
EachMovie). 

x Negative – substitute the real rating by the lowest negative rat-
ing in the dataset (-10 for Jester, 1 for MovieLens, and 0 for 
EachMovie). 

x Neutral – substitute the real rating by the neutral rating in the 
dataset, i.e., an average between the maximal and minimal pos-
sible ratings (0 for Jester, 3 for MovieLens, and 0.5 for Each-
Movie). 

x Random – substitute the real rating by a random value in the 
range of ratings in the respective dataset (from -10 to 10 for 
Jester, 1 to 5 for MovieLens, and 0 to 5 for EachMovie). 

x Distribution – substitute the real rating by a value reflecting the 
distribution of the users' ratings (i.e., average and variance). 

Clearly, the first three policies are instances of the default policy, 
whereas the fourth and fifth are the uniform, and the bell-curved 
policies discussed earlier.  

The first experiment was designed to examine the impact of dif-
ferent perturbation policies on the accuracy of the generated pre-
dictions. In the experiment, the amount of perturbed data in user 
profiles was gradually increased from 0 (the profile is unchanged) 
to 0.9 (90% of the ratings in the user profiles are modified). This 
coefficient is referred to below as obfuscation rate. For each data-
set, a fixed testing set of 10,000 ratings was selected, and the MAE 
values were computed for the possible obfuscation rates. Figure 2 
shows the MAE values as a function of the obfuscation rate. The 
graphs refer to Jester (top), MovieLens (middle), and EachMovie 
(bottom) datasets. The horizontal axis denotes the obfuscation rate, 
whereas the vertical denotes the MAE values. 
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Figure 2. MAE of the predictions vs. obfuscation rate for Jester(top), 

MovieLens (middle) and EachMovie (bottom) datasets 
 

The graphs show that the effect of random, neutral and distribu-
tion policies is roughly similar, as perturbing the user profiles has a 
minor impact on the MAE of the generated predictions. The MAE 
slightly increases in a roughly linear manner with the obfuscation 
rate; however the change is minor (between 2% and 7%, for differ-
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ent datasets), and the prediction is still accurate. This is explained 
by the observation that for random, neutral and distribution poli-
cies, the modified values (for average users) are relatively similar 
to the real ratings and obfuscation does not significantly modify the 
user profiles. Thus, substituting the actual ratings with similar val-
ues, even for high obfuscation rates, creates only a small overall 
impact on the MAE computed over many users.  

On the other hand, for positive and negative policies, the real 
ratings are substituted by highly dissimilar values. Thus, replacing 
the ratings with extremely positive or negative ratings does signifi-
cantly modify the user profiles. As a result, the generated predic-
tions are inaccurate and the MAE increases (maximal observed 
MAE values are between 27% and 35%, for different datasets) with 
obfuscation rate. The slope of the curves is significantly higher 
than in random, neutral and distribution policies. As can be clearly 
seen, this observation is true for all three datasets and for different 
levels of density in the datasets. 

Note that for high obfuscation rates, despite the fact that major 
parts of the user profiles are perturbed, the accuracy of the predic-
tions is good and the MAE remains low. However, comparison of 
CF personalized prediction MAE with non-personalized prediction 
MAE (taken from Table 1) yields that the MAE values are very 
similar for all three datasets. Thus, the MAE of CF predictions 
steadily converges to the MAE of non-personalized predictions 
with the increasing obfuscation rate. This raises a question regard-
ing the usefulness of the CF. In other words, what are the condi-
tions (i.e., for which users and items), where CF will generate more 
accurate predictions, in comparison to non-personalized predic-
tions? This will allow us to conclude which users are valuable for 
CF predictions, and as such, which parts of their profiles should be 
exposed in order to generate accurate predictions. 

To resolve this, the second experiment was designed to evaluate 
the impact of data perturbation on different types of predictions. 
For this experiment, the data of Jester3 dataset was partitioned to 
10 groups, according to the ranges of ratings: from -10 to -8, to 8 to 
10. In this experiment, the distribution policy was exploited, and 
CF predictions were generated (using all the available ratings) for 
1,000 ratings from each group. The MAE of the predictions was 
computed for gradually increasing values of the obfuscation rate. 
Figure 3 shows the MAE values for different groups of ratings. The 
horizontal axis shows the groups and the vertical denotes the MAE 
values. For the sake of clarity, the figure shows the curves related 
to four obfuscation rates only. For other obfuscation rates, the 
MAE values behave similarly.  
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Figure 3. MAE of the predictions for different groups of ratings 

 

                                                           
3 Jester dataset was selected due to the fact that Jester ratings are 
continuous, while MovieLens and EachMovie ratings are discrete.  

As can be seen, the impact of the perturbation on different 
groups of ratings is different. For example, for moderate ratings, 
between -2 to 2, the impact is minor as the MAE values for all ob-
fuscation rates are close. Conversely, for extreme ratings, e.g., be-
low -8 or above 8, the impact of the data perturbation is clearly 
seen and the MAE increases with obfuscation rate. Also, for higher 
obfuscation rates, a larger increase in the MAE is observed for the 
predictions of extreme ratings (can be clearly seen for extremely 
positive ratings). Thus, the accuracy of CF predictions is hampered 
when extreme values in user's profile are perturbed. Practically, 
this means that the extreme ratings in user's profile should be con-
sidered as the user's representative data and they are more impor-
tant for generating accurate predictions than moderate ratings. 

To validate this conjecture, the first experiment was repeated on 
a smaller dataset of extreme users. The extremeness of users was 
defined as follows: “the user is considered as extreme if more than 
33% of his/her ratings are more than 50% farther from the average 
of his/her ratings than his/her variance”. For example, if the aver-
age rating of a user is 0.6 (on a range between 0 and 1), and the 
variance is 0.2, then the ratings below 0.3 or above 0.9 are consid-
ered as extreme ratings. If the number of ratings in user's profile is 
100 and more than 33 ratings are extreme ratings, then the user is 
considered as extreme user. Although the selected thresholds of 
33% and 50% are arbitrary ones (and may be a basis for future ex-
periments), they filter out moderate users and leave large enough 
sets of extreme users. Table 2 summarizes the characteristics of the 
extreme users' datasets (columns are similar to Table 1).  

 

Table 2. Properties of the extreme users' experimental datasets 
datasetusers items range ratings av.rated density average var. MAEnp

Jester13946 100 -10-10 1007700 72.26 0.7226 0.286 6.111 0.306
ML 1218 3952 1-5 175400 144.01 0.0364 3.224 1.166 0.291
EM 12317 1649 0-1 491964 39.94 0.0242 0.516 0.379 0.379

 

The third experiment was designed to examine the impact of the 
above obfuscation policies on the accuracy of the predictions for 
the extreme users' datasets. In the experiment, the obfuscation rate 
was gradually increased from 0 to 0.9. For each dataset, a fixed 
testing set of 10,000 ratings was selected, and the MAE values 
were computed for the possible obfuscation rates. Figure 4 shows 
the MAE values as a function of the obfuscation rate. The graphs 
refer to Jester (top), MovieLens (middle), and EachMovie (bottom) 
datasets. The horizontal axis denotes the values of the obfuscation 
rate, whereas the vertical denotes the MAE values. 

The experimental results clearly show that the MAE values in-
crease with the obfuscation rate. As in the first experiment, for rea-
sonable policies, e.g., random, neutral and distribution, the change 
in the MAE is not significant (between 7% and 12%). However, for 
positive and negative policies, the impact of data perturbation is 
stronger and the MAE values are significantly higher. Neverthe-
less, for positive and negative policies, the change in the MAE for 
the extreme users' dataset is lower than for the full dataset (be-
tween 14% and 17%). This is explained by the fact that most of the 
ratings in the extreme users' dataset are originally extreme. As can 
be seen, the MAE of personalized predictions converges to the 
MAE of non-personalized predictions for high obfuscation rates. 

However, comparison between the extreme users' dataset and 
full dataset experiments yields that for extreme users the MAE val-
ues and the slope of the MAE increase are significantly higher. 
This allows us to conclude that extreme users (and, respectively, 
extreme ratings in their profiles) are important for the personalized 
CF prediction generation. Thus, mainly these values should be ex-
posed by the users to support generation of accurate predictions 
initiated by other users. 
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Figure 4. MAE of the predictions vs. obfuscation rate for Jester(top), 

MovieLens (middle) and EachMovie (bottom) extreme datasets 

5 ANAL YSIS, CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE 
WORK 

This work was motivated by enhancing the privacy of the CF per-
sonalization approach. The experimental part focused on evaluat-
ing the impact of privacy enhancement through data perturbation in 
distributed P2P-based environment on the accuracy of the gener-
ated predictions. Experimental results showed that relatively large 
parts of the user profiles can be perturbed, without hampering the 
accuracy of the generated predictions.  

However, analysis of the results yielded interesting behavior re-
garding the general nature of the CF. When the experiments were 
conducted on a full dataset, the accuracy of the predictions was 
barely affected. However, when extreme ratings only were consid-
ered, the accuracy of the predictions decreased as a result of the 
profile obfuscations. This allowed us to conclude that the extreme 
ratings are the most important ratings, as they allow identifying the 
real preferences of the users. Hence, these parts of the user profiles 
are the most valuable for generating accurate predictions, and they 
should be exposed, while the moderate ratings are less important.  

Another conclusion refers to the usefulness of the CF for per-
sonalized predictions in general. Experimental results show that the 

accuracy of the predictions for moderate ratings is almost not ham-
pered by data perturbations and steadily converges to the accuracy 
of non-personalized predictions. Thus, heavy CF mechanism is 
probably not required for such predictions, and non-personalized 
predictions are suffici ent. However, this is not true for the predic-
tions of extreme ratings, where the accuracy is hampered by data 
perturbation and the MAE increases. Thus, in this case the CF is 
beneficial and it enhances the accuracy of the predictions. 

Although the results support our conclusions regarding the im-
portance of different parts of the profiles, they may seem contradic-
tory. One of the well-known problems of the CF is sparsity  [11], 
where the number of ratings in the user profiles is insufficient for 
generating accurate predictions. Perturbing parts of the profile de-
creases the number of reliable ratings, and aggravates the sparsity. 
We conjecture that this does not happen due to a data redundancy 
in the profiles. Any user, regardless of the profile sparsity, can be 
classified to one of the domain stereotypes (e.g., drama- or com-
edy-lover in movies). This classification can be done basing on a 
small number of extreme ratings, whereas the other ratings are re-
dundant, i.e., they are either non-representative moderate ratings, 
or repeat (to some extent) the earlier ratings. Thus, perturbing ran-
domly chosen ratings in the user profiles reduces the redundancy, 
while not increases the sparsity of the data in the profiles. In the 
future, we plan to validate this conjecture. 

In the future, we also plan to discover the effect of various ob-
fuscation policies applied to different types of ratings. In particular, 
we plan to validate our conclusion regarding the importance of the 
extreme ratings through comparing the effect of obfuscating the ex-
treme ratings with the effect of obfuscating moderate ratings. 
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TV Recommendations based on Implicit Information

Sandra Gadanho 1

Abstract.

The increasing amount of available TV content has made TV rec-

ommender systems valuable tools and commercial systems have al-

ready proved successful among TV viewers (e.g., TIVO).

To provide personalized recommendations, recommender systems

need to collect information about user preferences. Since users are

reluctant to invest much time providing explicit preference informa-

tion, these systems should ideally infer preferences through implicit

information gathered from monitoring the users’ behavior.

This article will analyze the problem of learning personalized TV

recommendations based on the observation of user behavior.

1 INTRODUCTION

Without any information about an individual user, a recommender

system can still offer meaningful albeit untargeted recommendations

to the user. These recommendations can rely on external suggestions

available to the system (e.g., from accredited reviewers or broad-

caster’s advertising) or on popular choices among other users (im-

plicit and explicit information gathered from peers). However, a truly

useful recommendation should be personalized to individual user

interests. For this the system needs preference information explic-

itly provided by users or implicitly extracted from previously ob-

served user behavior. Explicit information is usually considered the

best source for accurate recommendations. Implicit information of-

ten does not have a straightforward interpretation and can be mis-

leading (e.g., a user can watch a programme without really liking it).

However, if users invest little effort in providing information about

their preferences then implicit information can become valuable.

In either case, it is often the case that the recommender system is

faced with the task of inferring programme recommendations based

on user preferences regarding a small set of programs. Two popu-

lar approaches to this problem are content-based filtering (CBF) and

collaborative filtering (CF). On the one hand, CBF recommends pro-

grams based on how much their content resembles the programs en-

joyed by the user. On the other hand, CF recommends programs that

have been rated positively by other users with similar preferences.

These two approaches both have advantages and disadvantages and

are complementary to some extent (see Section 2).

Content-based TV recommender systems presented in the litera-

ture use a wide range of machine learning (ML) techniques. How-

ever, it is very difficult to access the relative merits of the different

approaches based on the scarce and scattered results available. This

article discusses these approaches and suggests methods to address

the specific characteristics of this learning problem.

The next section discusses different state-of-art approaches to TV

recommender systems. The following sections analyze the different

1 Personalization and Knowledge Lab, Motorola, Basingstoke, U.K., email:
sandra.gadanho@motorola.com

steps of finding a ML solution to the TV recommendation problem:

selecting the ML model, selecting the training data and evaluating

the ML model. The final section summarizes the ideas discussed.

2 BACKGROUND

TV recommender systems are often a combination of an explicit pro-

file and an adaptive profile based on both CF and CBF techniques.

The explicit profile is usually considered the most accurate, de-

spite the potential mismatch between the users’ self-description and

their actual TV viewing behavior. Moreover, explicit information can

be a means to targeting recommendations earlier, i.e., before enough

implicit information has been collected to be able to infer meaningful

recommendations. However, it is limited by the amount of effort the

user is willing to put into the system.

CF approaches are suited for server-based applications that keep

information about a large collection of users in a central database.

These applications can base their recommendations solely on the

analysis of the preferences of their users and need no information

about the nature of the programs themselves. This approach is par-

ticularly good at uncovering user tastes which often cannot be in-

ferred from the content description alone. A taste strategy may be

particularly important for entertainment-oriented programs, while a

rational strategy based on program content might be best suited for

information-oriented programs [8]. A drawback of CF is the cold-

start problem of not being able to make recommendations about pro-

grams that have not been rated yet. This problem is aggravated in a

broadcasting medium such as TV in that [8]:

• The recommender system needs to evaluate a program when it is

announced and before being broadcast; at this stage it is often the

case that users have not yet watched it (unless it is a repetition), so

users can only share expectations but no actual experience-driven

judgements about the program.

• Once the program has been broadcast, the usefulness of its rating

information is mostly lost (this is only useful for eventual repeti-

tions, later episodes of a series or calculating user similarity).

CBF techniques have been used both standalone and as a comple-

ment to CF approaches. In the latter case, CBF techniques are used as

a means to provide recommendations about programs not rated yet.

In contrast with CF that only needs a unique program identifica-

tion, CBF is entirely dependent on the quality of the available pro-

gram content descriptions (metadata). If the metadata is nonexistent

or very limited then a CBF approach is useless.

Socio-demographic and life-style stereotypes have been suggested

as a way to address the cold-start problem faced by adaptive ap-

proaches when the user is just starting to use the recommender sys-

tem. However, empirical results offer weak support for this approach

[5, 1]. In fact, socio-demographic information seems to be a poor

indicator of TV preferences.
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3 SELECTING THE MODEL

TV recommendations are usually short bounded lists of programs

that are selected from the full broadcast listings. In general, the short

list is ordered in an attempt to place favorite programs at the top.

So in the CBF approach, the learning model needs ultimately to

provide a recommendation ranking for a list of programs based on

their metadata. This learning problem can be viewed as a binary clas-

sification problem with the two classes: recommend and not recom-

mend. The ranking of the list can be done in terms of the confidence

of the model in placing the program in the ”recommend” category.

Maybe due to the influence of CF approaches where explicit ratings

are required, people often choose to have a set of classes that em-

body different possible ratings. This alternative has the potential to

provide more detailed information to the user and has a straightfor-

ward integration with CF in a dual approach system. However, this

is a more difficult learning problem, in particular when taking into

account that the model is normally oblivious to the implicit ranking

relationships between the classes.

User preferences can be considered a complex classification prob-

lem. To start with, the model must be able to cope with the temporary

and permanent preference changes. Permanent changes will be grad-

ually captured by the model if this is allowed to learn continuously,

but extra care may be needed to ensure that the model changes fast

enough. Some temporary changes can be predictable if inferred from

the user context, but others like mood-states are unpredictable and

will act as extra noise to the system. Preferences are also usually dis-

tributed in different unrelated focus of topics in the content space.

This suggests that learning preferences is probably a non-linearly

separable problem that will not be tackled correctly by the simpler

classifiers.

In summary, the learning model should be able to learn incremen-

tally to keep in tune with the user’s preference changes; it should be

tolerant to noise and it should be able to uncover a non-trivial rela-

tionship.

Due to the nature of its adaptive interaction with the user, the learn-

ing model can also easily run into specialization problems. Cotter

and Smyth [4] report problems due to the lack of diversity provided

in the recommendations provided by their content-based approach.

They state that if the list of positively rated programs contains a lot of

comedies then the majority of the system’s recommendations might

be comedies. This problem can result from having a classifier that

is not powerful enough to uncover a complex relationship or from

a vicious circle where the user only selects those programs that the

system recommends. The latter problem can be seen as a exploration

versus exploitation problem. The recommender system may occa-

sionally need to recommend a program not because it knows that

it will fit best with the user preferences but because it will allow it

to know more about the user’s preferences. In a structured domain

like TV programs, it is relatively easy to further the system’s knowl-

edge by selecting programs that are very far apart from those that are

known (e.g., by selecting programs from unknown genres).

A small list of program recommendations that is often not very

accurate will have difficulties in gaining the users confidence. To

address this problem, some systems provide explanations for their

recommendations since these help to build the user’s trust in the sys-

tem. These explanations are usually simplified descriptions of the

recommendation decision and often reflect the inner-workings of the

underlying learning model. Feedback from the user on these expla-

nations can be used by the system to correct itself in a much more

targeted and efficient way than by using the usual program-specific

ratings [2].

The state-of-the-art TV recommenders employ diverse ML mod-

els:

Naı̈ve Bayes Simple and efficient but surprisingly effective.

Bayesian networks Allows an increase of the expressive power and

potentially improves accuracy (e.g., by adding a context layer [1]).

Instance-based learning Keeping learning examples can avoid rec-

ommending repetitions and keep different topics of interest sepa-

rate, but there are issues regarding recall [2], unbounded memory

and expensive classification processing time.

Decision trees Results indicate this may be unsuitable [7, 6].

Clustering Albeit the unconvincing results of socio-demographic

stereotypes, preferences-based stereotypes may be helpful [1].

The use of different learning systems within the same recom-

mender has also been proposed. These can be competing (learning

the same information) or cooperating (learning different aspects of

the problem). The integration of cooperative recommenders is usu-

ally straightforward since they specialize in different areas. The in-

tegration of competitive recommenders presents several alternatives

(e.g., use confidence values to determine the best or combine all the

outputs). Other alternatives are to organize learning systems in a cas-

cade or hierarchy [3].

4 EXTRACTING TRAINING DATA

Having selected the model, it is still necessary to select the train-

ing data, i.e., select a set of training examples with describing at-

tributes and a class. The system can acquire information about pro-

gram preferences both explicitly from the user or from observing the

user’s behavior towards particular programs. The user actions are in-

dications of the user preferences. For example, if a user watched or

recorded a programme then this is an indication that the user likes

the programme. On the other hand, if the the user zapped through

a programme then the user has implicitly selected not to watch that

program. The program’s content description (metadata) and possibly

the context can be used to extract the attributes.

The metadata is a source of semi-structured data which depends

much of the actual broadcasting environment. The metadata defini-

tion may be more or less detailed and the broadcaster may still select

to transmit only part of the metadata fields. In fact, it is not always

possible to guarantee enough data to allow a content-based filtering

approach. A solution is to complement this data with additional data

collected from the broadcaster’s websites [1].

Metadata fields which have a limited number of possible values

(e.g., genre) can be directly translated into attributes. Other, often

more discriminative fields, are in free text format that cannot be used

directly by the learning model (e.g., title, description). These can

be converted into vectors of words using text categorization tech-

niques. Text-categorization has been used extensively in domains

where items are associated with substantial amounts of text (e.g news

filtering, web-browsing). This is often not the case in TV metadata,

suggesting that in this case a greater effort should be placed in taking

full advantage of the few words that are there (e.g., by using syn-

onyms).

Another important source of information is the program’s context.

Information such as time of broadcasting and channel may actually

provide a good indication of the quality and type of program since

broadcasters often target very specific audiences when they program

the different time slots of a channel. Research has shown that it
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is possible to provide reasonably good-quality local recommenda-

tions based on scarce program information (genre, channel and airing

time) by assuming a consistent selection of programs by the broad-

casters [1].

The program’s context should not be confused with the user’s con-

text although they are often the same2. While program’s context at-

tempts to uncover the quality/type of the program, the user’s context

can be useful in predicting the user’s routines. As discussed previ-

ously (see Section 3), the user’s preferences can suffer temporary

changes. Some of these may be repetitive and related to the user’s

context (e.g., time of the day, day of the week, location, etc.). If these

temporary changes are to be captured by the learning model, then

some attributes related to the user’s context must be extracted.

Depending on the application, different user actions can be

tracked. Some possible measures of user interest in a program are:

Time spent watching a program It is a good measure of the user’s

investment in the program, but it penalizes smaller programs.

Percentage of the program watched If users are interested in a

program they will try to watch it all, otherwise they will just

quickly skip it. This measure penalizes larger programs.

Live viewing or time-shifted viewing Recording a program re-

quires an extra investment and so user preference can be assumed

with more confidence. Yet, people may prefer viewing their fa-

vorite programs as soon as possible and hence prefer live-viewing.

Number of Co-Viewers If a user is not watching the program alone

then it is not possible to tell whether the user is viewing it because

of genuine interest in the program or if the selection was made by

another of the co-viewers.

Systems that use implicit rating, usually only select a few well de-

fined behaviors (e.g., viewing or recording) and attribute it a default

classification. Typically this is a low classification (e.g., 1 thumb up)

to account for the lower level of reliability provided by an implicit

rating when compared with an explicit rating. The problem with this

approach is that it is mixing the reliability of the information with its

absolute value. If a user watched a full long program then the user

most probably enjoyed it and the classifier should not be told that the

user has a weak preference for this program but a strong preference.

The reliability of the information is better suited to weight the differ-

ent training examples in the training of the classifier. Some measures

such as percentage of the programme watched or minutes watched

can be used to determine the user’s preferences. Other measures such

as number of co-viewers are better at indicating how reliable the rat-

ing information is. The highest reliability value can be attributed to

information explicitly provided by the user.

5 EVALUATING THE MODEL

The typical way to evaluate a classifier is to calculate its accuracy3

using n-fold cross-validation. One problem with this is that the rec-

ommendation is more akin to a filtering problem than a classification

problem and the evaluation should reflect that. In fact, information-

retrieval performance measures such as precision and recall are much

more appropriate. In the TV recommendation domain, precision can

be defined as the proportion of programs that are recommended that

fit the user’s preferences and recall as the proportion of the programs

that fit the user’s preferences that are actually recommended to the

2 An example where the user’s time context is different from the program’s
is when the user is watching a recording.

3 Proportion of testing examples that have been classified correctly.

user. These two measures need to be taken into account simultane-

ously, because they are both important and improving one of them

generally worsens the other [2]. Another problem is that the data

set of a recommender system has an underlying chronological or-

der and presenting examples in a random order (as in a n-fold cross-

evaluation) may skew results. A more suitable approach is evaluating

the classifier as it gradually learns [2]. This approach has the advan-

tage of ensuring a reasonable performance of the recommender as it

continuously adapts to user interests. Furthermore, the actual instan-

tiation of the model by learning will not be unique to the problem but

specific to each user. In fact, an important part of the model’s evalu-

ation is to guarantee that it can cope with users with potentially very

different preferences. Each user will actually be a slightly different

learning problem with a unique solution for the learning model. So

the overall evaluation of the model needs to take into account multi-

ple separate evaluations of a significant number of users.

6 SUMMARY

This position paper analyzes the TV recommendation problem and

reviews the most relevant ML solutions to adapting recommenda-

tions to user. It discusses the issues raised by different types of ML

classifiers and it proposes the following classifier properties as ad-

vantageous: binary classification, incremental learning, noise toler-

ance and a non-trivial classification relation. It also discusses ways

to extract weighted training examples from the available information

and, in particular, from implicit information gathered through behav-

ior observation. Furthermore, it poses arguments in favor of a gradual

multi-user evaluation based on information-retrieval measures.

In conclusion, ML provides valuable tools for TV recommender

systems but thoughtful consideration is needed to tailor these tools

to the specific needs of TV recommendation.
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ABSTRACT 
In this paper we introduce an update of our work about 
developing a collaborative bookmark management system 
approach. We introduce EasyInfo, an hybrid recommender 
architecture extension, which processes resources to extract 
concepts (not just words) from documents using semantic 
capabilities. In such a way, the classification and recommendation 
phases take advantage of the word senses to classify, retrieve and 
suggest documents with high semantic relevance with respect to 
the resource models. 

Keywords 
Distance learning system, document sense, content analysis, 
recommendation systems. 

1. INTRO DUCTIO N 
In this paper we are going to describe a Web-based recommender 
system based on a collaborative bookmark management system 
approach, by introducing EasyInfo, an hybrid recommender 
architecture extension based on semantic capabilities. We argue 
how the classification and recommendation phases take advantage 
of the word senses to classify, retrieve and suggest documents 
with high semantic relevance with respect to the user and resource 
models. 

In [4] we introduced the InLinx (Intelligent Links) 
system, a Web application that provides an on-line bookmarking 
service. InLinx is the result of a three filtering components 
integration, corresponding to the following functionalities: 

1. bookmark classification (content-based filtering): the 
system suggests the more suitable category which the user 
can save the bookmark in, based on the document content; 
the user can accept the suggestion or change the 
classification, by selecting another category that he 
considers the best for such a given item; 

2. bookmark sharing (collaborative filtering): the system 
checks for newly classified bookmarks and recommends 
them to other users with similar interests. Recipient users 
can either accept or reject the recommendation once they 
received the notification; 

3. paper recommendation (content-based recommendation): 
the system  periodically checks if a new issue of some on 
line journal has been released; then, it recommends the 
plausible appealing documents, according to the user 
profiles. 

Over the years we have designed and implemented several 
extensions of the original architecture such as personalized 

category organization and mobile services [1]. Most recently, we 
have introduced concepts for classification, recommendation and 
document sharing to provide a better personalized semantic-based 
resource management. Generally, recommender systems use 
keywords to represent both the users and the resources. Another 
way to handle such data is by using hierarchical concept 
categories. This issue will  enable users and the system to search, 
handle or read only concepts of interest in a more general manner, 
providing a semantic possibility. For example, synonymy and 
hyponymy can reveal hidden similarities, potentially leading to 
better classify and recommend. We called the extended 
architecture EasyInfo.  

The advantages of a concept-based document and user 
representations can be summarized as follows: (i) ambiguous 
terms inside a resource are disambiguated, allowing their correct 
interpretation and consequently a better precision in the user 
model construction (e.g., if a user is interested in computer 
science resources, a document containing the word ‘bank’ as it is 
meant in the financial context could not be relevant); (ii) 
synonymous words belonging to the same meaning can contribute 
to the resource model definition (for example, both ‘mouse’ and 
‘display’ brings evidences for computer science documents, 
improving the coverage of the document retrieval); (iii)  
synonymous words belonging to the same meaning can contribute 
to the user model matching, which is required in recommendation 
process (for example, if two users have the same interests, but 
these are expressed using different terms, they will considered 
overlapping); (iv) finally, classification, recommendation and 
sharing phases take advantage of the word senses in order to 
classify, retrieve and suggest documents with high semantic 
relevance with respect to the user and resource models.  

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 proposes a 
description of our application domain in which the semantic 
recommendation technique is introduced. Section 3 details how to 
extract and to use senses from the documents, by proposing word 
sense disambiguation and similarity measure processes. Section 4 
illustrates resource representation exploiting a concept- based 
document representation rather than a keyword approach. Section 
5 provides some notes about test implementation and 
experimental sessions. Some final considerations and comments 
about future developments conclude the paper.  

2. DOMAIN DESCRIPTIO N 
To facilitate a student-based approach to the provided educational 
material, modern Web-based learning environments must be able 
to dynamically respond to the different and personal students’ 
learning styles, goals, knowledge backgrounds and abilities. In 
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order to achieve this aim, tools for personalized sharing and 
recommendation of educational resources have emerged as an 
important technology to adapt and personalize e-learning systems 
on the basis of the effective user needs and modifiable user 
behaviour and interests. The keyword approach to profiling 
suffers because of a polysemy problem (the presence of multiple 
meanings for one term) and a synonymy problem (the presence of 
multiple words having the same meaning). If user and resource 
profiles doesn’t share the same exact keywords, relevant 
information can be missed or wrong documents could be 
considered as relevant. EasyInfo uses an alternative method which 
is able to learn semantic profiles that capture key concepts 
representing user and resource contents. The implemented 
semantic profiles contain references to some concepts defined in 
lexicon or, in a more advanced step, to ontologies.  

Generally, recommendations are generated by using two main 
techniques: content-based information filtering and collaborative 
filtering [2]. If, on one hand, a content-based approach allows to 
define and maintain an accurate user profile, which is particularly 
valuable whenever a user encounters new content, on the other 
hand it has the limitation of concerning only the significant 
features describing the content of an item. Differently, in a 
collaborative approach, resources are recommended according to 
the rating of other users of the system with similar interests. Since 
there is no analysis of the item content, collaborative filtering 
systems can deal with any kind of item, not just limited to textual 
content. In such a way, users can receive items with content that is 
different from the one received in the past. Since a collaborative 
system works well if several users evaluate each one of them, new 
items cannot be recommended until some users have taken the 
time to evaluate them and new users cannot receive 
recommendation until the system has acquired some information 
about the new user in order to make personalized predictions. 
These  limitations often refer  to as the sparsity and start-up 
problems [10]. By adopting a hybrid approach, a recommender 
system is able to effectively filter relevant resources from a wide 
heterogeneous environment like the Web, so as taking advantage 
of common interests of the users and also maintaining the benefits 
provided by content analysis. 

Usually, this idea has been widely and successfully developed for 
specific domains, like movie or film recommendations, and it’s 
been rarely used for recommending learning objects (LOs) on E-
learning environments. Our system uses a hybrid approach and 
suitable representations of both available information sources and 
user’s interests in order to match user informative needs and 
available information as accurate as possible. In the next 
paragraph, we are going to describe how to consider LO’s 
structure to properly represent learning material and extract 
metadata information. Because of the complexity of the system as 
well as the heterogeneity and amount of data, the use of semantics 
is crucial in this setting. For example, semantic description of 
resources and student profiles can be used to cluster students or 
resources with similar content or interests.   

Semantic-based approach to filter and recommend relevant LOs 
can be useful to address issues like trying to determine the type or 
the quality of the information suggested from a personalized 
learning environment. In this context, standard keyword search 
has a very limited effectiveness. For example, it cannot filter for 
the type of information (tutorial, applet or demo, review 

questions, etc.), the level of information (aimed at secondary 
school students, graduate students, etc.), the prerequisites for 
understanding information, or the quality of information. Some 
example of semantic-based e-learning systems can be found in 
Mendes and Sacks [11] and in Lytras and Naeve [9].  

3. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 
In order to substitute keywords with univocal concepts into user 
and resource profiles we have to build a process called Word 
Sense Disambiguation (WSD). Given a sentence, a WSD process 
identifies the syntactical categories of words and interacts with an 
ontology both to retrieve the exact concept definition and to 
adopts some techniques for semantic similarity evaluation among 
words. We use GATE [5] to identify the syntactic class of the 
words and WordNet [6], which is one of the most used reference 
lexicon in the Word Sense Disambiguation task. 

GATE provides a number of useful and easily  customizable 
components, grouped to form the ANNIE (A Nearly-New 
Information Extraction) component. These components eliminate 
the need for users to keep re-implementing frequently needed 
algorithms and provide a good starting point for new applications. 
Further more, they implement various tasks from tokenization to 
semantic tagging and co-reference, with an emphasis on 
efficiency, robustness, and low- overhead portability, rather than 
full parsing and deep semantic analysis. 

WordNet is an online lexical reference system, which organizes 
English nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs into synonym sets. 
Each synset represents one sense, that is one underlying lexical 
concept. Different relations link the synonym sets, such as IS-A 
for verbs and nouns, IS-PART-OF for nouns, etc. Verbs and 
nouns senses are organized into hierarchies forming a “forest” of 
trees. For each keyword in WordNet, we can have a set of senses 
and, in the case of nouns and verbs, a generalization path from 
each sense to the root sense of the hierarchy. WordNet could be 
used as a useful resource with respect to the semantic tagging 
process and it has so far been used in various applications 
including Information Retrieval, Word Sense Disambiguation, 
Text and Document Classification and many others.  

The main advantage of synset based profiling is that synonym 
words can be considered belonging to the same concept 
representation, allowing a more accurate profile definition.  

The general architecture of the developed EasyInfo module 
consists of two levels. The first one is a Java level that manages 
the user interaction, the documents to be analyzed and GATE 
functions. The second one is a C level that enquiries WordNet and 
stores document representation. More detailed, the Java level is 
able to:  

x interact with the users to obtain a new document to process; 
x retrieve and analyse the document by using specified 

parameter setting; 
x extract document information by using a multithread 

architecture; 
x transmit obtained information to C level, by using Java 

Native Interface (JNI) to integrate Java code and native 
code. We implemented an ad hoc function to interface 
WordNet libraries and JNI. 

We want to find a subset of words related to each document the 
system manages, which helps to discriminate between concepts. 
In such a way, two documents or two users characterized as using 
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different keywords may result similar if considering underling 
concept and not the exact terms. Web documents are the 
collection of natural language written texts. In order to extract 
important information from documents, we use the following 
feature extraction pre-process. Firstly, we label occurrences of 
each word in the document as a part of speech (POS) in grammar. 
This POS tagger discriminates the POS in grammar of each word 
in a sentence. After labelling all the words, we select those ones 
labelled as noun and verbs as our candidates. We then use the 
stemmer to reduce variants of the same root word to a common 
concept and we filter the stop words.  

A vocabulary problem exists when a term is present in several 
concepts; determining the correct concept for an ambiguous word 
is difficult, so as deciding the concept of a document containing 
several ambiguous terms. To handle the word sense 
disambiguation problem we use similarity measures based on 
WordNet. Budanitsky and Hirst [3] gave an overview of five 
measures based on both semantic relatedness and semantic 
distance considerations, and evaluated their performance using a 
word association task. 

We considered two different similarity measures; the first one is 
proposed by Resnik [13] while the second is proposed by 
Leacock-Chodorow [8]. 

The Resnik similarity measure is based on the information content 
of the least common subsumer (LCS) of concepts A and B. 
Information content is a measure of the specif icity of a concept, 
and the LCS of concepts A and B is the most specific concept that 
is an ancestor of both A and B. The Leacock and Chodorow 
similarity measure is based on path lengths between a pair of 
concepts. It finds the shortest path between two concepts, and 
scales that value by the maximum path length found in the is–a 
hierarchy in which they occur. 

We propose a combined approach based on the two described 
measures considering both a weighted factor of the hierarchy 
height and a sense offsets factor.  We use the following similarity 
measure: 
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The use of the described Word Sense Disambiguation step 
reduces classification errors due to ambiguous words, so as 
allowing a better precision in the succeeding recommendation and 
sharing phases. For example, if the terms “procedure”, 
“subprogram” and “ routine”  appear in the same resource, we 
consider three occurrences of the same sysnset “{ 06494814}: 
routine, subroutine, subprogram, procedure, function (a set 
sequence of steps, part of larger computer program)” and not one 
occurrence for each word.  

Moreover, the implemented WSD procedure allows more accurate 
document representation. For example, let us consider to process 
two sentences containing the “mouse”  polysemous word. The 
disambiguation process applied to the first sentence “The white 
cat is hunting the mouse.”  produces the following WordNet 
definition: 

x {2244530}: mouse – (any of numerous small rodents 
typically resembling diminutive rats having pointed snouts 
and small ears on elongated bodies with slender usually 
hairless tails); 

while the same process applied to the second sentence “The 
mouse is near the pc.” produces the following result: 

x {3651364}: mouse, computer mouse – (a hand-operated 
electronic device that controls the coordinates of a cursor on 
your computer screen as you move it around on a pad; on 
the bottom of the mouse is a ball that rolls on the surface of 
the pad; “a mouse takes much more room than a trackball”). 

To the best of our knowledge, no systems use concept-based 
semantic approach to model resource and user profiles in a 
learning environment.  The results obtained comparing keyword-
based and concept-based models are described in the Section 5.  

4. RESOURCE REPRESENTATIO NS  
Many systems build document and user representations by taking 
into account  some words properties in the document, such as 
their frequency and their co-occurrence. Nevertheless, we 
described how a purely word based model is often not adequate 
when the interest is strictly related to the resource semantic 
content. We now describe how the novice user and resource 
semantic profiles differ from the old ones in taking into account 
words senses representing user and resource contents.  

In the early version of our system, we have adopted a 
representation based on the Vector Space Model (VSM), the most 
frequently used in Information Retrieval (IR) and text learning. 
Since the resources of  the system are Web pages, it has been 
necessary to apply a sequence of contextual processing to the 
source code of the pages in order to obtain a vector 
representation. To filt er information resources, according to user 
interests, we must have a common representation both for the 
users and the resources. This knowledge representation model 
must be expressive enough to synthetically and significantly 
describe the information content. The use of the VSM allows to 
update the user profile in accordance with consulted information 
resources [14].  

To guarantee a customizable architecture, the system needs to 
construct and maintain user profiles. For a particular user, it is 
reasonable to think that processing a set of correctly classified 
relevant and inappropriate documents from a certain domain of 
interest may lead to identify the set of relevant keywords for such 
a domain at a certain time. Thus, the user domain specific sets of 
relevant features, called prototypes, may be used to learn how to 
classify documents. In particular, in order to consider the 
peculiarity of positive and negative examples, we define positive 
prototype for a class c_j, a user u_i at time t, as a finite set of 
unique indexing terms, chosen to be relevant for c_j, up to time t. 
Then, we define a negative prototype as a subset of the 
corresponding positive one, whereas each element can be found at 
least once in the set of documents classified as negative examples 
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for class c_j. Positive examples for a specific user u_i and for a 
class c_j, are represented by the explicitly registered documents 
or accepted by u_i in c_j, while negative example are either 
deleted bookmarks, misclassified bookmarks or rejected 
bookmarks that happens to be classified into c_j. 

After the WSD, our resources are represented by using a list of 
WordNet synsets obtained by the described architecture from the 
words in the documents and their related occurrence. Our 
hypothesis is that concept-based document and user 
representations produce classification and recommendation of 
documents with high semantic relevance with respect to the user 
and resource models. The final goal of our investigation is to 
compare the results of keyword-based with concept-based 
profiles. 

5. EXPERIMENT AL DOMAIN  
In the context of an e-learning system, additional readings in an 
area cannot be recommended purely through a content analysis in 
order to fit learners’ interests, but also pick up those 
pedagogically suitable documents for them. Recker, Walker and 
Lawless [12] present a web-based system where teachers and 
learners can submit reviews about the quality  of web resources, 
without considering the pedagogical features of these educational 
resource in making recommendation. Tang and McCalla [15] 
propose two pedagogical features in recommendation: learner 
interest and background knowledge. They also studied two 
pedagogy-oriented recommendation techniques, content based 
and hybrid recommendations, arguing that the second one is more 
efficient to make “ just-in time” recommendations. The following 
paragraphs describe how we consider the resource content to 
propose a fitted technique in a hybrid recommendation 
framework. 

The automatic recommendation of relevant learning objects is 
obtained by considering students and learning material profiles 
and by adopting filtering criteria based on the value of selected 
metadata fields. Our experiments are based on SCORM compliant 
LOs. For example, we use the student’s knowledge of domain 
concept to avoid recommendation of highly technical papers to a 
beginner student or popular-magazine articles to a senior graduate 
student. For each student, the system evaluates and updates his 
skill and technical expertise levels. The pre-processing component 
developed to analyze the information maintained in LOs is able to 
produce a vector representation that can be used by the 
collaborative recommendation system.  

In SCORM, the organization and learning resources must be 
included with the course and placed in an XML file with the name 
imsmanifest.xml. The structure required for this file is detailed in 
the SCORM content aggregation specification (http:// 
www.adlnet.org). We analyzed the imsmanifest.xml fi le in order 
to extract .htm and .html fil es and examine the content, to obtain 
the loading of any didactical source and its classification. We 
consider the following metadata to provide the corresponding 
technical level: 

1. diffi culty: represents the complexity of the learning 
material, ranging from “very easy”  to “very diff icult”; 

2. interactivity level: represents the interactive format, ranging 
from “very low” (only static content) to “very high”; 

3. intended end user role: represents the user type (for example 
student or teacher); 

4. context: represents the instructional level necessary to take 
up a LO. 

The difficulty level is explicitly loaded into our database (in most 
cases, Learning Management Systems use this value). Difficulty  
and the other cited values above are combined to characterize 
technical level of learning material ranging from 0 to 1 and 
representing how demanding is the LO. If some of these fields are 
not present in the manifest file (they are not required), we 
consider their average value. 

Our system also considers the user’s skills to express cleverness 
as regards different categories. This value ranges from 0 to 1 and 
it initiall y depends on the context chosen from the user during 
his/her registration (primary education, university level, and so 
on). During the creation of a new category (for example, when a 
lesson is saved) we consider the user’s skill  value equal to the 
resource technical level, presuming that if a user saves a learning 
material then he could be able to make use of it. The user’s skill 
level is updated when a new resource is saved, taking into account 
its technical level and the user’s skills in that category. Starting 
value for user’s skills parameter, its update frequency, the 
increment or decrement value and the difference between 
technical level and user’s skills necessary to obtain a 
recommendation outcome from the following experimental tests.  
They are easily  adaptable, though.  

We use artificial learners to get a flavour of how the system 
works. We have created a SCORM compliant learning material 
using the abstract of several papers in .html version from 
scientific journals published on the web. We have linked an 
imsmanifest SCORM file to each paper. Then, we have simulated 
ten users with different initial profiles (based on the field of 
interest and on the skill level) and saved, in four turns, ten 
learning resources for each user, obtaining 400 LOs. The main 
advantage of the described approach is the semantic accuracy 
growth. To give a quantitative estimation of the improvement 
induced by a concept based approach, we are executing a 
comparative experiment between word-based user and resource 
models on one side and concept-based user and resource models 
on the other one. In particular, in order to evaluate the 
collaborative recommendation techniques, we have considered 
different initial student profiles. The several components 
influencing the choice of recommendation receivers are: 

x user interest in the category of recommended resource: the 
system maintains  a user vs. category matrix that, for a 
specific user, stores the number of times he shows interest 
for a certain class, saving a bookmark in that class; 

x confidence level between users: we use a matrix 
maintaining the user’s confidence factor, ranging from 0.1 
to 1, to represent how many documents recommended by a 
specific user are accepted or rejected by another one. The 
confidence factor is not bi-directional; 

x relation between the class prototype of recommended 
resource and the class prototype of other categories: to 
obtain a fitting recommendation we apply the Pearson-r 
correlation measure to a weighted user-category matrix in 
which classes related to the class of the recommended 
bookmark are enhanced.  

To verify the effectiveness of the EasyInfo module on the 
recommendation process, we have considered a certain snapshot 
of the user/category matrix and of the confidence factor matrix. 
Then, we have observed the behaviour of the system while 
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performing the same recommendation task both using and without 
using the EasyInfo extension.  

For simplicity, we have considered three users, user1, user2 and 
user3 and three resources, r1, r2 and r3. In the first case, 
whenever user1 saves (or accepts) r1, the system will r ecommend 
it to user2 who have high interest in that topic (independently 
from similarity among user’s profiles). The same resource will not 
be recommended to user3 because the system is not able to 
discover similarity between two students, by simply using word-
based user and resource models. In the second case, the same 
resource could be also recommended to user3 that is conceptually 
similar to user1, even if  the similarity is not evident in a simple 
word matching system. Moreover, EasyInfo module is able to 
discover word sense similarities between r1 and r3 and to propose 
r3 both to user2 and user3, so as allowing a better 
personalization.  

6. CONSIDERATIONS  
The paper addresses key limitations with existing courseware on 
the Internet. Humans want immediate access to relevant and 
accurate information. There has been some progress in combining 
learning with information retrieval, however, these advances are 
rarely implemented in e-learning courseware. With this objective 
in mind, we described how to perform automatic recommendation 
of relevant learning objects considering student and learning 
material profiles, adopting filtering criteria based on the value of 
selected metadata fields and capturing not only structural but also 
semantics information. We showed how the semantic 
technologies can enhance the traditional keyword approach by 
adding semantic information in the resource and user profiles. Our 
experiments to test the system's functionality are based on 
SCORM compliant LOs.  

Summarizing, the key elements of the described system could be 
highlighted as follows. The system provides immediate portability 
and visibility from different user locations, enabling the access to 
personal bookmark repository just by using a web browser. The 
system assists students in finding relevant reading material 
providing personalized learning object recommendation. The 
system directly benefits from existing repositories of learning 
material by providing access to open huge amount of digital 
information. The system reflects continuous ongoing changes of 
the practices of its member, as required by a cooperative 
framework. The system proposes resource and student models 
based on word senses rather than on simply words exploiting a 
word sense based document representation.  

As a future work, we are working to overcome the well-known 
“ tennis problem”  [6] associated with many predefined ontologies 
such as WordNet and to cover semantic relations between terms. 
The problem is evident when related words occur in two different 
parts of the ontology with no apparent link between them. For 
example, “ball boy” could occur as a descendant of “male child” 
and “tennis ball ” as a descendant of “game equipment”, without 
the possibility  of associating them all as terms related to “tennis”  
concept.  
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Integrating CollaborativeFiltering and Sentiment
Analysis: A Rating Infer enceApproach

CaneWing-ki Leung and StephenChi-fai Chan and Fu-lai Chung 1

Abstract. Wedescribearatinginferenceapproachto incorporating
textual userreviews into collaborative filtering (CF) algorithms.The
main ideaof our approachis to elicit userpreferencesexpressedin
textual reviews, a problemknown as sentimentanalysis, and map
suchpreferencesontosomeratingscalesthatcanbeunderstoodby
existing CF algorithms.One importanttask in our rating inference
framework is the determinationof sentimentalorientations(SO)
and strengthsof opinion words. It is becauseinferring a rating
from a review is mainly doneby extracting opinion words in the
review, andthenaggregatingtheSOof suchwordsto determinethe
dominantor averagesentimentimplied by the user. We performed
somepreliminaryanalysison movie reviews to investigatehow SO
and strengthsof opinion words can be determined,and proposed
a relative-frequency-basedmethodfor performing such task. The
proposedmethodaddressesa major limitation of existing methods
by allowing similar wordsto have differentSO.We alsodeveloped
andevaluateda prototypeof the proposedframework. Preliminary
resultsvalidatedthe effectivenessof varioustasksin the proposed
framework, and suggestthat the framework does not rely on a
large trainingcorpusto function.Furtherdevelopmentof our rating
inferenceframework is ongoing.A comprehensive evaluationof the
framework will becarriedoutandreportedin a follow-uparticle.

1 INTRODUCTION

Collaborative Filtering (CF) is a promising techniquein recom-
mendersystems.It providespersonalizedrecommendationsto users
basedon a databaseof userpreferences,from which usershaving
similar tastesareidentified.It thenrecommendsto atargetuseritems
likedby other, similar users[5, 10].

CF-basedrecommendersystemscanbeclassifiedinto two major
typesdependingon how they collectuserpreferences:user-log based
andratingsbased.User-log basedCF obtainsuserpreferencesfrom
implicit votescapturedthroughusers’interactionswith the system
(e.g.purchasehistoriesasin Amazon.com[12]). RatingsbasedCF
makesuseof explicit ratingsusershavegivenitems(e.g.5-starrating
scaleasin MovieLens[6]). Suchratingsareusuallyin or caneasily
betransformedinto numericalvalues(e.g.A to E).

Somereview hubs,suchasthe InternetMovie Database(IMDb),
allow usersto provide commentsin free text format, referredto as
userreviews in this paper. User reviews can also be considereda
type of “user ratings”, althoughthey are usually natural language
texts ratherthan numericalvalues.While researchon mining user
preferencesfrom reviews, a problemknown as sentimentanalysis

1 Department of Computing, The Hong Kong Polytechnic Univer-
sity, Hung Hom, Kowloon, HKSAR. Email: {cswkleung, csschan,
cskchung}@comp.polyu.edu.hk.

or sentimentclassification(e.g. [18, 23, 7, 17]), is becomingin-
creasinglypopularin the text mining literature,its integrationwith
CF hasonly receivedlittle researchattention.ThePHOAKSsystem
describedin [21] classifiesweb sites recommendedby users in
newsgroupmessages,but it doesnot involvemininguserpreferences
from texts.

This paper describesour proposedframework for integrating
sentimentanalysisand CF. We take a rating inferenceapproach
which infers numericalratings from textual reviews, so that user
preferencesrepresentedin thereviewscaneasilybefed into existing
CF algorithms.The contributions of this approachare two-fold.
Firstly, it addressesthewell-knowndatasparsenessproblemin CFby
allowing CFalgorithmsto usetextualreviewsasanadditionalsource
of userpreferences.Secondly, it enablesextendingCF to domains
wherenumericalratingsonproductsaredifficult to collect,or where
preferenceson domain items are too complex to be expressedas
scalarratings.An exampleof suchdomainsis travel andtourism,in
whichmostexistingrecommendersystemsarebuilt uponcontent-or
knowledge-basedtechniques[20]. “Reviews” writtenby travelerson
tourismproductsor destinations,for instance,areavailableastravel
journalson TravelJournals.net[22]. Eliciting travelers’ preferences
from their travel journalsmaycontributeto thedevelopmentof more
advancedandpersonalizedrecommendersystems.

We usean exampleto introducethe ideaof rating inferenceand
the key tasksit involves.The paragraphbelow is extractedfrom a
movie review on IMDb:

This movie is quite good, but not as good as I would have
thought......Itis quiteboring......I just felt that they hadnothing
to tell.......However, the movie is not all bad......theacting is
brilliant, especiallyMassimoTroisi.

In the above paragraph,the user (author)statedthat the movie
beingreviewed is “quite good” and“not all bad”, andthe actingof
MassimoTroisi is “brilliant”. Theuser, however, alsothoughtthatthe
movie is “is quiteboring” and“had nothingto tell”. Givenall these
positiveandnegativeopinions,ratinginferenceis aboutdetermining
the overall sentimentimplied by the user, andmapsuchsentiment
onto somefine-grainedrating scale(the user-specifiedrating of the
above review was5/10).This involvesa few tasks:

1. Userreviews areunstructured,naturallanguagetexts. Interesting
information,suchasopinionwords,have to beextractedfrom the
reviews for further analysis.This is usuallydonewith the aidof
variousnaturallanguageprocessing(NLP) techniques.

2. Thesentimentalorientations(SO)of theexpressedopinionsmust
be identified [4]. This task is usually basedupon a databaseof
opinion wordswith their predictedSO.This is a key stepto the
correctelicitationof userspreferences.
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3. The strengthsof the SO of the opinion words must also be de-
termined[4]. For instance,both“excellent” and“good” represent
positive sentiments,but we know that the sentimentimplied by
“excellent” is muchstronger.

4. An overall ratingcanthenbeinferredfrom a review. This canbe
doneby aggregatingor averagingtheSOof theopinionswordsit
containsto determinethedominantor averagesentiment.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 de-
scribesrelatedwork on sentimentanalysis.Section3 outlinesthe
proposedframework for inferring ratingsfrom userreviews.Section
4 discussespreliminary resultsrelatedto the modelingof SO and
strengthsof opinionwords,andfinally Section5 concludesthepaper
by outliningourongoingandfuturework.

2 RELATED WORK

Sentimentanalysisaims at classifying user reviews accordingto
their sentiments[18, 23, 3, 16, 8, 4]. This sectiondescribesa few
sentimentanalysisalgorithmsthatarerelatedto ourwork.

Turney [23] describedthe PMI-IR algorithm which computes
SO asthe mutual informationbetweenphrasesin userreviews and
two seedadjectives,“excellent” and“poor”. A phraseis considered
positive (resp.negative) if it is strongly associatedwith the word
“excellent” (resp.“poor”), andthe overall SO of a review is deter-
minedby the averageSO obtainedby the phrasesit contains.The
PMI-IR algorithm was testedon a few domains,and it was found
thatmovie reviewsaremoredifficult to classifythantheothers.This
motivatessomelaterwork, includingours,to usethemovie domain
for testingsentimentclassifiers.ThePMI-IR algorithmis capableof
determiningthe overall SO of userreviews, which is importantfor
ratinginference,but is computationallyveryexpensive.

Panget al. [18] investigatedwhetherit is appropriateto perform
sentimentanalysisby usingstandardtopic-basedclassificationtech-
niques.They concludedthat sentimentanalysisis a more difficult
taskthantopic-basedclassification,andthatsomediscourseanalysis
of reviews might improve performance.Our proposedframework
attemptsto addresssuch issue by tagging featuresthat may be
importantfor determiningtheoverall sentimentsof reviews.

Hu andLiu [7, 8] presentedan interestingapproachto predicting
theSOof opinionwords.Their approachfirst definesa small setof
seedadjectiveshaving known sentiments,andautomaticallygrows
the set using the synonym and acronym sets in WordNet [14],
assumingthatsimilar meaningsimplysimilar sentiments. Themajor
shortcomingof their approachwith regardto ratinginferenceis that
thestrengthsof opinionwordscannotbedetermined.Our approach
addressesthis by determiningSO of opinions using a relative-
frequency-basedmethodasdescribedin Section3.3.

The algorithms introducedabove classify sentimentsas either
positiveor negative.Theratinginferenceproblemhasbeendiscussed
recentlyin Pang andLee [17], which proposedto classify reviews
into finer-grainedrating scalesusing a multi-class text classifier.
A classifierassignssimilar labels to similar items basedon some
similarity functions.While term overlappingis a commonlyused
similarity function, it does not seem effective in distinguishing
documentshavingdifferentsentiments[17]. They thereforeproposed
an alternative item similarity function, known as positive-sentence
percentage(PSP), defined as the number of positive sentences
dividedby thenumberof subjectivesentencesin a review. Wefound
thatthestatisticaldistributionsof opinionwordsin userreviewsmay
alsobeusefulfor ratinginferenceasdiscussedin Section4.2.

We distinguishtwo possibleapproachesto rating inferencebased
on the relatedwork. The first approachaddressesrating inference
asa classificationproblemasproposedin Pang andLee [17]. The
secondapproachis a simple “score assignment”approachsimilar
to Turney’s work [23], althoughsuchwork only classifiesreviews
as Recommendedor Not Recommended. Our framework takes the
scoreassignmentapproachto investigatewhethersuchapproachis
effective for ratinginference.

3 THE PROPOSEDFRAMEW ORK

The proposedframework consistsof two components.The first
componentis responsiblefor analyzinguserreviews and inferring
ratingsfrom them,while thesecondoneis a collaborative filter that
generatesitemrecommendationsbasedontheratingsinferred.Fig.1
depictsanoverview of theproposedframework.

Figure1. Overview of theproposedframework

Thefollowing subsectionsprovide furtherdetailsabouttherating
inferencecomponent.It includesfour major steps(highlighted in
boldfacein Fig.1),namelydatapreparation,review analysis,opinion
dictionary constructionand rating inference.Our discussionsonly
focuson the rating inferencecomponentbecause,asnoted,ratings
inferredfrom userreviewscanbefed into existingCF algorithms.

3.1 Data Preparation

Datapreparationinvolvescollectingandpreprocessinguserreviews
for the subsequentanalysis.Different preprocessingstepsmay be
requireddependingon thedatasources.For example,if userreviews
are downloadedas HTML pages,the HTML tagsand non-textual
contentsthey containareremovedin this step.

A userreview is likely to bea semistructureddocument,contain-
ing somestructuredheadersandanunstructuredtext body. A movie
review on IMDb, for example,containsstructuredheadersincluding
a user(author) identity and a one-linesummary, and unstructured
blocksof text, which are the user’s commentson the movie being
reviewed,written in naturallanguage.

Sentimentanalysisalgorithms usually do not use information
otherthanthecommentsandtheoriginal ratingsgivenby theusers
(e.g. for performanceevaluation),if any. Our framework, however,
extractsalso the identities of usersand the subjectmattersbeing
reviewed becausethey are useful for performing CF, and such
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informationareretainedto facilitateour futurework. Sincewefocus
on rating inferencein this paper, theterm“reviews” hereafterrefers
to thecommentsgivenby theuserson therelevantsubjectmatters.

3.2 Review Analysis

Thereview analysisstepincludesseveral tasksthathelp identifying
interestinginformation in reviews, which are unstructured,natural
languagetexts.Someessentialtasksinclude:

• Part-of-speech(POS)tagging. POStaggingis animportanttask
in ourframework.As discussedin relatedstudies,productfeatures
in a userreview are usually nounsor noun phrases,while user
opinionsareusuallyadjectives orverbs(e.g.[3, 7]). POStagging
thereforehelpsextractingsuchinformationfrom reviews. There
exist a variety of POS taggersin the NLP literature, and we
adopteda tool known as MontyLingua [13]. It was developed
basedon the mostwell-known POStaggerby Brill [1] but with
improved tagging accuracy (around 97%). Note that this task
is languagedependent,and our work only dealswith English
reviewsat themoment.

• Negation tagging. Somewords have negation effects on other
words,andnegation taggingaimsat identifying suchwordsand
reflectingtheir effects when determiningthe SO of reviews [2,
18, 3]. For example,“good” and“not good” obviously represent
oppositesentiments.Negation taggingidentifiesthe existenceof
the word “not”, andaddsthe tag“NOT ” to otherwords in the
samesentencebasedon somelinguistic rules. We usedfuzzy
string matching (using regular expressions)when identifying
negation wordsto handleword variants.For example,“cannot”,
“can’t” and“cant” areconsideredthesameterm.

• Feature generalization.Featuregeneralization,or metadatasub-
stitution [3], is about generalizingfeaturesthat may be overly
specific.This task can be performedwhen attributesof domain
itemsareavailable.For the movie reviews domain,for example,
a sentence“Toy Story is pleasant and fun.”, in which “Toy
Story” is the nameof the movie being reviewed, is generalized
to “ MOVIE is pleasantandfun.”. This facilitatesratinginference
which involvesassigningweightsto productfeaturesasdiscussed
in Section3.4.

3.3 Opinion Dictionary Construction

Opiniondictionaryconstructionis animportantstepin theproposed
framework astheoverallSOof a review is computedbasedon those
of the opinion words it contains.An opinion dictionary contains
opinionwords,their estimatedSOandthestrengthsof theirSO.

Determining the SO and strengthsof opinion words is done
by answeringthe question:“Given a certain opinion word, how
likely is it to be a positive sentiment,and how likely is it to be
a negative one?”. Some related studies,such as [7, 9], adopted
word-similarity-basedmethodsto dothis.Suchmethodsassumethat
similar meaningsimply similar sentiments,thustheSOof a word is
thesameasthatof its synonymsandis oppositeto its antonyms.

We found that this assumptionis not necessarilytrue basedon
our analysison movie reviews asdiscussedin Section4.2. We use
anexampleto illustratethis. The terms“terrible” and“frightening”
aresynonyms in WordNet[14], andboth termsseemto be negative
sentiments.However, we found that “terrible” appearedin negative
reviews75%of thetime,whereas“frightening” appearedin negative
reviews only 29% of the time (considerthe casewhere a horror

movie is frightening!). This revealsthat similar meaningsmay not
imply similar sentiments.

We proposeto constructan opinion dictionary using a relative-
frequency-basedmethod.More specifically, this methodestimates
the strengthof a word with respectto a certainsentimentclassas
therelative frequency of its occurrencein thatclass:

OS(an, c) =
F (an, c)

∑
ci∈C

F (an, ci)
(1)

In Eq. (1), OS(an, c) denotesthe strengthof an opinion word
an with respectto a particular sentimentclass c. For instance,
OS(“good”, Positive) denotesthe strength of the word “good”
with respectto the sentimentclassPositive. c and ci are elements
in C, which is the set of sentimentclassesthat are used for
computingrelativefrequenciesof opinionwords(e.g.C = {Positive,
Negative}). F (an, c) andF (an, ci) denotethe frequency countof
an in reviews in c andci respectively.

3.4 Rating Infer ence

A review usuallycontainsamixtureof positiveandnegativeopinions
towardsdifferentfeaturesof a product,andrating inferenceaimsat
determiningtheoverall sentimentimpliedby theuser. Weattempted
to perform such task by aggregating the strengthsof the opinion
words in a review with respectto different sentimentclasses,and
thenassigninganoverall ratingto thereview to reflectthedominant
sentimentclass.

Ourscoreassignmentapproachto ratinginferenceenablesassign-
ing weightsto differentopinion wordsaccordingto their estimated
importance.Suchimportancemay be determinedby, for example,
the positionsin the reviews wherethe opinion wordsappeared.In
[18, 15], for instance,opinions appearedin the first quarter, the
middle half and the last quarterof a given review are addedthe
positiontags “F ”, “M ” and“L ” respectively. It was,however,
foundthatpositioninformationdonot improveperformance.

The productfeatureson which opinionsareexpressedmay also
beusefulfor determiningweightsof opinions,and this is facilitated
by thefeaturegeneralizationtaskdescribedin Section3.2.Generally
speaking,opinionstowardsaproductasawholemaybemoreuseful
for determiningtheSOof a review. Thisalsoallowseasyintegration
with user-specifiedinterestprofilesif necessary(e.g.to addressthe
new userproblemin CF [19]). For example,if a certainuserof a
movie recommendersystemis particularly interestedin a certain
actor, then the acting of that actor in a movie may have stronger
influenceon thehisoverall sentimenttowardsthemovie.

4 PRELIMIN ARY EXPERIMENTS

This sectiondescribesthe datasetwe used,and then reportsour
resultson two groupsof experiments.As noted,we performedan
analysison movie reviews to assistthe opinion strengthsdetermi-
nationtask.Our observationsarediscussedin Section4.2. We also
developedand evaluateda prototypeof the proposedframework.
Somepreliminaryresultsarereportedin Section4.3.

4.1 Dataset

We collected movie reviews from IMDb for the movies in the
MovieLens 100k dataset,courtesyof GroupLensResearch[10].
The MovieLensdatasetcontainsuserratingson 1692movies. We
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removedmovies thatareduplicatedor unidentifiable(movieswith-
out names),and crawled the IMDb to download user reviews for
the remaining movies. We filtered out contributions from users
who have provided fewer than 10 reviews and reviews without
user-specifiedratings,which will later be usedfor evaluatingour
proposedframework. The resultingdatasetcontainsapproximately
30k reviewson 1477movies,providedby 1065users.

Eachreview containsa numberof headersanda text body. The
headersincludemovie ID, userID, review date, summary, which is
a one-linesummaryin naturallanguagetext written by theuser, and
a rating, which is a user-specifiednumberrangingfrom 1 (awful) to
10 (excellent).Thetext bodyis theuser’s commentson themovie.

4.2 Analysison the Useof Opinion Words

Determiningopinion strengthswould be aneasytask if a certain
opinion word alwaysappearsin reviews with a certainrating, for
example,if the word “brilliant” alwaysappearsin reviews ratedas
10/10.This is, however, not likely to betrue.A review maycontain
bothpositive andnegative opinions.This meansa movie receiving a
high ratingmayalsohavesomebadfeatures,andviceversa.

We performedsomepreliminaryexperimentsto analyzethe use
of opinionwordsin userreviews. By doingso,we hopeto discover
interestingusagepatternsof opinionwordsthatcanhelpdetermining
opinionstrengths.Wefirst performedthetasksdescribedin Sections
3.1and3.2on thedataset.We thenrandomlysampledthreetraining
sets,namelyT10, T5 and T1, eachcontaining500 reviews whose
user-specifiedratingswere10/10,5/10and1/10respectively. These
ratingswere chosenas they seemto be appropriaterepresentative
casesfor Positive, Neutral and Negative sentiments.We used a
program to extract opinion words, which are words tagged as
adjectives [7], and computetheir frequency countsin eachof the
trainingsets.Somefrequentopinionwordswerefurtheranalyzed.

The numberof distinct opinion words appearedin the training
setsis 4545, amongwhich 839 (around18.5%) appearedin two
of the threetraining sets,and 738 (around16.2%)appearedin all
three.Wefurtherexaminedopinionwordsthatappearedin morethan
onetraining set.Table1 lists, dueto spaceconstraint,the 10 most
frequentopinion words(top 10) of this kind in eachtraining set in
descendingorderof their frequency counts.In thetable,thenumber
in bracketsfollowing anopinionword is its relative frequency in the
particulartrainingset.Boldfaceis usedto highlightwordshaving the
highestrelative frequency amongthethreetrainingsets.

Table1. Top 10opinionwordswith relative frequencies.

Training set Opinion words with relative fr equencies

T10 best (0.68), great (0.66), good (0.33), many
(0.47), first (0.38), classic(0.71), better(0.30),
favorite (0.75), perfect (0.75), greatest(0.85)

T5 good (0.39), more (0.54), much (0.51), bad
(0.35), better (0.41), other (0.32), few (0.73),
great(0.21),first (0.34),best(0.19)

T1 bad (0.65), good (0.28), worst (0.89), much
(0.49), more (0.46), other (0.28), first (0.28),
better(0.29),many (0.24),great(0.14)

Our observationsaresummarizedasfollows. Firstly, the relative
frequenciesof positive opinion words are usually, but not always,
thehighestin T10 andthe lowestin T1, andvice versafor negative

opinionwords.Table2 lists asexamplesthe relative frequenciesof
themostfrequentopinionword(top1) in eachtrainingset.Boldface
is usedto highlight the highestrelative frequency of eachopinion
word.Suchobservationsuggeststhatrelative frequenciesof opinion
wordsmay help determiningtheir SO andstrengths.For example,
the word “best” appearedin T10 68% of the time. It may therefore
beconsideredapositiveopinionwordwith thestrength0.68.

Table2. Top1 opinionwordswith relative frequencies.

Opinion Understood Relative fr equenciesin:

word SO (strength) T10 T5 T1

best positive (strong) 0.68 0.19 0.13
good positive (mild) 0.33 0.39 0.28
bad negative (strong) 0 0.35 0.65

Secondly, almost35%of all opinionwords,includingthosehaving
clear and strong understoodSO (e.g. “best”), appearedin more
thanonetraining set.We modelthis fact by adoptingthe fuzzy set
concept[24], which meansthat an attribute can be a memberof
somefuzzy setsto certainmembershipdegreesin the range[0,1],
determinedby somemembershipfunctions.In the context of our
work, the“membershipdegree”of awordwith respectto asentiment
class is determinedby the relative frequency of the word in the
correspondingtraining set. For instance,the word “best” has SO
Positive, Neutral and Negative with strengths0.68, 0.19 and 0.13
respectively. The useof fuzzy setsto modeluserratings in CF has
recentlybeenproposedin [11], but our work dealswith a different
problemaswe adoptthefuzzy setconceptto modelSOandopinion
strengths.

Thirdly, the SO of opinion words determinedby the relative-
frequency-basedmethodmay not agreewith their generallyunder-
stoodSO.An exampleis theword “frightening” which seemsto be
a negative sentiment.Its relative frequency in T1, however, is only
0.29.Basedon this observation,we furtherconcludethatsynonyms
do not necessarilyhave the sameSO. For instance,“terrible” is a
synonym of “frightening” in WordNet,but its relative frequency in
T1 is 0.75.Recallthatword-similarity-basedmethodsmake useof a
set of seedadjectives and the similarities betweenword meanings
to determineSO of opinion words [7, 9]. Our analysis,however,
indicatesthat similar meaningsmay not imply similar sentiments.
This suggeststhat our relative-frequency-basedmethodovercomes
a major limitation of theword-similarity-basedmethods,becauseit
allowssimilar wordsto havedifferentSO.

To sum up, we proposea relative-frequency-basedmethodfor
determiningthe SO and strengthsof opinion words. This method
overcomesamajorlimitation of word-similarity-basedmethods,and
allowsopinionwordsto havemultipleSO.

4.3 Evaluation of the ProposedFramework

Wedevelopedandevaluatedaprototypeof theproposedframework.
The evaluationaims at investigating the effects of the variouskey
tasks in the framework, and exploring future researchdirections
towardsmoreaccurateratinginference.Wemeasuredtheaccuracies
producedby theproposedframework in ratingreviews with respect
to a 2-point and a 3-point scale.The 2-point scalewas chosento
facilitateour futurework on comparingour work with relatedwork,
and the 3-point scalewas usedas it was suggestedin [17] that
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humanraterswould do well in classifyingreviews into 3 classes.
Theoriginal ratingsin thedatasetweretransformedfrom a 10-point
scaleinto 2-pointand3-pointscalesto facilitateourexperiments.

Only major observations from the experimentsare summarized
in this paperdue to spaceconstraint.Firstly, our hypothesisthat
opinions towards a product as a whole are more important for
determiningthe overall SO of reviews is proven correct.Double-
weightingfeaturesrepresentingmoviesproduceshigheraccuracies.
Secondly, addressingthecontextual effectsof negationwordsusing
negation tagging improves accuraciesslightly. This suggeststhat
the task is useful, but we shall considermore advancedopinion
extractiontechniquesin our futurework. Thirdly, excludingopinion
words having weak or ambiguousSO improves accuracies.More
specifically, a rating of a review is determinedby the strengths
of the SO of the opinion words it contains.When computingthe
strengthsof opinionwordswith respectto a certainSO,considering
only opinion words having strengthsabove a certain threshold
resultedin higher accuraciesthan using all opinion words.Lastly,
our framework doesnot rely on a large training corpusto function,
andits performanceimproves asmorereviewsbecomeavailable.We
performeda groupof experimentsto ratereviews basedon opinion
dictionariesbuilt usingdifferentsizesof trainingset.Whenthesize
of trainingsetreducedgreatlyfrom 1000to 200,accuraciesachieved
using the 2-point and the 3-point scalesdroppedonly by 2% and
1.5% respectively. Suchfinding is encouragingbecauseit suggests
that our framework canbe appliedto domainswhereonly a small
numberof labeledreviews (reviewswith ratings)areavailable.

5 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

We proposea rating inferenceapproachto integrating sentiment
analysisand CF. Such approachtransformsuser preferencesex-
pressedasunstructured,naturallanguagetexts into numericalscales
thatcanbeunderstoodby existingCF algorithms.

This paperprovidesanoverview of our proposedratinginference
framework, including the stepsit involves and the key tasksand
designissuesin eachstep.It alsodiscussesour preliminaryanalysis
on the useof opinion words.The purposeof suchanalysiswas to
investigatehow opinionstrengthscanbedeterminedandmodeledin
our proposedframework. We concludethatopinionwordscanhave
multiple SO andstrengths,andproposea relative-frequency-based
methodto determineSOandstrengthsof opinionwords.This paper
also outlinespreliminary resultsof an evaluationof the proposed
framework. Furtherdevelopmentof the framework is still ongoing.
More detaileddescriptionsabouttheframework andcomprehensive
resultswill bereportedin a follow-uparticle.

As noted,ourratinginferenceapproachtransformstextualreviews
into ratingsto enableeasyintegrationof sentimentanalysisandCF.
We nonethelessrecognizethe possibility to performtext-basedCF
directly from a collection of user reviews. A possiblesolution is
to model text-basedCF as an information retrieval (IR) problem,
having reviews written by a target useras the “query” and those
written by other similar usersas the “relevant documents”,from
which recommendationsfor the target usercanbe generated.This
remainsasaninterestingresearchdirectionfor futurework.
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Abstract. Ontology evaluation can be defined as assessing the 

quality and the adequacy of an ontology for being used in a spe-

cific context, for a specific goal. Although ontology reuse is being 

extensively addressed by the Semantic Web community, the lack 

of appropriate support tools and automatic techniques for the 

evaluation of certain ontology features are often a barrier for the 

implementation of successful ontology reuse methods. In this 

work, we describe the recommender module of CORE [5], a sys-

tem for Collaborative Ontology Reuse and Evaluation. This mod-

ule has been designed to confront the challenge of evaluating those 

ontology features that depend on human judgements and are by 

their nature, more difficult for machines to address. Taking advan-

tage of collaborative filtering techniques, the system exploits the 

ontology ratings and evaluations provided by users to recommend 

the most suitable ontologies for a given domain. Thus, we claim 

two main contributions: the introduction of collaborative filtering 

notion like a new methodology for ontology evaluation and reuse, 

and a novel recommendation algorithm, which considers specific 

user requirements and restrictions instead of general user profiles 

or item-based similarity measures. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

The Semantic Web is envisioned as a new flexible and structured 

Web that takes advantage of explicit semantic information, under-

standable by machines, and therefore classifiable and suitable for 

sharing and reuse in a more efficient, effective and satisfactory 

way. In this vision, ontologies are proposed as the backbone tech-

nology to supply the required explicit semantic information. 

 Developing ontologies from scratch is a high-cost process that 

requires major engineering efforts, even when dealing with me-

dium-scale ontologies. In order to properly face this problem, effi-

cient ontology evaluation and reuse techniques and methodologies 

are needed. The lack of appropriate support tools and automatic 

measurement techniques for evaluating certain ontology features 

carries a shortage of information that is often a barrier for the suc-

cessful of ontology reuse. Hence, in every day life we have to 

make choices considering incomplete information about the char-

acteristics of the items that can be selected, and the whole set of 

available alternatives. It is in these situations, when we request our 

friends� knowledge and experience to be capable of taking the most 

appropriate decision. In this work, we shall exploit the benefits of 

the above natural social process to improve the actual approaches 

on ontology evaluation and reuse. 

Specifically, we shall describe in detail the recommendation 

module of CORE [5], a Collaborative Ontology Reuse and Evalua-

tion system. This tool provides automatic similarity measures for 

comparing a certain problem or Golden Standard to a set of avail-

able ontologies, and recommends not only those ontologies most 

similar to the domain of interest, but also the best rated ones by 

prior ontology users, according to several selected criteria.  

The tool makes two main steps in the recommendation process. 

Firstly, it returns the ontologies most similar to the given Golden 

Standard. For similarity assessment, a user of CORE selects a sub-

set from a list of comparison techniques provided by the system 

setting a number of standard ontology evaluation criteria to be ap-

plied. The system thus retrieves a ranked list of ontologies for each 

criterion. Afterwards, a unique ranking is defined by means of a 

global aggregated measure, which combines the different selected 

criteria using rank fusion techniques [2][12] 

Secondly, once the system has retrieved those ontologies 

closely related to the Golden Standard, it performs a novel collabo-

rative filtering strategy to evaluate and re-rank the considered on-

tologies. Since some ontology features can only be assessed by 

humans, this last evaluation step takes into consideration the man-

ual feedback provided by users. Thus, the final ranked list will not 

only contain those ontologies that best fit the Golden Standard, but 

also the most qualified ones according to human evaluations. 

The rest of the paper has the following structure. Section 2 

summarizes relevant work related to our research. The system ar-

chitecture is presented in Section 3, and our collaborative ontology 

recommendation algorithm is described in Section 4. Finally, some 

conclusions and future research lines are given in Section 5. 

 

2 RELATED WORK 

Our research addresses problems in different areas, where we draw 

from prior related work. In this paper we will focus our attention in 

two main topics: ontology evaluation and reuse, and collaborative 

filtering. 

Different methodologies for ontology evaluation have been 

proposed in the literature considering the characteristics of the on-

tologies and the specific goals or tasks that the ontologies are in-

tended for. An overview of ontology evaluation approaches is 

presented in [4], where four different categories are identified: 

those that evaluate an ontology by comparing it to a Golden Stan-

dard, or representation of the problem domain; those that evaluate 

the ontologies by plugging them in an application, and measuring 

the quality of the results that the application returns; those that 

evaluate ontologies by comparing them to unstructured or informal 

data (e.g. text documents) which represent the problem domain; 

and those based on human interaction to measure ontology features 

not recognizable by machines.  

In each of the above approaches, a number of different evalua-

tion levels might be considered to provide as much information as 

possible. Several levels can be identified in the literature: the lexi-

cal level, which compares the lexical entries of the ontology with a 

set of words that represent the problem domain; the taxonomy 

level, which considers the hierarchical connection between con-

cepts using the is-a relation; the measurement of other semantic re-

lations besides hierarchical ones; the syntactic level, which 

considers the syntactic requirements of the formal language used to 

describe the ontology; the context or application level, which con-
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siders the context of the ontology; and the structure, architecture 

and design levels which take into account the principles and crite-

ria involved in the ontology construction itself. 

On the other hand, collaborative filtering strategies 

[1][7][10][13] make automatic predictions (filter) about the inter-

ests of a user by collecting taste information from many users (col-

laborating). These predictions are specific to the user, differently to 

those given by more simple approaches that provide average scores 

for each item of interest; for example based on its number of votes.  

Collaborative filtering is a widely explored field. Three main 

aspects typically distinguish the different techniques reported in the 

literature [9]: user profile representation and management, filtering 

method, and matching method. 

User profile representation and management can be divided 

into five different tasks: Profile representation (accurate profiles 

are vital to ensure recommendations are appropriate and that users 

with similar profiles are in fact similar); Initial profile generation 

(the user is not usually willing to spend too much time in defining 

her/his interests to create a personal profile. Moreover, user inter-

ests may change dynamically over time); Profile learning (user 

profiles can be learned or updated using different sources of infor-

mation that are potentially representative of user interests); Profile 
adaptation (techniques are needed to adapt the user profile to new 

interests and forget old ones as user interests evolve with time).  

Filt ering method. Products or actions are recommended to a 

user taking into account the available information (items and pro-

files). There are three main information filtering approaches for 

making recommendations: Demographic filtering (descriptions of 

people are used to learn the relationship between a single item and 

the type of people who like it); Content-based filtering (the user is 

recommended items based on descriptions of items previously 

evaluated by other users); Collaborative filtering (people with 

similar interests are matched and then recommendations are made). 

Matching method. Defines how user interests and items are 

compared. Two main approaches can be identified: User profile 
matching (people with similar interests are matched before making 

recommendations); User profile-item matching (a direct compari-

son is made between the user profile and the items). 

In CORE, a new ontology evaluation measure based on col-

laborative filtering is proposed, considering user�s interest and pre-

vious human assessments of the ontologies. 

3 SYSTEM OVERVIEW 

In this section we describe the architecture of CORE, our Collabo-

rative Ontology Reuse and Evaluation environment, focusing our 

attention on the collaborative recommender module. Figure 1 

shows an overview of the system.  

We distinguish three different modules. The first one, the left 

module in the figure, receives the Golden Standard definition as a 

set of initial terms, and allows the user to modify and extend it us-

ing WordNet [8]. This model of representation of the Golden Stan-

dard will not be explained here but could also be considered a 

novelty of our tool. The second one, represented in the centre of 

the figure, allows the user to select a set of ontology evaluation cri-

teria provided by the system to recover the ontologies closest to the 

given Golden Standard. In this module we have introduced a novel 

lexical evaluation measure that exploits the semantic information 

stored in the Golden Standard model. The module also takes ad-

vantage of rank fusion techniques combining all the different 

evaluation criteria to obtain a final ontology raking. The third one, 

on the right of the figure, is the collaborative recommender module 

that re-ranks the list of recovered ontologies, taking into considera-

tion previous feedback and evaluations of the users. 

This module has been designed to confront the challenge of 

evaluating those ontology features that are by their nature, more 

difficult for machines to address. Where human judgment is re-

quired, the system will attempt to take advantage of collaborative 

filtering recommendation techniques [3][6][14]. Some approaches 

for ontology development [15] have been presented in the literature 

concerning collaboration techniques. However to our knowledge, 

collaborative filtering strategies  have not yet been used in the con-

text of ontology reuse. 

 

 
 

Figure 1. CORE architecture 

 

Several issues have to be considered in a collaborative system. 

The first one is the representation of user profiles. The type of user 

profile selected for our system is a user-item rating matrix (ontol-
ogy evaluations based on specific criteria). The initial profile is de-

signed as a manual selection of five predefined criteria [11]: 

x Correctness: specifies whether the information stored in the on-

tology is true, independently of the domain of interest. 

x Readability: indicates the non-ambiguous interpretation of the 

meaning of the concept names. 

x Flexibility: points out the adaptability or capability of the on-

tology to change. 

x Level of Formality: highly informal, semi-informal, semi-

formal, rigorously-formal. 

x Type of model: upper-level (for ontologies describing general, 

domain-independent concepts), core-ontologies (for ontologies 

describing the most important concepts on a specific domain), 

domain-ontologies (for ontologies describing some domain of 

the world), task-ontologies (for ontologies describing generic 

types of tasks or activities) and application-ontologies (for on-

tologies describing some domain in an application-dependent 

manner). 

The above criteria can be divided in two different groups: 1) 

the numeric criteria (correctness, readability and flexibility) that 

are represented by discrete integer values from 0 to 5, where 0 in-

dicates the ontology does not fulfil the criterion, and 5 indicates the 

ontology completely satisfies it, and, 2) the Boolean criteria (level 

of formality and type of model) which are represented by a specific 

value that is either satisfied by the ontologies, or not. The collabo-

rative module does not implement any profile learning or relevance 

feedback technique to update user profiles but, they can be modi-

fied manually.  

After the user profile has been defined, it is important to select 

an appropriate type of filtering. For this work, a collaborative fil-
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tering technique has been chosen; this means, ontologies (our con-

tent items) are recommended based on previous user evaluations. 

Finally, a matching strategy must also be selected for the rec-

ommendation process. In this work, a new technique for user pro-

file-item matching is proposed. This novel algorithm will be 

explained in detail in section 4.  

The right portion of Figure 2 shows the Collaborative Evalua-

tion module. At the top level the user�s interest can be selected as a 

subset of criteria with associated values, representing those thresh-

olds that manual ontology evaluations should fulfil. For example, 

when a user sets a value of 3 for the correctness criterion, the sys-

tem recognizes he is looking for ontologies whose correctness 

value is greater than or equal to 3. Once the user�s interests have 

been defined, the set of manual evaluations stored in the system is 

used to compute which ontologies fit his interest best. The inter-

mediate level shows the final ranked list of ontologies recom-

mended by the module. To add new evaluations to the system, the 

user has to select an ontology from the list and choose one of the 

predetermined values for each of the five aforementioned criteria. 

The system also allows the user to add some comments to the on-

tology evaluation in order to provide more feedback. 

 

 
 

Figure 2. CORE graphical user interface 

 

One more action has to be performed to visualize the evalua-

tion results of a specific ontology. Figure 3 shows the user�s 

evaluation module. On the left side, we can see the summary of the 

existing ontology evaluations with respect to the user�s interests. In 

the figure, 3 of 6 evaluations of the ontology have fulfilled the cor-

rectness criteria, 5 of 6 evaluations have fulfilled the readability 

criteria, and so on. On the right side, we can see how the system 

enables the user to observe all the stored evaluations about a spe-

cific ontology. This might be of interest since we may trust some 

users more than others during the Collaborative Filtering process. 

 

 
 

Figure 3. User evaluations in CORE 

4 COLLABORATI VE ONTOLOGY EVAL UA-
TION AN D RECOMME NDATION 

In this section, we describe a novel ontology recommendation al-

gorithm that exploits the advantages of collaborative filtering, and 

explores the manual evaluations stored in the system, for ranking 

the set of ontologies that best fulfils the user�s interests. 

As we explained in Section 3, user evaluations are represented 

as a set of five defined criteria and their respective values, manu-

ally determined by the users who made the evaluations. These cri-

teria can have discrete numeric or non-numeric values. Moreover, 

user interests are expressed like a subset of the above criteria, and 

their respective values, meaning thresholds or restrictions to be sat-

isfied by user evaluations. 

Thus, a numeric criterion will be satisfied if an evaluation 

value is equal or greater than that expressed by its interest thresh-

old, while a non-numeric criterion will be satisfied only when the 

evaluation is exactly the given �threshold� (i.e. in a Boolean or 

yes/no manner).  

According to both types of user evaluation and interest criteria,  

numeric and Boolean, the recommendation algorithm will measure 

the degree in which each user restriction is satisfied by the evalua-

tions, and will recommend a ranked ontology list according to 

similarity measures between the thresholds and the collaborative 

evaluations. Figure 4 shows all the previous definitions and ideas, 

locating them in the graphical interface of the system. 

 

 
 

Figure 4. Two different types of user evaluation and interest criteria: nu-
meric and Boolean 

 

To create the final ranked ontology list the recommender mod-

ule follows two phases. In the first one it calculates the similarity 

degrees between all the user evaluations and the specified user in-

terest criteria thresholds. In the second one it combines the similar-

ity measures of the evaluations, generating the overall rankings of 

the ontologies. 

4.1 Similarity Measures for Collaborative Evalua-
tion 

In the current version of our system a user evaluate a specific on-

tology considering five different criteria (see Section 3). These five 

criteria can be divided in two different groups: 1) the numeric crite-

ria (correctness, readability and flexibility), which take discrete 

numeric values [0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5], where 0 means the ontology does 

not fulfil the criterion, and 5 means the ontology completely satisfy 

the criterion, and, 2) the Boolean criteria (level of formality and 

type of model), which are represented by specific non-numeric 

values that can be or not satisfied by the ontology. 
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Thus, user interests are defined as a subset of the above crite-

ria, and their respective values representing the set of thresholds 

that should be reached by the ontologies. 

Given a set of user interests, the system will size up all the 

stored evaluations, and will calculate their similarity measures. To 

explain these similarities we shall use a simple example of six dif-

ferent evaluations (E1, E2, E3, E4, E5 and E6) of a certain ontology. 

In the explanation we shall distinguish between the numeric and 

the Boolean criteria. 

We start with the Boolean ones, assuming two different crite-

ria, C1 and C2, with three possible values: �A�, �B� and �C�. In 

Table 1 we show the �threshold� values established by a user for 

these two criteria, �A� for C1 and �B� for C2, and the six evalua-

tions stored in the system. 

 
Table 1. Threshold and evaluation values for Boolean criteria C1 and C2 

  Evaluations 

Criteria Thresholds E1 E2 E3 E4 E5 E6 

C1 �A� �A� �B� �A� �C� �A� �B� 

C2 �B� �A� �A� �B� �C� �A� �A� 

 

In this case, because of the threshold of a criterion n is satisfied 

or not by a certain evaluation m, their corresponding similarity 

measure is simply 0 if they have the same value, and 2 otherwise. 
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The similarity results for the Boolean criteria of the example 

are shown in Table 2. 

 
Table 2. Similarity values for Boolean criteria C1 and C2 

  Evaluations 

Criteria Thresholds E1 E2 E3 E4 E5 E6 

C1 �A� 2 0 2 0 2 0 

C2 �B� 0 0 2 0 0 0 

 

For the numeric criteria, the evaluations can overcome the 

thresholds to different degrees. Table 3 shows the thresholds estab-

lished for criteria C3, C4 and C5, and their six available evaluations. 

Note that E1, E2, E3 and E4 satisfy all the criteria, while E5 and E6 

do not reach some of the corresponding thresholds. 

 
Table 3. Threshold and evaluation values for numeric criteria C3, C4 and C5 

  Evaluations 

Criteria Thresholds E1 E2 E3 E4 E5 E6 

C3 � 3 3 4 5 5 2 0 

C4 � 0 0 1 4 5 0 0 

C5 � 5 5 5 5 5 4 0 

 

In this case, the similarity measure has to take into account two 

different issues: the degree of satisfaction of the threshold, and the 

difficulty of achieving its value. Thus, the similarity between the 

value of criterion n in the evaluation m, and the threshold of inter-

est is divided into two factors: 1) a similarity factor that considers 

whether the threshold is surpassed or not, and, 2) a penalty factor 

which penalizes those thresholds that are easier to be satisfied. 
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This measure will also return values between 0 and 2. The idea 

of returning a similarity value between 0 and 2 is inspired on other 

collaborative matching measures [13] to not manage negative 

numbers, and facilitate, as we shall show in the next subsection, a 

coherent calculation of the final ontology rankings. 

The similarity assessment is based on the distance between the 

value of the criterion n in the evaluation m, and the threshold indi-

cated in the user�s interests for that criterion. The more the value of 

the criterion n in evaluation m overcomes the threshold, the greater 

the similarity value shall be. 

Specifically, following the expression below, if the difference 

dif = (evaluation – threshold) is equal or greater than 0, we assign 

a positive similarity in (0,1] that depends on the maximum differ-

ence maxDif = (maxValue – threshold) we can achieve with the 

given threshold; and else, if the difference dif is lower than 0, we 

give a negative similarity in [-1,0), punishing the distance of the 

value with the threshold. 
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Table 4 summarizes the similarity* values for the three nu-

meric criteria and the six evaluations of the example. 

 
Table 4. Similarity* values for numeric criteria C3, C4 and C5 

  Evaluations 

Criteria Thresholds E1 E2 E3 E4 E5 E6 

C3 � 3 1/4 2/4 3/4 3/4 -1/3 -1 

C4 � 0 1/6 2/6 5/6 1 1/6 1/6 

C5 � 5 1 1 1 1 -1/5 -1 

 

Comparing the evaluation values of Table 3 with the similarity 

values of Table 4, the reader may notice several important facts: 

1.   Evaluation E4 satisfies criteria C4 and C5 with assessment val-

ues of 5. Applying the above expression, these criteria receive 

the same similarity of 1. However, criterion C4 has a threshold 

of 0, and C5 has a threshold equal to 5. As it is more difficult to 

satisfy the restriction imposed to C5, this one should have a 

greater influence in the final ranking. 

2.   Evaluation E6 gives an evaluation of 0 to criteria C3 and C5, not 

satisfying either of them and generating the same similarity 

value of -1. Again, because of their different thresholds, we 

should distinguish their corresponding relevance degrees in the 

rankings. 

For these reasons, a threshold penalty factor is applied, reflect-

ing how difficult it is to overcome the given thresholds. The more 

difficult to surpass a threshold, the lower the penalty value shall be. 

 

1
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1
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penalty threshold
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Table 5 shows the threshold penalty values for the three nu-

meric criteria and the six evaluations of the example. 
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Table 5. Threshold penalty values for numeric criteria C3, C4 and C5 

  Evaluations 

Criteria Thresholds E1 E2 E3 E4 E5 E6 

C3 � 3 4/6 4/6 4/6 4/6 4/6 4/6 

C4 � 0 1/6 1/6 1/6 1/6 1/6 1/6 

C5 � 5 1 1 1 1 1 1 

 

The similarity results for the numeric criteria of the example 

are shown in Table 6. 

 
Table 6. Similarity values for numeric criteria C3, C4 and C5 

  Evaluations 

Criteria Thresholds E1 E2 E3 E4 E5 E6 

C3 � 3 1.17 1.33 1.5 1.5 0.78 0.33 

C4 � 0 1.03 1.05 1.14 1.17 1.03 1.03 

C5 � 5 2 2 2 2 0.5 0 

 

As a preliminary approach, we calculate the similarity between 

an ontology evaluation and the user�s requirements as the average 

of its N criteria similarities. 

 

1

1
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N

n

similarity evaluation similarity criterion
N  

 ¦ )mn
 

 

A weighted average could be even more appropriate, and might 

make the collaborative recommender module more sophisticated 

and adjustable to user needs. This will be considered for a possible 

enhancement of the system in the continuation of our research. 

4.2 Ontology Ranking and Recommendation 

Once the similarities are calculated taking into account the user�s 

interests and the evaluations stored in the system, a ranking is as-

signed to the ontologies. 

The ranking of a specific ontology is measured as the average 

of its M evaluation similarities. Again, we do not consider different 

priorities in the evaluations of several users. We have planned to 

include in the system personalized user appreciations about the 

opinions of the rest of the users. Thus, for a certain user some 

evaluations will have more relevance than others, according to the 

users that made it. 
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Finally, in case of ties, the collaborative ranking mechanism sorts 

the ontologies taking into account not only the average similarity 

between the ontologies and the evaluations stored in the system, 

but also the total number of evaluations of each ontology, provid-

ing thus more relevance to those ontologies that have been rated 

more times. 

 

( )

total

M
ranking ontology

M
 

5 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

We have presented CORE, a new tool for ontology evaluation and 

reuse, the main novel features of which include: a new Golden 

Standard model, new lexical evaluation criteria, the application of 

rank fusion techniques to combine different content ontology 

evaluation measures, and the use of a novel collaborative filtering 

strategy that takes advantage of user opinions in order to automati-

cally evaluate features that only can be assessed by humans. 

The collaborative module recommends those ontologies that 

best fit a certain problem domain, and have been best evaluated by 

the users of the system according to given specific evaluation crite-

ria and restrictions. It is important to note here that although we 

have applied our recommendation method for assessing ontologies, 

it could be used in other very different applicative fields. 

At the time of writing we are conducting initial experiments, 

not explained in this paper, that have been developed using a set of 

ontologies from the Protégé OWL repository2. The early results are 

clearly positive, but a more detailed and rigorously experimenta-

tion is needed in order to draw more conclusive and statistically 

significant observations. 
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RecommenderSystemsfor the Semantic Web
Antonis Loizou1 and Srinandan Dasmahapatra1

Abstract.
This paperpresentsasemantics-basedapproachto Recommender

Systems(RS),to exploit availablecontextual informationaboutboth
the items to be recommendedandthe recommendationprocess,in
anattemptto overcomesomeof theshortcomingsof traditionalRS
implementations.In particularwe investigatehow arbitrary, unseen
resourcesfrom externaldomainscanbeimportedinto a recommen-
dationschemewithoutcompromisingpredictiveability. An ontology
is usedasa backboneto thesystem,while multiple webservicesare
orchestratedto composea suitablerecommendationmodel,match-
ing thecurrentrecommendationcontext at run-time.To achievesuch
dynamicbehaviour theproposedsystemtacklestherecommendation
problemby applyingexistingRStechniquesonthreedifferentlevels:
theselectionof appropriatesetsof features,recommendationmodel
andrecommendableitems.Thedomainof musicpreferencepredic-
tionsis chosenasanevaluationtest-bedandintermediateresultsare
presented.

1 INTRODUCTION AND PROBLEM

While muchwork hasbeendonein theRecommenderSystem(RS)
domainoverthepastdecade[18] andthoughsuchsystemshavebeen
deployedcommercially, eg. [10], recentresearchin theareaseemsto
have reacheda standstill.Intuitively, onemaysuggestthis is dueto
thefactthattherecommendationproblemhasbeensolved,deeming
furtherresearchinto theareaunnecessary. However, upondeeperin-
spectionandby empirically evaluatingsuchcommerciallydeployed
systems,it becomesevidentthatthis is not thecase[19].

In the majority of currentRS implementations,itemsarerecom-
mendedto usersthroughsomeflavourof CollaborativeFiltering(CF)
[4, 16, 23], a method that assessesthe similarity betweenuser pro-
files to predict ratingsfor unseenitems.The shortcoming of such
a methodrestsin its assumptionthatactive userswill respondposi-
tively to unseenitemsratedhighly by similarusers.As mostusersare
not inclined to ratepreviously seenitems,only a few itemswill re-
ceive ratings.This limited data– the‘cold start’ problem[21] – ren-
derssimilarity metricsnot sensitive enoughto distinguishbetween
users,particularly new onesintroduced to the system.Hence,the
mosthighly rateditemsfrom anyonearerecommended.

Alternatively, in ContentBased(CB) approaches,theitemsof pos-
sible interestareindexed in termsof a setof automaticallyderived
descriptive features,andunseenitemswith similarattributesto those
ratedhighly by the userarerecommended.A drawbackof the CB
methodis thatit recommendsitemsinterchangeableto theonesrated
highly by users,by virtueof its focusonitems’ features,ignoringpo-
tentialuserrequirements.Thetwo approachesareoftencombinedin
Hybrid RSto achieve improvementsin thequality of recommenda-
tions[1, 3].

1 Schoolof ElectronicsandComputerScience,Universityof Southampton.

Theseshortcomingsreflect the lack of computationalsupportfor
humanswho areinterestedin itemsthey, or thepeoplewho usually
sharetheir tastehaven’t previously comeacross.In addition,such
systemsdo not allow for shiftsof theuser’s interestover time,since
all ratingsprovided by a userhave an equalbearingon the recom-
mendationselection.To clarify thispoint considerthefollowing con-
ceptualisation:A userX has providedhigh ratingsonly for itemsin
somesetA, however (s)heis now only interestedin itemsfrom an-
otherset,B. A conventionalRSwill notbeableto recommenditems
from setB until enoughratingsareprovidedfor itemsin B, in order
for themto dominatein theclusteringandselectionprocesses.This
meansthat a systemshouldn’t becomestable,andthat the classifi-
cationof thesameitemsto differentclasses,at differenttimes, may
be deemedcorrect,somethingthat would be unacceptablein most
machinelearningcontexts. To accountfor this requirementof time
dependanceon users’preferencecontext, conventionalarchitectures
recomputetheiruserclustersperiodically, effectively choosingadif-
ferent training setevery time. This canaggravateproblemscaused
by datasparsity, andimportantmodellingdecisionsabouttransitions
betweenuserneedshave to beaddressed.

Furthermore,while it is apparentthat an artifact’s featureshave
a bearingon whetherit appearsinterestingor not, usersmaynot be
ableto identify its desirablecharacteristicsattheoutset.For instance,
someonewho wantsto buy a new car might only specify”I want a
blackcar” to begin with. Insteadof buying thefirst blackcaravail-
able,s/hemight look at a variety of black carsand astheir knowl-
edgeof carsgrows in theprocess,discoverotherpossiblefeaturesof
interest,or evencomeacrossanunusualopportunityand endup buy-
ing a differentcolouredcar. This would suggestthat for a RS to be
successful,it needsto beableto identify which of anitem’s features
maypotentiallybeof interest to theuser, againstavarietyof possible
modesof generalisation.

To overcomesuch issues,a systemshould be able to consider
thesemanticsof both the recommendationcontext andthoseof the
items at hand to constrainthe recommendationprocess.Informa-
tion specificto therecommendationcontext for both userclustering
andcontent-basedcomparisonshave beenshown to improve overall
recommendationperformance[3, 17,21]. By incorporatingrelevant
contextual informationinto a recommendationmodel,weenablethe
systemto evaluatethe appropriatenessof a given recommendation
basedon someheuristics,for examplethe time of recommendation
or theutility of the recommended item to theuserwith respectto a
predefinedgoal[1,6, 9].

Thesystemproposedin this paperis onedesignedto chooseap-
propriateinput and outputspacesdynamically, in a mannerthatwill
allow for real time recommending,matchingthe variabletemporal
and contextual recommendationrequirementswhile still perform-
ing thebulk of thecomputationoff-line. Thesystemarchitecturehas
beendesignedto allow this flexibility , whichwedescribein thenext
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section.We have experimentedwith variousevaluationmodelsto
identify thesourcesof potentialimprovementin this dynamicarchi-
tecture,in the context of a casestudyin the domainof musicpref-
erenceprediction.This work is presentedin Section3. Finally, in
Section4, we concludewith a discussionof our resultsandidentify
directionsfor futurework.

2 PROPOSEDSYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

Assumingthatthehumanselectionprocessis bestmodelledthrough
a dynamic function thatoperateson somesubsetof anartifact’s at-
tributesandothercontextualvariables,theproposedarchitectureem-
ploys a variety of Web Services(WS), eachcapableof performing
a subroutineof the recommendationprocess.The recommendation
processin thisarchitectureis split into threedistinctphases:

Knowledge acquisition: Knowledgeacquisitionis continuously
carriedout in thebackgroundby specialisedWS, in orderto im-
port new recommendableitemsinto the system.This consistsof
discovering new itemsfrom trustedsources,andacquiring(par-
tial) translationsof theirdescriptionsto theusers’localontologies,
in a mannerthat allows featurevectorsto beextractedfrom such
descriptionsin orderto apply any availabledistancemeasuresbe-
tweennewly acquireditems and existing ones.In addition, this
mappingof newly acquireditemsprovidesanopportunityto iden-
tify andexcludeitemsequivalentto onesalreadyseen.

Recommendationsubspaceselection: Thespaceof recommend-
ableitemsis identiedwith alinearspace,with adescriptivefeature
labelling eachdimension,andthe semanticsof putative similar-
ity expressedas somemetric in this space.The subspacesrele-
vant to an item of interestin the currentcontext are identiedby
clusteringtechniquesbasedon suchmetrics.A metric is evalu-
atedasfollows:Eachuniquefeatureis assignedaweightbasedon
how strongthe relationshipbetweenitemswith thesamefeature
valueis. This is accomplishedvia a setof graph-basededgeex-
pansionheuristics[2, 14]. The recommendationcontext is deter-
minedthroughtheusersrecentbehaviour asloggedby thesystem,
inferredrestrictionsfrom a long-termobservationof userprefer-
ences,additionalrestrictionsprovided explicitly by the userand
global trends.This providesaddedleveragein identifying shifts
of interest,or specificdomainsfrom which recommendationsare
to be drawn. As the userprovides ratingsfor the recommended
itemstheweightsthesefactorsreceivewill beadjustedto produce
recommendationsmorelikely to receivehighratings.Having split
thedatasetinto clustersof similar itemsandusers,thesetof rec-
ommendableitemsis determinedbasedon thecurrentcontext. A
suitableuserclusteris thenidentifiedby selectinguserswith expe-
rienceof therecommendableitemsbutalsowith sufficentoverlaps
betweentheirprofilesandthatof theactiveuserin orderto mean-
ingfully assesssimilarity betweenthem.Theseusersareviewed
asthegroupof domainexpertswhoareableto communicatebest
(in termsof their personalontologies)with the active user. This
requirementfor loosesemanticagreementfurtherrestrictstheset
of itemsthat canbe recommendedto a userto thosethat can be
translatedto instances in theactive user’s ontology, thusavoiding
the recommendationof irrelevant items.Furthermore,this prob-
lem is similar to that of making a recommendationand can be
tackledby obtaininga ranked list of all possiblecombinationsof
itemanduserclusters,basedon thecurrentcontextual setting.

Systemconfiguration composition: Having selectedanappropri-
ate recommendationsubspace,we can now choosecomponents

that have performedwell in the pastwith the domainexpertsas
well aswith theactiveuserandsimilar recommendationcontexts,
tocomposeanappropriatesystemconfiguration. Differentcompo-
nentswill be optimisedfor recommendingitemsin specificsub-
spacesand may containprior knowledgeas to which attributes
of specificclassesof items carry more weight regardlessof the
relationshipspresentin the active usersontology, thus allowing
recommendationsto be basedon factsunknown to the user. The
unseenitemsof thehighestrelevanceto thecurrent context in the
selectedsubspace,thathavereceivedhighaggregateratingsby the
domainexpertsarerecommendedto theactiveuser.

Even on a conceptuallevel, the immensecomputational require-
mentsof sucha venturequickly becomeapparent.Pairwise com-
parisonsneedto beevaluatedbetweenall items,usersandavailable
components,thus prohibitinga centraliseddesign.Thereforewe in-
tendto deploy theproposedsystemin a largescalepeer-to-peernet-
work, allowing thecomputationto takeplacein adistributedfashion
throughtheexchangeandreuseof dataprocessedby differentpeers.

2.1 ONTOLOGY DESIGN

In orderto encodeandprocesscontextual information,ontologiesare
usedto recordandreasonoversimilarity betweenartifactsandiden-
tify indirectrelationshipsbetweenentities.Referralsto classesin the
systemontologywill appearin invertedcommasfor theremainderof
this paper, for easeof reference.It is assumedthatuserpreferences
arecorrelatedacrossdifferentdomains.Thereforeby makinga sys-
temawareof thedifferent’Types’of ’Items’ availablefor recommen-
dationallowsthesecorrelationsto bediscoveredby indicatingwhich
featuresarecomparable,or equivalentunderasetof criteriaandcan
beusedto computepredictedratingsfor unseenitems.Anythingthat
canbe recommendedby the systemis representedasa memberof
the concept’Item’ with an associationto a valid ’Type’ and is de-
scribedthrougha numberof ’Features’.The ’Features’associated
with each’Item’ arerestrictedto a subsetof all the’Features’of the
’Type’ theitembelongsto. Thisschemewill allow thesystemto de-
rive inferenceson how different’Type’s’ featuresarecorrelatedwith
respectto eachuser, basedon theprofiling informationavailablefor
thatuser.

Instancesof the concept’User’ representusersin this ontology
andeachoneis assignedan’ID’ anda’Profile’. Generalinformation
abouttheuseris recordedthroughrelationshipslike has-name,has-
address,is-employed-by, etc.andis alsoassociatedwith anumberof
’History’ instances:

QueryHistory: Theuserwill beallowedto form explicit queries,
imposing addedrestrictionson the ’Item’s that can be recom-
mendedandto provide a finer grainedrecommendationcontext.
Thesequeriesarerecordedin instances of’QueryHistory’andare
usedlater, togetherwith thecorresponding’RecommendationHis-
tory’ and’RatingHistory’ objects,in orderto determinehow apt
’Recommender’web servicesare for handlingspecifictypesof
query.

RecommendationHistory: Any itemsrecommendedby the sys-
temto a userarerecordedin their ’RecommendationHistory’to-
getherwith a descriptionof the systemconfigurationat the time
of recommendation.The futureselectionof webserviceswill be
basedontheratingsassignedby theuserto therecommendations.

RatingHistory: Instancesof this classcontainrecordsof all the
’Rating’s provided by a userandareusedby ’ClusterDetector’,
’Aggregator’ and’Classifier’webservices asdescribedbelow.
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By implementingthevariouscomponentsusedin therecommen-
dationprocessas webservices,anarbitrarynumberof runtimecon-
figurationscanbeachievedby usingalternative instancesfrom each
class.Furthermore,by defining the concept’WebService’asa sub-
classof theconcept’Item’ allowsfor anaddedlevel of abstractionin
therecommendationprocess,transparentto theuser, wherespecific
instancesof ’WebService’arerecommendedin orderto composea
suitablesystemconfiguration.The varioussubclassesof ’WebSer-
vice’ arebriefly describedbelow.

ClusterDetector: Instancesfrom thisclass,areableto detectclus-
tersof usersor itemsthroughtheuseof clusteringalgorithmsand
methods.The clusteringfor usersis achieved by exploiting the
informationavailablein the’History’ and’Profile’ instancesasso-
ciatedwith them,while itemsaregrouped togetherbasedon the
’Feature’instancescollectedby thesystemto describethem. Each
time clustersneedto becomputeda ’ClusterDetector’instanceis
chosenbasedon its pastperformancein similar contexts.

Aggregator: An ’Aggregator’ webserviceis responsiblefor com-
puting the aggregateratingsof a usercluster, for somespecified
items.As in ’ClusterDetector’thechoiceof ’Aggregator’ depends
on its pastperformanceandalsoon the currentrecommendation
context.

Classifier: Classifier’ web servicesare usedto assignpredicted
ratingsto unseenitems,by training variousmachinelearningal-
gorithmson the user’s ’RatingHistory’. Again, pastperformance
in similar contexts determinesthebiasin choosinganinstance.

Recommender: Webservicesof type’Recommender’arerespon-
siblefor evaluatingthecontext of a recommendationneedandfor
selectingthewebservicesthatwill beusedto producethatrecom-
mendation.’Recommender’s alsoreceive predictedratingscom-
putedby ’Classifier’s andrankthemaccordingto therecommen-
dationcontext. Different’Recommender’smayusedifferentcom-
ponentselectionandrankingstrategiesto improveperformancein
specificcontexts.

Aligner: ’Aligner’ webservicesarecapableof computingpartial
alignmentsbetweentwo ontologies,in orderto importknowledge
from heterogeneoussources.

Gatherer: Instancesof the’Gatherer’webserviceareableto dis-
cover entitiesdescribedin external ontologiesand import them
into thesystem,usingan’Aligner’ to computea translationof the
gatheredinstancesto theinternalontology.

3 CASE STUDY: MUSIC PREFERENCE
PREDICTION

Thekey evaluationof our approachlies not in recommendationper-
formanceper se (althoughthat is a goal), but rather in assessing
how different representationsof the samedatasetaffect the perfor-
manceof recommendation schemesandhow thesemay be applied
to thesamedatasetat differenttimes,predicatedon thecurrentsys-
tem stateandrequirements.To quantify this, the magnitudeof any
improvementover conventionalRS approacheswherea singlerec-
ommendationstrategy is always usedhas to be evaluated.There-
fore, we require a secondfully-fledged RS alreadyprimed for the
samedatasetandknown to producehigh quality recommendations
to meaningfullybenchmarktheproposedapproach.Furthermore,the
problemdomainselectedwould ideallyhave clearlinks to othersub-
jects,sinceweaimto beableto alsorecommend itemsfrom multiple
domains,eventhosewith noprevioususer ratings.

Giventheserequirements,asuitabledomainhadto bechosenwith
a sparsedataset,identifiedas the major sourceof shortcomingsof

RS, and have the characteristicsidentified above. We selectedthe
datamadeavailableby theAudioscrobblersystem[11], a musicen-
ginebasedon a massive collectionof musicprofiles.Theseprofiles
arebuilt throughthewidespreaduseof thecompany’sflagshipprod-
uct, Last.fm[12], a systemthatprovidespersonalisedradiostations
for its usersand updatestheir profiles using the music they listen
to, in orderto improve thestation’s content,andalsomakesperson-
alisedartist recommendations.In additionAudioscrobblerexposes
largeportionsof datathroughtheirwebservicesAPI. Moreover, this
datasetis extremelysparse(we only obtainedvaluesfor 0.22%of
all possible(User,Artist) pairs)sincethenumberof availableartists
greatlyexceedsthenumberof usersandmorethanonetrackis typ-
ically availablefor each artist.Finally, themusicdomainis consid-
eredfertile groundfor makingcross-domainrecommendationsince
songsarefrequentlyinfluencedby otherart forms, associatedwith
local traditionsor sociopolitical events,or evenconvey theideolog-
ical convictionsof thecreator.

The first task is to assessin a qualitative fashionthe clusterings
of the datasetthat canbe obtainedwithout taking into accountany
collaborative informationor contentdescriptors,but ratherby con-
sideringthe contextual metadataavailable from trustedon-line re-
sourcesaboutthedatapoints(in thiscaseartists).Wikipedia[8] was
identifiedas onesuchsource,dueto its wide coverageof subjects,
maintainedby theirrespectiveinterestgroups,whichmay bedeemed
expertknowledgeandusedasasourceof contextual informationfor
multiple domains[5]. For eachresourceall the hyper-links to and
from theresource’s Wikipediapagearerecordedasitemsrelatedto
it. This relationshipis thenweightedby the relative importanceof
thediscoveredresources,aquantitythoughtto beproportionalto the
numberof otherpageslinking to it. Therich, highly interconnected
structureof wikis is consideredidealfor thispurpose.

Data was collectedfor 5 964 UK usersof Last.fm and 17 882
artists,by implementinginstances ofGathererandAligner WS, to
interactwith the AudioscrobblerWS and assignthe instancesac-
quired to the internal systemontology. Similarly, in total 158 273
resourcesfrom Wikipedia werediscoveredto be relatedto this set
of artists.This wasstoredin a flat RDF file throughJena[13]. The
datawassummarisedin two matrices:a [Users × Artists] matrix
whereeachrow representsauser, eachcolumnanartistandeachcell
containsthe numberof timesa userlistenedto a track by an artist,
anda [Artists×Context], with eachrow corresponding to anartist
andcolumnsrepresentingeachoneof the158 273resourcesgathered
from Wikipedia,with booleanentriesindicatingwhetheranartist is
relatedto the context describedby a particularresource.Note that
thedimensionalityof thesematricesstrictly limits theuseof compu-
tationallyintensivemachinelearningalgorithmson theraw data.

3.1 PROCESSING AND RESULTS

3.1.1 SINGULARVALUEDECOMPOSITION(SVD)AND
k NEARESTNEIGHBOURS(kNN)

To circumvent thecomputationallimitations posedby the dimen-
sionality of the dataset,the original input spacewas projectedin
200 latent dimensions,by computingthrough SVD [20] the best
rank 200 approximationof the highly sparse(99.9832%zeros)
[Artist × Context] matrix.

In orderto assesswhetherthe featuresharvestedfrom Wikipedia
containenoughinformationto describesimilarity betweenartistsas
it is perceivedby listeners,thecosinedistancebetweeneachpair of
artistsin the vector spacespannedin the 200 latentdimensions the
datasetwasreducedto, wasevaluatedandlistsof 100,50, 35, 20,10
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Artists 17882
Artists with noLast.fmcluster 1120
Artists not foundin Last.fm 528
Artists with no links to Wikipediapages 13309

Working set 4495

k 100 50

Meanprecision 0.0655 0.0890
Meanrecall 0.1025 0.0710
Meanhits 6.5497 4.4523

MeanKendall’sτ 0.0868 0.0665
CorrespondingZ-score 1.9643* 1.0760

Critical Z valueat the10%level (two-sided)or 5% level(right-sided):1.64

Artistswith > 0 hits 3180 2937
% of workingset 70.75 65.34

Meanprecision 0.0926 0.1363
Meanrecall 0.1449 0.1087

MeanKendall’sτ 0.1226 0.1017
CorrespondingZ-score 2.7765* 1.6468*

Randomrecommender
Expectedmeanprecision 0.000056
Expectedmeanrecall 0.000056 0.000028
ExpectedmeanKendall’sτ 0

Table1. Precision/RecallandKendall’s correlationcoefficientanalysisof
theresultsachievedby applying100-NNand50-NNon featurevectors

reducedvia SVD.

and5 NearestNeighbourswererecorded.Theselistswerethencom-
paredto real userplay countstatistics,madeavailable throughthe
AudioscrobblerWS API, in theform the100artistswith thehighest
numberof appearancesin the sameplaylist. We usedthe following
statisticsto evaluatethequalityof theclusteringachieved:

Precisionand recall: While precisionandrecallaretypically used
to assessthequality of queryresultsusinglabelledtestdata,their
usein this context is not aswell defined.Precisionis definedas
thenumberof hits retrievedby a search dividedby thenumberof
searchresults(1), while recall is the numberof hits retrieved by
thesearchdividedby thenumberof all hits (2). This gives:

Precision =
|kNN ∩ Last.fm|

k
(1)

Recall =
|kNN ∩ Last.fm|

100
(2)

where|kNN ∩ Last.fm| is thenumber of artiststhatappear in
bothlists.Sincethenumberof all hits is unknown, we areforced
to assumethatthelist providedby Last.fmis exhaustive,which is
clearlyuntrue.In addition,our choiceof clusteringalgorithmde-
finesexplicitly thenumberof resultsthatwill beretrievedfor any
artist.However, training an unsupervisedalgorithmwith a num-
ber of classesof the sameorderof magnitudeasthe numberof
artistsin the working set is simply impractical.We observe that
the obtainedvaluesarenot large enoughto suggestthat the fea-
turescollectedaresufficientto reproducethesameclusteringsthat
emerge throughrecordingrealusers’listeningbehaviours.How-
ever the orderof improvementover the ’randomrecommender’,
andthefact thatreducingthenumber of neighbourscausesrecall
to reduce,while increasingprecisionandvice versa,asexpected,
providemotivationfor furtherevaluatingtheutility of thecontex-
tual featuresgathered.In addition,it canbeshown thatbothpreci-
sionandrecallmonotonicallyincreaseasfunctionsof thenumber
of featuresavailablefor eachartist.

Kendall’s τ : Kendall’s correlationcoefficient, τ , is a widely used
statisticto comparetwo differentrankingsof the samevariables
andthus it wasusedto measurewhetherthe ’hits’ producedby
k-NN arerankedin asimilarmannerasin Last.fm’s listsof artists
commonlyplayedtogether. The τ value is obtainedby dividing
thedifferencebetweenthenumberof concordant(nc) anddiscor-
dant (nd) pairs in the ranked lists, by the total numberof pairs.
A concordantpair is definedasa two variablesthatappearin the
sameorder in both rankings,while otherwisethe pair is consid-
ereddiscordant.More formally:

τ =
nc − nd

1

2
n(n − 1)

(3)

The resultsshowed statistically significant evidenceat the 5%
level (right-sided)of correlationbetweenthelists of 100-NNand
thoseprovidedby Last.fm,andalsofor 50-NNwhenartistswith 0
hitswereexcludedfrom theanalysis,reinforcingourbeliefsabout
thequalityof thecollectedfeatures.Thefull resultsareagainpre-
sentedin Table1.

3.1.2 NAIVEBAYESCLASSIFIER

Having performedtheanalysisdescribedin theprevioussubsection,
theneedfor moremeaningfulmetricsto qualitatively assessthehar-
vestedfeaturesarises.As such,aprobabilisticevaluationschemewas
decidedto becarriedout.Last.fmalsomakesavailablelistsof the50
mostplayedartistsby eachuser. Theselists wererandomlysampled
to obtain train and test setsof varioussizes.For eachartist in the
datasetweevaluate:

P (artisti|top50j) =
P (top50j |artisti)P (artisti)

P (top50j)
, (4)

where:

P (top50j |artisti) =
Nj

Ni

(5)

P (artisti) ∝
∏

k

(P (fk))fi
k , P (fk) =

∑

i

f
i
k

∑

i

∑

k

f
i
k

(6)

P (top50j) ∝
∏

artisti∈top50j

P (artisti) (7)

Artists aretreatedas’bagsof features’andNj denotesthenumber
of userswith exactly thesameartistsin their list astop50j , Ni the
numberof userswith artisti in their top 50 list andf i

k is thevalue
of the kth featureof artisti. The analysis shows that on average
P (artisti|top50j) is consistentlyhigher for artistsin the test set,
asshown in Figure1. In particular, randomlysamplingthe top 50
lists 15 times to obtain test setsand recommendingthe 15 artists
with thelargestP (artisti|top50j) givesPrecision = 0.4841 and
Recall = 0.7333 averagedoverall users.

4 DISCUSSIONAND FUTURE WORK

Theanalysiscarriedout to this point hasshown thatcontextual rela-
tionshipsbetweenartistsandarbitraryresourcescanbesuccessfully
usedto build featurevectorsand to produceclusteringsreflective
of real users’listeningpreferences.It is intendedthat the collabo-
rative filtering information,availablefrom Last.fmwill be imported
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Figure1. P (artisti|top50j) for testandrandomsets,sortedin orderof
magnitude.

into thesystemin orderto assessthecircumstancesunderwhich se-
lection andcombinationof appropriate sub-spacesof the full high-
dimensionalrecommendationspaceis beneficial,with respectto the
predictiveability of thesystem.Mappingsfrom theseto possiblerec-
ommendationcontexts will thenbedrawn, to gain insight into both
how recommendationcontextscanbeformedandarticulated,aswell
ashow thesecanthenbe translatedto restrictionson the sub-space
selectionprocess.

In addition to the fact that meaningcanbe morenaturallybe at-
tributed to probabilistic classificationsof a dataset,we found the
naive Bayesclassifierto greatlyoutperformk-NN in termsof pre-
cision andrecall.This providesmotivation for further investigating
probabilisticdimensionalityreductionandclusteringtechniques,and
in particularProbabilisticLatent SemanticAnalysis, [7]. PLSA is
of particular interest,since its computationalrequirementscan be
drasticallyreduced,usingmulti-resolutionkd-trees(mrkd-trees)as
shown in [15], without compromisingtheoptimality of theresulting
classifications[22]. By usingmrkd-treesto summariseandcompart-
mentalisethe datasetwe expect to gain insight into how the com-
putiationsrequiredcanbecarriedout in a largescaledistributedp2p
system,whereeachpearis responsiblefor performingthecomputa-
tionsin anenclosinghyperectangle.

Furthermore,we aim to assesswhich of the resources(as de-
scribedby their Wikipedia pages)that have beenextractedascon-
textual featuresfor artists,canberegardedasrecommendableitems
in their own right. This will be achieved by assessingthe relative
importanceof theseresourcesin Wikipedia andalsoby evaluating
the probability they can be meaningfullymatchedto users,based
on how big the overlapof the respective featurespacesis. The re-
trieval of conceptualdescriptors of the newly found instanceswill
alsobeattempted,throughtheuseof ontologyalignmenttechniques.
It is intendedthat the resourcesdiscoveredin this mannerwill be
matchedwith conceptsfrom arbitrary ontologies,thus indicating
possiblelinks and partialtranslationsfrom oneontologyto theother
makingpossibletherecommendationof itemsdescribedin theseon-
tologiesthatthesystemwaspreviouslyunawareof. An RDFKnowl-
edgeBasedescribedby thesystemontologywill thenbe populated

andreasoningwill be carriedout in order to assesswhich features
canbeassociatedwith a ’Type’ andto identify overlapsbetweendif-
ferent’Types’s’ featuresin orderto evaluatesimilarity.
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A Semantic Web Based Recommender System for the
Legal Domain

Lucas Drumond 1 and Rosario Girardi 2 and Alisson Lindoso 3 and Leandro Marinho 4

Abstract. The purpose of this paper is to introduce Infonorma,

a multi-agent recommender system for the juridical area, based on

the Semantic Web technologies. Infonorma was developed under the

guidelines of MAAEM methodology and originally in the context

of the traditional Web. However the poor semantic structure of data

available on the Web shortened seriously the efficiency of the appli-

cation. To overcome this problem Infonorma was enhanced through

the use of Semantic Web technologies. Its information source is en-

tirely structured in OWL. To improve the quality of recommenda-

tions, they are generated using inference rules written in RuleML

according to the logic layer of the Semantic Web.

1 INTRODUCTION

Infonorma is a multi-agent recommender system for the juridical

area. It is intended to inform users about new juridical-normative in-

struments published by the Brazilian government according to the in-

terests of each user. The system was developed following the guide-

lines of the MAAEM methodology [9]; it is composed by agents,

organized in layers, an information source and auxiliary applications

to capture user profiles, add new information elements and deliver

filtered information.

Originally, Infonorma used as information source a Brazilian gov-

ernment website, but the lack of semantic markup of this source (en-

tirely written in HTML) was a serious problem that shortened the

efficiency of Infonorma. To overcome this problem the system was

brought into the Semantic Web context [2] [3] [6] [14]. A mirror

source was built in OWL [12], according to Semantic Web standards.

Therefore the agents in the information processing layer could easily

understand the meaning of the information elements.

Although the structured information source implied in more effi-

cient information processing it did not improve significantly the qual-

ity of the recommendations. To accomplish this, the logic layer of the

Semantic Web is being used to generate recommendations through

rule inferencing.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides an overview

of the system architecture as well as the relationships between its

components. Section 3 introduces the information source structured

in OWL discussing how some problems could be overcome with it.

Section 4 discusses the use of inference rules to generate recommen-

dations. Finally, Section 5 concludes this paper with a discussion on

what we learned form this work and future extensions to Infonorma.

1 Federal University of Maranhão, Brazil, email: ldrumond@gmail.com
2 Federal University of Maranhão, Brazil, email: rgirardi@deinf.ufma.br
3 Federal University of Maranhão, Brazil, email: alissonlindoso@uol.com.br
4 University of Freiburg, Germany, email: marinho@informatik.uni-

freiburg.de

2 THE ARCHITECTURE OF INFONORMA

Infonorma is a system that provides the users with personalized rec-

ommendations related to juridical-normative instruments according

to the interest profile of each user. It satisfies two main requirements:

one related to the way that users explicitly specify their interests for

certain types and categories of juridical-normative instruments and

another one related to monitoring the information source and filtering

new items. We can summarize the goals of Infonorma as follows: the

general goal ”Provide personalized juridical-normative information”

and the specific goals ”Satisfy needs of legal users” and ”Process

new legal information”.

Figure 1 shows that for each specific goal there is a set of responsi-

bilities needed to achieve it. To achieve the general goal of Infonorma

it is needed to achieve the two specific goals first. Figure 1 also shows

that the legal information to be processed is obtained from the infor-

mation source. The user receives filtered items and provides some

information about its interests, which is required to achieve the spe-

cific goal ”Satisfy needs of legal users”.

Figure 1. Goal Model of Infonorma

Infonorma is structured in a two layer multi-agent architecture as

shown in Figure 2. Each layer is related to a specific goal. The User

Processing layer is responsible for satisfying the needs of legal users

and uses the services from the Information Processing layer, respon-

sible for processing new legal information.

An agent was assigned to play each role required by the appli-

cation, and they were organized in the layers discussed above. The
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Figure 2. Model of Cooperation and Coordination of Multi-agent Society

Interface agent is the one responsible for dealing with a user through

an I/O interface, and the Modeler agent is responsible for creating

user models. Both of them belong to the User processing layer. As

for the Information processing layer, the Monitor agent perceives

changes from the information source and informs the system about

such changes. The Surrogate Constructor receives new information

items from the Monitor and constructs their internal representation.

The Filtering agent performs the matching and similarity analysis

of the internal representation of elements with the user models and

informs to the Interface agent about the elements that should be rec-

ommended to users.

The knowledge of the agents is represented by two ontologies:

ONTOLEGIS and ONTOJURIS [9]. ONTOLEGIS represents the

overall structure of a juridical-normative instrument and its instances

represent the information source discussed in Section 3. ONTO-

JURIS represents the knowledge about the juridical domain. It de-

scribes the juridical areas that users can be interested in.

Besides the multi-agent architecture, there are two auxiliary ap-

plications. The first one is a Web form in which the users explicitly

specify their interests, creates an account and a password. The sec-

ond is a Java application used to maintain the information source. It

has a form in which the data about new information items are speci-

fied. Through the use of JENA [11], this application converts the data

in the form into an instance of ONTOLEGIS in OWL format.

In short, Infonorma can be described as a multi-agent recom-

mender system that uses content based filtering [1] [5] and explicit

user modeling [8] techniques to generate recommendations and for

creation and maintenance of user models, respectively.

3 INFORMATION SOURCE STRUCTURED IN
OWL

In the first version of Infonorma, the information source was entirely

built in HTML, what implied in many difficulties to retrieve the de-

sired information, a task that could be easily performed by querying

ontologies. The poor semantic structure of HTML and the lack of

standardization presented by the source maintainers shortened seri-

ously the Infonorma effectiveness.

Instead of having the information source represented as a set of

HTML documents, an ontology describing the application domain

and the information elements as instances of this ontology may en-

able that all these problems to be easily surpassed. The Semantic Web

[2] technologies enable us to semantically represent the information

elements and exhibit them in a friendly way.

The ontology language chosen to represent the Infonorma infor-

mation source is OWL [12] using a XML/RDF based syntax. One

of the reasons for this choice is that it fits in the W3C standards and

these technologies are widely supported for a variety of tools such as

Protégé [7] [13] and JENA [11].

Each information item is represented as an OWL instance of the

ONTOLEGIS domain ontology. Its OWL version was automatically

generated with Protégé.

One of the auxiliary applications introduced in Section 2 is used

to maintain the information source. It is assumed that the original

information source will be replaced by the OWL based one, so new

information items will be created by filling a simple form within the

Java application that uses Jena to create a new OWL file with an

ONTOLEGIS instance representing the new information item.

There are some advantages of representing information in OWL

instead of using just HTML. First of all, the information source is

represented in an ontology similar to the one used to represent the

knowledge of the agents being easier for them to understand its con-

tents. With the structured information source, data about information

items can be obtained by simple ontology querying. In some cases

that do not require the full expressive power of OWL, the XML/RDF

syntax allows the agents to use simple XML/RDF query languages

like SPARQL or RDQL, both of them supported by JENA. For ex-

ample, for a given document structured in OWL we could easily find

out its type through the following RDQL query:

SELECT ?type

WHERE (inst:in_10860 legis:type ?type)

USING legis FOR

<http://www.domain.com.br/ontolegis#>

inst FOR <http://www.domain.com.br/laws/

ordinaries/2004/law_10860#>

Another reason for using OWL written in the XML/RDF syn-

tax is that it allows us to use XML stylesheets in XSL (eXtended

StyleSheets Language) to present the ontology instances to the users.

It is important to state that this approach turns the semantic structure

of a document completely independent from its presentation.

4 USING LOGIC FOR GENERATING
RECOMMENDATIONS

Although the use of OWL to semantically represent the information

source has brought significant improvements to Infonorma, it, by it-

self, did not implied in better recommendations. The main reason for

this is because the matching and similarity analysis techniques have

to take advantage of the semantic structure of information in order to

improve the quality of the recommendations.

Infonorma uses rule based reasoning enabled by Semantic Web

technologies [6] to match new information items with user models.

With some simple rules we can infer that a user U is interested in the

juridical normative instrument I .

The information source discussed in Section 3 works as the knowl-

edge base over which inferences will be done. The system can viewed
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as the triple:

(INS, UM, JA) (1)

Where INS is the set I1, I2, . . . , Ik of k juridical normative in-

struments, UM is the set U1, U2, . . . , Un of n user models and JA

is the set A1, A2, . . . , Am of m juridical areas.

Before introducing the rules used to infer the interests of a user it

is convenient to define some important first order logic predicates.

• hasInterest(A, U): the user U has interest in the juridical area

A.

• hasInterest(I, U): the user U has interest in the juridical nor-

mative instrument I .

• belongsTo(A, I): the juridical normative instrument I belongs to

the juridical area A.

• specializes(A1, A2): the juridical area A2 specializes A1.

The values of variables unifying these predicates can be obtained

by querying the ONTOLEGIS and ONTOJURIS ontologies (in the

case of specializes), through similarity analysis (as in belongsTo)

or by inference rules (as in hasInterest).

The following rule states that if the user U has interest in the

juridical area A and the instrument I belongs to this area, then U

has interest in I .

∀U, ∀A, ∃IhasInterest(A, U) ∧ belongsTo(A, I)
=⇒ hasInterest(I, U)

It is also true that if a juridical area A2 specializes a juridical area

A1 and an instrument I belongs to A2 then I belongs to A1. This

can be stated as follows.

∀A1, ∀A2, ∃Ispecializes(A1, A2) ∧ belongsTo(A2, I)
=⇒ belongsTo(A1, I)

Similarly, if a juridical area A2 specializes a juridical area A1 and

a user U has interest in A2 then U has interest in A1.

∀U, ∀A2, ∃A1specializes(A1, A2) ∧ hasInterest(A2, U)
=⇒ hasInterest(A1, U)

As the ontologies are represented in the OWL Semantic Web lan-

guage it is also needed the representation of rules in a compatible

format. The eXtensible Rule Markup Language [4] (RuleML) was

chosen to implement these rules. The first rule presented in this sec-

tion would be written in RuleML as follows.

<imp>

<_head> <atom>

<_opr> <rel>hasInterest</rel> </_opr>

<var>I</var> <var>U</var>

</atom> </_head>

<_body> <and>

<atom>

<_opr> <rel>hasInterest</rel> </_opr>

<var>A</var> <var>U</var>

</atom>

<atom>

<_opr> <rel>belongsTo</rel> </_opr>

<var>A</var> <var>I</var>

</atom>

</and> </_body>

</imp>

5 CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORK

This paper introduced Infonorma, a Semantic Web based recom-

mender system for the juridical area. It was originally designed for

the traditional Web and was enhanced by the use of Semantic Web

technologies. It has been shown how some problems related to in-

formation source processing were overcome through the use of such

technologies.

Only its developers have tested Infonorma. Before using it in prac-

tice and evaluating the system, some issues still have to be addressed.

The use of the expressive power of Semantic Web technologies is

not fully explored by Infonorma yet. The rules presented in Section

4 only perform the matching. The similarity analysis is still done

through keyword based techniques. Thus, the usage of ontologies to

calculate similarity between a user model and an information ele-

ment [14] [15] or between a juridical instrument and a juridical area

is a research issue that will be addressed in the future.

In the current version of Infonorma the users have to explicitly

specify their interests by filling a form. This is used to create and

update the user model. Another research issue to be addressed in

the future is to combine web usage mining techniques with Seman-

tic Web technologies to perform implicit user profile acquisition and

maintenance [10].
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Opinion Based Filtering 
Josep Lluis de la Rosa, Miquel Montaner, Josep Maria López (1) 

 

Abstract:  This paper shows the basis and results of opinion-based 

filtering as a new generation of recommender methods based on the 

agent metaphor. Its main idea is to consider other agents as personal 

entities, which one can rely on or not. Recommender agents can ask 

their reliable friends for an opinion about a particular item and Þlter 

large sets of items based on such opinions. Reliability is expressed 

through a trust value that each agent assigns to its neighbors. Thus, 

the opinion-based Þltering method requires a model of trust in the 

collaborative world. The proposed model emphasizes proactiveness, 

because the agent looks for other agents when it lacks of information, 

instead of providing either a negative or an empty answer to the user. 

Simulation results show that our method improves the state of the art 

compared with collaborative and content-based filtering methods. 

Keywords: recommender agents, collaborative filtering, trust 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Recommender systems make recommendations to users 

according to the information available. Such information 

includes data on items as well as proÞles of other users on the 

web. A fundamental issue is to select the most appropriate 

information with which to make decisions, and therefore 

information Þltering methods are essential. Among the 

information Þltering approaches used in the state of the art [2, 

7] for making recommendations are demographic, content-

based, collaborative Þltering, and hybrid approaches.  

The opinion-based Þltering method proposed here is based on 

a model of trust of recommender agents. Recommender agents 

are provided with a technology that allows them to look for 

similar agents that can offer them advice. The model proposed 

emphasizes proactiveness, since an agent looks for other 

agents when it lacks information, instead of remaining passive 

or providing either a negative or an empty answer to the user. 

Finally, our social model exploits interaction while preserving 

privacy.  This work is presented as follows. Section 2 justiÞes 

the need for trust in recommender agents. With trust, a opinion 

based information Þltering is explained in Section 3. Section 4 

introduces the algorithm. Section 5 presents results. 

2 THE NEED FOR TRUST IN 
RECOMMENDER AGENTS 

There are some approaches to trust in the collaborative world 

that can be applied to the information Þltering Þeld. 

Knowledge Pump, developed by Glance et al. [5], is an 

information technology system for connecting and supporting 

electronic repositories and networked communities. Glance et 

al. introduced a technique that they called Community-

Centered Collaborative Filtering (CCCF). In CCCF, the 

collaborative Þlter (CF) is bootstrapped by a partial view of 

the social network constructed from a user-input list of 

�advisors� (people whose opinions users particularly trust). 

The set of advisors is generated using statistical algorithms 

that mine the usage data automatically. The main difference 

from our model is the computation of the trust value; [5] based 

it on person�person correlation. Transparency of user data is 

therefore required through agents, while in our system privacy 

prevails. The CF weighted the opinions of the user�s most 

trusted contacts higher when predicting the user�s opinion on 

items. 

The idea of using the opinion of other agents to build a 

reputation was also applied by Yu and Singh [10]. Their 

agents build and manage the trust representations, not only 

taking into account the previous experiences of their users, but 

also communicating with agents belonging to other users. 

They aimed at avoiding interaction with undesirable 

participants and formalizing the generation and propagation of 

reputations in electronic communities. 

3 THE OPINION-BASED INFORMATION 
FILTERING METHOD 

The main idea is to consider other agents as personal entities 

that you can rely on or not.  Once the agent has a set of 

friends, it can use them to Þlter information. When the agent is 

not sure about a recommendation or discovers a new item, it 

asks the reliable agents for their opinions and uses their trust 

values to decide whether the item is interesting for the user or 

not. Once the agent has the opinions of the other agents, a 

consensus is achieved using an aggregation measure. The 

result of the consensus provides a conÞdence value from 

which the agent can decide on the convenience of 

recommending an item to the user or not. 

We suppose that similar agents will provide pertinent 

opinions, but they may also give inadequate ones. Trust, 

therefore, should be modiÞed as time goes by, depending on 

the results of recommendations, to improve accuracy. 

4 FORMALI ZATION OF OPINION-BASE D 
RECOMMENDER AGENTS 

The opinion-based Þltering method is based on a social model 

of trust that we describe following the main dimensions of 

recommender agents identiÞed in [7]: user proÞle 

representation, initial proÞle generation, proÞle exploitation, 

relevance feedback, and proÞle adaptation. 

4.1 User Profile Representation 

The process of Þltering information is based on user proÞles 

that are basically hypotheses of unknown target concepts of 

user preferences. Our model considers a user proÞle 

1 Agents Research Lab, Agents Inspired Technologies & EASY center of
xarxa IT del CIDEM, Universitat de Girona, Campus Montilivi, E17071 

Girona, Catalonia {peplluis, mmontane, jlopezo}@eia.udg.es  
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representation based on past experiences and a list of agents 

that the agent trusts. It is described as follows. 

Assume a set of agents, },...,,{ 21 naaaA  , and a set of 

products, },...,,{ 21 npppP  . Each product is described by a 

set of objective attributes (i.e. name, price). 

Thus },...,,{
21 niiii atatatp  , where At is the set of all attributes. 

Each agent can be interested in one product, which can either 

be expressed by the user (explicit attributes) or be captured 

automatically by the system from user interactions (implicit 

attributes). Explicit attributes provide more conÞdence in the 

recommendation process. However, they are not always 

available. Implicit attributes are useful when deciding on 

interesting items for the user. In the opinion based model, 

explicit and implicit user interactions are distinguished, and 

therefore it is a hybrid approach.  The set of explicit interests 

is defined as  }int,...,int,{int 21

e

n

eeeInt   � [0, 1] 

and the set of implicit interest as 

}int,...,int,{int 21

i

n

iiiInt   � [0, 1] 

An experience Ei keeps information about the objective 

attributes of a given product, as well as subjective information 

regarding the interest of the user in that product. Thus, 

! � i

i

i

e

iii IntIntpE G,,,   

where pi � P is the set of objective attributes of the product, 

Int
e

i
 is the set of explicit interests, Int

i

i
 is the set of implicit 

interest, and 
iG  is a temporal parameter in [0, 1] that indicates 

the relevance of the experience. Initially, 
iG  is set to 1, and it 

is updated according to the evolution of the agent. See [6] for 

further information. 

The experience of agent ai in product pj is Ei,j, and the set of 

all possible experiences is denoted as },...,,{ 21 ni EEE H . 

Each agent ai has a list of contact neighborhood agents on 

which it relies: 

)},(),...,,(),,{( ,,, 2211 kn iiiiiiiiii tatataC   , 

where Aa
ji � and 

jiit ,  
is a numerical value in [0, 1] that 

represents the truth value the agent ai has on agent 
jia . 

The set of all experiences of a given user and the set of 

selected agents that the agent trusts constitute the user proÞle: 

! � iii CProf ,H   

4.2 Initial Profile Generation 

The agent must create a user proÞle with initial experiences 

generated using a training set. That is, the user is prompted to 

consider a set of products and supplies information regarding 

his or her interest in the products. The training set consists of a 

collection of selected products Pt � P. For each product in the 

training set, the agent asks the user to define his or her explicit 

interest and also gathers information related to implicit 

interests.  

The next step of the initial proÞle generation is to obtain 

friend agents for the contact list. Initially the list is empty. We 

assume that there is a server that provides a list of the 

currently available agents. Then the initial trust of agents is 

elaborated using a procedure named �playing agents� [8]. The 

querying agent asks other agents in the world (enquired 

agents) about an item of the training set. One can apply this 

procedure because each agent has been trained on the same 

set, so they are able to provide answers about items belonging 

to the set. Then the agent asks the enquired agents about the 

items that the user �loves� or �hates.� The answer consists of a 

quantitative value, between 0 and 1. This interest value of an 

agent ai in a product pj, vi,j is calculated as: 

))(),((,

i

j

ie

j

e

jji IntfIntfgv  G   (1) 

where f
e 

is the function that combines the explicit interest of 

agent ai in product pj,  f
i

 is the function that combines the 

implicit attributes, g is the function that combines the results 

of f
e

 and f
i

, and, Þnally, 
�

j is the temporal parameter related to 

the relevance of the product, as explained above. Aggregation 

techniques can be used for implementing f
e

 and f
i

. For 

example, the Ordered Weighted Average (OWA) operator [9] 

is suitable, because we are dealing with different preferences 

of the user and such preferences can be ordered according to 

their relative importance.  
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Table 1. Interest values gathered by the querying agent 

The current querying agent, aq, gathers a total of |P
t

| interest 

values from each enquired agent 
iea , one for each product in 

the training set. Then the trust that agent aq has in agent ae, 

denoted as eqt , , is computed as follows: 
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This function computes the similarity between agents, aq and 

ae, weighted by the relevance of the products (
ipG ) according 

to aq�s interests (the querying agent). The result of the 

function is a normalized value in [0, 1]. The agent keeps only 

the agents that have similar interests in the contact list. This is 

achieved by means of a Þxed-length contact list: only the n 

closest agents will be kept in the list. It will be very time-

costly if any agent attempts to build a contact list by starting a 

playing agents procedure with all the agents in the world. For 

example, in a platform where agents recommend restaurants 

from Girona, up to 75,000 agents, one for each user, could be 

considered in the playing agents procedure. 

4.3 Profile Exploitation for Recommendation 

When an agent evaluates a new product, pnew, the agent 

computes the degree of similarity between the new product 

and the previous ones, according to the similarity measure 

based on Clark�s distance. 

For all experiences Ep in the user proÞle, 
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where iqat ,  is the ith attribute of the product in the experience 

Ep and inewat ,  is the ith attribute of the new product. Clark�s 

distance is deÞned in [0, 1] and has proved useful in several 

domains. Then: 

� If there is some product above a given threshold W+, the 

system recommends it. This coincides with content Þltering. 

� If the best similar product is under a threshold �
í
, that means 

that the user has no interest in it and therefore the agent does 

not recommend it to the user. 

� If the similarity of the products is in [W+í, �
í
], then the agent 

turns to the opinion Þltering method to recommend. 

The opinion Þltering method consists of the following steps 

1. Ask the trustworthy agents in the contact list for their 

opinion on product pnew. For each enquired agent 
iea , a 

product value newei
v ,  is calculated using equation 1. 

 
Table 2.  Product-interest values shown by the enquir ed agents 

2. Compute a global value for the new product, rnew, based on 

the opinion of all the queried agents. Because we are dealing 

with several sources of information, an appropriate 

combination function is the weighted average (WA), where 

the weights are the trust values of the agents. Therefore, 
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where iqt , is the trust value that agent aq has on the queried 

agent ae
i
, and |Cq| is the number of contacts list of the querying 

agent aq. 

If rnew goes above the � + threshold, then the new product is 

recommended to the user. It is important to note that if the 

enquired agents provide interest values for the product, that is, 

int
e 

1
, ..., int

e

, and int
i

1
, ..., int

i

, instead of an aggregated value, 

vi, new, the information gathered by the querying agent will be 

richer and a more accurate decision can be made. 

4.4 Relevance Feedback 

To maintain the user proÞle, systems require relevant 

information regarding feedback of the recommendations given 

to the user. The most common way to obtain relevance 

feedback from the user is by means of information given 

explicitly by the user and the information observed implicitly 

from the user�s interaction with the web. In our model, this 

relevance feedback information is kept in the Inte and Inti sets 

included in each experience of users� proÞles. 

4.5 Profile Adaptation 

Objective attributes of products, such as price, often change. 

The user�s interests can also change. Therefore, the same user 

can characterize the same product with a different interest at 

different times. An update of the user proÞle is then required. 

In our model, we have taken a lazy approach: we do not 

explicitly represent the interest value of the product in the user 

proÞle, but compute it on demand. Thus, the update process 

regarding product changes is costless, since it keeps either the 

new attribute of the product or the new interest of the user. 

The key issue in adaptation is the relevance feedback from 

previous recommendations. If agents provide a 

recommendation based on the opinions of our �trustworthy� 

agents, trust should be updated according to the outcomes. 

5 RESULTS 

Thousands of simulations with 40 user proÞles, six trust 

parameters and five playing item sets were performed. The 

parameters used in the simulations are summarized in Table 3 

and the results of the simulations are shown in the following 

sections. For further information see [6]. 

 
Table 3: Simulation Parameters 

All evaluation measures are based on the concept of success 

and failure of the recommendations provided to the user. A 

recommendation is considered successful if the user provides 

feedback about it, and the feedback is positive. That is, once 

the feedback is obtained, the corresponding interest value vi is 

computed, and if it exceeds the � + threshold, then the 

recommendation is considered a good one. If the interest value 

vi is less than �
í
, the recommendation is considered a failure. 

Otherwise (either the user does not provide feedback or the 

interest value is between � + and �
í
), there is too much 

uncertainty and the recommendation is not labeled as either 

success or failure, and so it is not explicitly treated in the 

experimental results. 

The precision measure is used to compare results. It is the 

fraction of the selected items that are relevant to the user�s 

information need. Precision is calculated with the following 

formula [11]:       P = S / N   (7) 

where S is the number of successful recommendations and N 

is the number of items for which the system makes some 

recommendation (good, bad, any). 

5.1 Doubt Thresholds 

The doubt thresholds � + and �
í
 deÞne when a recommender 

agent is sure about a recommendation. When the interest value 

of a new item is above � +, the item is recommended to the 

user. These parameters are also used to decide when agents 

will collaborate by means of the opinion-based Þltering 

method. When the interest value of a new item is in [� +, �
í
], 

the best friends� opinions are incorporated into the decision 

process. Four (� +, �
í
) pairs were tested. 

x �
+ = 0.5 and �

í
 = 0.5: if an item has an interest value above 0.5, 

it is recommended to the user. Otherwise it is ignored and the 

opinion-based Þlter is not used. 

x �
+ = 0.6 and �

í
 = 0.4: items with interest values in [0.4, 0.6] are 

veriÞed with reliable friends. 
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x �
+ = 0.7 and �

í
 = 0.3: items require a rather high interest value to 

be recommended to the user. An important band of uncertainty 

means that many recommendations must be veriÞed with best 

friends� opinions. 

x � + = 0.8 and �
í
 = 0.2: agents only recommend items when they 

are very sure. Most of the time, the opinion-based Þltering 

method is incorporated into the decision process. 

The results of the simulations show that if agents only 

recommend new items to the user with a high certainty of 

being accepted (high doubt threshold), the precision of the 

system is extremely high, although only very few items are 

recommended. When the certainty of the recommendation is 

low (low doubt threshold), precision decreases considerably. 

Therefore, the doubt thresholds should be selected according 

to the purposes of the recommender system. 

5.2 Playing Item Sets 

Five different sets were simulated. 

x Playing0: the three items with the highest interest value and the 

three with the lowest are selected. 

x Playing1: utilizes the item with the highest interest value and the 

one with the lowest. 

x Playing2: only the three items with the highest interest value are 

selected. 

x Playing3: all the items are compared. 

x Playing4: four items are selected randomly. 

The results show the importance of the items used to make 

new friends. A small set of items is always more selective than 

a larger group, because opinions are more difficult to coincide 

and fewer agents are added to contact lists.  

5.3 Trust-decreasing Factor 

At every cycle, the trust-decreasing factor 
�
 decreases the trust 

in the agents contained in the contact list. The aim of this 

parameter is progressively to reduce the reliability of agents 

who do not provide information. Agents providing 

information are judged according to the success of their 

recommendations. However, if agents do not provide 

opinions, their trust is never updated. 

The results show that this parameter affects the performance 

of the system mainly when agents are less selective when 

making friends. When only the most reliable friends are 

maintained in the contact lists, simulations show very similar 

results. Thus, when agents are more tolerant when adding new 

friends to contact lists, the trust-decreasing factor causes an 

increase of precision and recall. This is mainly because this 

parameter especially penalizes agents who do not provide 

information, and only useful friends are queried during the 

recommendation process. Thus, this parameter helps agents 

select which are the most useful reliable agents. 

5.4 Trust-modifying Factors 

The trust-modifying factor �  controls the �acquaintance� of 

agents contained in the contact lists from the usefulness of 

their opinions and recommendations. When an agent in the 

contact list gives good opinions that result in a successful 

recommendation, the trust value of this agent is rewarded. In 

contrast, if the resulting recommendation is evaluated as poor 

by the user, the agent is penalized. �  moderates the effect of 

success or failure on trust modiÞcation. 

5.5 Comparison of Results 

A comparison of Content-based (CBF), Opinion-based 

(CBF+OBF), Opinion-based and Collaborative Filtering 

(CBF+OBF+CF, and CBF+OBF+CF�), and finally Trust 

Evolution (CBF+OBF+CFT) is shown in Figure 1. We can see 

that there is a regular peak W around 0.8�0.95. 

 
Fig. 1 Comparison of results 
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An Architecture for a Multiagent Recommender System
in Travel Recommendation Scenarios

Fabiana Lorenzi and Ana L.C. Bazzan and Mara Abel 1

Abstract. This paper presents an architecture of a multiagent rec-

ommender system applied to the tourism domain. The system envi-

ronment has several agents working in the travel packages recom-

mendation process, where each agent has its own knowledge base

and is responsible for a task of the process such as booking flights,

hotels and the attractions. The agents have a reasoning maintenance

element that helps to keep the integrity of their knowledge bases.

1 Introduction

Recommender systems are being used in e-commerce web sites to

help customers to select products more suitable to their needs and

preferences [6]. The recommendation can be done using information

about the user, about other users, about the previous recommenda-

tions performed or even information got from the internet.

However, the information available from the internet is unorga-

nized and distributed on server sites all over the world. The tourism

domain, for example, consists of several tour operators services and

lots of data sources from the travel agencies distributed over the in-

ternet. Many services are not always available and sometimes infor-

mation can be ambiguous or erroneous due to the dynamic nature

of the information sources and potential information updating and

maintenance problems.

The motivation of this work came from the tourism domain prob-

lem in recommend best travel packages to users. In the regular pro-

cess of travel recommendation, the traveler goes to a travel agency to

get help to plan her/his trip. The result of such a planning is a travel

package. This is not an easy task because it involves different flights,

booking hotels, timetable from attractions and further information.

For example, if the traveler asks for 15 days in Rio de Janeiro and

Salvador, the travel agent needs to compose the whole travel package,

including flights, the hotels in both cities, and the possible attractions

to visit in each place.

The major problem is that the travel agent needs knowledge about

all these items to compose the travel package according to the user’s

preferences. Normally, the knowledge about all these items is dis-

tributed in different sources and it needs an extensive work to search

the different pieces and put them all together. The problem of locat-

ing information sources, accessing, filtering, and integrating infor-

mation to compose a travel package has become a very critical task.

In order to deal with these problems we propose a multiagent rec-

ommender system. Agents can be used to retrieve, filter and use in-

formation relevant to the recommendation. Multiagent systems can

divide specialized task knowledge, avoiding unnecessary processing,

1 Universidade Luterana do Brasil, Canoas, Brasil, email:
lorenzi@ulbra.tche.br and Universidade Federal do Rio Grande do
Sul, Porto Alegre, Brasil, email: lorenzi,bazzan,marabel@inf.ufrgs.br

and can be built to deal with dynamic changes in the information

source.

This paper shows the architecture of a multiagent recommender

system where each agent plays the role of an expert of some com-

ponent of the travel package and helps to assemble the whole travel

package. Each agent has its own knowledge base but they are not spe-

cialized in some component. For this reason, the agents are able to

exchange information among themselves when needed. In this sce-

nario, each agent is responsible for one piece of information (e.g. one

travel package’s component) and after the whole search, we can ex-

pect the system to have a travel package to recommend to the user.

Agents work in a distributed and cooperative way, sharing and nego-

tiating knowledge and recommending the best product to the user.

In this kind of distributed multiagent scenario, the maintenance of

the agents’ knowledge bases is important and the recommendation

efficiency depends on it. To deal with the problem of keeping the

integrity of the knowledge base of each agent, the system is based on

the idea of the beliefs revision - a way of reviewing the assumptions

of each agent.

Section 2 shows the related work and section 3 describes the pro-

posed architecture to the multiagent recommender system. Section 4

shows a case study in the tourism domain. Finally, in section 5 we

discuss some advantages and some open issues related to the devel-

opment of the proposed architecture.

2 Related Work

The growth of e-Commerce has brought the need of providing a per-

sonalized attendance to a huge number of users through the Inter-

net. Several domains are been used in recommender system develop-

ment. The tourism domain, for instance, has attracted the attention

of several researches in the recommendation field. One example is

DieToRecs [7], a travel recommender system that suggests both sin-

gle travel services (e.g. hotel or an event) and complete travel plans

comprising more that one elementary service. DieToRecs is able to

personalize the current recommendation based on previously stored

recommendation sessions (view as cases).

The travel recommendation is a tricky task and it still has some

open issues such as different information sources distributed over the

internet and the specific knowledge needed to compose a travel. In

order to deal with these issues, a new kind of recommender systems

has been developed: the multiagent recommender system.

The multiagent recommender system uses agents to help in the

solution process, trying to improve the recommendation quality. The

agents cooperate and negotiate in order to satisfy the users, interact-

ing among themselves to complement their partial solutions or even

to solve conflicts that may arise.
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In [9] the authors investigated the viability of building a recom-

mender system as a marketplace in which the various recommender

agents compete to get their recommendations displayed to users. The

market works as a coordinator of the multiple recommendation tech-

niques in the system.

The main idea of the system is to improve the recommendation

quality choosing the best recommendation method to the current

situation. Some points of this application can be discussed: 1) the

market correlates the agents’ internal valuation and the user’s valu-

ation of the recommendations by invoking a bidding and a reward-

ing regime. If, for some reason, the user does not evaluate the rec-

ommendations, maybe this valuation will not be done correctly; and

2) auctions are used to decide the recommendation winners and the

agents who provided good recommendations (chosen by the user)

receive some reward in return. Those agents become richer and are

able to get their recommendations advertised more frequently than

the methods whose recommendations are infrequently chosen by the

user. This behavior avoid the serendipity and maybe the system will

never surprise the user with unexpected recommendation.

Another example of multiagent case-based recommender system

is CASIS [3]. The authors proposed a metaphor from swarm intelli-

gence to help the negotiation process among agents. The honey bees’

dancing metaphor is applied with case-based reasoning approach to

recommend the best travel to the user. The recommendation process

works as follows: the user informs his/her preferences; the bees visit

all cases in the case base and when they find the best case (accord-

ing to the user’s preferences) they dance to that case, recruiting other

bees to that case; and the case with the most number of bees dancing

for it is the one recommended to the user.

The advantage of this application is that the bees always return

something to recommend to the user. Normally, case-based recom-

mender systems use pure similarity to retrieval the best cases. The

recommendation results depend on the defined threshold and some-

times the system does not find cases that match the threshold. De-

spite the controversy that sometimes is better not recommend instead

of recommend wrong products, this is not true in the tourism do-

main. CASIS system always return some recommendation, which is

specific for the current season, given the dynamic nature of the ap-

proach).

3 An architecture for a multiagent recommender
system

Recommender systems have providing alternatives to deal with the

problem of information overload in the internet [8]. The user de-

scribes his/her preferences and the system recommends the best

product according to what was described by the user. However, in

some domains, it is possible that a single information source does

not contain the complete information needed for the recommenda-

tion.

For example, in a travel recommender system the travel package

is composed by several components such as flights, hotels and at-

tractions. These components cannot be found in just one information

source in the travel agency. Normally, the flights come from the flight

companies systems (like Sabre from United Airlines or Amadeus

from Varig); the hotels have their own websites and each attraction

such as a museum also has its own website where its timetable is

published. In order to recommend some travel package to the user, it

is necessary to search for each information in many different sources

and further assemble all the components together.

The travel package recommendation was modeled using the ar-

Figure 1. The architecture of the multiagent recommender system

chitecture shown in figure 1. The multiagent recommender system

proposed in this work has a group of agents with a common global

goal (the recommendation) and separate individual goals (the com-

ponent that each one has to search). The agents are distributed over

the network (in the travel agency for instance) and there are two types

of agents:

• The Travel Agent (TA) agent is the agent responsible for the final

recommendation. When the user asks for some recommendation,

the TA agent starts the process. It creates a list of tasks (the com-

ponents of the travel package) according to the user’s preferences

and communicates it to all the agents within the community. The

community is composed by the agents who are within a defined

range of action. Even within this range, we assume that failures

may happen sometimes. Besides, the agents can be too far to hear

the requests or cannot provide an answer.

• The Components (CP) agents are responsible for searching the

components of the travel package that will be recommend to the

user. Each agent picks a task in the list.

An important feature of this architecture is that the CP agents

are not specialized in a specific component of the travel package.

They can pick different components in different recommendation

cycles. This allows the CP agents to exchange information among

themselves. The CP agents cooperate in the recommendation pro-

cess, communicating with each other (through broadcast) and shar-

ing knowledge.

Each CP agent has two important elements: its own knowledge

base (called LocalKB) where they store the information they search

in the internet; and a reasoning maintenance system that includes a

mix of an Assumption based Truth Maintenance Systems (ATMS)

[1] and a Distributed TMS [2]. The agent keeps a set of assump-

tions in this element [4]. These assumptions come from the exchange

information between the agent and the others agents. An important

aspect of this architecture is that the agents must be able to assess

and maintain the integrity of the communicated information and their

KBs.

Another important feature of our architecture is the communica-
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tion time consumed by the agents. In this distributed scenario, agents

can be in the same or in different computers and the required infor-

mation can be in the travel agency network or in the internet. For

this reason we defined three different levels of information search: 1)

the CP agent looks for the information in its own knowledge base;

2) the CP agent looks for the information in the community, asking

for the agents of the community if some of them has the informa-

tion it needs; 3) the CP agents go to the internet to search for the

information.

These different levels lead to a good performance of the system,

avoiding unnecessary searches because most of the requirements can

be solved in the two first levels of communication. However, in the

beginning of the process, when the KBs are empty, the agents will

search more frequently in the internet.

4 Case Study - A Travel Recommendation

In this section, we present a case study with the application of the

multiagent recommender system architecture in the tourism scenario.

The system recommends travel packages to the user. Each travel

package is composed by flights, accommodation and attractions. The

agents work in a cooperative way to recommend the best travel pack-

age to the user. They can communicate with each other and are able

to share their knowledge.

Figure 2. Users’ preferences

The recommendation cycle starts when the user specifies his/her

preferences (as shown in figure 2). After these preferences are given,

a list of tasks is created by the TA agent. Each preference chosen

by the user becomes an item (also called a component of the travel

package) in the list. The CP agents then pick a task from this list.

When a CP agent selects a task, it is marked as “already allocated”

and no other agent can select it (in the future we will study whether

the system’s performance could be improved if we allow more agents

to carry out the same task; possibly there will also be a cost regarding

inconsistencies). According to the user’s preferences example shown

in figure 2, the list was created with 3 tasks: 1) destinations and at-

tractions; 2) type of transportation; and 3) type of accommodation.

Each CP agent knows its identification, its own knowledge base

(LocalKB) and its set of assumptions (information exchanged with

other agents). Initially, all the agents have their LocalKBs empty and

these LocalKBs are incremented according to the utilization of the

system.

The communication among the agents is done through exchange of

messages. The first communication protocol used in this architecture

is the Choosing tasks Protocol, shown in Figure 4. The TA agent

sends a broadcast message to the community indicating that the list

is available. To pick a task from the list, each CP agent has to start

a communication with the TA agent. The TA agent sends a list with

the available tasks to the CP agent. It chooses (randomly) its task

Figure 3. Agents in the 1st cycle of recommendation

Figure 4. Communication protocol - Choosing tasks

from the list, informing the chosen task to the TA agent. The TA

agent sends an ackonwledgement and ends the communication. This

communication protocol must be atomic to avoid inconsistencies in

the list of tasks. Figure 3 shows that in this example, only three CP

agents were in the community in the moment that the TA agent has

created the list of tasks.

In the example, Agent1 has selected the task type of transportation

and it was responsible for the flights to the destination chosen by the

user. In the web search, Agent1 found three possible flights. Agent2

has selected the accommodation task and found information about

three-star hotels in Sao Paulo and Salvador. Agent3 is responsible

for the attractions. Due to a failure or due to its position (outside the

range), Agent4 is outside the community and it did not listen to the

request. That is why it does not appear in figure 3.

If the user criticizes the recommendation and, for example,

changes the type of wished accommodation, the recommendation cy-

cle restarts. The list of tasks is recreated only with this new prefer-

ence. In this new cycle, the agents can choose different tasks from the

list (even because the list is dynamic so the tasks change according

to the new preferences defined by the user). Now the user asked four-

star hotels and s/he expects a new recommendation. In this cycle, the

agents already have information in their LocalKB and they search

first in their own KB. If they do not find the information needed, they

start the communication with other agents.

The communication protocol in this case is called Assistance Pro-

tocol and it envolves the CP agent that is searching for information

and the community. The CP agent send a broadcast message to the

community telling that it needs information i to perform its task t.
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Figure 5. Agents in the 2nd cycle of recommendation

The agents from the community answer if they have or not the in-

formation. As we can see in figure 5, Agent3 was responsible for

searching information about accommodation. It did a broadcast to

the community asking for information about four-star hotels. Agent1

and Agent2 answered the request, telling that they do not have the

information and Agent3 store this fact in its LocalKB.

Let us assume that the user criticized the recommendation one

more time and now s/he changed the destination, choosing Sao Paulo

and Rio de Janeiro. The agents choose their tasks from the list and

now Agent4 is responsible for the four-star hotels. This agent has not

been introduced to the other agents yet because in the previous cy-

cles it was not in the boundaries of the broadcast. So, it introduces

itself to the community and gets to know the other agents. It learns

that Agent3 has information about four-star hotels and they exchange

information. However, it learned now that the information is about

four-star hotels in Sao Paulo and Salvador. Agent3 has not informa-

tion about four-star hotels in Rio de Janeiro.

It is important to notice that the agents cannot always hear the

messages. They can be away from the boundaries of the broadcast.

This leads to inconsistencies in their LocalKBs and also in their set

of assumptions. That is a serious problem when they try to exchange

information. This work helps in the negotiation among the agents,

trying to keep the integrity of their KBs. The TMS element of each

agent helps to keep the KBs integrity and allows the agents to ex-

change information in a reliable way.

Another point that our approach considers is the fact that travel

package recommendation needs specific knowledge to each compo-

nent of the package. The information needed can be distributed in

different sources. With its own KB and the possibility of exchange

information among all the community members, the agents help in

the recommendation, working in a distributed and cooperative way.

5 Concluding Remarks

Recommender systems are been used in e-commerce to help users

to find out better products according to their needs and preferences.

Knowledge-based approach tries to exploit the knowledge about the

user to improve the recommendation. In this paper, we presented an

architecture of a distributed multiagent recommender system where

the agents work together to search information that fit to the users

preferences.

In this multiagent architecture, each agent has its own knowledge

base and its set of assumptions. All the agents communicate to each

other to exchange information, avoiding unnecessary processing be-

cause they first check their knowledge bases and the community of

agents. Only if they do not find information in their LocalKB or in

the community then they search in the internet.

The proposed architecture is under development. Preliminary

studies show some positive feedback:

• The use of agents in the distributed recommender system in the

tourism domain returns good recommendations, according to the

user’s preferences. The agents have the knowledge needed and

they are able to create the recommendation as the human travel

agent would do it;

• The two different kind of agents help in the recommendation

process performance. TA agents are responsible for creating

the whole recommendations. CP agents are responsible for the

searches;

• The TMS element in each CP agent helps to keep the data integrity

of the knowledge bases. Each time an agent talks to another one to

ask for information, it is necessary to validate the agent’s beliefs,

otherwise inconsistencies can appear.

As future work, we intend to increase some features in the ap-

proach such as including more components in the list of tasks and

evaluate what happen if two agents pick the same tasks, maybe some

competitive behavior can show up. We want also to include some

task allocation approach to improve the process where the CP agents

choose their own tasks.

Another point to be investigated is the feasibility to convert the

agent’s knowledge base into a case base. It means that each agent

can have its own case base and tries to recommend using past cases.

As shown in [5], distributed case-based reasoning is being used in a

variety of application contexts.
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A multiagent recommending system for shopping centres 

Javier Bajo1, Juan M. Corchado2, Yanira de Paz2, Juan F. de Paz2, Quintín Martín2 

 

Abstract. This paper presents a multiagent model that provides 

recommendations on leisure facilities and shopping on offer to the 

shopping mall users. The multiagent architecture incorporates 

deliberative agents that take decisions with the help of case-based 

planners. The system has been tested successfully, and the results 

obtained are presented in this paper.  

1  INTRODUCTION 

Multiagent systems have become increasingly relevant for 

developing applications in dynamic and flexible environments, 

such as the internet, personalized user interfaces, oceanography, 

control systems, recommendation systems or robotic [4, 9, 10]. 

Agents can be characterized through their capacities such as 

autonomy, reactivity, pro-activity, social abilities, reasoning, 

learning and mobility. These capacities can be modelled in various 

ways, using different methodologies. One of the possibilities is to 

use Case Based Reasoning (CBR) [1]. This paper presents a 

distributed architecture whose principal characteristic is the use of 

CBP-BDI recommender agents [11]. These deliberative agents 

incorporate a reasoning Case Based Planning (CBP) engine [13], a 

variant of CBR systems which allows the agents to learn from 

initial knowledge, interact autonomously with the environment and 

users, and allows it to adapt itself to environmental changes by 

means of discovering knowledge �know how�. The aim of this 

work is to obtain a model for recommending plans in dynamic 

environments. The proposal has been used to develop a 

recommending system for the uses of a shopping mall, that helps 

them to identify bargains, offers, leisure activities, etc. 

We have developed an open wireless system, capable of 

incorporating agents that can provide useful recommendations and 

services to the clients not only in a shopping centre, but also in any 

other environment such as the labor market, educational system, 

medical care, etc. Users are able to gain access to shopping and 

sales and leasing time information (entertainment, events, 

attractions, etc) by using their mobile phone or PDA. Mechanisms 

for route planning when a user wants to spend time in the mall are 

also available. Moreover, it provides a tool for advertising 

personalized offers (a commercial manager will be able to make 

his offers available to the shopping mall clients), and a 

communication system between directorship, commercial 

managers or shopping mall clients. 
The Mall has become one of the most prevalent alternative to 

traditional shopping [3]. A shopping mall is a cluster of 

independent shops, planned and developed by one or several 

entities, with a common objective. The size, commercial mixture, 

common services and complementary activities developed are all 
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in keeping with their surroundings [3]. Every shopping mall has a 

permanent image and a certain common management. Part of 

shopping mall management includes solving incidents or problems 

in a dynamic environment. As such, a mall can be seen as a large 

dynamic problem, in which the management required depends on 

the variability of the products, clients, opinions, etc [6].  

In the next section, the wireless multiagent system developed 

will be presented, paying special attention to the Planner agent 

detailed in the third section. Finally, some preliminary results and 

conclusions are presented. 

2  RECOMMENDING MULTIAGENT SYSTEM  

Recommender systems have been widely studied and different 

artificial intelligence techniques have been applied. The application 

of agents and multiagent systems facilitates taking advantage of the 

agent capabilities, such as mobility, pro-activity or social abilities, 

as well as the possibility of solving problems in a distributed way. 

There are many architectures for constructing deliberative agents 

and many of them are based on the BDI model [7]. In the BDI 

model, the internal structure of an agent and its capacity to choose, 

is based on mental aptitudes. The method proposed in [13] 

facilitates the incorporation of CBR systems as a deliberative 

mechanism within BDI agents, allowing them to learn and adapt 

themselves, lending them a greater level of autonomy than pure 

BDI architecture [7]. The architecture proposed in this paper 

incorporates �lightweight� agents that can live in mobile devices, 

such as phones, PDAs, etc. [6, 9], so they support wireless 

communication (Wi-Fi, Bluetooth) which facilitates the portability 

to a wide range of devices [9].These agents make it possible for a 

client to interact with the MAS in a very simple way, downloading 

and installing a personal agent in his mobile phone or PDA. The 

system also incorporates one agent for each shop in the shopping 

mall. These agents can calculate the optimal promotions and 

services at a given moment. The core of the MAS is a 

Recommender agent that generates plans (routes) in response to a 

client�s request, looking for the best shopping or leisure time 

alternatives. The agent has to take into account the client profile, 

the maximum amount of money that the client wants to spend and 

the time available. The route generation must be independent of the 

mall management, in the sense that it is not appropriate to use the 

same knowledge base (or all the knowledge) that the directorship 

controls. Only the knowledge corresponding to the offers and 

promotions at the moment of the recommendation should be used. 

Otherwise the client will be directed to the objectives of the 

shopping mall management. As can be seen in Figure 1 there are 

three types of agents:  Recommender agent, Shop agents situated in 

each shop and User agents situated in the client mobile devices. 

Each User agent communicates to nearest shops and can 

communicate to the Recommender agent. Shop agents 

communicate to Recommender agent and User agents. 
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Figure 1.  MAS: Coodinator agent, Shop agents and User agents. 

The option chosen to define an appropriate analysis and design 

methodology for the problem to be resolved is one that combines 

Gaia [17] and AUML [2], in an attempt to take advantage of both 

[4]. Studying the requirements of the problem, three agent types 

have been chosen: The User Agent plays three roles, the 

Communicator role manages all the communications of a client; 

the Finder role looks for near devices and the Profile Manager role 

obtains a client profile. The Shop agent plays two roles, the Store 

Operator is in charge of manage the store (data base operations on 

stored products), moreover monitors the products shortage, in order 

to prevent desupply; and the Promotions Manager role controls the 

retails in each shop, as well as the promotions that every shop 

offers to its clients. Finally the Recommender agent plays four 

roles, the Clients Manager role deals with the client profiles 

management and controls the connected clients at a given moment; 

the Analyst role carries out periodic evaluations on retails, 

promotions and surveys data trying to provide a good quality 

service; the Incidents Manager role manages incidents, such as 

sending advices, or solving a wide range of problems; the Planner 

role is the most important role in our system. The Planner creates a 

route printing the most suitable shops, promotions or events to the 

client profile and available resources at one particular moment.  

As far as interaction is concerned, the dependences and 

relationships between roles are described. Each interaction in 

which roles are involved requires protocols. In the SMA presented 

in this work the next protocols have been considered: 

RequestPromotionsData when the Recommender or a User agents 

ask about promotions data and a Shop agent sends the response, 

SolveConsult when the User agent makes query to a Shop agent 

and receives the response, AlertShortage is used for a Shop agent 

to inform the Recommender agent about a product shortage, 

InformOrderSupplier is used for a Shop agent to inform the 

Recommender agent about an order carrying out, 

InformProductsState when a Shop agent inform the Recommender 

agent about its products state, InformPromotionsState is used for a 

shop to send periodic information about promotions to the 

Recommender agent, SolveIncident is used for a Shop or User 

agent to indicate to the Recommender agent that an incident has 

happened and receive the response, SolveRecommendation when 

the User agent asks the Recommender agent about a plan and 

receives the response, finally Notify is used for the Recommender 

agent to send notices to User or Shop agents. For example, when a 

client asks for a new route, the user agent uses the 

SolveRecommendation protocol. The Recommender agent sends 

the recommendation and keeps receiving the results of each of the 

subgoals proposed. If necessary a replannig will be maid.  

The case structure for a client profile shown in Table 1, is 

defined using CBML [11]. The structure is defined through feature 

labels. The items, attributes and their values and weights are 

labelled. In our problem three main attributes have been 

considered: personal data, retail/leisure time data and interests data. 

The retail/leisure attribute is composed of business type, business 

identification, product type, product identification, price, units and 

date attributes. The interests data attribute is composed of retail 

time and frequency, monthly expense both business and product, 

extracted from retail data, and the explicit attributes obtained from 

questionnaires. Each attribute has a value, noun or adjective, and 

an assigned weight. Since the number and type of business is high, 

the businesses were classified into leisure time (cinema and 

recreational), catering (restaurant, fast food and pizza) and public 

retail (clothes, shoes, computing, supermarket and optical). The 

products have been also classified, for example the films are 

divided in action, comedy, terror and drama.  

Table 1.  User profile case fields. 

Case Field Measurement 

PERSONALDATA Client Personal Data (ClientData) 

RETAILDATA Retails  (RetailsData) 

INTEREST User interests (UserInterest) 

    
The agent controlling recommendations is a CBP-BDI agent. 

This agent deals with multiple objectives derived from the tasks of 

coordinating all the shops, the client management and planning and 

optimization of routes. The routes and promotions proposed to a 

client consider the client profile and their resources (money and 

time) at the moment of the route request. It maintains a mall map 

and an estimation of the time employed walking by a client. The 

Recommender agent is able to generate routes, analyze retail and 

promotion data, manage incidents and manage clients at the same 

time. To solve the problem of route recommendation the 

Recommender agent uses an innovative planning mechanism: the 

Case Based Planning. CBP provides the agent with the capabilities 

of learning and adaptation to the dynamic environment. Moreover, 

the Recommender is able to apply a dynamic replanning technique, 

the MRPI (Most RePlan-able Intention), which allows the agent to 

change a plan at execution time when an incident happens [13]. 

The Recommender agent implements the reasoning cycle of the 

CBP system by means of three capabilities: Update, KBase and 

VCBP (Variational CBP) capabilities. The Update capability 

implements the retrieve (neural network based on principal 

component analysis and subsequent similitude algorithms) where 

the past experiences are retrieved and retain stages, while the 

KBase capability implements the reuse stage (neural network based 

on pondered weight technique [12]) and the revise stage VCBP 

capability , where the user opinion is evaluated. The VCBP 

capability also controls the dynamic replanning task.  

 The platform chosen for implementation was Jadex [16], a 

JADE add-on. The Jadex agents deal with the concepts of beliefs, 

goals and plans. A belief can be any type of java object and is 

stored in the beliefs base. A goal represents a motivation that has 

influence in the agent behaviour. A plan is a java procedure and is 

executed in order to achieve goals. Moreover all the JADE 

communication advantages are provided (even the LEAP add-on). 

3  RECOMMENDER AGENT. CBP-BDI AGENT. 

The purpose of case-based reasoning (CBR) is to solve new 

problems by adapting solutions that have been used to solve similar 

problems in the past [1]. The CBP is a variation of the CBR which 

is based on the plans generation from cases. The deliberative 

agents, proposed in the framework of this investigation, use this 

concept to gain autonomy and improve their recommending 

capabilities. The relationship between CBP systems and BDI 

agents can be established by implementing cases as beliefs, 

intentions and desires which lead to the resolution of the problem. 

As described in [13], in a CBP-BDI agent, each state is considered 

as a belief; the objective to be reached may also be a belief. The 

intentions are plans of actions that the agent has to carry out in 
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order to achieve its objectives [7], so an intention is an ordered set 

of actions; each change from state to state is made after carrying 

out an action (the agent remembers the action carried out in the 

past, when it was in a specified state, and the subsequent result). A 

desire will be any of the final states reached in the past (if the agent 

has to deal with a situation, which is similar to a past one, it will 

try to achieve a similar result to that). Next, the CBP recommender 

is presented: Let E = {e0,...,en} the set of the possible interesting 

places to visit and buy. An Agent plan is the name given to a 

sequence of actions (1) that, from a current state e0, defines the 

path of states through which the agent passes in order to offer to 

the client the better path according to each client's characteristics. 

Below, in (2), the dynamic relationship between the behaviour of 

the agent and the changes  in the environment is modelled. The 

behaviour of agent A can be represented by its action function 

)(taA
 t∀ , defined as a correspondence between one moment in 

time t and the action selected by the agent.  
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From the definition of the action function aA(t) a new 

relationship that collects the idea of an agent�s action plan can be 

defined. By knowing the action �a� that an agent A carries out at 

time t (aA(t)), we have the plan that the agent carries out pA(t).  . 

For each time t the agent A will carry out an action. These actions 

are functions and can be composed as such. To facilitate notation 

this composition of functions will be expressed as a sum in the 

discreet case and as an integral in the continuous case. 
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Where t0 is the time of the agent's first action to be detailed and 

tn the time of the last action. Given the dynamic character that we 

want to print onto our agent, the continuous extension of the 

previous expression (3) is proposed as a definition of the agent 

plan, in other words (4). 
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   The variation of the agent plan pA(t) will be provoked essentially 

by: the changes that occur in the environment and that force the 

initial plan to be modified, and the knowledge from the success and 

failure of the plans that were used in the past, and which are 

favoured or punished via learning. O indicates the objectives of the 

agent and O� are the results achieved by the plan. R represents the 

total resources and R� are the resources consumed by the agent. 

The efficiency of the plan (5) is the relationship between the 

objectives attained and the resources consumed 
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Where # means cardinal of a set. The objective is to introduce 

an architecture for a planning agent that behaves � and selects its 

actions � by considering the possibility that the changes in the 

environment block the plans in progress. This agent is called MRPI 

(most re-plan-able Intention agent) because it continually searches 

for the plan that can most easily be re-planned in the event of 

interruption.  Given an initial point e0, the term planning problem 

is used to describe the search for a way of reaching a final point ei 
�

 e* 
�

 E that meets a series of requirements. Given a problem E 

and a plan p(t) the functions Ob and Rc accumulated are 

constructed from the objectives and costs of the plan (6). For all 

time points ti two variables are associated: 
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   This allows us to construct a space representing the environment 

for planning problems as a vectorial hyper dimensional space 

where each axis represents the accumulative variable associated 

with each objective and resource. The planning space, defined in 

this way, conforms to the following properties:  

Property 1: The representations of the plans within the planning 

space are always monotonously growing functions. Given that 

Ob(t) and Rc(t) are functions defined as positive, function p(t) 

expressed at these coordinates is constant or growing. 

Property 2: In the planning space, the straight lines represent 

plans of constant efficiency. If the representations of the plans are 

straight lines, the slope of the function is constant, and coincides 

with the definition of the efficiency of the plan. 
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   In an n-dimensional space, the extension of the straight concept 

line is called a geodesic curve. In this sense, the notion of geodesic 

plans can be introduced, defined as those that maintain efficiency 

at a constant throughout their development, and therefore, they are 

the most replanned in the event of changes in the environment to 

be able to complete the desired objectives. This way, only the plans 

of constant efficiency (geodesic plans) are considered, due to the 

fact that they are the ones of minimum risk. If the efficiency is not 

constant it means that it depends on time, if the efficiency increases 

it means that there will be problems if the plan is interrupted 

quickly and if it decreases then there will be problems when the 

plan has almost concluded, in the sense that it has not found an 

alternative to obtain the objectives.  As such, constant efficiency 

becomes increasingly important. In an environment that changes 

unpredictably, to consider any plan that is different from the 

geodesic plan means to accept a certain risk. The agent must search 

for the plan that determines a solution with a series of restrictions 

F(O;R)=0. In the plans base the plans sought are those that are 

initially compatible with the problem faced by the agent, with the 

requirements imposed on the solution according to the desires, and 

in the current state [1]. If all the possible plans {p1,...,pn} are 

represented within the planning space, a subset of states that the 

agent has already attained in the past will be obtained in order to 

resolve similar problems. With the mesh of points obtained 

(generally irregular) within the planning space and using 

interpolation techniques, we can obtain the working hyperplan h(x) 

(that encapsulates the information on the set of restrictions from 

restored experiences, by definition leading to a hyperplan since it 

verifies h(xj)=pj j=1,�,n and the planning space is the dimension 

n). From this, geodesic plans can be calculated and and the 

variation calculation is applied. Suppose, for simplicity�s sake, a 

planning space of dimension 3 with coordinates {O,R1,R2}. 

Between point e0 and objective points fs f={e1,..., em} and over the 

interpolation surface h(x), the Euler Theorem [13, 14] guarantees 

that the expression of the geodesic plans will be obtained by 

resolving the system of equations in (7), where Ri is the function 

accumulated R, O is the function of accumulated O and L is the 

distance function on the hyperplan h(x), L=�hdl. 

   In order to obtain all the geodesic plans that, on the surface h(x) 

and beginning at e0, allows us to reach any of the points e*
�

 fs f, a 

condition of the surrounding must be imposed: the initial point will 

be e0=(O0,R0). Once an efficient plan is developed, the plans 

around it (along its trajectory) are used to create a denser 

distribution of geodesic plans. The tool that allows us to determine 
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this is called the minimum Jacobi field associated with the solution 

set [15]. g0:[0,1] � S be a geodesic over a surface S. Let h:[0,1] x[-
� ,� ] � S  be a variation of g0 so that for each t 

�
 (-� ,� ), the set 

{ht(s)}t � (-� ,� ): ht(s) for all t
�

(-� ,� ) are geodesic in S and they begin at 

g0(0), in other words, they conform to ht(0)=g0(0) for all t
�

(-� ,� ). 

In these conditions, taking the variations to a differential limit (8). 
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   The term Jg0(s) is given to the Jacobi Field of the geodesic g0 for 

the set {gn(x)}n � N, and in the same way that the definition has been 

constructed, it is possible to give a measurement for the 

distribution of the other geodesics of {gn(x)}n � N around g0 

throughout the trajectory. Given a set of geodesics, some of them 

are always g* that, in their environment, have a greater distribution 

than other geodesics in a neighbouring environment. This is 

equivalent to saying that it presents a variation in the distribution 

of geodesics lower than the others and therefore the Jacobi Field 

associated with  {gn(x)}n � N reaches its lowest value at Jg*. Let�s 

return to the MRPI agent problem that, following the recuperation 

and variation calculation phase, contains a set of geodesic plans 

{p1,...,pn}. If the p* is selected with a minimum Jacobi Field value, 

it can be guaranteed that in the event of interruption it will have 

around it a greater number of geodesic plans in order to continue. 

This suggests that given a problem with certain restrictions 

F(O;R)=0, the geodesic plan p* with minimum associated Jacobi 

field associated with the set {gn(x)}n � N  is called the most re-plan-

able solution. The behaviour model G for the MRPI agent is (9). 
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   If the plan p* is not interrupted, the agent will reach a desired 

state ej 
�

 e*
�

 fs f, j
�

{1,�,m}. In the learning phase, a weighting 

wf(p) is stored. With the updating of weighting wf(p*), the planning 

cycle of the CBP motor is completed. In Figure 3, it is possible to 

see what happens if p* is interrupted. Let�s suppose that the agent 

has initiated a plan p* but at a moment t>t0, the plan is interrupted 

due to a change in the environment. The geodesic planning meets 

the conditions of the Bellman Principle of Optimality [5], in other 

words, each one of the plan�s parts is partially geodesic between 

the selected points. This guarantees that if g0 is geodesic for 

interrupted e0 in t1, because e0 changes to e1, and g1 is geodesic to 

e1 that is begun in the state where g0 has been interrupted, it 

follows that: g = g0+ g1 is geodesic to e= e0 (t1 - t0)+e1 (t2 � t1)  
 

  

Figure 3.  Model for behaviour G(t). 

   The dynamic process follows the CBP cycle recurrently: each 

time a plan finds itself interrupted, it generates the surroundings of 

the plans from the case base from the state reached so far, and 

adjusts them to the new problem. With this it calculates the 

geodesic plans and selects the one which meets the minimum 

conditions of the associated Jacobi field. In this way the dynamic 

planning model of the agent G(t) is characterised as shown in 

Figure 3. A minimum global Jacobi field J(t) also meets Bellman�s 

conditions of optimality [5], in other words, a minimum global 

Jacobi field, must select minimum Jacobi fields �in pieces� (10). If 

on the one hand, successive Jacobi fields generate one Jacobi field, 

and on the other hand, minimum Jacobi fields generate a minimum 

Jacobi field, the MRPI agent that follows a strategy of replanning 

G(t) as indicated to survive a dynamic environment, generates a 

global plan p*(t) that, faced with all possible global plans { pn(t)} 

n � N, presents a minimum value in its Jacobi field Jg*(t) 
�

 Jp*(t). An 

agent has been formally defined that in a dynamic environment 

seeks plans that lend it greater capacity for replanning. 

)}(,),(),({)( 1min12min01minmin −−−−= nn ttJttJttJtJ "  (10)

Figure 4 shows a simple example: The mall main entrance has 

been taken as the origin of coordinates. Different positions (user, 

shops, leisure areas) are represented by means of coordinates in a 

plane (R2). Bearing in mind the user's interests, places to visit are 

selected, then, the routes that include these points are traced, and 

the route most easily replanned in the event of interruption of the 

initial plans is proposed; this is done bearing in mind the time 

available, the shopping time and leisure activities schedule. The 

chosen route is surrounded by the greatest density of alternative 

routes, thereby ensuring the success of the proposed plan. 
 

  

Figure 4.  Screen shots for user profile and inform route.  

4  RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS  

The system was tested at the Tormes Shopping Mall in the city of 

Salamanca during 2005 and 2006. The multiagent system has been 

tuned and updated, and although the system is not fully operational 

and the aim of the project is to construct a research prototype and 

not a commercial tool, the initial results have been very successful 

from the technical and scientific point of view. The construction of 

the distributed system has been relatively easy, using previously 

developed CBR-BDI libraries [4, 9, 10]. AUML [2] and Gaia [17] 

provide an adequate framework for the analysis and design. The 

formalism defined in [13] facilitates the straight mapping between 

the agent definition and the CBR construction. Figure 4 presents 

two screen shots of the User agent. It shows the form for 

introducing personal data and the route generated for a client trying 

to buy clothes and see an action movie. The security problem was 

tackled by using the FIPA https protocol and a private network to 

connect Shop agents with the Recommender agent. 

   The fundamental concept when working with a CBR system is 

the concept of case, so it is necessary to establish a case definition. 

A case managed by the Recommender agent, is composed of the 

attributes described in Table 2. Cases can be manipulated manually 

or automatically by the agent (during its revision stage, when the 

user evaluation obtained through questionnaires is given to the 

system). The agent plans can be generated using different strategies 

since the agent integrates different algorithms. The metrics 
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mechanisms proposed in [8] facilitates the retrieval stage, but the 

products base and the promotions base must be defined and sorted 

including metrics that facilitate searches for similitude, for 

example the time expected for buying each product. The client 

profile is obtained from retail data and periodic questionnaires. The 

system has been tested from October 2005 to February 2006 

obtaining promising results. The e-commerce techniques [3] have 

facilitated the client motivation since a user can easily find the 

products he/she is interested in, spend his leisure time in a more 

efficient way and make contact with other clients with whom 

he/she can share hobbies or opinions. So the degree of client 

satisfaction has been improved as observed in the surveys.  
 

 
Figure 5.  Clients satisfaction degree. 

 The first autonomous prototype started to work in October 

2005 with a test set of 30 users, with up to 75 that gave their 

evaluations in the final promotions and a final number of different 

users of 157 with 328 evaluations, at least 50% of users giving an 

evaluation more than once. The users were selected among clients 

with a terminal supporting the application (Wi-Fi, Bluetooth). The 

results obtained show that the greater part of users, near 67%, were 

people aged between 16 and 30 years old, while the percentage of 

people older than 40 is less than 3%. However there were no 

significative differences with respect to client sex. Figure 5 shows 

the clients degree of satisfaction during the 6 promotions studied. 

The tendency indicates that as promotions were launched, the 

client satisfaction degree grew. As expected, at the beginning, the 

system obtains a low evaluation, basically due to the causes 

derived from the system start up; but as more cases were 

incorporated, the promoted products were closer to the user profile. 

Users have noticed the utility of the dynamic replanning, since it is 

quite usual for them to change opinions/objetives in the middle of a 

plan. The MRPI tool is greatly appreciated and optimizes the time 

spent in the shopping mall. 
 

 

Figure 6.  Retail promotional products and retail total products. 

Table 2.  Recommendation case fields. 

Case Field Measurement 

CLIENT Client profile (ClientProfile) 

MONEY Money to spend (Money) 

TIME Time (Time) 

INIT User initial location (Location) 

PREF User preferences (Preference)  

SOLUTION Solution and efficiency (Solution)  

   
 The percentage of sales of promotional products, shown in Figure 

6, has slightly grown over the total. The basic reason is that clients 

have instant information about the products they are interested in, 

and the information is very accurate and customized. 

As the system obtained more information about client profiles, 

products and habits, the system knowledge increases and the 

recommender agent provides more optimal plans. The clients also 

needed time to get used to the system. 
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Evaluating Different Preference Elicitation Methods 
for a Mobile Recommender System in a Field Tr ial 

Ronny Kr amer, Mark o Modsching, Klaus ten Hagen1 and Ulrik e Gretzel2 

Abstract.  Recommender systems offer product advice or 
information users might be interested in. In the tourism 
sector information needs are directed towards sights and 
restaurants. Today’s agent technology provides the 
opportunity for intelli gent tour recommenders to organise a 
personal walking tour and to provide user specific guidance 
and interpretation to create an individualized experience. 
This is the main objective of the Dynamic Tour Guide 
(DTG, [16]) - a mobile agent that elicits personal generic 
preferences, selects attractions, plans individual tours, 
provides navigational guidance and offers location based 
interpretation via a mobile device. But intelligent recom-
mendation deliveries require knowledge about the user’s 
interests. A field trial served to evaluate methods for the 
elicitation of generic preferences and to reason about their 
general necessity by defining the following research targets: 
Is it possible to seed generic interest profiles that allow the 
accurate prediction of rankings of concrete sights? And are 
these profiles suffic iently diverse to make personalised tours 
based on individual interests a real improvement towards 
standard tours? The results suggest that ranking of simple 
categories constitutes the most effective means of capturing 
user preferences using a mobile device and that standard 
tours would not adequately represent the wide array of 
interest profiles identif ied. 

1 INTRODUCTION 
Presently guided tours have to be booked in advance, 
e.g. in tourism offi ces. Tourists wanting to start a 
walking tour on the spot will have to assemble their 
own one using public information sources like maps or 
signs. With just little information a software agent 
might take on that challenge. A tourist needs to 
provide a generic interest profile, a start- and end point 
and a given time period – all necessary data to 
compute and recommend an appropriate tour. The 
challenges lie in eliciting the preferences of a tourist 
by means of a mobile device to seed an interest profile, 
to rank the available sights conditional on these 
interests by semantic matching, to compute an 
individual tour based on these data, and to adapt the 
tour to spontaneous choices made by the tourist when 
executing the tour. The challenge this paper is 
concentrated on is the evaluation of preference 
elicitation methods. The specification of interests in a 
mobile context is particularly difficult [13]. A mobile 

device provides less than 4% of the pixels of a PC and 
its users are subject to many distractions, e.g. traffic 
noise, that make them less patient in interacting with 
the application. Thus, time and information bandwidth 
is severely limited compared to a standard PC 
environment. This paper suggests three different GUIs 
and preference elicitation models considering these 
constraints. The gathered interest profiles are 
subsequently benchmarked in order to determine the 
accuracy of the elicitation process. In addition, the 
diversity of the tourists’ interests is analyzed in order 
to study the necessity to gather individual profiles. 

2 RELATED  WORK  

2.1 Tourist distrib ution surveys 
A survey among 1500 tourists in Heidelberg by 
Freytag [6] found out that most tourists explore the 
city by foot and on their own as they probably are 
spontaneous visitors who, due to information deficits, 
move within a very limited area around the Old Town. 
Chapter 9 of Kempermann et al [10] presents the 
different behaviour of first-time and repeat tourists at 
theme park destinations. It is outlined that repeat 
visitors select attractions much more properly based on 
previous knowledge. These examples emphasize the 
intention of the DTG helping tourists to be able to visit 
sights they are most interested in by offering 
recommendations based on information that isn’ t 
visible or accessible for tourists yet. 

2.2 Tour Guides 
The following projects summarize the current state of 
the art in Tour Guide research activities: 
Cyberguide [1] was one of the first mobile tour guides. 
It works outdoor with GPS and indoor with infrared to 
determine context information like users’ position and 
orientation. Personal preferences are not analyzed to 
compute a tour plan, but the user can receive 
information about anything he/she is near. 
GUIDE [3] is a mobile tour guide which uses cell  
based positioning supported by interaction dialogs 
letting the user select photos of concrete attractions 
she/he is looking at to receive information. The tourist 
has to choose sights for visits by categories manually. 
Then a route is computed using navigation objects. 
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The Deep Map project [12] presents a tourist guide 
that is accessible by voice, provides domain know-
ledge in a database and has a geographical information 
system integrated. But the user has to plan the tour 
her/himself. Virtual screen tours are possible as well. 
The software developed by eNarro [4] provides 
predetermined tours presenting the most important 
sights in many big cities all over the world. The tourist 
needs a PDA with a special player loaded with the 
content for the particular tour for audiovisual infor-
mation presentation. Additional navigation software 
providing guidance support is necessary. 
In connection with the AgentCities [2] framework the 
“Fujitsu Laboratories of America” [7] have developed 
an event organizer. Based on an ontology, it selects a 
restaurant according to the guest’s preferences and 
makes a reservation when planning an evening. This is 
a step towards context-awareness, as the search for a 
restaurant is dynamic due to the user’s preferences. 

2.3 Preference elicitation  
The DTG strongly emphasizes the recommendation 
component that leads to individual tour experience 
with minimal effort for tourists. This requests a 
computation of an individual tour in real-time by 
considering available context information li ke personal 
interests and location based services. But there is 
always a tradeoff between effort and quality, whereas 
recommendation quality is more important li ke shown 
in many studies (e.g. Swearingen & Sinha 2001 [15]). 
Eliciting the tourists’ interests and tour preferences is 
thus the precondition to be able to make suitable 
recommendations: 
Fink and Kobsa [5] investigate the elicitation of 
preferences in order to personalize a tour by observing 
the behaviour of the tourist, generalize the 
observations based on “stereotypes” and then predict 
interests in certain concrete items. This approach 
presumes a central server for storage and a certain 
amount of data to bootstrap the system. In order to 
jump start the provision of personalized tours the 
availability  of suffi cient information about relevant 
generic interests is indispensable. This approach 
intends to develop and validate methods to gather a 
generic interest profile, which is then used to derive 
rankings on concrete attractions by semantic matching 
based on a common public ontology of the destination. 
Any data is gathered by a mobile device owned by the 
user. Therefore any personal information doesn’ t need 
to leave the boundary of a personal computing device. 
Gretzel and Fesenmaier [9] not only mention the 
recommendation aspect, but also the persuasive 
component of a recommendation system. The primary 
goal is to get to know the preferences of users, but as 
this is a complex task it is better to get some clues and 
then to suggest things which can influence the choice 

of users by the way of representation. Most people 
aren’t aware about their preferences all the time, so 
they need to be inspired to be reminded of it. 
Eliciting ones preferences is not a trivial task 
especially in mobile context as found out by e.g. 
Nguyen, Cavada & Ricci [13]. But solving this 
problem may lead to fundamental improvements in 
eTourism, e.g. more personalized information 
provision to enable the tourists to enjoy a destination 
to its full potential. 

3 PREFERENCE ELIC ITATION  EXPERIM ENT 

3.1 Target 

The field study was designed to answer the following 
questions in particular: 
(1) Is it possible to build a mobile system that 

effectively collects generic preferences from 
tourists to successfully predict the ranking of 
concrete sights?  

(2) How diverse are the interests of tourists? Are 
there clusters of interest profiles, such that 
offering a selection of standard tours would 
sufficiently serve the purpose? 

3.2 Setup 
The field study was conducted in Görlitz (Germany, 
[8]) in the summer of 2005 over a time period of four 
weeks and involved 234 tourists. Before the 
experiment could start, about 80 sights of the city of 
Görlitz were modeled semantically (assigned to 
concepts of an attraction ontology) and in respect of 
content (pictures and describing text for each 
attraction). Three different methods were developed 
and implemented as shown in Table 1. 
The tourists were given an MDA, which is a PDA type 
mobile device with an integrated mobile phone. Their 
tasks were to complete a questionnaire and to express 
their generic interests using one of those three 
methods. The generic interests served as the input for 
the semantic matching algorithm to rate (and rank) all 
available concrete sights appropriately by directed 
graph evaluation. Please see [16] for more details. Two 
sights rated best, worst and medium were picked out to 
be displayed on a PC screen by chance. The tourist 
was then asked to rank these six concrete attractions 
using descriptions and pictures provided for each. The 
purpose was to find out the preference elicitation 
method which led to generic profiles that were most 
suitable to predict the behaviour of the tourist in 
ranking the concrete sights. This method will achieve 
the highest correlation between predicted ranking and 
the ranking created by the tourist. An equal rank order 
of tourist and algorithm results in the highest possible 
correlation value, which is 1. 
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Table 1: Preference elicitation methods 
� Hierarchical browser (tree view): 

The hierarchical 
structure of the ontology 
is visualized by a tree 
view element. The user 
can select any category 
she/he is interested in by 
checking the boxes. The 
advantage is that 
everything can be 
displayed on a single 
screen which is also a 
disadvantage when 
expanding the tree as 

small fonts have to be used and scrolling becomes 
necessary. 

� Inspirational images: 

The hierarchy is 
presented by iconic 
images for each level. 
These images shall 
associate positive or 
negative feelings with 
each term. The pictures 
can be maximized and 
information for each 
term is offered too. 

The advantage is the 
visualization by pictures 

and symbols which clearly emphasizes the 
recommendation aspect. However to proper 
presentation on a mobile device requires several 
screens, which makes the orientation difficult. 

� Main categories 

Only the main categories 
(landmarks, architecture, 
culture, landscape and 
celebrities) are provided 
for selection. Selecting 
one category will open a 
pop-up window to give a 
percentage value to 
express the intensity of 
the interest which is 
displayed by a certain 
amount of colored stars. 

3.3 Results 
Each tourist only tested one of the three methods. So a 
question which method they would prefer wasn’t 
possible. But being asked to rate the usability all 

methods were stated to be self -describing and easy to 
work with. A differentiated analysis demands figures. 

3.3.1 Correlation 

The generic interests selected by the tourist served to 
rank the available concrete attractions by the semantic 
matching algorithm. 6 concrete sights of that list had to 
be ranked by the tourist. The similarity between user 
defined rankings and algorithm-based rankings can be 
expressed in the form of rank order correlations. The 
best result is an identical ranking (value 1), the worst 
one is an opposite list (value -1). A value of 0 signifies 
that there is no recognizable correlation. The 
correlation value is determined by the formula of 
Spearman which compares two ranked lists according 
to Lowry [11]. 
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with n = number of elements, d = difference of the 
element positions, i = index 
The difference of the positions of each sight in both 
lists is calculated and squared. The condition is that the 
elements must be ordered ordinal. That means that 
there is a significant difference between the first and 
second element and so on. In this case there might be 
sights at adjacent positions having received the same 
amount of points. Then the difference is set to 0, where 
else it is 1. 
The correlation results are listed in Table 2. From a 
median perspective the correlation for the relatively 
simple method using fi ve main categories and the 
imaginative method using images are equally effective 
in capturing the interests of the tourists. Wrong 
selections of main categories or images supported 
categories are less probable than within a multilevel 
tree structure which is the last method. But altogether, 
due to the mobile context conditions, the three 
methods only show little difference. 
 

Table 2: Correlation results 
Method Tree Images Cate-

gories 
Mean 0.47 0.48 0.52 rs coef-

ficient Median 0.54 0.6 0.6 
 
The median value expresses that half of all tourists 
have reached a correlation of 0.6 or higher. Taking a 
look at the distribution of correlation values in Figure 1 
emphasizes that fact. As there aren’ t any similar 
experiments for comparison, an exemplary ranking 
shall help to assess the meaning of the values: 
- Rank order 0): 1,2,3,4,5,6 Æ correlation = 1 
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- Rank order 1): 3,2,1,5,6,4 Æ correlation = 0.6 
- Rank order 2): 5,2,3,4,1,6 Æ correlation = 0.1 
A correlation of 0.6 can thus be regarded as a similar 
ranking as there are only minor changes in the order. 
That means that for the majority of the tourists the 
attractions which will be automatically selected for the 
tour will be those highly voted by the tourist 
him/herself. Thus the elicitation of generic preferences 
is possible and works well. 
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Figure 1: Correlation distribution 

 
Surprisingly the amount of clicks as well as the 
amount of time spent for specifying one’s interests 
doesn’t have a positive effect on the spearman 
coeffi cient. One might now reason that any further 
effort doesn’ t lead to an improvement of the abilit y to 
predict the selection of concrete attractions. At least 
this was the case with the three methods used in this 
field study. 

3.3.2 Entropy 

Given the values of the rank order correlation 
coeffi cient it can now be assumed that the semantic 
matching algorithm using generic interest profiles is 
able to rank the attractions according to the desires of 
the tourist. Nonetheless an ambient intelligence device 
computing individual tours might not be necessary, 
since the interests of the tourists are pretty much the 
same or fall into a couple of well-defined prototypical 
interest profiles. Therefore the next crucial question is 
how diverse are the gathered interest profiles? 
A way to assess the diversity is to compute the entropy 
which is a measure for disorder. Zero describes a total 
order or concentration whereas the maximal value 
describes an even distribution. Measuring the entropy 
each profile is interpreted as a combination of 
interests. Each combination has a certain probabilit y of 
occurrence, which can be determined by dividing the 
frequency of each profile by the number of profiles in 
total. The profiles derived from main category 
selections contain additional percentage values for 
each category which are considered within different 
combinations as well. The single probabilities are then 

used to compute the entropy: 
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with L = number of profiles, p = probability of profile 
k 
The computed entropies are displayed in Table 3. If all 
profiles were identical the entropy would be zero. If all 
profiles are unique the entropy is the binary logarithm 
of the number of profiles. As the values are between 
85% and 98% of the maximal entropy most profiles 
are unique. The fact that the image version has the 
lowest value means that the tourists’ decisions were 
influenced by the images (and their quality), so that 
more tourists were attracted by the same things. 
The entropy calculation for the interest profiles as a 
whole shows that the overwhelming number of profiles 
is different. However it might still be the case that 
there is considerable overlap between the interest 
profiles. Therefore each profile was compared against 
the other profiles, determining how many elements are 
identical. The average amount of identical elements is 
expressed as a percentage also listed in Table 3. 
 

Table 3: Diversity of interest profiles 

Method Number of 
profiles 

Relative 
Entropy 

Overlap: 
Min- Max 

Tree 75 0.92 3%-53% 

Images 90 0.85 1%-40% 

Categories 69 0.98 17%-34% 

 
The right side of Table 3 li sts the overlap number. For 
the tree version up to 53% of overlap is given meaning 
that in the average between 3% and 53% of the classes 
in an interest profile are common with another interest 
profile. Still the half of all profiles differs. 
Furthermore the entropy of the distribution of selected 
interests within the ontological hierarchy can be 
determined. It gives an impression if the tourists select 
the same nodes within the same branch or if the 
selections are spread evenly across the whole tree 
structure. The absolute numbers of selections of each 
interest term were taken to calculate the entropy for 
each level of the hierarchy. What can be seen in Table 4 
is that the interests are indeed very individual and 
tourists do not select the same things at all as the 
entropies reach more than 90% of an even distribution. 
These results show that there is a considerable 
difference of personal interests among the majority of 
tourists. Providing only a set of prototypical tours 
might not satisfy individual needs. Thus individual 
interest elicitation seems to be indispensable. 
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Table 4: Diversity of interest selection at various levels of 

the ontology using the image version 
Image 
version 

Actual 
Entropy 

Max 
Entropy 

Relative 
Entropy 

Level 1 2.28 2.32 0.98 
Level 2 3.7 4.0 0.93 
Level 3 3.98 4.17 0.95 

4 CONCLUSION 
The DTG recommends highly personalized adaptive 
tours based on individual preferences. The field trial 
has proven that generic preferences can be elicited 
effectively even in mobile context. Capturing 
preferences using a limited number of easy and 
intuiti ve attraction categories appears to be the most 
suitable way. Based on this generic interest profile a 
semantic matching algorithm is able to compute a 
ranking of concrete sights, which is highly correlated 
with a ranking by the tourist him/herself. Based on the 
ranking of sights an approximate heuristic algorithm 
then computes an initial tour plan. As the field trial has 
also shown, individual tour plans are necessary as the 
interests among tourists strongly vary. 
The DTG enables tourists to enjoy a destination 
according to different contexts, which includes their 
interests, available time, actual position and 
environmental conditions. Personal tour recommenders 
may help spreading the tourists more evenly across the 
destination and give exposure to a much wider set of 
services. This is going to be examined in another field 
trial in summer of 2006 by evaluating the complete 
mobile application. 
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Using an Ontologcial A-priori Score to Infer User’s
Preferences

Vincent Schickel and Boi Faltings1

Abstract. With the ever growing importance of the web in our life,

people have become overwhelmed by information and are unable to

find the object that matches their need. To help the users in this pro-

cess, recommendation systems filter unnecessary objects and only

show the most suitable ones. However, due to an incomplete prefer-

ence model, today’s systems may fail to recommend the items that

best match the user’s preferences. We propose a novel technique for

filling in missing elements of a user’s preference model using the in-

formation captured in an ontology. Furthermore, we show through

experiments on the MovieLens data set that our model achieves a

high prediction accuracy and personalization level even when little

about the user’s preferences is known.

1 Introduction

Recommendation systems (RS) have been devised as tools to help

people find items on the internet. Two kinds of techniques are widely

used in e-commerce sites today.

The first technique is item-to-item collaborative filtering (CF,

[13]), which recommends products to users based on the experience

of like-minded groups of users. CF assumes that similar users like

similar objects, which means that its ability to recommend items

depends on the capability to successfully identify the set of simi-

lar users, known as the target user’s neighbourhood. Furthermore, it

does not build an explicit model of the user’s preferences. Instead,

preferences remain implicit in the ratings that the user gives to some

subset of products. In practice, CF is the most popular recommen-

dation technique, and this is due to three main reasons. First, studies

have shown it to have satisfactory performance when sufficient data

is available. Second, it can compare items without modeling them

and thus can theoretically deal with any kind of item, as long as they

have been rated by other people. Finally, the cognitive requirement

on the user is very low. However, it has been argued by many au-

thors that CF suffers from profound handicaps such as the cold-start,

first-rater, and scalability problems [6], [10], and [14].

The other widely used technique is preference-based recommen-

dation. Here, a user is asked to express explicit preferences for certain

attributes of the product. If preferences are accurately stated, multi-

attribute decision theory (MAUT, [4]) provides methods to find the

preferred product even when the set of alternatives is extremely large

and/or volatile. This technique does not suffer from cold start, latency

or scalability problems, since recommendations are based only on

the individual user’s data. However, the big drawback of preference-

based methods is that the user needs to express a potentially quite

complex preference model. This may require a large number of in-

1 Swiss Federal Institute of Technology - EPFL, Switzerland, email:
{vincent.schickel-zuber,boi.faltings}@epfl.ch

teractions, and places a higher cognitive load on the user since he has

to reason about the attributes that model the product.

At the same time, the use and benefit of ontologies in recommen-

dation systems has been widely accepted. [1] have used a simple on-

tology called Concept Tree to build a personalized search engine that

increased classification accuracy by more than 60%. [10] have re-

duced data sparsity in CF by combining semantic and item similar-

ities together. [7] have used ontological relationships between top-

ics of interest to infer other topics of interest, which might not have

been browsed explicitly. More recently, it has been shown that topic

diversity in recommendation via the use of an ontology can increase

recommendation usefulness [16].

In this paper, we define a novel similarity measure called Ontology

Structure based Similarity (OSS). It is based on assigning concepts

in the ontology an a-priori score (APS), and computing the relations

between the scores assigned to different concepts. APS is used to de-

termine propagation parameters for scores between concepts. We use

this in a novel preference based technique that solves the recommen-

dation problem even when very little data about the user is known.

As in collaborative filtering, user’s preferences are expressed implic-

itly via the ratings of some items. The novelty of our work is to infer

missing preferences using the OSS approach, thus avoiding the need

for complex preference elicitation.

2 DEFINITIONS & ASSUMPTIONS

In this work, an ontology λ is defined as a directed acyclic graph

(DAG) where a node represents a primitive concept, and an edge

models the binary specialization relation (isa) between two concepts.

Thus, the ontology establishes a hierarchy where each concept can

have a set of sub-concepts known as the descendants, but not all in-

stances of a concept must belong to a sub-concept.This work assumes

the existence of an ontology, where all the items of our catalog are

instances of a concept. Our model allows an item to be instance of

any concept in the ontology, not just a leaf concept.

An example of a popular ontology is WordNet [8], where concepts

represent groups of similar words (synonyms), and edges are hyper-

nyms (is-subset-of) and hyponyms (part-of) relations. E-commerce

sites like Amazon.com also use simple taxonomies to classify their

items.

In the recommender system context, a concept represents a group

of items with the same features. Consequently, items in the differ-

ent sub-concepts are distinguished by differences in certain features.

However, these are usually not made explicit in the ontology. Con-

cretely, we see a feature as a restriction on a property or a combi-

nation of properties that differentiates a concept from its parent. For

example, the subclasses of red and white wines are distinguished by a
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combination of features which include color and also certain aspects

of taste.

The recommendation problem can be seen as the problem of pre-

dicting a score S assigned to an item. For example, the score could be

a preference score or popularity rating. We assume that the score is a

positive real-valued function that satisfies the following assumptions:

• A1: the score depends on features of the item.

• A2: each feature contributes independently to the score S.

• A3: unknown and disliked features make no contribution to S.

The first assumption is very intuitive and reflects the fact that an

item is instance of a concept, which is modeled by a set of features.

Following this, all instances of the same concept will have the same

score, and this score will only be influenced by the features mak-

ing up the concept. Assumption A1 is also present in multi-attribute

decision theory [4], where the utility of an item depends on the pref-

erence value of the attributes making that item. Thus, all instances

of the same concept will have the same score as they share the same

features.

The second assumption eliminates the inter-dependence between

the features and allows the score to be modeled as the sum of the

scores assigned to each feature. In MAUT, an even stronger assump-

tion (the mutually preferentially independence) is used to build an

additive value function of an item. In parallel, [11] extended the idea

of additive value function to a decision strategy called the weighted

additive strategy (WADD).

The third assumption may appear counterintuitive, but it reflects

the observation that users are risk averse. For example, if the score

models the price that a user is willing to pay for an item, it is rational

for users to adopt this pessimistic view, since one would not normally

be willing to pay for features that have not been explicitly provided or

which are disliked. Thus, the score attached to a concept can be seen

as a lower bound on the score that items belonging to that concept

might have.

More generally, some analogy can be made between the score

function and the lower prevision [15]. The lower prevision of a gam-

ble X is a real number, which is interpreted as the highest price a user

is willing to pay for X . In fact, the score of a concept c corresponds

to a strict lower bound of the prevision for selecting any instance of

c. Preferences can be reasonably modeled as scores, but scores could

also model other properties.

We show in experiments that such an assumption about scores

yields the best known model of concept similarity.

3 Computing an A-Priori Score

A major ingredient of OSS is to compute the a-priori score of a con-

cept c, APS(c), based on its location in the ontology. The APS mod-

els the expected score of each concept for an average user, but with-

out using any user information. It is not used as a prediction of actual

scores, but only to estimate constants (α and β) that determine how

actual user’s scores propagate through the ontology.

As we have no information about the user, we assume that all the

items have an a-priori score that is uniformly distributed between 0

and 1. This is often a reasonable assumption as each concept exists

to satisfy the desire of a similar group of people. The score repre-

sents how much an item is liked, where 0 means maximally disliking

the concept and, conversely, 1 means maximally liking it. Following

assumption A3, the score of a concept is the greatest lower bound of

the scores of its items. The probability that the score of a concept c is

superior to the threshold x, (S(c) > x), is equal to 1 − x. However,

this probability ignores the fact that concepts can have descendants.

Our model is by definition pessimistic (A3), which means that the

score should be a lower bound of the score of items belonging to this

concept, and the score of its descendants. Therefore, the probability

that the score of any concept c is superior to a threshold x is equal to

(1−x)n+1, where n is the number of descendants of c. Note that we

count all descendants, not just the leaves, to account for the fact that

each concept has instances that do not belong to any sub-concept.

The probability distribution of the score for a concept c is

P (S(c) ≤ x) = 1−(1−x)n+1, with the following density function:

fc(x) =
d

dx

(

1 − (1 − x)n+1
)

= (n + 1) . (1 − x)n
(1)

To compute the expected score of the concept c, E(c), equation

(1) is integrated as shown in equation 2.

E(c) =

∫ 1

0

xfc(x)dx = (n + 1)

∫ 1

0

x(1 − x)ndx =
1

n + 2
(2)

The expected score tells us that the expected score of a concept

c will be inversely proportional to the number of its descendants +

2. Following equation (2), the a-priori score of a concept c with nc

descendants is defined as:

APS(c) =
1

nc + 2
(3)

The a-priori score defined in equation (3) implies that the leaves

of the ontology will have an APS equal to 1/2, which is equal to the

mean of a uniform distribution between 0 and 1. Conversely, the low-

est values will be found on the root. This means that when we travel

up the ontology, the concept becomes more generalized, and there-

fore the APS decreases. From an economic point of view, it means

that a user is willing to pay less for a general concepts as there is

more chance that it subsumes an items that the user dislikes. Another

important aspect of this APS is the fact that the difference in score

between concepts decreases when we travel up the ontology, due to

the increasing number of descendants.

To illustrate the computation of the a-priori score, consider the

simple ontology λ shown in Figure 1(a). First, the number of descen-

dants of each concept nc is computed. Then, we apply equation (3)

to compute the a-priori score of each concept in λ.

 
 

(a) 

 

Concepts nc APS 

y 0 1/2 

u 0 1/2 

x 0 1/2 

s 1 1/3 

t 2 1/4 

z 5 1/7 

root 5+d 1/(7+d) 

(b) 

t 
 

s 

u 
 

y 

z 

root 

x 

d features 
 

Figure 1. (a) a simple ontology λ and its corresponding a-priori score (b)

An ontology is usually designed in such a way that its topology

and structure reflects the information contained within and between

the concepts. For example, [12] also uses the topology to compute

the information content of a concept, which is then used to compute

the similarity between two concepts. He extended the definition of

the entropy and defined the information carried by a concept c as

−log(P (c)), where P (c) is the probability that the concept c or one

of its descendants occur. The APS share some similarities with the

information content approach. First, the difference in both the score

and information content decreases when we travel up the ontology.

Second, Resnik also uses the number of descendants to compute the
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probability of occurring of a concept. However, some profound dif-

ferences exist. The APS is a bottom-up approach that considers the

differences between the concepts, while Resnik’s is a top-down ap-

proach and considers the similarities. Second, we use the 1/x func-

tion to compute our score, while Resnik uses the logarithm to base 2.

In the validation section, we show that the APS brings better results

than the information content approach.

4 Propagating Scores in an Ontology

The a-priori score represents an average without considering a par-

ticular user. When user’s scores for certain concepts are known more

precisely, we can derive a personalized score for the other concepts

by propagation.

Re-consider our ontology λ contained in Figure 1(a), and imag-

ine a situation where only S(x) is known to be 3/4. To propagate the

score from concept x to y, a link between these two concepts must be

found. Thus, the first task in the propagation is to identify the chain

that contains both concepts. To minimize the amount of propagation,

we construct the chain through a lowest common ancestor. In a tree

graph, a lowest common ancestor is defined as the closest upward

reachable node shared by x and y [5]. However, in an ontology mod-

eled as a directed acyclic graph, there can be any number of lowest

common ancestors. If this situation arises, it is the ancestor with the

maximum a-priori score that is selected as lowest common ancestor.

4.1 Upward Inference

This situation arises when there is a path going from concept x to

its kth parent z (x ⊂k z). From the tree construction, both concepts
have d features in common but the concept x has an extra k features
that differentiate it from its ancestor. By definition of the model, we
know that the score of a concept depends on the features defining
that concept (A1). Informally, it means that the score of z can be es-
timated knowing the score of x, S(z|x), by looking at the ratio of
features they have in common. Formally, S(z|x) is defined as fol-
lows.

S(z|x) = αS(x) (4)

where α is the coefficient of generalization that contains the ratio
of features in common which are liked according to their respective
distribution. Obviously, α is unknown in our case. We estimate α
by using the a-priori score captured by the concepts in the ontology.
Thus, the coefficient of generalization can be estimated as the ratio
of a-priori scores:

α = APS(z)/APS(x) (5)

4.2 Downward Inference

Inversely, we have the case when y is the lthdescendant of z (y ⊂l

z). From the previous result, it is very tempting to assume that
S(y|z) = βS(z), where β is a coefficient of specialization that con-
tains the ratio of features in common. However, this reasoning is not
compatible with our second assumption – features contribute to the
score independently. To understand this assumption, imagine that the
score of the object is equal to the maximum price a user is willing to
pay. Consider two concepts a and b, where a has one more feature
than b. Now consider two users A and B such that A values b more
than B does. This does not automatically mean that A will also at-
tach a higher value to the extra feature that distinguishes a from b.
Notice also that when we were traveling upwards, we were consider-
ing super concepts, which means that we were removing known fea-
tures whose contribution to the score is likely to be proportional to 1.
However, when traveling downwards, we are adding new (unknown)
features to the concept. Therefore, we need to consider the score of

each new feature independently. Formally, it means that S(y|z) must
be defined as follows.

S(y|z) = S(z) + β (6)

where β is the coefficient of specialization that contains the score
of the features contained in concept y but not in z. Again, β can be
estimated using the a-priori score:

β = APS(y) − APS(z) (7)

4.3 Upward & Downward Inference

Finally, we consider the case when there is no direct path between
concepts x and y. Figure 1(a) reveals that in order to transfer the
preference, we need to carry it up to the lowest common ancestor z,
and then down to the concept y. Furthermore, and because the chain
between concept x and y is not a path, we assume independence
between x and y (the same reasoning is done on Bayesian Networks
if no hard information is known about z). Thus, and using the result
contained in equations (4) and (6), the score can be decomposed as
follows. S(y|x) = αS(x) + β (8)

4.4 Example of the Score Propagation on λ

Following the example of Figure 1(a), we now compute the score of

each concept using the method described in the previous sub-section.

Table 1. Score of the concepts in the ontology λ of Figure 1(a)

Concept Propagation Score

x - 3
4

s ↗ 3
4
× (

1/3
1/2

) = 1
2

z ↗ 3
4
× (

1/7
1/2

) = 3
14

root ↗ 3
4
× (

1/(7+d)
1/2

) = 3
2∗(7+d)

t ↗↘ 3
4
× (

1/7
1/2

) + ( 1
4
− 1

7
) = 9

28

u ↗↘ 3
4
× (

1/7
1/2

) + ( 1
2
− 1

7
) = 4

7

y ↗↘ 3
4
× (

1/7
1/2

) + ( 1
2
− 1

7
) = 4

7

Table 1 clearly shows that it is the relations between APSs that

is used to determine the parameters for propagation scores of un-

known concepts, while the initial S(x) determines the magnitude of

the score of the other concepts. Informally, it means that the amount

of score being transferred depends on the topology of the ontology,

while the magnitude of the resulting score depends on the user’s ini-

tial score S(x).

5 Validation of the Model

To validate the approach, we used it to derive a similarity metric for

the WordNet ontology.

There exist two main approaches for estimating similarity between

concepts in a hierarchical ontology: the edge based approach and the

node based approach. The edge based approach is the traditional,

most intuitive, and simplest similarity measure. It computes the dis-

tance between two concepts based on the number of edges found

on the path between them. One of the biggest problems of the edge

based approach is that it considers the distance uniform on all edges,

which is rarely the case in reality. [12] proposed a new approach

based on the information content of a concept. This node-based ap-

proach measures the similarity based on the amount of information

shared. More recently, [3] proposed a hybrid approach that inherits

the edge based approach of the edge counting scheme, which is then

enhanced by the information count calculation.

We propose a novel approach to compute the similarity between

concepts that is based on the following idea: the more features are
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propagated from one concept to another, the more similar these con-

cepts will be. Following this, we define the propagation of score from

a concept x to y, θ(x, y), as the amount of score being propagated

from x to y. θ(x, y) is computed as follows. First, the score of a con-

cept is transformed in such a way that θ(x, y) = 1 iff x = y; this

is achieved by setting the score S(x) to 1. Second, we make sure

that θ(x, y) is monotonically decreasing as the distance (in term of

features) between concepts x and y increases. As a result, θ(x, y) is

equal to α when traveling upwards, and inversely 1/(1 + β) when

traveling downwards.
However, a distance function between two concepts x and y,

D(x, y), should be monotonically increasing when the number of
edges separating x and y increases, and equal to 0 iff x = y [9].
There exist many functions that satisfy the properties stated above,
but our experiments have shown that it is −log(θ(x, y)) that yields
the best results. Using the same reasoning as previously, we define
the distance between two concepts x and y as follows.

D(x, y) = − log(α) + log(1 + β) (9)

When Resnik introduced the node-based approach, he also estab-

lished an evaluation procedure that has become widely used ever

since. He evaluated his similarity metric by computing the similar-

ity of word pairs using the WordNet ontology, and then looked at

how well it correlated with human ratings of the same pairs. These

word pairs were selected in such a way that they covered high, inter-

mediate, and low levels of similarity.

WordNet is the most widely used and one of the biggest ontologies

in the world (∼80000 concepts), which makes experiments credible.

Thus, we reproduced Resnik’s experiment with the WordNet ontol-

ogy version 2.0 on the original 30 word pairs. In addition, we com-

puted the APS of each concept using equation (3), and then used

equation (9) to build the Ontology Structure based Similarity (OSS).

The correlations between various metrics and human ratings are dis-

played in table 2.

Table 2. Correlation with various similarity metrics

EdgeBased Resnik Jiang OSS

Correlation 0.603 0.793 0.859 0.893

Our approach using the a-priori score achieves nearly 90% corre-

lation with real user ratings, and clearly demonstrates significant ben-

efit over earlier approaches (t-obs = 1.65 and p-value < 0.05). These

results validate the inferring model and the a-priori score which were

used to build our similarity metric.

As expected, the hybrid approach performed better than both ex-

isting techniques, but the improvement over the information based

approach was not statistically significant (t-obs = 1.46 and p-value

' 0.08). The edge based approach is the worst performing metric

as it supposes that links in the ontology represent uniform distances,

which is obviously not true in WordNet.

Finally, we tried different combinations of the coefficients α and

β in order to test the upward and downward propagation. The exper-

iment has shown that the best correlation is obtained when using α
going up and β going down.

6 Application to Recommendation Systems

The recommendation problem is the problem of finding the items that

best match the user’s preferences. In this scenario, the score S can be

seen as the user’s preference value.

As in collaborative filtering, users express their preferences by

rating a given number of items. These ratings are then used as a

user’s preference value on the representative concepts. Then, using

our model, we infer the missing user’s preference value of each con-

cept. Finally, to recommend the best N items to the user (also known

as the top-N strategy), we simply select N items from the concepts

that have the highest preference value.

The standard metric for measuring the predictive accuracy of a

recommendation is the mean absolute error (MAE, [13]), which com-

putes the mean deviation between the predictions and the user’s true

ratings. Over the years, it has been argued that this metric may be less

appropriate for the top-N task, as the granularity in the rating is usu-

ally small. However, the data is very sparse in our situation. Thus, the

deviation in the ratings becomes very significant, which makes this

metric relevant. Furthermore, [2] has argued that the MAE has many

advantages such as the simplicity of understanding the results, and

well studied statistical properties when comparing two approaches.

We also acknowledge the fact that the accuracy of a prediction is

usually not enough to build a good recommendation system. For ex-

ample, it is less interesting to recommend very popular items that

everybody likes, and such recommendations bring nearly no infor-

mation to the user. Thus, a new dimension for analyzing predictions

that considers non-obvious predictions is required.
Novelty is a metric that measures the degree to which a recom-

mendation is non-obvious. We will use the novelty metric defined by
equation (10), which measures the number of correct recommenda-
tions made by algorithm a that are not present in the recommenda-
tions made by a reference algorithm b.

Novelty(ra|rb) = (|cra| − |cra ∩ crb|)/N (10)

where ra are the top-N recommendations made by the algorithm

a, and cra are the correct recommendations contained in ra, i.e. liked

by the user.

To test our approach, we implemented a movie recommendation

system using the famous MovieLens2; a data set containing the rat-

ings of 943 real users on at least 20 movies. There are 1682 movies in

total described by 19 themes: drama, action, and so forth. To increase

the description of the movies, we wrote a wrapper that extracted the

year, MPPA rating, and duration from the IMDb3 website. As there

is no common ontology modeling the movie domain, we created one

using common sense and definitions found in dictionaries.

The experiment was as follows. First, users with less than 65 rat-

ings were removed. For each remaining user, 15 ratings were inserted

into a test set, TS, while the rest were inserted into an intermediate

set, IS. Then, we transferred a given number of ratings from the IS

into the learning set, LS, and built the preference model as follows.

First, based on the rated item in LS, we set the user’s preference

value on the concepts that the items in LS are instances of. Then, we

estimated the missing values using our propagation model. Finally,

we predicted the grade of each movie in the TS, and the selected

the Top-5. The experiment was run 5 times, and our technique (Het-

erogeneous Attribute Preference Propagation Model - HAPPL) was

benchmarked against the following:

• Popularity is a simple but very effective strategy that ranks the

movies based on their popularity. The popularity of each movie

was computed using the users that were removed in the first phase

of our experiment.

• Hybrid combines the Popularity and HAPPL approaches based on

the averaged predicted ratings of each approach.

• CF is the adjusted cosine collaborative filtering. We set the neigh-

bors to 90 as [10] and [13] have shown that the optimum for

2 http://www.cs.umn.edu/Research/GroupLens/data/
3 http://www.imdb.com
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MovieLens is very close to this value. CF was chosen as bench-

mark over classical content filtering as it is today’s best perform-

ing filtering and most widely used RS.
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Figure 2. Prediction Accuracy of various techniques

First, we measured the predictive accuracy of each method using

various size of the learning set LS. Figure 2 clearly shows the weak-

ness of CF when only a few ratings are used to learn the model. This

is known as the cold-start problem, where a minimum number of

ratings need to be known in order to find the right neighborhood of

similar users, i.e. at least 20 in this case. However, our approach does

not suffer from this problem and shows significant improvement over

CF (p-value<0.01), when we have less than 30 ratings in the learn-

ing set. Surprisingly, the popularity metric performs well, even better

than CF when the number of ratings in LS < 50, which shows that

users tend to like popular items. As expected, the best accuracy is

obtained using when we combine our approach with the popularity

one. The combination of the grade allows the system to better dis-

criminate between good and bad items with a higher confidence.
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Figure 3. Novelty metric of various techniques against the Popularity
approach

Second, we tested the novelty of each approach compared to the

Popularity one. Again, the results (Figure 3) are very interesting in

two points. First, it shows that it is our model that produces the best

non-obvious recommendations whatever the size of the learning set,

which has novelty value greater than 33%. Second, CF’s novelty

seems to improve when we have less than 10 ratings, and then de-

creases steadily down to the 20% threshold. This behavior can be

explained if we superpose this result with the MAE. When we have

less than 20 ratings, CF’s accuracy is very low, which tends to indi-

cate that items were selected from many diverse neighborhoods.

Finally, the Hybrid approach tells us that the use of collabora-

tive data can improve the overall recommendation accuracy over our

HAPPL approach, but this gain is then lost in recommendation nov-

elty.

7 Conclusion

This paper makes two major contributions. First, we introduced a

new technique called Ontology Structure Similarity to derive a sim-

ilarity metric based on the structure of an ontology. The similarity

metric exploits the implicit knowledge of the person who wrote the

ontology and gave it a certain structure. Experimental evaluation has

shown that it outperforms existing technique. Then, we used OSS to

define the novel recommendation system HAAPL that is able to pre-

dict items with a very high accuracy and novelty, whatever the size

of the learning set.

In future work, we will study more complex ontologies that can

contain more than one kind of relationships, and also try to see how

the a-priori score contained in the ontology can be learned to better

fit the user’s preferences.
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Acquiring the Preferencesof New Usersin
RecommenderSystems:The Role of Item Controversy

Igor Sampaio and GeberRamalho
�

and Vincent Corruble
�

and Ricardo Prudêncio
�

Abstract. Whendealingwith a new user, not only Recommender
Systems(RS) must extract relevant information from the ratings
givenby this userfor someitems(e.g.,films, CDs),but alsoit must
beableto askthegoodquestions,i.e. give aminimum list of items
which onceratedwill be the most informative. Previous work pro-
posedtheuseof item’s controversyandpopularityascriteriafor se-
lectinginformativeitemsto berated.Theseworksintuitively pointed
outatpossiblelimitationsof controversymeasureswith respectto the
numberof ratings.In thispaper, weshow empiricallythatthenumber
of ratingsis relevant;we proposea new selectionmeasureof item’s
controversy; and, we demonstratethat this measurenaturally also
takesinto accountthepopularitycriterion.Theexperimentsshowed
promisingresultsfor the new controversymeasurewhencompared
to benchmarkselectioncriteria.

1 INTRODUCTION

A RecommenderSystem(RS)suggeststo its usersnew information
items(e.g.,films, books,CDs)basedonknowledgeabouttheir pref-
erences[10]. Despitetheapparentsuccessof RS,theacquisitionof
userpreferencesremainsa bottleneckfor the practicaluseof these
systems,even to thoseapplying Collaborative Filtering (CF) - the
most popularapproach.In order to acquireinformation about the
userpreferences,RScommonlypresentalist of itemsto theuserand
askfor his/herratings.

More specifically, RShave difficultiesin dealingwith a new user,
sincethey haveinitially noinformationaboutthepreferencesof such
user, andthey cannotdemandtoo mucheffort from him [8]. Indeed,
answeringmany questionsor ratingnumerousitemsmaydiscourage
theuserto continueusingthesystem.In thiscontext, besidesextract-
ing asmuchrelevantinformationaspossiblefrom theanswersgiven
by theuser, a RSmustalsoaskgoodquestions,i.e. give aminimum
list of itemswhich onceratedwill bethemostinformative.

Someprevious work [8], [9], [11], following the active learning
approach,tried to find out somecriteriafor selectingthemostinfor-
mative items to be rated.Among thesecriteria, item’s controversy
andpopularityseemedto provide goodresults.Controversial items
have high entropy, in termsof the ratingsgiven to them,andthen,
canprovide discriminatinginformation.Popularitemscanprovide
moreinformationthanunpopularones,sincethey have moreratings
available[9].

�
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Thiswork intuitively arguedthatcontroversymeasureof anitem’s
ratescouldpresentlimitations if thenumberof ratingsfor that item
wasnot taken into consideration(e.g.,thecontroversyover an item
only basedon 2 ratingsis probablynot as trustworthy as the con-
troversy over an item with 100 ratings).Basedon this intuition, a
preliminarysolutionfor this potentialproblemwasproposed:to use
a fixednumberof ratingsfor all items[9].

In this work, we presentan analysisof controversyasan useful
criterionfor selectinginformativeitems.In particular, weempirically
prove thatthenumberof ratingsmustbeconsideredandwepropose
a new selectionmeasureof item’s controversy. Finally, we demon-
stratethatthenew measurealsotakesinto accountthepopularitycri-
teria naturally. Theproposedmeasurewasimplementedin a KNN-
basedcollaborative filtering algorithm,andevaluatedon a database
of userratingsfor movies. The experimentsshowed promisingre-
sultswhencomparedto benchmarkselectioncriteria,particularlyfor
startupdatabases,for which the limitationsof thecontroversymea-
surewould bemoredrastic.

In thenext section,we describethenew userproblemin Recom-
menderSystems.In the Section3, we discussprevious andrelated
researchwork. In Section4, we presenta new controversymeasure
that wascalledDeviation aswell ashow it is expectedto solve the
problemsinherentto thevariancemeasure.In Section5, wedescribe
theexperimentsorganizationandtheachievedresults.At theend,the
conclusionsandfuturework arepresented.

2 THE NEW USERPROBLEM

A typical problemthat arisesin RS is the difficulty in dealingwith
new users,sincethe systemhasinitially no knowledgeabouttheir
preferences.This is known in literatureof RSasthenew userprob-
lem [1], [8], [11]. On many situationsit is possiblefor the RS to
presentsomeitemsfor thenew userto rate.

Obviously, thesystemshouldnotpresentto theuseranexhaustive
list of items,sincethetaskof providing theopinionswill betedious
andinefficient.In thiscontext, theRSshouldbeableto minimizethe
user’s effort by selectingandpresentingthoseitemsthat would be
themostinformative for performinggoodrecommendationsof new
items.Thisapproachis basedonSelectiveSamplingtechniquesused
at someActiveLearningalgorithms[6]. The following sectiondis-
cussesitemselectionstrategiesbasedon theconceptsof controversy
andpopularityof anitem.

3 PREVIOUS WORK

As previously mentioned,a commonly suggestedapproachfor
speedingup theacquisitionof a new useris to selectthe itemsthat,
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once rated,will provide the RS with the most information about
userpreferences.Someprevious authorshave suggestedthe useof
an item’s controversy (entropy) andpopularity in order to generate
the list of the most informative itemsthat will be presentedfor the
newcomerto rate[8], [9].

Most of the selectionmethodologiespresentedin thesepapers
have beenappliedor testedin RSthatuseKNN-basedCollaborative
Filtering (CF) as the way to generaterecommendation.This work
wasalsodevelopedwith specialattentionto CFsystemcategory

3.1 Popularity

Thepopularityof anitem is givenby thenumberof userswho have
ratedit [8], [9]. So,themoreusershaveratedanitem,themorepop-
ular it is. In KNN-basedCollaborative Filtering, which is the most
frequentlyusedrecommendationalgorithm[5], the suggestionsare
generatedwith basison the opinionsof usersthat are found to be
similar to thetargetuser(his neighborhood).Furthermore,thesimi-
larity betweentwo usersis calculatedusingthe ratingsgiven to the
itemsthey have ratedin common.

In thatcontext, whena userevaluatesa popularitem, thesystem
becomesable to determinehis similarity with a greaternumberof
otherpeople.So,it is reasonableto expectthatratingthemostpopu-
lar itemsfirst will resultin a muchgreaterinformationgain.

3.2 Controversy

The useof controversy for choosingthe most informative item is
basedon the intuitive ideathat oneitem (e.g.CD, film) that every-
bodylovedor hatedwill probablynotbringmuchusefulinformation
aboutthe preferencesof a new user. This resultsfrom the fact that
a new useris statisticallyvery likely to beof sameopinion that the
majorityof theotherusers.Conversely, ratinganitemfor whichpeo-
ple have expresseda widely varyingrangeof opinionswill probably
provide thesystemwith morediscriminative information[8], [9].

For measuringthecontroversyof a given item, a straightforward
way is to take thevarianceof the ratingsit hasbeengiven [9]. The
varianceis frequentlyusedto measurethe dispersionof a distribu-
tion, which makesit reasonablysuitableto beusedascontroversy.

Although using the item controversyasa selectionmethodmay
provide the systemwith information that is very discriminative of
one’s preferences,it only holdstruein somesituations.Theproblem
occurswhenanitem is saidto have greatentropy, but hasbeenrated
by a relatively smallnumberof users.For example,in a 1 to 5 eval-
uationscale,an item with only two ratings,a 1 anda 5, hasgreat
entropy but it will probablybeof little helpin finding userneighbor-
hoodor generatingrecommendations[8].

Thatfact is especiallynoticeablewhenthevarianceis usedasthe
controversymeasure,sinceit normalizesthedispersionby thenum-
berof samples.So,it is possiblethat,for example,anitem withonly
two ratingswill producethe samecontroversyvalueasonewith a
hundredratings.Teixeira et al. namedthat asthe problemof width
versusintensityof thecontroversymeasure [9]. In theirwork, theso-
lution adoptedwasto definea fixednumberof ratings(from now on
referredas � ) thatwould beusedto calculatethevariance.On their
work it wasadopted� � � � � , althoughthatdecisionwasnot based
onanempiricalanalysis.

That approachbrings the constraintthat an item must have re-
ceived a minimum numberof ratingsto be eligible to be selected.
Furthermore,it neglectsthe information that could be provided by
theadditionalratings.However it wassuggestedasa first attemptto

solvethewidth versusintensityproblem,andit is alsopointedoutthe
needfor furtherandmoredetailedstudiestowardsa bettersolution.

4 MEASURING CONTROVERSY WITH
DEVIATION

In theprevioussectionwe have discussedtheproblemthatmayoc-
cur when the controversy measuredoesnot reflect on the number
of ratingsusedfor the calculation.Therefore,our first aim was to
find a controversymeasurethatwould becapableof overcomingthe
dilemmaof width andintensity.

As previouslymentioned,thevarianceformulanormalizesthedis-
persionby thenumberof samples,consequentlyeliminatingthe in-
fluenceof the numberof samplesusedfrom the final result.In this
case,it couldbeenoughto remove thenormalizationfrom theorigi-
nal varianceformula.Theresultis a controversymeasurecalledde-
viation [3], whoseformulais asfollowing:

� � �
��

� 	 � 
 � � � �  �� � � �

(1)

Where� � � � is theratinggivenby theuser � to theitem � , �� � is the
averageof the ratingsprovided to � and � is thenumberof evalua-
tionsreceivedby � .

By analyzingtheformula(1), it is not hardto seethat,thegreater
thenumberof ratingsinvolvedin thecalculation,thegreaterthede-
viation resultwill be.Thedeviation removestheneedfor estimating
a minimumnumberof evaluationsusedat controversycomputation,
asproposedby Teixeiraet al.

5 EMPIRICAL ANALISYS

As previously mentioned,thesolutionproposedby Teixeiraetal. for
theproblemof width versusintensityneglectseitheritemsthatdon’t
have enoughevaluationandalsotheadditionalratings.

Furthermore,it is reasonableto supposethatsuchinformationloss
would have agreatimpactespeciallyon small databasesof starting
upsystems.In orderto investigatethatsupposition,wedecidedto run
theexperimentson a downsizedversionof theEachmovie database
[7]. So,thetestingwasconductedon a setof 300randomlyselected
usersand a total of 21518 evaluationsand with eachuserhaving
evaluatedat least30 items.

5.1 Evaluation Metrics

For evaluatingthe accuracy of recommendationin our experiments
we have appliedtwo metrics:ROC [4], commonlyusedfor decision
supportrecommendationandBreese[2], suitablefor rankedlist rec-
ommendation.Theuseof thesetwo metricsis frequentlysuggested
onRecommenderSystemsliterature.

In orderto useROC, we have considereditemsevaluatedby the
userswith ratings1, 2 and3 asbeingnot relevant for him/herand
items ratedwith 4 and 5 as relevant (aswas suggestedin [4]). To
useBreese,the grade3 wasconsideredasneutralpreferenceanda
half-life of 5 wasused,aswassuggestedin [2].

5.2 Experiments and Results

Our experimentswereorganizedsimilarly to the onesdescribedin
[9]. In thatcase,thesystemmustchoose,oneatatime,theitemsthat
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will be usedto build the userprofile. The itemsevaluatedby each
userweredividedin 3 setsof equalsizefor 3-fold crossvalidation.

Theprocessis betterdescribedby thealgorithmbelow:

Input U[1..3]: user original items
subsets to be selected
n: number of items to select

Output A: prediction accuracy

UserSelectionTest(U[1..3] , n)
1. For i=1 to 3
2. Assign SelectionSet S <- {},
3. TestSet T <- {},
4. UserEvaluationsSet E <- {}
5.
6. T <- U[i] //a given subset of U
7. S <- the other 2 subsets of U
8. While |E| < n
9. E <- SelectItem(S,E)
10. P <- Predict(T,E)
11. a[i]<- Accuracy(P,T)
12.
13. Return average accuracy of a[i],
14. i = 1...3

ThefunctionSelectItem(S,E) selectsoneitem from theselection
setS that is not containedin theuserevaluationsetE (theuser pro-
file) until it reaches� elements.The function Predict(T, E) imple-
mentsa KNN Collaborative Filtering algorithmasproposedin [2],
usingtheitemevaluationspresentin E to generatepredictionsfor the
itemsin thesetT. Function Accuracy(P, T) computestheaccuracy
of predictionsP for the itemsin thesetT usingthemetricsROC or
Breese.

In a first experimentrun,we aimedto investigate:thereal impact
of the problemof width versusintensity introducedin Section3.2,
thesolutionof fixing thenumberof ratingsusedfor variancecompu-
tation(estimationof parameter� ) asproposedin [9] andfinally the
actualeffectivenessof the deviation controversymeasure.The fol-
lowing implementationsof thefunctionSelectItem(S,E) weretested:

� Random selection: itemsarerandomlyselected.It will be used
asa baselinefor comparingtheselectioncriteria.

� Variance: selectionis basedon the variancecalculatedover all
theratingsoneitemhasreceived.

� Variance with fixed � : selectionis basedon thevariancecalcu-
latedover exactly � ratingsoneitem hasreceived.Thevalueof
the � parameterwasfixedin 20,40and60andnot in 100asorig-
inally proposed[9]. That differenceis dueto the smallersizeof
thedatabaseused.

� Deviation: selectionis basedonthenew controversymeasure,the
deviation introducedin Section4.

Figure 1 shows the system’s averagepredictionaccuracy using
theseselectionmethods.Basedon theseresults,it is possibleto say
moreconfidentlythatthereis indeeda problemrelatedto thefactof
the variancemeasurenot taking the numberof evaluationsinto ac-
count,becausethe varianceusedwith no restrictionspresentedthe
worst of all results.Teixeira et al. pointedout to suchproblemin
[9] but with no further investigationof its real impact.Thevariance
solelyis notagoodselectionmethod,beingevenworsethantheran-
domselectionfor mostuserevaluationsetssizes.

Furthermore,theresultsof thevariancewith fixednumberof eval-
uationtendto becomebetterasthe valueof the parameter� is in-
creased.Evenso, thebetterresultwasachieved at all pointsby the
deviation measureat bothmetricsROCandBreese.

Figure1. Predictionaccuracy usingevaluationof itemsselectedby the
variouscontroversycriteriaandby therandomcriteria.

An importantfactnoticedwasthat,sayingthatthedeviation mea-
surealreadyconsidersthenumberof evaluationsin its calculationis
equivalentto sayingthat it alreadytakesthepopularity of the item
into account.Indeed,by analyzingthedeviation formula,onecanre-
alizethatis thesameasmultiplying thevariance(controversy)by the
numberof evaluations(popularity)of anitem.This is shown clearly
by theformulabelow:

� � � � �

� �� 	 � 
 � � � �  �� � � �

� (2)

So, a secondexperimentrun wasmadein order to comparethe
deviation with otherselectioncriteria thatcombinestheconceptsof
popularityandcontroversy. This run comparedthe deviation selec-
tion methodwith theActiveCPselectionmethod[9]. TheActiveCP
combinesthe controversy and popularity of an item by generating
two item lists. One list containingthe items ranked by the contro-
versywith fixed � and the other list with the items ranked by the
numberof evaluationreceived (popularity).The two lists arecom-
binedto generatea final uniquelist with the itemsin theorderthey
shouldbepresentedto theuser. In theoriginalwork theparameter�
wasset to 100.For the experimentsof this work, we decideto use
thesame3 valueswehadpreviously used,thatis 20,40and60.

Figure2 shows thesystem’saveragepredictionaccuracy usingthe
deviation and the selectionmethodthat combinescontroversy and
popularityaccordingto ActiveCP.

Theobtainedresultsshow that,whencombinedwith thepopular-
ity, theproblemof “width versusintensity” of thevarianceis greatly
diminished.All the combinedselectioncriteria have becomevery
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Figure2. Predictionaccuracy usingevaluationof itemsselectedby the
deviation, ActiveCPandtherandomcriteria.

closein predictionaccuracy, all significantlybetterthantherandom
selection.Evenso,thedeviationhasshown to bearathercompetitive
selectionstrategy, with resultsthatarebestor very closeto thebest
at eachprofile size.Furthermore,it is not theworstoneatany point.

Thedeviation hassomeadditionaladvantages.Firstly, thereis no
needfor estimationof the � parameterfor finding thevaluethatwill
provide the betterpredictionquality. Secondly, it is a methodthat
alreadycombinescontroversyandpopularity in a way that is much
simplerthantheoneproposedin [9] andalsocomputationallyfaster.

6 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Previous works have introducedthe useof the conceptsof contro-
versy and popularity for speedingup the acquisitionof new user
preferencesin RecommenderSystems.However, someproblemin-
herentlyassociatedwith the varianceasa controversymeasurehad
beenpointedout with no furtherinvestigation.

In thispaper, wehaveanalyzedtheso-calledproblemof widthver-
susintensityof thecontroversymeasure. Theimpactof theproblem
wasinvestigatedonsmall,startup likedatabase,in aKNN-basedCF
RecommenderSystem.The resultsof the experimentshave shown
thattheproblemreallyexistssincetheperformancewasverydepen-
dent on the minimum numberof evaluationsrequiredfor variance
calculation(i.e., the parameter� ). Moreover, in this approachem-
pirical analysishasto beperformedin orderto estimateanadequate
valuefor theparameter� in eachapplication.

We have thensuggestedtheuseof thedeviation asa controversy
measurecapableof solving the limitationsof thevariancemeasure.
The experimentsusing the deviation showed that not only doesit
overcometheproblemsof thevariancemeasurebut it alsoconstitutes

a selectionmethodthat encompasstheconceptsof controversyand
popularitydirectly in its calculation.Thedeviationhastheadditional
advantagethat it is muchsimplerthanprevious combinedmethods
andalsodismissestheneedof parameterestimation.

Finally, when using an Active Learningstrategy at userprefer-
encesacquisition,it is important to considerthat a given selected
item may not be known by the target user. In that case,the system
is causingthe userto wastehis time with an item he is not ableto
rate.Measuringhow hardit is for theuserto sign up in thesystem
(theusereffort [8]) is alsoimportant,but hasnot beenmeasuredby
our experiments.Indeed,theexperimentsdescribedin this work are
mainly focusedon thepredictionaccuracy of asystemusingthedis-
cussedselectioncriteria,but assumingthattheuserwouldalwaysbe
ableto ratetheitemspresentedto him.Consequently, it wouldbeim-
portantto conductsomeexperiments,for measuringthe usereffort
of thediscussedselectioncriteria.
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Learning and Adaptivity in InteractiveRecommender
Systems

Francesco Ricci and Tar iq Mahmood 1

Abstract. Recommender systems are intelligent applications that
assist the users in a decision-making processby giving personalized
product recommendations. Quite recently conversational approaches
have been introduced to support a more interactive recommendation
process. Notwithstanding the increased interactivity offered by these
approaches, thesystem activity is rigid andfollowsan execution path
that must bedefined apriori, at design time. In this paper, wepresent
anew typeof recommender system capable of learning an interaction
strategy by observing the effectsof its actionson theuser and onthe
final outcome of the recommendation session. We view the recom-
mendation processas a sequential decision problem, and we model
it asaMarkov Decision Process. We evaluate this approach in a case
study where thegoal is to learn thebest support strategy for advising
a user in refining a query to a product catalogue. The experimental
results demonstratethevalueof our approach andshow that an initial
fixed strategy can be improved by first learning a model of the user
behavior andthen applying thePolicy Iteration algorithm to compute
theoptimal recommendation policy.

1 INTRODUCTION

Recommender systems are intelligent applications aimed at assist-
ing users in a decision-making processwhen the user doesn’t have
sufficient personal experience to choose one item amongst a poten-
tially overwhelming set of alternativeproductsor services[11]. They
have been exploited for recommending books, CDs, movies, travels,
financial services, and in many other applications [1, 5, 15, 9]. Many
recommender systems are designed to support a simple human-
computer interaction where two phasescan be identified: user model
construction andrecommendation generation. Theuser model is typ-
ically acquired by either exploiting a collection of previous user-
system interactions or information provided by the user during the
recommendation session. Then, the recommendation generation re-
duces to the identification of a subset of products that “match” the
user model. For instance, in collaborative filtering the user model is
comprised of the ratings provided by the user to a set of products
and recommendations are computed by identifying a set of similar
users according to the user profiles, and then recommending prod-
ucts highly rated bysimilar users [14].

This behavior deviates from a more natural human-to-human in-
teraction, where the user and the recommender (advisor) would in-
teract by exchanging requests and replies until the user accepts a
recommendation. To this end, conversational recommender systems
havebeen proposed. In thesesystems, thereis noclear separation be-
tween the user model construction and the recommendation genera-
tion stages. In conversational systemsadialogue is supported, where

1 ITC-irst, Italy, email: {ricci, tariq}@itc.it

at each stage the system has many alternative moves; it can ask the
user for preferences, or request a feedback on a product or suggest
some products [19, 2, 10, 3]. Althoughsuch systems bring human-
machine interaction a step closer to human-human interaction, they
still lack some important features. We believe that a conversational
system should be able to generate and update the conversation strat-
egy byexploiting theuser model, or beliefsabout that, and byconsid-
ering the feedbacks obtained in previous interactions with the users,
e.g., if therecommendation session was successful or not (e.g. some-
thing was sold at the end). For instance, imaginethat a conversational
travel recommender system should suggest a few hotels in a city that
would suit theuser preferences. Thesystem may adopt different rec-
ommendation strategies: it can start querying theuser about preferred
features and can get enoughinformation to be able to select a small
candidateset, or can proposesome candidatesandacquireuser pref-
erencesas feedback (critiques) on the illustrated products, or can list
productsandlet theuser sort them according to his preferred criteria.
Traditional conversational systemshard-code theprocessand follow
it quite rigidly. So, for instance a critique-based recommender will
always let the user to make an initial query and then will ask the
user for critiques on the top selected products until the user selects
a product. In fact, current critique-based recommender can select in
an adaptive way the products to recommend (e.g. more similar to
the query or more diverse [10]) but cannot decide autonomously, for
instance, to stop collecting critiques and offering the user the possi-
bility to sort products according to a criteria. In other words, current
conversational systems cannot learn from the experiences collected
during therecommendation processandcannot identify thebest con-
versation strategy for generating and offering useful recommenda-
tions.

We would like to tackle these requirements by proposing a new
type of recommender system that, rather than simply recommend-
ing products by following a rigid interaction design, offers a range
of information and decision support functions and, during the user-
system interaction process, autonomously decideswhat action to take
in order to assist the user in achieving his goals. In this context, the
system actions could be very different moves, such as making a rec-
ommendation, offering some product information or suggesting to
use aproduct comparison tool. Hence, in our proposed scenario, we
assume that at each stage of the process, the user can take some ac-
tions, i.e., call somesystem functionality, such asbrowse aproducts’
list or query the system for products. Then, the job of the system is
to decide what to do, i.e., what computation really to perform and
what to show to theuser at thenext step. Thegoal of thesystem is to
choosethe action that will bring the conversation in thebest possible
next state,i.e., in a statethat is liked by the user and is closer to the
goal.
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In the rest of this paper we shall first define more precisely the
proposed recommendation model. In Section 2weshall view therec-
ommendation processas a sequential decision processand we shall
introducethe Markov Decision Process(MDP) framework [18]. We
define the concept of recommendation policy and we shall explain
in which sense apolicy can be optimal. Then in Section 3 we shall
apply the general model to analyze and optimize a particular type
of interaction that occurs quite often in recommender systems, i.e.,
the incremental request of product features to further constrain a
query to a product catalogue. Here the system should basically de-
cide wether to actively ask the user for additional product features,
in order to retrieve asmall set of candidateproducts, or let theuser to
autonomously take this decision and manually change the query. In
Section 4 we show that the recommender system, by observing the
user responses to system actions, can improve an initial policy that,
in a rigid way, dictates to ask the user for additional features only
when the result set size is greater than a given threshold. We show
that different policies are learned when the agent estimates in a dif -
ferent way the cost of each interaction, i.e., the dissatisfaction of the
user to not have reached the goal, that is in this case the selection of
thebest product. Finally in Section 6weshall point out somerelated
approaches, stress the limitations of our work and list some future
extensions.

2 THE ADAPTIVE RECOMMENDER MODEL

In our proposed model, therecommender system is comprised of two
entities, theInformationSystem(IS) andtheRecommendationAgent
(RA). Basically, IS is the non-adaptive entity which is accessed by
the user to obtain information. Its function is entirely controlled by
the user and serves requests like displaying a query form page, or
displaying thequery results. On theother hand, theRecommendation
Agent (RA) is the adaptive entity whose role is to support the user
in his decision task by helping him to obtain the right information at
the right time. For instance, in a travel agency scenario, a traveller
browses a catalogue (IS) to get suggestions/recommendations and
the travel agent (RA) helps the user to find suitable products by ask-
ing questions or pointing to some catalogue pages or products. The
distinction between the Information System and the Recommender
Agent is transparent to the user but it helps understanding the pro-
posed wider role of therecommender component. In fact, this defini-
tion of recommender system contrasts with the classical ideaof rec-
ommenders as information filtering tools, i.e., applications that can
shade irrelevant products and hence alleviate the information over-
load problem.

To further explain this recommendation process, we assume that
the user might execute a number of actions during his interaction
with thesystem. We label theseuser actionsas the information func-
tions, since these are requests for various kinds of information of-
fered by the IS. For instance, the user may request the list of top N
destinations, or the list of hotels liked by the people he knows. It is
worth noting that the user interacts with the system to achieve some
goal, e.g., to buy some product, and at each stage of the interaction,
he decides to calls one among the available information function to
attain his goal. The job of the Recommendation Agent is to decide
what to doafter this user request. In fact, this decision is not uniquely
identified; the agent can, for instance, show the requested informa-
tion, or decide to ask for some additional information, or to recom-
mend modifying the current request. The agent’s ultimate goal is to
take those decisions that: a) the user is more likely to accept rather
than reject, and b) in the long run, i.e. at the end of the interaction

session, are more likely to bring the user to his goal, whatever this
might be. Thesedecisions are called systemactions.

As the interaction proceeds, the agent should improveor optimize
its decisions, hence must learn an optimal recommendation policy,
i.e., that dictating thebest system action for each possible stateof the
interaction. This, brings us to model the recommendation process
as a Sequential Decision Problem, to exploit the Markov Decision
Process(MDP) framework, and to solve thepolicy learning problem
with Reinforcement Learning techniques.

Reinforcement Learning involves learning by interacting with an
environment and from the consequences of actions rather than from
explicit teaching [18]. Basically, our recommender system (repre-
sented by a decision-making agent) interacts with the user, who is
part of its environment. The agent perceives aspects of the environ-
ment’sstateandtakeswhat it believes to bethebest system action to
assist the user; the environment responds througha reward which is
based ontheuser’sresponseto this action. The agent exploits this re-
ward to learn to takebetter (system) actions in the future. Reinforce-
ment Learning techniques guarantee that, as the agent-environment
interaction proceeds, the agent would eventually learn to takethebest
actions for all possible environment states. When this happens, we
say that the agent has adopted theoptimal recommendation policy.

2.1 TheMarkov model of the recommendation
agent

In this section, we shall present a general model of the Sequential
Recommendation Problem asaMarkov Decision Process(MDP). In
the next section we shall illustrate an example by completely spec-
ifying all the elements of the model (States, Actions, Transitions,
Reward). TheMDP model of the recommender agent includes:

1. A set of statesS representing the different ‘situations’ the recom-
mendation agent can observe asit interactswith theuser. Thestate
representation could include anumber of variables related to: the
stateof the user (U), the stateof the agent (A), and the stateof
the Interaction (I). For instance, there could be avariable that de-
scribes theuser experience, thenumber of times the agent made a
recommendation, and the last page visited by the user. Basically,
a states ∈ S must define what is important to know for the agent
to take agoodaction.

2. A set of possible actionsA the system can perform in s ∈ S and
that will produce atransition into a next states′ ∈ S. In general,
we assume that the agent’s environment is non-deterministic, i.e.,
after executing an action in s, the agent can transit into many al-
ternativestates. In other words, the agent doesnot know what will
be the next stateof the interaction after he has performed one of
his actions. For instance it may ”recommend a product” and this
could be either selected or discarded by theuser.

3. A transition function T (s, a, s′) which gives the probability of
making a transition from states to states′ when the agent per-
forms the action a. This function completely describes the non-
deterministic natureof the agent’s environment.

4. A reward function R(s, a) assigning a reward value (a real num-
ber) to the agent for each action a taken in states. Aswe arebasi-
cally interested in systemsthat aid theuser in his decision process,
the reward should reflect the user’s acceptability of the action a.
However, the agent cannot know exactly this function. Therefore,
we shall make as few assumptions as possible about the reward
assuming that all the terminal (goal) states (for instance a check
out state) will have apositive reward and all the other states will
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have asmall negativeone (cost).

When the agent interacts with the environment (the user) it re-
ceivesareward at each transition. Althoughthis interaction will have
a finite number of steps, we are not sure about their total count. In
these situations, the total reward obtained by the agent during a rec-
ommendation session is normally computed with an infinite-horizon
discounted model [18]:

RT = E(

∞∑

t=0

γ
t
Rt)

where Rt is the reward obtained at the t-th interaction and γ is the
discount parameter, 0 < γ ≤ 1. The reward that the agent will get
during an interaction is determined bythepolicy of the agent, i.e., by
a function π : S → A that indicates for each statethe action taken
by the agent in that state. The expected infinite-horizon discounted
sum of rewards obtained by the agent using policy π starting from
s is called the value of policy π in states, denoted with V π, and it
satisfies the following recursive equation:

V
π(s) = R(s, π(s)) + γ

∑

s′∈S

T (s, π(s), s′)V π(s′)

Theoptimal behavior of the agent is given byapolicy π∗ : S → A

such that, for each initial states, if the agent behaves accordingly to
thepolicy then the expected total reward is maximum. Themaximum
total reward that the agent can obtain starting from s and using the
optimal policy, is thevalueof states:

V
∗(s) = max

π

E(

∞∑

t=0

γ
t
Rt)

Theoptimal value is unique and is thesolution of the equations:

V
∗(s) = max

a

(R(s, a) + γ
∑

s′∈S

T (s, a, s
′)V ∗(s′)), ∀s ∈ S

Given theoptimal value, theoptimal policy is given by:

π
∗(s) = arg max

a

(R(s, a) + γ
∑

s′∈S

T (s, a, s
′)V ∗(s′))

If the transition probabilities are known, the optimal policy can
be computed with the Policy Iteration algorithm [18]. In this al-
gorithm, given an initial policy π0, the value function of that pol-
icy, V π0 , is computed and then the policy is improved by assign-
ing to each states the action a that maximizes the term [R(s, a) +
γ

∑
s′∈S

T (s, a, s′)V π0(s′)]. Then the value function for this new
policy is computed and the policy is again improved. This process
continues until πi converges to theoptimal policy.

3 CASE STUDY

In this section, we will consider the application of the proposed rec-
ommendation methodology to the Query Tightening Process QTP
supported by NutKing, a conversational recommender system that
combine interactive query management with collaborative ranking
[8]. In NutKing auser searching for travel products isasked to spec-
ify a simple query (conjunction of constraints on the product fea-
tures) to search products in a catalogue. If the query retrieves either
too many or no products, the system suggests useful query changes

that save thegist of theoriginal request and help theuser solving the
interaction problem. This processgoesoniteratively till a reasonable
number of products isselected. We arehere concerned with thesitu-
ation where too many products are retrieved, hence the system uses
a feature selection method to select threefeatures [8]. If the user ac-
cepts one of these suggestions, he is supposed to provide apreferred
value for a feature, hence generating an additional constraints that
could reducethesizeof the retrieval set.

The recommendation (tightening) policy of NutKing always sug-
geststhreefeatureswhen theresult set is larger than athreshold (typ-
ically set to 50). Otherwise, it executes the query and shows the list
of retrieved products. In this study, we wish to determine whether
this policy is optimal, i.e., if this suggestion really can save time and
would maximize the probability that theuser will ultimately find the
desired product.

3.1 TheMDP model of QTP

We will now describe the MDP model for QTP . Before defining
the states, actions, and rewards of this model we must describe the
information system and theuser actions. In this case the Information
System comprises five web-pages P = {S, QF, RT, T, G} and six
information functions F = {go, execq, modq, acct, rejt, add}, or
user actions, that we shall describe soon. At each stage of the user-
system interaction, the user requests a function f ∈ F in some page
p ∈ P . In response, therecommendation agent will takesome action,
causing atransition into another pagep′. This processcontinuesuntil
the interaction terminates. The following figure illustrates the user
actions in each page for theQTP model:

Figure 1. User InteractionGraph

In the start page (S), which is shown to the user each time he logs
on to the system the user can only decide to continue by selecting
the ”go” function. This always causes a transition to the page Query
Form (QF) in which the user formulates, modifies and executes his
queries. If in QF the user executes a query (execq) the system can
transit to either the tightening page (T) or the result set (R). Theout-
come depends on the system action that will be performed when the
user will request to execute a query. Please note that MDP describes
the actions of the system and not the actions of the user. The actions
of theuser andthepagewherethe action is performed are considered
asthestatedefinition (seebelow thedefinition of states). In thetight-
ening page (T) the user can either accept one of the threeproposed
features for tightening (acct) or reject the suggestion (rejt). Both of
these user actions will produce aresult page (R), but with different
results, in fact if the user rejected the tightening suggestion, then the
original query is executed, whether if theuser accepted thetightening
and provided afeaturevaluethen theuser modified query is executed
by the system. Finally, in the result set page (R) the user can either
add a product to the cart (add) or go back to the query form (QF),
requesting to modify the current query (modq).
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3.1.1 StateSpaceModel

In QTP thestatemodel is described by the following variables:

1. The Page-UserAction var iable pua, which lists the possible
combinations of pages p ∈ P = {S, QF, RT, T, G} and user
actions ua ∈ UA = {go, execq, modq, acct, rejt, add}. Thus,
from Figure 1, the set of these combinations is PUA = {S −
go, QF −execq, T −acct, T −rejt, T −modq, R−modq, R−
add, G}.

2. Theresult set sizec of the current query whichcan takeon of the
3 qualitativevaluessmall, medium, large. A small value is that
of a result set of sizesmaller than c1. A medium value is between
c1 and c2 and a large value is above c2. In the experiments we set
c1 = 20 and c2 = 40. Furthermore, we assume that c = large in
the initial statewith pua = S − go because we assume that the
initial query is the empty one.

3. The estimated result set size ec after tightening is the (qualita-
tive) system estimation of the result set size after the best feature
is used for tightening by the user. (SeeSection 4.1). We assume
that ec ∈ {small, medium, large} and that ec = large in the
initial stateasabove for the c variable.

As |PUA| = 8 and both c and ec can take threevalues, the num-
ber of possible states is 8 ∗ 3 ∗ 3 = 63. However, as ec can never be
greater than c and there is only one (initial) statewith pua = s − go

which we consider separately, there are 6 (c, ec) possible combi-
nations and the total number of states is 7 ∗ 6 + 1 = 43. These
combinations are: (s, s), (m, s), (m, m), (l, s), (l, m), (l, l), where
s = small, m = medium and l = large.

3.1.2 System actions andstate transition diagram

In QTP there are four possible system actions: show the query form
page (showQF ); suggest tightening features (sugg); execute the
current query (exec); add a product to cart (add). The following
diagram depicts how these actions (black nodes) cause transitions
between the states (white nodes). For simplicity, we illustrate below
only thepua variable in thestaterepresentation.

Figure 2. State TransitionDiagram

In stateS − go, the agent executes showQF that causes a tran-
sition into stateQF − execq. This statemodels a situation where
the query form is displayed, the user has defined a query and has
requested its execution. From here, according to the values of c and
ec, the system decides to execute the query (exec) going either to
states R-modq or R-add, or to suggest tightening (sugg). In the first

case the outcome depends on the user; if she decides to modify the
query (R-modq) or to add an item to the cart (R-add). If the sys-
tem suggests features for tightening (sugg) then the transition could
be to state: T − acct, if the user accept tightening; T − rejt if the
user reject tightening, or T − modq if the user decides to modify
the query. In the states T-acct and T-rejt the system can only execute
either thetightened query or theoriginal query, respectively. In states
T −modq andR−modq theonly possible action for the agent is to
show thequery form showQF to allow theuser to modify thequery.
Finally, in stateR − add, the agent can only proceed to G (add).

We observe from Figure 2 that the MDP system has a stochas-
tic behavior only for a small subset (4) of the possible state-actions
combinations. In fact, only thestate-actions: (QF-execq, sugg), (QF-
execq, exec), (T-acct, exec), and (T-rejt, exec), the outcome of the
system action depends on theuser choice.

3.1.3 Reward

The reward for a system action is defined in such a way that: for
each transition into a non-terminal state, the agent is penalized with
a negative reward cost, unlessit transits to the goal state, where the
agent gets a +1 reward. In the experiments below we shall seehow
different cost values will impact on the optimal strategy. We recall
that a negative cost for each nonterminal transition models the fact
that each interaction has a ”cognitive” cost, that here we assume to
be constant for sakeof simplicity.

4 EVALUATION

In this section weshall perform some experimentsaimed at showing
that the recommendation agent is able to improve an initial recom-
mendation policy asit interactswith theuser, andcan finally adopt an
optimal one. To this end we will conduct some simulations. In these
simulations, after having defined a user behavior model, we shall
learn the transition probabilities. The user behavior model describes
how the user will react to the system actions, hence for instance, it
describeswhen theuser will accept or reject a tightening suggestion.
After having learned the transition model T (s, a, s′) we shall apply
the Policy Iteration algorithm [18] to improve the initial policy, i.e.,
that used bytheNutking Recommender, andto learn theoptimal pol-
icy.

The evaluation procedurebasically simulatesuser-system sessions
or trials, where each trial simulatesauser incrementally modifying a
query to finally select/add a product and is composed of some inter-
actions, with the initial statebeing (pua = S − go, c = large, ec =
large). Werunthis procedurefor aset of randomly selected products
(from the catalogue). In each interaction, the user takes some action
which is followed by the agent’s response (system action). The in-
teractions continue until the goal stateis reached (pua = G). In this
simulation weperform aleave-one-in selection, i.e., for each trial we
select a product t = (v1, ..., vn), test item, and we simulatea user
searching for that item. In thesimulation, thevaluesused bythesim-
ulated user to tighten aquery when asuggested feature is accepted or
when a query is modified are those of the test product. Note that not
all the features have avalue, i.e., someof thesevi may beNULL.

4.1 User behavior model

The user behavior model must tell how the simulated user will be-
haveduring thesimulated interaction in the following three cases:
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• (Case1) When theuser is in stateQF-execq, how shewill modify
the current query.

• (Case2) When thesystem suggestsa tightening (sugg), if theuser
will decide to modify thequery (T-modq) or accept the tightening
(T-acct) or reject the tightening (T-rejt).

• (Case 3) When the system execute a query (exec), if the user will
addthetest item to the cart (R-add) or modify thequery (R-modq).

Let us now describe these threesituations. (Case 1) At the begin-
ning of each session, we sort the features of the test product accord-
ing to their frequency of usage (as observed in real interactions with
NutKing [12]). Then weuse this sorting to choose thefirst feature to
use in the initial query and to incrementally select thenext feature to
constrain when the user is back to stateQF-execq. Suppose that for
instance the first 4 sorted features are (f1, f5, f4, f3), then the first
query is q = (f1 = v1) (where v1 is the value of the first feature
in the test item). Then, if the user decides to modify q, the next con-
straint that will be added is (f5 = v5) and the query will become
q = (f1 = v1)AND(f5 = v5).

When system suggests a tightening (Case 2), we may have three
outcomes:

1. The user accepts tightening (T-acct) if one of the threesuggested
features has a non NULL value in the current test item. If this
holds the first of these feature, in the preferenceorder of the user,
having nonNULL value, is used to further constrain the query,
using thevaluespecified in the test item (as above in Case1).

2. If the user doesn’t accept tightening, and the result set size is
smaller than a threshold (40 in the experiments) then the user re-
jects it andexecutes theoriginal query (R-rejt).

3. In theremainingcases(i.e., for largeresult setsandwhen thetight-
ening suggestion does not indicate a feature for whom the user is
supposed to have apreferred value) theuser is supposed to modify
autonomously thequery (T-modq), as described for Case1.

In Case 3, the user will add the test item to the cart (R-add) if the
test item is foundin thetop N itemsreturned bythequery (N=3 in the
experiments), otherwisetheuser is supposed to opt for amodification
of the current query (R-modq).

4.2 Model learning and optimal policy

Before applying the Policy Iteration algorithm, we shall first use the
user behavior model to learn the transition probabilities. Theprocess
of learning the transition model is a supervised learning task where
the input is a state-action pair and the output is the resulting state.
We keep track of how often each action outcome occurs and make
a maximum likelihood estimate of the probability T (s, a, s′) using
the frequency of reaching s′ when a is executed in s. To this end, we
run the Passive ADP algorithm [13] for 6000trials, which captures
the experiencegenerated with a fixed policy to update the transition
probabilities. A fixed policy impliesthat the agent doesn’t exploreit’s
environment and its actions in each stateremain fixed. However, the
successof an optimal policy depends heavily on exploration while
gaining experience[20]. In our (simple) model, the agent must really
choose one action amongtwo alternatives (sugg or exec) only in the
six stateswith pua = QF −excq. Asthere aretwo possible actions,
the system can adopt a total of 26 = 64 possible policies. We gen-
erate exploratory behavior by alternating the fixed policy amongst
these64 byrandomly selecting an action for each of the6 statesafter
every 150trials. Hence, for the initial evaluation, we consider expe-
riencegenerated with only 6000 ÷ 150 = 40 of the 64 policies, not
all of them being unique.

At this step, aswementioned above, we apply thePolicy Iteration
algorithm to learn the optimal policy. Here we will determine how
theoptimal policy is influenced bychangesin theMDPmodel. More
specifically, wewant to analyzethepolicy improvement process, and
the resulting optimal policy for different negative rewards (cost) for
all the transitions into the non-terminal states (G). These transitions
are the intermediatesteps in the recommendation process, and cost

models the user’s (cognitive) cost in passing throughan additional
step of the recommendation interaction.

5 RESULT S AND DISCUSSION

In our experiments we considered five possible values for cost: -
0.01,-0.02,-0.04,-0.08,-0.12. Moreover we set the discount rate γ =
0.85, allowing the policy evaluation phase of the Policy Iteration al-
gorithm to run for 100 trials and the algorithm itself to run for 10
policy improvement iterations. We shall show here only the policy
behavior in thestateswith pua = QF − execq, i.e., when the agent
must select whether to suggest tightening or execute thequery. Thus,
wewill list theprescribed actions(under theoptimal policy) for only
6 states, i.e., for all the possible combinations of the remaining state
variables, c and ec. We recall that in the initial policy (implemented
in NutKing), the agent suggests tightening only when c = large;
otherwise it executes thequery. Table 1 shows theoptimal policy ac-
tions for the above mentioned 6 states obtained under varying cost

values, and the initial policy actions (Init Pol. row), that are not op-
timal. Here, the 6 combinations of variables c and ec are shown in
abbreviated form. Hence, for instance the column (l, s) shows the
action prescribed for different cost values when c = large and
ec = small.

Optimal Policy Actions for states with pua = qf − eq

cost (s, s) (m, s) (m, m) (l, s) (l, m) (l, l)

Init Pol. exec exec exec sugg sugg sugg
−0.01 exec exec exec exec exec exec
−0.02 exec exec exec exec exec sugg
−0.04 exec exec sugg exec sugg sugg
−0.08 exec sugg sugg sugg sugg sugg
−0.12 sugg sugg sugg sugg sugg sugg

s : small m : medium l : large sugg : suggest exec : execute

Table1. Optimal Policies for Varying InteractionCosts.

Theseresults illustratethat for each valueof cost, the agent is able
to improve an initial policy and to finally adopt an optimal one, and
the policy depends on the value of the interaction cost. We observe
that when the cost is small (−0.01), the agent has learned that exe-
cuting the query for all the states is the optimal policy. On the other
extreme, when the cost is large (−0.12), the optimal policy suggests
tightening for all thestates.

In order to understand these results, let us consider a situation
where the user has formulated a query q that has a result set that
doesn’t contain the current test product in the top three positions;
hence, the goal statecannot be reached. Let us further assume that
there is a feature that if constrained in q will make the result set
smaller and the test product to be in one of the top threepositions;
hence, thegoal statewill be reached.

Referring to Figure 2, if the system is in stateQF − execq and
the agent executes q (action exec), then the stateR − add will be
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reached after 3 transitions: first moving to R − modq, then again to
QF − execq (sincethe target product is not in the first 3 positions),
then finally, after a manual modification of the query to R − add,
sincewe are assuming that, with one additional feature constrained
in it, the query will return a result set with the test product in the
top threepositions. Conversely, if thesystem suggests tightening, the
user can accept it with some probability , which can be either large
or small. In this case, with only 2 transitions the system will get to
stateR − add sincein the stateT − acct the query is modified and
the new feature is added to the query. Hence, we seethat when the
interaction cost is high thesystem will try actions that have a certain
probability to reducethe interaction length, even if this probability is
small. On theother hand, when the cost is low thesystem will tendto
executeactions that increasethe interaction length but guaranteethat
the goal statewould be finally reached. The behavior of the optimal
policiesobtained for theremaining valuesof cost variesbetween the
two described above. As the interaction cost increases, the system
prefers to suggest tightening for more andmorestates.

6 CONCLUSIONS

The application of the MDP model to dialog management for learn-
ing an optimal dialog strategy has already achieved promising suc-
cesses in similar (yet simpler) tasks [7, 17]. In these applications the
dialogueis aimed at acquiring specific valuesfrom theuser, thestates
are all the possible dialogues and the system actions are possible
speech-synthesized utterances.

The research work in the domain of MDP-based recommender
systems is still in its infancy, with only limited results and with a
quite different model of theoverall recommendation process. In [16]
the authors model the states as the set of products previously bought
by a user and the recommender actions correspondto the next pos-
sible recommendations. Hence, in this case, the goal is similar to
that of a classical recommender system, i.e., to learn what products
to recommend next rather than to decide what action to choose in
a more diverse set of possible moves. Reinforcement Learning in
adaptive recommender systems has also been used in [6] to identify
the best recommendation algorithm among some competitive alter-
natives. Our approach is strongly inspired by [4] where theobjective
is to design a system that actively monitors a user attempting a task
and offersassistancein the form of task guidance. In this application
theprocessdescribesahandwashing task andthesystem is supposed
to provide cognitive assistanceto people with Alzheimer’s disease.

In conclusion, in this paper, we have provided a new application
of MDP techniques to recommender systems and we have shown
that more adaptiverecommendation processescan besupported. The
experimental study showspromising results in a limited situation. In
our future work, we intend to evaluate our approach under a more
complex system configuration, for instance, under a larger number
of system and user actions, anda larger number of states. Weplan to
refine the model-learning processby considering more sophisticated
techniques as in [20]. Furthermore, we intend to involve real users
in our next experiments, to study the effect of policy learning, on the
user behavior, andin particular the effect of suboptimal actionsin the
exploration stages.
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The evaluation of a hybrid recommender system for
recommendation of movies

Tomaž Požrl1 and Matevž Kunaver2 and Matevž Pogačnik3 and Jurij F. Tasič4

Abstract. In this paper we present our approach to generation of

movie recommendations. The idea of our hybrid approach is to first

separately generate predicted ratings for movies using the content-

based and collaborative recommender modules. Predicted ratings

from both recommender engines are then combined into final classi-

fication by the hybrid recommender using weighted voting scheme.

The basis for the calculations are Pearson’s correlation coefficient,

True Bayesian prediction and M5Rules decision rules. The evalua-

tion of the system performance was based on the EachMovie data

corpus, for around 7000 users. Preliminary results show that this ap-

proach works really well, while there is still some room for improve-

ment.

1 Introduction

The huge amount of content items available today through internet

and other information sources present some very significant issues

for the users. They are faced with thousands of multimedia content

items among which they must find those which are of interest to

them. We can easily imagine an example of a user trying to select

a movie from lists of content providers, available through different

services such as standard TV, video over internet, P2P networks, dig-

ital TV systems etc. Making a choice means searching through the

lists, one by one, using several search techniques integrated in these

systems. An average user doesn’t want to spend many hours brows-

ing through the content items or put too much effort into finding a

content item that suits his taste.

The basic idea to solve such issues is to introduce a personal con-

tent recommender system which is able to automatically learn user’s

preferences and generate a list of content items that should be appro-

priate for a particular user. Such a system typically includes a mod-

ule for receiving user’s feedback (user’s ratings for items that he has

already seen), as this is crucial for learning the user’s preferences.

Based on this information the system must then be able to generate

content recommendations, which in other words means generating a

list of items that the user is more likely to accept if suggested.

At the moment there is a lot of research going on addressing the

issues mentioned above. Several approaches to content filtering and

recommendation generation have been built in the last few years. In

this paper we are dealing with two approaches that have recently been
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researched in greatest detail. Collaborative filtering (CF) is based on

finding users who have similar taste to the main user for which the

system is trying to produce recommendations. The other approach

is content based recommending (CBR), which is based on tracking

content descriptors of the items that the user has already seen and

rated. In comparison to the collaborative filtering approach, content-

based recommendation only considers information about a partic-

ular user, while ignoring information about other users. The main

advantage of the collaborative recommender approach is that it is

completely independent of any metadata standards. Since the sys-

tem can work with a lot of different types of items it can produce a

wide range of recommendations. Another advantage is that it is ca-

pable of making cross-genre recommendations which is something

content-based recommenders are not that good at. Unfortunately it

also has it’s drawbacks. Such a system only detects those items that

have been rated by other users. Once an item has been rated by a few

users, the system can process it normally. The approach also suffers

from the ”cold start” problem, which means that it is unable to pro-

duce recommendations for a new user until that user has registered

a sufficient number of ratings. This can be bypassed with the use of

questionnaires and similar solutions, but an universal solution to this

problem remains to be found. In order to minimize the drawbacks of

both approaches a hybrid recommender system can be built. Hybrid

recommender combines them in order to improve the generation of

content recommendation or enable it at all.

In this paper we propose a hybrid recommender system that

includes a collaborative recommender based on nearest-neighbor

method that uses Pearson’s correlation metric and content-based rec-

ommender based on a decision rule machine learning technique.

In our proposed system the collaborative and content-based recom-

mender are constructed separately and the recommendations that

they produce are then combined by a hybrid recommender for better

results. This hybrid recommender is being developed as part of a rec-

ommender framework in project LIVE (IST-27312-LIVE). Since the

project is still in its early stages, our framework is tested on a data

set that is compatible with the data set that is to be used in LIVE.

Therefore our test experiments are based on the EachMovie dataset

provided by Digital Equipment Corporation [6], but the algorithms

included in the system should work with other content types as well.

The proposed system can be easily adapted to any type of content.

We have made numerous experiments in order to find out which con-

tent filtering approaches work best and have decided to integrate the

above mentioned methods into our system.

The first part of this paper gives a short introduction to content

recommendation by shortly presenting the approaches used for both

types of content recommenders (CF and CBR) as well as in the

field of hybrid system designs. The issues from this area that are
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the subject of our research are described in section 3. Section 4 intro-

duces the main ideas of our research, our collaborative recommender,

content-based recommender and the hybrid recommender. It focuses

on the idea how to improve recommendation results by overcom-

ing the issues mentioned in section 3. In section 5 we present some

preliminary results of our test system, while section 6 gives some

references to future work.

2 Related work

Content-based recommender systems create recommendations by

learning commonalities among items (movies for example), that user

has rated in the past. Commonalities are calculated using item key-

words or metadata. Basically there are two groups of methods to de-

termine similarities. One is the heuristic approach where similarities

are calculated using a heuristic formula. TF-IDF (term frequency in-

verse document frequency) [14] and clustering are two of the possi-

ble methods for this kind of content-based recommendation. Other

groups of methods, model-based content recommendation, learn a

model from the items underlying data using statistical learning or

machine learning techniques. Naive Bayes classifier [7] is one of

the most commonly used examples of such techniques, but there are

other as well: decision trees, decision rules, regression, clustering ,

neural networks [11] etc.

As we mentioned in the introduction, collaborative methods try

to predict user’s taste and recommend him/her new items by analyz-

ing what other users, with similar preferences, have previously rated.

As with content-based methods, collaborative methods can also be

roughly divided into heuristic methods and model-based methods. In

a similar manner, heuristic methods include nearest-neighbor tech-

niques (uses cosine or Pearson’s distance for calculating correlation

among users) [4], clustering and graph theory. Model-based tech-

niques on the other hand include Bayesian networks, linear regres-

sion [15], neural networks and probabilistic methods [8].

Both content-based and collaborative methods have some limita-

tions that prevent them to produce reliable recommendations in cer-

tain cases. Many researchers have proven that hybrid recommender

systems can provide more accurate recommendation results than pure

content-based or collaborative methods. One of the advantages of

hybrid recommendations is the ability to give easy to understand

(knowledge-based) explanations of why an item was recommended

while still fine tuning of recommendations using collaborative fil-

tering approach. Hybrid recommender systems can be classified [1]

into several groups of designs: separate usage of collaborative and

content-based methods and combining their results, incorporation

of some characteristics of content-based methods into collaborative

methods and vice versa or building a more general model that incor-

porates characteristics of both content-based and collaborative meth-

ods.

In the case of separate collaborative and content-based methods

the construction of recommendation results (usually ratings) can

be combined into one recommendation using some kind of voting

scheme [10], linear combination of ratings [5] or simply choosing

the one that would produce better results [3]. Incorporating one ap-

proach’s characteristics into another approach can be useful for rec-

ommending an item that user’ neighbors (users with similar prefer-

ences) have not rated yet or have not rated highly or in cases where

two users do not have many commonly rated items [10]. A more

general unifying model can also be built. One possible approach is

to create a single rule-based classifier [2] or to create a unified prob-

abilistic method for combining collaborative and content-based rec-

ommendations [13].

3 Problem statement

Despite the extensive research in the last couple of years, there are

still some problems in both collaborative based and content-based

approaches to content filtering and recommendation generation. One

of the most distinct issue is what is commonly known as a cold start

problem. This means that a system can not make accurate recommen-

dation for new users that haven’t yet seen and rated any content item.

Similarly, a system can not recommend a new item which is signif-

icantly different from items that user has previously rated. Due to

such limitations, a hybrid recommender system might improve rec-

ommendation results. Since our research was focused on hybrid rec-

ommender systems we did not try to solve the cold start problem, but

are nevertheless aware of it and plan to try and solve it as part of our

future research.

Separate collaborative and content based approaches to content

filtering can be implemented in many different ways. There is a vari-

ety of mathematical methods and algorithms with which the content-

based recommendation can be implemented. These methods need to

be tested in order to figure out which method gives best results and

is suitable for implementation. Similarly, collaborative recommen-

dation can be performed using different methods for identification

of similar users as well as for generation of predicted ratings. Sepa-

rate evaluation of these approaches is thus crucial for achieving good

overall recommendation results.

Recommendation results of content-based and collaborative rec-

ommenders can be further improved by combining both approaches.

Building a hybrid design is a big task itself. While cascaded approach

(producing recommendations with one approach and then using them

as input to another) seems interesting, it causes additional require-

ments for the system. This kind of a system must be designed in

such a way that the input to the second phase is compatible with the

output of the first phase of hybrid recommender. On the other hand

each individual recommendation approach narrows the list of possi-

ble recommendations in some way. Therefore, if used in a cascade it

can affect the variety of recommendation results. For these reasons

the parallel approach (combining results of separate recommendation

systems) seems like a good idea to overcome these problems.

4 The hybrid recommender system

Following the above mentioned conclusions, we designed our hybrid

recommender as a parallel architecture. The main reason for this de-

cision is the nature of the parallel hybrid recommender, which does

not narrow down the variety of recommendations and also allows for

arbitrary weighting of both recommender approaches. This means

that the classification decisions for potentially recommendable con-

tent items (made by CF and CBR recommenders) can be arbitrarily

combined based on a number of decision parameters. These param-

eters include previously evaluated prediction accuracy of both rec-

ommenders, the availability of content recommendations from one

or the other approach, etc. In addition, the parallel hybrid recom-

mender is easier to implement than other hybrid recommenders. The

architecture of our hybrid recommender is presented in Figure 1. The

functional description of individual recommender modules and of the

hybrid recommender module is presented in following sections.
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4.1 Collaborative filtering module

The collaborative part of our hybrid recommender is based on the

k-nearest neighbors approach. The module is designed to work in

two stages. In the first stage it selects those neighbors it deems the

most appropriate. In the second stage the module generates a list of

potential content items that could be proposed by the system. This

list is then forwarded to the hybrid module for further processing.

The module for nearest neighbor selection is based on the Pear-

son’s coefficient [4]. We decided to use this distance metric, be-

cause it is used quite often in user modeling approaches and was also

proven to give good results. The system is designed to search for 50

nearest neighbors, because our initial experiments have shown that

this number represents the best compromise between speed and effi-

ciency. A smaller number of neighbors produces significantly worse

results, while a larger number requires much more processing time

thus reducing the overall speed of the system. As a further improve-

ment to the system we adjusted the distance metric to favor users that

have registered a larger number of rating in the system. In this way

we ensured that the system had a large enough pool of possible rec-

ommendations. In order to find these neighbors, the system compares

the active user’s profile (ratings) with profiles of all other user’s in the

database provided they had enough rating registered. The minimum

number of ratings per user required for this module was set to 20.

Once the system selects the user’s neighbors it proceeds to cre-

ate a list of recommended items. To do this it first compiles a list of

all items that the neighbors have rated. Next it removes all items that

have already been rated by the active user from the list. All remaining

items become potentially recommendable. In order to narrow down

this selection the system calculates predicted rating for each of these

items. To calculate this rating our system uses True Bayesian esti-

mation prediction algorithm [9]. After the predicted ratings are cal-

culated they are sorted from best (highest rating) to worst (lowest

rating). Since our goal was to design a hybrid recommender system

we did not filter this list in any way, but forwarded it to the hybrid

recommender module instead. In this way we were able to perform

an overall evaluation of the system. Normally, such a system would

recommend only a limited number of best recommendations.

The overall prediction performance of our collaborative module is

quite good (see results in Figure 2), but one of the greatest problems

we encountered while testing are its processing requirements. While

the process of calculating predicted ratings requires relatively small

of time, the process of selecting nearest neighbors requires a lot of

time and resources. We therefore designed our system to search for

neighbors only when a new user is registered or when the user has

registered enough new ratings that it would make sense to repeat the

procedure. Future research will also focus on the reduction of time

required for the identification of nearest neighbors.

4.2 Content-based recommender module

The content-based recommender generates rating predictions for

movies described with the following metadata attributes: genre(s),

actors, director(s), screenwriter(s) and award(s). Each of the at-

tributes is handled separately and the suitability of a particular movie

is first calculated separately for each of these attributes. The final rat-

ing prediction is based on these attribute suitabilities and is calculated

using the M5Rules decision rules algorithm [16].

We should note that available content descriptions also contained

short synopsis, describing the content with unstructured text. Never-

theless, we decided not to use this attribute for personalization due

to unsatisfactory results in our previous experiments [12]. These ex-

periments have shown, that keywords extracted from synopsis give

useful information about user’s preferences only in case of sports

programmes, where keywords carry high informational value (sports

genre, team names, competitor names, etc.). We even tried to im-

prove additionally the classification results by taking into account

the lexical relations between keywords. For this purpose we used the

WordNet lexical database. However, the results showed no improve-

ment for any of the genre types.

In order to obtain quality rating predictions, the content-based rec-

ommender needs to be trained. The training procedure is separated

into two phases: First, the recommender is updated with information

about the suitability of particular actors, directors, genres, etc. This

phase is often referred to as the updating of the user model and pro-

vides the basis for later calculation of attribute similarities between

the metadata description of a particular movie and the (content-

based) user model. The result of this phase are weights, assigned to

each actor, director, genre, award and screenplay writer. The second

phase is used for training of the M5Rules algorithm, which should be

able to predict the rating of a particular movie, based on previously

calculated attribute suitability values.

Once the content-based recommender has been updated/trained it

is ready to generate rating predictions for movies, based on their

metadata descriptions. Similarly to the training phase, the rating pre-

diction is also a two-phase process. In the first phase, the attribute

suitabilities are calculated based on the movie’s metadata descrip-

tion and the data stored in the user model. The result of this phase

are 5 attribute suitability values, ranged on a 0 - 1 interval represent-

ing the movie’s suitability for the user, taking into account the list of

actors, director(s), genre(s), screenplay writer(s) and awards. These

values are then passed onto the M5Rules algorithm, which calculates

the predicted rating.

The suggested approach was chosen among a number of available

approaches (regression tress, Bayesian regression, etc.) because of its

straightforwardness (one can always extract the lists of most popular

actors, genres, etc.), because they are computationally acceptable and

because the preliminary tests gave good results.

4.3 Hybrid recommender module

Once the rating predictions generated by the content-based and the

collaborative recommender are available, the hybrid recommender

is run. Its architecture is presented in Figure 1. The hybrid recom-

mender takes predicted ratings as input and based on their values

classifies the movie into the class of recommended or not recom-

mended items. For the current system we implemented a weighted

voting system. First, a threshold value is set, which defines the bor-

der between classes of recommended and not recommended items.

After some experiments, we decided to set this threshold to 0,7. We

evaluated three threshold values of 0.6, 0.7 and 0.8 and the chosen

value gave the best trade-off between precision and recall values.

The hybrid voting procedure is as follows: If both recommenders

’agree’ on movie’s classification, the movie is directly classified into

the predicted class. If the recommenders don’t agree, the weighted

voting scheme comes into place. The predicted voting of each of the

recommenders is weighted using the recommender’s weight and the

average rating is calculated. If this value is above the threshold, the

movie is classified as recommended and vice versa. The weights used

in our current system were set equally for both recommender mod-

ules. However, these weights are adjustable and can be trained as

well, but this is already out of the scope of this paper.
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Figure 1. Hybrid recommender system architecture

The classification results of our recommender system are pre-

sented in the next section.

5 Results

We tested the proposed hybrid design as well as both separate recom-

mender modules on Eachmovie database provided by Digital Equip-

ment Corporation [6]. The database consists of 61265 user profiles,

1628 different content items (movies) and more than 2.8 million reg-

istered user ratings of those content items. Ratings have been col-

lected over a period of 18 months from 1995 to 1997, when Each-

movie, developed by Digital Equipment Corporation’s System Re-

search Center, has been running as a free public service.

First, the collaborative and content-based recommender modules

were individually tested on the database and after these experiments

were carried out the proposed hybrid recommender system was also

tested on the same database. Due to the limitations of recommender

modules we decided to trim down the list of users based on the num-

ber of rated content items. For the purpose of our experiments only

users with at least 100 rated items were considered in recommenda-

tion generation in all three modules. This resulted in the evaluation

of 7164 users. The results are presented in Figure 2.

In collaborative recommender module, which uses Pearson’s dis-

tance metric for finding similar users, we limited the number of near-

est neighbors to 50. A series of experiments with several different

values showed that 50 nearest neighbors produces best results. The

individual testing of the collaborative recommender module resulted

in a precision value of 0.69 at the recall value of 0.40 .

We used 10 fold cross validation for evaluation of content-based

recommeder. This means that 10% of the dataset was used for train-

ing and the rest (90%) for testing, which was then repeated 10 times,

so that all items were at least once included in training set. Content-

based recommender produced some interesting results as far as pre-

cision and recall metrics are concerned. Namely, the prediction ac-

curacy (recall and precision) was almost identical to that of the col-

laborative recommender. To be more exact, the content-based recom-

mender achieved precision value of 0.68 at recall value of 0.42.

Although recommendation results of separate collaborative and

content-based recommender modules used separately were already

quite good, the hybrid system improved them even further. Our hy-
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Figure 2. Recommendation results comparison

brid recommender system, based on the weighted voting system, pro-

duced the final precision value of 0.80, while recall in our experi-

ments reached the value of 0.45. This means that our hybrid recom-

mender on average improved the precision value of individual rec-

ommenders for 0.11 (16%) and the recall value for 0.04 (10%). We

can conclude that it is capable of making a highly reliable recom-

mendations for movies. Somewhat lower recall value suggests that

our system misses out around half of the ’liked’ items. We believe

that it is more important for a personal recommender system to give

recommendations with higher precision, because a high number of

false recommendations may deter users from using the system. On

the other hand, the high number of available content items ensures

that the number of recommendable content will be high enough even

at given recall values.

In addition to recommendation results of proposed hybrid recom-

mender system we also investigated the real-time performance of the

system. As far as collaborative filtering module is concerned, near-

est neighbors search and update is definitely a task that can not be

run in real time and will have to be run off-line. Other parts of the

algorithm are however much quicker and can be used in real time.

Preliminary results have shown that the hybrid system is capable of

making recommendations in approximately 4 minutes, which is quite

a promising result. We believe that the speed of the algorithm can be

further increased by optimizing the algorithm itself, as well as by

using faster hardware.

6 Conclusion and future work

Our experiments have shown that a hybrid recommender system pro-

posed in this paper works well while making recommendations from

a set of movies. Despite the simple hybrid design, recommender

gives high precision values at acceptable recall values, which is very

encouraging. The hybrid recommender has improved the results of

both recommenders, especially the precision value, which is from

our point of view more important than recall.

However, there is always room for improvement. We have already

identified some system parameters that can be optimized in order

to achieve even better results. Threshold for splitting recommended

and not recommended classes in hybrid system is one of those pa-

rameters. We have set it at value of 0.7 , but we think that it would be

possible to build-in a trained mechanism, which would automatically

set this value based on the user’s average rating, number of available
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content items, etc.

The weighted voting scheme is another area where we feel our sys-

tem could be optimized. We have intuitively set it so that it slightly

favors the collaborative module, but further experiments will prove

whether this choice was optimal or if there is any room for improve-

ment.

We also intend to address other possible hybrid system designs

such as the cascaded combination of collaborative and content-based

recommendation or even a more integrated combination of both ap-

proaches. Furthermore, the approach to selection of nearest neigh-

bors for collaborative module leaves room for improvement as will

as the methods for calculation of attribute suitability in content-based

recommender.

This paper does not deal with the security and privacy issues. How-

ever, we are aware of them and believe that they can be solved with

the standard approaches, which should prevent the misuse and com-

promising of the user data.
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Mobile Music Personalizationat Work
Erich Gstrein and Brigitte Kr enn 1

Abstract. Althoughpersonalizationis awidely usedtechnologyin
e-commerceit hasnotyetgainedtheimportanceit shouldhavein m-
commerce.With theavailability of mobileservicesoperatingonhuge
contentsets(e.g.audioarchives)the needfor personalizationrises.
In this paperwe presentthecurrentstateof a musicpersonalization
systemdesignedto improve alargemobilemusicportal.

1 INTRODUCTION

Distributing musicis currentlya very hot topic in e- andespecially
in m-commerce.Many portalsoffering music(e.g.amazon.com)try
to improve their serviceby providing personalizationfor bettersup-
portingtheuserin findingandbuying theappropriatemusicitems.

While mostavailablesystemsarebasedon somerecommending
algorithmsthe approachof SAT is not to tacklepersonalizationas
a data-mining and/orusermodelling problem,but viewing it in a
broadercontext wheretheoptimizationof theusers’needsaswell as
therequirementsof theoperatorsarein focus.

The system (Adaptive Personalization)presentedin this pa-
per is part of a large international mobile music platform
(http://www.ericsson-mediasuite.com)andis currentlyonlinein Eu-
rope,AsiaandtheUSA.

2 THE CONCEPT

The ’Adaptive PersonalizationSystem’ of SAT is a hybrid, self
adaptingrecommendationsystem,combiningthe advantagesof so-
cial/collaborative and item basedfiltering approaches.The corner-
stonesof this conceptare

• a highly sophisticated,multi dimensionalprofile system,combin-
ing model-basedandbehaviour basedapproaches,

• a well definedsetof recommendationstrategies,basedon data-
miningandartificial intelligencealgorithms,

• self-adaptingor ’ learning’ behaviour, basedon instancebased
learninganddataminingalgorithms

• supportof usergeneratedcontent

2.1 AdaptiveProfile Systems

2.1.1 ModellingtheUser

Userneedscanbedistinguishedin well andill definedones.Well de-
finedneedsareneedstheuseris explicit about,for instancepreferred
genresor artists.Ill definedneedsareneedswheretheuserdoesnot
know exactlywhathe/sheis looking for andis far from beingableto
definethem.Furthermore,usersarenormallynot isolatedduringthe

1 Smart Agents Technologies, Research Studios Austria, ARC
Seibersdorf research GmbH, Vienna, Austria. erich.gstrein,
brigitte.krenn@researchstudio.at

usageof personalizationsystems,anduserbehaviour hasa certain
effecton thecommunityemploying thesystem.

Theseeffects can be very multifarious,rangingfrom deliberate
interactionslike the placementof ratingsor recommendationsto in-
directly shapingthe sampledatato which learningalgorithmsare
applied.Theseconsiderationsled to amulti- layermodelwhereeach
useris representedby aprofileconsistingof threedifferentviews:

• self assessment
• systemobservations
• communityassessment(assessmentof others)

Eachview is implementedby a featurevector, as shown in fig-
ure 1, which representsthe basisfor a userprofile in the Adaptive
Personalizationapproach.The decision,which views areusedand
which attributes(features)modela givenview, dependson thekind
of applicationandproblemdomain.For example,within the men-
tioned onlinemusicportal the communityassessmentview is (still)
not in use.

Figure1. Structureof UserProfile

Thiscomplex model,combiningknowledge-andbehaviour-based
approaches,forms thebasison which a wide rangeof needscanbe
served.Theinformationof theself-portraitcanbeusedto satisfythe
’obvious’ needs- even(andespeciallyimportant)whenthisdescrip-
tion is somewhat ’idealized’. The subprofile createdandautomat-
ically refinedthroughthe observationsview is usedto identify and
satisfybehaviour-basedneeds.
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2.1.2 ModellingtheItems

Theaffiliation of itemsto certainclustersis alsomodelledalongthree
differentviews (seefigure2).

• theassessmentof thedomainexpert
• theassessmentof the(user)community
• clusteraffiliations calculatedby appropriateclassifiersystems,if

available.

Figure2. Structureof ItemProfile

Theassessmentof thedomain expert oftenrepresentstheopinion
of the contentowner, while the communityview reflectshow the
contentis seenby theconsumers/users.By providing bothviews the
contentowner getsan importantfeedback,anda betterexplanation
model can be provided for the user concerningthe recommended
items.The classifierassessmentcanbe seenasan extensionof the
domainexpertview, where’third party’ informationis usedto refine
theitemprofile.In thecontext of ouronlinesystemanaudioclassifier
is used,basedonMusic InformationRetrieval methods.

Besidegenreswealsosupportmusicclusteringaccordingto mood
andsituationlikemusicfor ’First Love’, etc.

2.2 RecommendationStrategies

Another key factor is to supportthe right set of recommendation
strategiestheuseris expectingfrom anintelligentsystem. TheSAT
approachprovides a set of ’need based’strategies,as proposedin
severalpapersof theresearchcommunitye.g. [5], [3], [4].

1. Reminderrecommendations
2. ’More like this’ recommendations
3. Recommendnew/’hot’ items
4. ’Broadenmy horizon’ recommendations
5. Show me,what’similar’ usersdoor like (e.g.view or buy)

Reminderrecommendationsshouldhelp theusernot to forgetor
overseethoseitemsthathe/shehasearlierput on a digital shopping
list, but not yetbought.

’More-like-this’ recommendations- probablythe most common
ones- shouldhelptheuserto find similar items.In our context sim-
ilarity is definedon thebasisof genreaffiliation andanexternalcal-
culated’soundingsimilar’ [1], [2] relation,with thelatterbeingcal-
culatedoffline.

’Hot-Item-recommendation’should supportthe userto be up-to-
datewithin therangeof his/herpreferences.Theserecommendations
help to satisfycommunityneeds,wherea userwantsto be bestin-
formedwithin his/hersocialenvironment.

’Broadenmy Horizon’ is a very importantrecommendationstrat-
egy, becauseit supportstheuserto explorehis/hertasteandit helps
to sharpenor verify theuser’s profile.

Figure3. Recommendationstrategies

Figure3 demonstratesa pagewherethreeof the mentionedrec-
ommendationstrategiesareshown in thecontext of agiventrack.

2.3 SelfAdapting Capability

Theself adaptingor ’ learning’behaviour of thepersonalizationsys-
temof SAT is realizedby usingdataminingandinstancebasedlearn-
ing algorithms.This ’ learningbehaviour’ is realizedon threediffer-
entlevels

1. The individual level, whereprofilesof usersarepermanentlyre-
finedbasedon implicit (e.g.navigationobservation)andexplicit
feedback(e.g.ratings,buying behaviour). For frequentusers,the
qualityof theprofilewill increaseover time.

2. Thecollaborative level,wherethecommunity ratingsof itemsim-
prove the recommendationquality as well as the refinement of
profilesleadsto the improvementof the ’similarity’ relation(e.g.
’itemssimilar userslike’).

3. The statisticallevel, wheredatamining algorithmsare applied
(e.g. associationrules) to generatenew recommendations.Be-
causethesealgorithmsoperateon databasedon user-behaviour
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(e.g.shoppinghistory, compilationsof favoureditems)thequality
will improveover time.

2.4 UserGeneratedContent

Feedingportalsregularly with interestingand engagingcontentis a
verychallenging(andof courseexpensive) taskfor operators.Sowe
decidedto involve usersin thatprocessby encouragingthemto post
affiliations of items (including personallycompiledcollectionslike
playlists)to moodandsituationclusters.Figure4 demonstratesause
case,wheretheusercanassigna trackto apredefinedcluster(music
for ’First Love’). For handhelddevicesonly onechoiceof aclusteris
presented,which canbeeitheraccepted(’YES’) or rejected(’NO’).
Whenaccessingthemusicportalon theWEB (via PC),all clusters
arepresentedandtheusermayassigna trackto severalclusters.

Figure4. Assigninga trackto acluster

3 DEMONSTRATION

Duringthedemonstrationof oursystemwewill explainhow thecon-
ceptsmentionedabove wererealizedfor thehandheldaswell asfor
desktopclients.Furthermoreat thetimeof theworkshopfirst results
concerninguseracceptancewill beavailable.
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An Intelligent Information Push Service for the Tourist 
Domain 

Thomas Beer1 and Wolfr am Höpken1 and Markus Zanker2 and Jörg Rasinger1 and Marku s 
Jessenitschnig1and Matthi as Fuchs1and Hannes Werthner3

Abstract. We present ongoing work about an intelligent information 
push service that filters information depending on the user context and 
sends determined messages that have not been explicitly  requested. In 
this regard, context can be understood as any parameter (e.g. location, 
time, weather, user profile, or available tourism services) that 
influences the content and the sending time of a particular push 
message. The proposed Intelligent Push Service personalizes the 
content of a push message (using recommendation techniques), adapts 
it to the appropriate devices and actively sends the generated 
messages to the tourist (in every case depending on the user context). 

1 Intr oduction  

The process of aggregation, distribution and consumption of services 
and service bundles in tourism is highly information intensive, thus, is 
leading to a fairly complex and time consuming planning process for 
customers [1]. The increasing supply of online available tourism 
products and/or information services is leading to a raise of the 
information amount the customer has to cope with (i.e. information 
explosion), thus, lowering the acceptance of these new information 
channels and particularly mobile services in tourism [2]. The problem 
of information explosion can be divided into information overload 
and information retrieval effort issues. [3] illustrates that 
recommender systems allow helpful and persuasive product and 
service suggestions and thus reduce the burden of information 
overload and domain complexity for users. A further aspect, which is 
not yet (or only insufficiently) considered by existing tourism 
information systems, is their potentiality  to support tourists not only in 
the planning (i.e. the pre-trip) phase, but in all relevant trip phases, 
particularly including the phase of destination-stay by providing on-
site information about the tourism offers available in a particular 
destination at a specific time. Particularly in the destination-stay phase 
tourists face the problem of not-knowing where and when to look for  
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data (i.e. problem of information retrieval). However, “the traditional 
pull approach requires that users know a priori where and when to 
look for data or that they spend an inordinate amount of time polli ng 
known sites for updates… Push relieves the user of these burdens” 
[4]. That means the user is not forced to search for relevant 
information and her/his effort in retrieving information is reduced [5]. 
Within the etPlanner framework [3] the above mentioned problems 
will  be addressed by the Intelligent Push Service (IPS) discussed in 
this paper. IPS actively informs tourists about tourism services or 
goods highly relevant to them. 
The key to overcome the drawbacks above is providing highly 
personalized information regarding content and send-time of push 
messages (PMs). The relevance of the information depends on several 
parameters, such as the personal preferences of the tourist or the 
tourism services are available in her/his surroundings. Especially 
during the destination-stay a high amount of additional parameters 
must be taken into consideration, in order to estimate the relevance of 
a piece of information. 
The paper is organised as follows. In Section 2, we introduce an 
example usage scenario for the Intelligent Push Service in the tourism 
domain. In Section 3, the methodology and overall architecture of the 
Intelligent Push Service are proposed. Section 4 summarizes current 
results and discusses future work. 

2 Scenario 

A tourist plans to spend a weekend in Innsbruck. We assume s/he has 
already used the IPS during her/his trip to Vienna three month ago. 
Therefore s/he is already registered and known to the system by 
means of a user-profile. S/he has stayed in Vienna for two days and 
visited among other things “Schönbrunn Palace”. Two weeks before 
departure s/he interacts with an online booking platform to plan 
her/his trip to Innsbruck. In first step s/he books a room in the 
“Innsbruck Inn” hotel. The underlying IPS system is now able to infer 
where s/he wants to go to and how long s/he is planning to stay. In the 
next step, the system queries personal information to complete her/his 
user profile with the necessary information for the specified region, 
e.g. information on activities s/he is planning to conduct. S/he loves 
skiing and therefore searches skiing-regions near Innsbruck. The 
“Axamer Lizum” seems convincing and s/he therefore schedules the 
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activity "Skiing in the Axamer Lizum" on Saturday. Two weeks later, 
on Friday night, s/he arrives in Innsbruck. During night there is a 
spontaneous and disadvantageous weather change – strong wind 
comes up and it will  be snowing, soon. At breakfast time a message is 
sent to her/his mobile device, that there will be a blizzard in “Axamer 
Lizum” and it is not recommendable to go skiing on that day. 
Additionally  the message includes a number of alternative suggestions 
for bad-weather activities based on her/his user profile. Amongst 
them, the user is welcomed to visit the “Hofburg” in Innsbruck 
(because s/he has shown interest in similar buildings in the past) and 
at the same time a 10% rebate on the entry fee is offered. After her/his 
visit of the “Hofburg” the system pushes a SMS to her/his mobile 
device informing her/him that Pizza Gino offers a special lunch menu 
(20% off) for all visitors of the “Hofburg”. Both push information 
messages are triggered by business rules that have been defined by 
tourism-experts from the city of Innsbruck. In the described scenario 
the following two push instructions came into action: 
I) Every morning check, if there is bad weather. If that is the case, 

check which tourists have planned to go skiing: recommend an 
alternative leisure activity and offer a 10% rebate on entrance fees. 

II)  Inform all vi sitors of the “Hofburg” that have a preference on 
Italian food about special lunch offered at Pizza Gino nearby. 

The evaluation of the first instruction (rule) by the Intelligent Push 
Service leads to the recommendation to visit the “Hofburg”. This 
recommendation is generated due to the prior visit of “Schönbrunn 
Palace” in Vienna. Therefore the hybrid recommendation service 
derives from her/his user-profile that s/he might also be interested in 
visiting similar places in Innsbruck. According to her/his positive 
review regarding an Italian restaurant which s/he visited in Vienna he 
is informed about the special lunch offer at Pizza Gino. 

3 Intelligent Push Service (IPS) 

The combination of push and recommendation techniques is a valid 
instrument to tackle the mentioned problems of information overload 
and information retrieval. The proposed methodology consists of two 
basic steps. First an expert of the tourist domain (e.g. the system 
provider or supplier of offered tourism services) specifies business 
rules in an abstract way: “What” i s “When” sent to “Whom”. “What” 
specifies the basic content of the message (e.g. the type of tourism 
service or category of information). “When” defines the sending time 
of the message which is determined through the occurrence of a 
special event. “Whom” stands for the set of target users who meet 
given constraints. In the second step the actual content is refined (i.e. 
the appropriate instance of the concept is determined) by a hybrid 
recommendation service [6][7], which applies collaborative, content-
based and knowledge based recommendation techniques [8]. A rule 
language is developed to express the “what”, “when” and “whom” 
facts. The rule syntax is similar to an event-condition-action rule [9]. 

Example:  

Event:  [TimeEvent (daily, 9:00)] 
Condition: [(User.bookedEvent = outdoorEvent) AND 

(weatherforecast=storm)] 
Action:  [Recommendation(Leisure-Activity)] 

Figure 1 depicts the overall architecture of the IPS. The nucleus of the 
system is build by two components namely the Inference-Engine and 

the Hybrid-Recommendation-Service. All components are explained 
subsequently. 

 

Figure 1: Architecture IPS 

Registration & Subscription Service 
This service represents the entry- (and exit-) point to the IPS. To 
provide the user with adequate push messages it is significant to 
exactly understand the user’s preferences. This service therefore 
provides functionality enabling the user to specify her/his 
demographic profile (e.g. name, gender or age) and her/his 
information preferences. The information preferences specify  which 
kind of push-messages the user is interested in. Additionally, the user 
can indicate which activities s/he is planning to conduct during a 
destination stay. This information is used to continuously refine the 
user-profi le with every trip s/he makes using the IPS. Feedback 
mechanisms (Was this information useful to you? or Did you find the 
given recommendation appropriate?) allow a further refinement of the 
user profile. For example, which sights or concerts the tourist has 
visited or where s/he preferred to go for dinner increases the quality of 
his user-profile step by step. 

Rule-Editor 
For tourism service suppliers, the push service offers a high quality 
communication channel to their customers. First, push-messages to be 
sent to the customer must be defined in an abstract way. The rule-
editor offers a graphical user interface for creating and managing push 
rules. Tourism experts are supported in the rule definition process by 
means of a high-level interface utilizing wizards and graphical, 
context sensitive editors.  

Core Context-Service 
One of the major contributions of an intelligent push service is its 
ability to react on the actual context of a user. For this, the context 
service offers a high-level interface for accessing the context 
information of a user. In a first step, the system supports the inclusion 
of location information (i.e. What is the current location of the user?), 
weather (i.e. What is the current weather situation and its forecast?) 
and time. Consequently, the service is divided into three sub services, 
namely the Localisation-Service, the Weather-Service and the Time-
Service. The Context-Service further defines an extension-point for 
accessing additional context-information, such as fl ight schedules. 
 

Adaptation-Service 
The responsibilit y of the Adaptation-Service is to render the 
application’s user interface according to the user's device. As an 
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example, the IPS uses this service for the registration process or the 
adaptation of the PM. Mobile phones, PDA's, or smart phones do not 
only differ fundamentally in terms of supported markup-language 
(e.g. WML, CHTML, XHTML MP; XHTML), but also in terms of 
capabilities within these languages. Display resolutions and graphic 
capabilities differ even for mobile phones significantly, not to mention 
the differences that exist between different classes of devices, such as 
PDA's and mobile phones. 

User Modeling Service 

Several systems are involved in the implementation of the scenario of 
an intelligent information push service in the tourism domain: First, 
the user interacts with an online platform for travel planning and 
booking. There a content management system, the booking 
application itself or a customer relationship module may already 
collect data about the user. Second, the user has to register for the 
push service. S/he may optionally go through several adaptive and 
domain specific dialogues that are oriented towards the elicitation of 
her/his preference and informational needs situation. For instance, the 
user is visiting a destination for the first time or by whom s/he is 
accompanied. Furthermore, during the use of the push service 
feedback information is collected. 

Therefore, a centralized user modeling service is required, that acts as 
a central hub for all user information that is accessible to the system. It 
is based on a generic data integration component that enables access 
to XML file s and relational databases. The user modeling service 
itself data warehouses selected interaction and preference information 
on the user and offers a query interface to the Inference-Engine and 
the Hybrid-Recommendation Service. Basically there are two modes 
of querying: One is to retrieve all users that satisfy a given set of 
conditions like all female first-time visitors of Innsbruck below the 
age of 30 that like to go shopping, or all users who booked an outdoor 
event. This kind of query is utilized within the condition part of an 
ECA rule to state conditions related to the underlying user profile. The 
second usage mode is to evaluate a condition for a given user. 

Inference-Engine 

The Inference-Engine(IE) represents the core of the IPS. It evaluates 
the ECA-rules defined in the IPS specific rule language. Event-
Generators (EG’s) observe specific state variables and fire the 
appropriate event when the state variable reaches a specific  value. The 
Event-Handler acts as the central processing unit of fired events and 
matches incoming events to the appropriate Rule-Handler. The Rule-
Handler translates the user-centric “meta” condition statements into 
queries to the underlying data-access services, i.e. Data Dictionary, 
User Modeling Service and Core Context-Service. The result-set of a 
condition evaluation contains all users meeting the specified 
constraints. Depending on the action specified in the push rule a 
simple personalized text-message or a personalized recommendation 
is generated using templates. In the second case the Hybrid-
Recommendation-Service is utilized to determine the appropriate 
instance of a tourism service (related to the tourism service defined in 
the Action part of a push rule). Depending on the user profile and the 
actual context the appropriate device is determined and the content of 
the push message is adapted according to the capabilities of that 
device utilizing the Adaptation-Service. 
 
 

Hybrid-Recommendation-Service 

The Hybrid-Recommendation-Service mediates between the different 
recommendation components. They build on collaborative, content-
based and knowledge-based paradigms. The service decides on the 
recommendation strategy and asks one of the underlying 
recommendation components for instances of a specific concept, e.g. 
an appropriate sight according to user’s interest profile. 
Recommendation strategies are further hybridized by retrieving past 
interaction data from the central user model. This way, collaborative 
filtering algorithms can use explicitly  stated user preferences during 
interaction with a conversational knowledge-based recommender to 
compute user neighborhood for instance.   

4 Conclusion & Fu ture Work 

The paper presented the methodology and architecture of an 
Intelligent Push Service for the tourist domain. A first version of this 
push service is already implemented as part of the etPlanner 
application – a mobile tourist guide for intelligent travel guidance [3]. 
A first field trial within the destination of Innsbruck is planned for the 
middle of 2006. Further refinements and enhancements are planned 
especially in the area of context-based recommendations and the 
integration of user feedback on the relevance and appropriateness of 
PMs. 
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Abstract.

We first introduce ambient recommender systems, which arose

from the analysis of new trends in human factors in the next genera-

tion of recommender systems. We then explain some results of these

new trends in real-world applications. This paper extends current ap-

proaches to recommender systems towards a cross-disciplinary per-

spective by combining the specific advantages from several research

areas to achieve better user modelling. Our approach synergistically

combines a model of the user’s emotional information with intel-

ligent agents and machine learning to: i) provide highly relevant

recommendations in everyday life, thus reducing the user’s infor-

mation overload and making human–machine interaction richer and

more flexible; and ii) learn about, predict and adapt to the user’s be-

haviour in the next generation of recommender systems in ambient

intelligence scenarios. We also describe the results of an applica-

tion of these new trends to human factors using a cross-domain hy-

brid approach: i) an e-commerce recommender system about training

courses with more than three million users and ii) the prototype of an

ambient recommender system for emergency interventions, combin-

ing virtual rich-context interaction environments and wearable com-

puting, to train firefighters.

1 INTRODUCTION

Over the last decade, research on recommender systems has focused

on performance of algorithms for recommendations [19] and im-

proved ways of building user models to map user preferences, in-

terests and behaviours into suggesting suitable products or services

[4]. At the same time, several recommendation approaches (see [20],

[25] and [27]) and techniques have been developed in a variety of

domain-specific applications [1], [22].

However, user models must be context aware in many recom-

mender systems in several application domains. In addition, tradi-

tional approaches require other support in future emerging technolo-

gies [7]. The development of Smart Adaptive Systems [2] is a cor-

nerstone for personalizing services in the next generation of open,

distributed, decentralized and ubiquitous recommender systems [30].
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Such recommender systems should learn from the user’s interactions

everywhere and anytime in an unobtrusive way.

As systems become more complex, so does the amount of infor-

mation involved in user–system interactions. Learning processes are

therefore required to capture the user model automatically, without

continually annoying the user by requiring data to be filled out during

each interaction with an application. Indeed, the complexity of mod-

elling a user in real contexts is not a simple task, given that the con-

text is a multidimensional environment that includes time, location

and subjectivity in perceptions and emotions, among other variables.

Ambient intelligence [23] is a suitable vision to take advantage of

users’ interactions to improve the learning process of ubiquitous rec-

ommender systems in everyday life. An ambient recommender sys-

tem proactively operates as a ubiquitous intelligent adviser on behalf

of users in an everyday context; it is sensitive, adaptive and respon-

sive to their needs, habits and emotions in real time while they reduce

their information overload. Such ubiquitous recommender systems

have a moderately portable user model, which interacts with services

in several applications to communicate and exchange users’ prefer-

ences in several contexts and domains.

The paper is structured as follows: In Section 2, we describe new

trends in affective factors in recommender systems with a cross-

disciplinary perspective. Section 3 motivates the synergy of users’

affective factors, agent technology and machine learning to build user

models in ambient recommender systems. In Section 4, we test our

approach, mapping user models between a crisis situations recom-

mender system using a virtual rich context for training firefighters

and an e-commerce recommender system about training courses. In

Section 5, we introduce a real-world ambient recommender system in

the framework of the wearIT@work project as future work. Finally,

we provide some conclusions.

2 NEW TRENDS IN AFFECTIVE FACTORS IN
RECOMMENDER SYSTEMS

There has been intensive research based on perspectives from tradi-

tional approaches (i.e., content-based, collaborative-based, hybrid-

based, knowledge-based, demographic-based and utility-based ap-

proaches) and performance of algorithms for recommendations.

However, few approaches in recommender systems consider the

contextual information associated with the ambient intelligence ap-

proach.

On the other hand, relevant research work is being carried out on

users’ emotional factors in both recommender systems [21], [14] and

intelligent agents [17], [26], to understand users better in complex
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situations. In addition, the emotional factor is being used to persuade

users through argument-based suggestions in conversational recom-

mender systems in ways analogous to how humans act when they

communicate useful/useless or pleasant/unpleasant advice to each

other [24], [11], [6].

It is well known that users behave differently depending on the

context in which they are placed. Accordingly, we extend and tackle

some challenges of the approach of Burke [5] surrounding knowl-

edge sources and user profiles by users’ context (See Figure 1). This

generation of ambient recommender systems should represent in a

holistic way several relevant properties (e.g., cognitive context, task

context, social context, emotional context, cultural context, physical

context and location context) according to the user’s circumstances,

using existing and new techniques for recommendations.

Figure 1. Towards the next generation of ambient recommender systems:
an extended approach from Burke

In particular, the emotional component is the user factor most sen-

sitive to the context [13]. The emotional factor is defined as the rele-

vance that each user gives to differential values of items (i.e., actions,

services, products), which are demonstrated in the user’s decision-

making process by means of his or her actions.

Each user is motivated in different ways by products and services

offered by companies and institutions. These interests are linked

to personal needs, possibilities and perceptions. Companies should

know with enough accuracy the sensitivities that their products and

services generate in their users, to satisfy their requirements, pos-

sibilities and perceptions. Most user-centred companies would like

to detect existing links to users’ actions and emotions produced by

their services and products, to analyse user retention rates, loyalty

rates, user churn rates, cross-selling opportunities and so on. More-

over, variables such as empathy, sensitivity and emotional response

towards products and services cannot be detected explicitly with sim-

ple statistics or data mining techniques. Currently, there are few com-

mercial recommender systems used for creating user models that

consider these sensitivities. Most systems use statistical techniques.

Some others use data mining techniques mixed with relational mar-

keting concepts to create behaviour patterns of users and consumers

and then classify them according to rules. However, none of these

recommender systems consider human factors as fundamental com-

ponents of analysis to create truly personalized and individualized

user models according to preferences and interests. Most impor-

tantly, they do not have capabilities for smart behaviour, that is, to

learn in an incremental way and produce effective recommendations

in a wide variety of complex circumstances.

3 FIRST RESULTS: SMART USER MODELS

The daily life of nomadic users of applications in the home envi-

ronment, workplace, car, leisure time and tourism, among other sce-

narios, can be simplified and enriched by satisfying their interests,

preferences and understanding their emotional context through Smart

User Models (SUMs). SUMs represent a breakthrough advance in

ambient recommender systems state of the art. They are smart adap-

tive systems based on the synergy of the user’s emotional factors,

machine learning and intelligent agents that act like unobtrusive in-

telligent user interfaces to acquire, maintain and update the user’s

most relevant preferences, tastes and behaviours through an incre-

mental learning process in everyday life [12]. In particular, SUMs can

give ambient recommender systems the ability to manage the user’s

emotional context, acquiring his or her emotional intelligence. This

capability is becoming increasingly important for modelling humans

holistically. For detailed information about the SUM and its formal

definition see [14].

First, SUMs introduce smart behaviour to recommender systems.

The breakthrough in the SUM is its ability to learn in an incremental

way, delivering very accurate recommendations based on objective,

subjective and emotional attributes acquired from user interactions

in recommendation processes. However, applying machine learning

to building user models is not a straightforward task [10]. Four main

problems have been described.

1. The need for large data sets: machine learning techniques require

a certain amount of training data about the user that, more often

than not, is unavailable.

2. The need for labelled data: user experiences require labels such as

good/bad, interesting/not interesting (i.e., relevance feedback).

3. Concept drift: the user evolves over time and in different contexts,

so any features learnt from the user cannot be considered perma-

nent.

4. Computational complexity: most machine learning techniques are

quite complex, making them infeasible in the open, dynamic en-

vironments in which users are often involved.

In addition, the influence of the context on the user should be taken

into account. Problems such as these have posed new challenges in

the machine learning community and new, alternative methods are

being studied [18]. For example, kernel methods have been analysed

as suitable learning components of SUMs. These methods allow the

processing of massive and growing data sets with a small number of

observations in a high-dimensional feature space based on the con-

cepts of incremental learning and concept drift developed recently in

the theory of Support Vector Machines (SVMs) [3].

Secondly, SUMs are concerned with proactive and automatic pre-

processing of users’ LifeLogs1. SUMs make use of massive multi-

dimensional and heterogeneous data sets to acquire and preprocess

them for ambient recommender systems (see Figure 2). In partic-

ular, agent technology provides the appropriate flexibility to carry

1 Complex sets of all raw data about the user generated during interactions
with multiple applications in several domains in a multimodal way [26]
(e.g., socio-demographic data, web usage data, transactional data, explicit
ratings, attributes databases, physiological signals and eye tracking)
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out communication (interoperability) and coordination (coherent ac-

tions) with recommendation processes.

Figure 2. Preprocessing from physiological data through the extractor
application agent of SUM

Thirdly, SUMs contribute to the automatic generation of the user’s

human values scales in individualized ways for each user, according

to his or her interests, preferences and life cycles in purchasing or

decision-making processes. For more information on this methodol-

ogy, see [16], in which it is fully developed.

Finally, the mission of the SUM is to enhance every day, every-

where and continually in time the interaction between humans and

ambient recommender systems, acquiring the user’s emotional in-

formation and exploiting it via machine-processable metadata (see

Figure 3). In order to achieve this mission, this approach tackles the

following challenges [29], [28] in ambient intelligence scenarios.

• The development of a one-of-a-kind, adaptive, sensitive and

reusable user model of objective, subjective and emotional user

features.

• The processing of sparse information for managing the user’s

emotional sensibility.

• Making transferring knowledge feasible (i.e., user preferences)

from one domain, in which the user has already been profiled,

to another, with which the user has never interacted before.

• Avoiding excessive intrusiveness in acquiring user information

when building, setting up and maintaining a user model that in-

teracts dynamically with the user in different domains.

• Learning from the very large, high-dimensional and growing mas-

sive data sets produced by ambient intelligence scenarios.

In this mission, SVMs are required to preprocess large volumes

of data for SUMs, to mitigate the sparsity problem2, a crucial issue

in selecting the user’s relevant emotional features to increase his or

her likelihood of accepting recommended items or actions in ambi-

ent recommender systems. Furthermore, SVMs have been used as

a learning component in ranking users to assess their propensity to

accept a recommended item.

4 CROSS-DOMAIN HYBRID EXPERIMENTAL
FRAMEWORK

In this section, we design and test using a prototype the SUM for

decision making in a hybrid integration of rich-context interaction

2 This is where small numbers of observations and instances occur, compared
to the overall dataset of the user’s emotional information.

Figure 3. Properties of next-generation ambient recommender systems
according to desirable capabilities and relevant research areas

in virtual worlds and an e-commerce recommender system for mod-

elling emotional features in users (see Figure 4). This framework in-

creases the user’s motivation by generating real emotions and actions

in users who have previously interacted with the training courses

domain (i.e., their SUMs have profiled objective and subjective at-

tributes when they have interacted with the e-commerce recom-

mender system).

4.1 A real-world e-commerce recommender system

In many real-world e-commerce recommender systems, the number

of users and items is very large and enormous amounts of sparse

data are generated. Our real-world test-bed recommender system

(www.emagister.com) has more than three million users. Usually,

in this kind of recommender system, the suggestions are delivered

through a combination of the user’s explicit preferences and user

feedback is acquired via clickstream analysis (i.e., implicit feed-

back) and/or user rating of the perceived quality of recommended

items (i.e., explicit feedback), generating raw data to be analysed.

The user’s decision making has been improved by taking into ac-

count his or her sensibility to specific attributes in specific domains

of training.

In particular, not only are users advised in selecting the more rel-

evant course to satisfy their preferences and interests, but they also

intensify their satisfaction by discovering their sensibility to particu-

lar attributes that allow better communication via newsletters. In this

scenario, SUMs take advantage of the capture by e-commerce appli-

cations of both objective features of users and information related to

their subjectivity.

The next step in completing the approach is the acquisition of emo-

tional attributes in other application domains, as described in the next

subsection.

4.2 A virtual rich context interaction for an
emergency intervention recommender system

In [8], new methods were applied to obtain user information, stim-

ulating users in a Virtual Rich Context interaction (VRC) for train-

ing firefighters in Paris brigades through Embodied Conversational

Agents (ECAs). VRC interaction is a cognitive approach that allows
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modelling of cooperating agents in virtual worlds and interacts with

users in a multimodal way. This approach supposes a nondivisible

relationship between signifiers and signified of interactions and ob-

jects in real contexts. The emotional factor in VRC (i.e., attributes and

values) is acquired from several events in the rescue operations do-

main. Then we take advantage of VRC through SUMs to use them in

a real-world e-commerce recommender system for training courses

and reuse the acquired emotional factors (i.e., attributes and thresh-

olds) from users’ interactions in the virtual reality training recom-

mender system.

The semantic explanation of data representation for the emotional

intelligence-based ontology of SUMs is taken into account in imple-

menting an automatic mapping of attributes and relationships in each

domain of application following the methodologies described in [15]

and [14], using the hMAFRA toolkit [9] to translate the SUM into

RDFS and XML standards. In this manner, different strategies to lo-

calize and access user information are put into practice, allowing an

approximation to anywhere and anytime interactions.

Figure 4. Cross-domain experimental ambient recommender system

To reduce the sparsity problem, we have developed and imple-

mented an incremental learning mechanism based on detection of

a user’s highly relevant emotional attributes using kernel methods

that allow dimensionality reduction from massive raw data sets. This

feature selection involves identifying the common relevant attributes

between domains and reducing the data dimensionality by excluding

irrelevant values. This mechanism is the learning component of the

SUM (see Figure 5).

Figure 5. Smart user model incremental learning mechanism

4.3 Results of a cross-dimensional analysis

We have evaluated our approach from two points of view: First, we

evaluated the ECA’s behaviour (actions) and its relation with its ex-

perienced emotions in an isolated way and second, we evaluated the

ECA’s social behaviour in a coordinated rescue operation according

to the emotional intelligence embedded in its SUM. In this paper, we

describe the first case. Observing Figure 6, we see on the left side the

most relevant actions recommended to the commander of the brigade

for a firefighter according to the state of the ECA in a rescue opera-

tion. On the right side, we see four emotions, from left to right: anger,

satisfaction, deception and fear, that the firefighter might feel when

taking the indicated action. In this case, if the recommended action is

Rescue the victim, this firefighter will experience fear 73% of times

that recommendation is given, with satisfaction 10% of the time. On

the other hand, given the above mentioned four emotions, the com-

mander can see the percentage of each one involved in each action.

These results improve the commander decision-making process.

Figure 6. Recommended actions and related experienced emotions

5 wearIT@work AMBIENT RECOMMENDER
SYSTEM

In the wearIT@work project3, we are using wearable computing to

sense physiological and contextual parameters of firefighters, and to

provide recommendations based on the firefighter’s emotional and

environmental conditions. In particular, we map physiological sig-

nals into the SUM to shift from discrete events in online recom-

mender systems to continuous events in ambient recommender sys-

tems. For instance, suppose that Philippe Durand is a rather hot-

tempered firefighter with a specific skill set. He is directed by a com-

mander who is advised by an ambient recommender system in an

emergency (such as fire, earthquake, tsunami or missing people). The

objective of the team commander is to accept advice from the system

about Philippe’s current emotional state and its implications in the

rescue operation so he can better assess the operational fitness of his

colleague in particular situations. In this living laboratory, it is now

possible to include context-aware information on the user’s current

emotional state through wearable computing. For instance, Philippe

exhibits an increased stress level after an exhausting rescue opera-

tion. Then, the ambient recommender system can improve its advice

in real time, suggesting to the commander either to relieve Philippe or

assign him a less stressful mission, according to his physiological and

3 wearIT@work is funded by the European Commission in the IST 6th
Framework program, see www.wearitatwork.com
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inferred emotional state, with the best recommended actions. In this

new scenario, the commander could take better decisions in emer-

gency interventions. These experiments are being developed in the

wearIT@work project, which was set up to explore the potential of

wearable computing in emergency responses, among other domains.

6 CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have analysed cross-disciplinary trends from the hu-

man factors perspective, particularly from the users’ affective factors

perspective in the next generation of ambient recommender systems.

These recommender systems could be fully deployed in the near

future using the synergy between affective factors, intelligent agents

and machine learning and will provide better learning and prediction,

and will adapt to the user’s behaviour through so-called smart user

models for the next generation of recommender systems in ambient

intelligence scenarios. Interesting results have already been achieved,

improving recommendations in the e-commerce domain and emer-

gency response recommender systems. The hybrid model proposed

can be applied both in an isolated way for an agent and within a

community of agents with social interaction.

We have implemented an incremental learning mechanism that has

been embedded in the SUM for decision making using virtual emo-

tional contexts. The platform for the virtual rich context approach is

suitable for analysing the complexity of human behaviour through

massive data sets.

Some authors have been working on sensing physiological signals

to infer emotions, with several constraints on the user’s real context.

However, in ambient recommender systems the use of wearable com-

puting could enable the SUM to acquire data in an unobtrusive way,

while the user’s real context is preserved.
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Dynamic Knowledge Based User Modeling for
Recommender Systems

João Leite1 and Martina Babini2

Abstract. In this paper we propose the introduction of dynamic

logic programming – an extension of answer set programming – in

recommender systems, as a means for users to specify and update

their models, with the purpose of enhancing recommendations.

1 Introduction

Recommender systems are programs that help the user in navigat-

ing large volumes of information available, attempting to provide a

solution to the user’s needs or suggesting items that the user may

like. To chose or discard existing items, recommender systems adopt

many different approaches. Most common techniques used to select

the right suggestions are: collaborative filtering (e.g. [11, 9]) where

user ratings for objects are used to perform an inter-user comparison

and then propose the best rated items; content-based recommenda-

tion (e.g.[3]) where measures of similarity between item’s content

are used to find the right selection, employing techniques from the

information retrieval field; knowledge-based recommendation (e.g.

[14, 16]) where knowledge about the user, the objects, and some dis-

tance measures between them, are used to infer the right selections

i.e. relationships between users and objects; and, as always, hybrid

versions of these (e.g. [5, 15]) where two or more of these techniques

(collaborative filtering being usually one of them) are used to over-

come their individual limitations. For further details on this subject

the reader is referred to [7, 12, 13].

Recommender systems can also be categorised, according to the

way they interact with the user [6], as being single shot systems where

for each request the system make its interpretation of information and

proposes recommendations to the user without taking in account any

previous interaction, and conversational systems where recommen-

dations are made on the basis of the current request of the user and

some feedback provided as a response to previously proposed items.

The extent to which users find the recommendations satisfactory

is, ultimately, the key feature of such systems, and the accuracy of the

user models that are employed by these systems is of key importance

to this goal. Such user models are often implicit, inferred from past

experience. The use of explicit models of both the products and user

has been previously identified as opportune to improve the quality of

recommendations, namely addressing the early rater and the sparse

ratings problems experienced by many systems[16].

In this paper we will concentrate on user modeling for recom-

mender systems, with the following in mind:

- recommender systems should provide users with a way (lan-

guage) to specify their models and preferences. This language should

be expressive enough to allow for specifications that exceed the mere

1 New University of Lisbon, Portugal, email: jleite@di.fct.unl.pt
2 Università di Bologna, Italy, email: martina.babini@gmail.com

assignment of ratings to products. It should allow for the usage of

existing concepts (e.g. product characteristics) as well as for the def-

inition of new concepts (e.g. own qualitative classifications based on

product characteristics). The language should allow for the specifica-

tion of rules that use these concepts to define the policies regarding

the recommendations made by the system. The language should also

include some for of negation to allow for the specification of both

positive as well as negative information.

- users should be able to update their models by specifying new

rules. The system must consider that users are not consistent along

time i.e., some newer rules may directly contradict previously speci-

fied ones, possibly representing an evolution of the user’s tastes and

needs, and these “contradictions” should be dealt with by the system.

- recommender systems should not depend solely on the model

specified by the user. Other approaches and existing systems that

do not require the user specification should be used as complement.

Their outputs should be taken into consideration since they may al-

ready encode large amounts of data that should not be disregarded,

and would be particularly useful in the absence of user specified

knowledge. At the same time the output of the recommender system

should take into strict consideration the user specifications which, if

violated, would turn the user away from the recommendation system.

In this paper, we borrow concepts from the area of knowledge rep-

resentation and non-monotonic reasoning, to set forth a proposal that

aims at extending systems with the possibility of allowing for users

to specify their individual models and preferences, while taking into

account the previously mentioned. Concretely, we will adapt the par-

adigm of Dynamic Logic Programming [2, 10, 1] to suit our needs.

Dynamic Logic Programming (DLP) is an extension of Answer-

set Programming (ASP) [8] introduced to deal with knowledge up-

dates. ASP is a form of declarative programming that is similar in

syntax to traditional logic programming and close in semantics to

non-monotonic logic, that is particularly suited for knowledge repre-

sentation3. In contrast to Prolog, where proofs and substitutions are

at its heart, the fundamental idea underlying ASP is to describe a

problem declaratively in such a way that models of the description

provide solutions to problems. Enormous progress concerning both

the theoretical foundations of the approach and implementation is-

sues have been made in recent years. The existence of very efficient

ASP solvers (e.g. DLV and SMODELS 4) make it finally possible to

3 The main difference between traditional logic programming (e.g. Prolog)
and ASP is how negation as failure is interpreted. In traditional logic pro-
gramming, negation-as-failure indicates the failure of a derivation; in ASP,
it indicates the consistency of a literal. In contrast to Prolog, the semantics
of ASP do not depend on a specific order of evaluation of the rules and
of the atoms within each rule. For more on ASP, namely its semantics and
applications, the reader is referred to [4] and [17].

4 http://www.dlvsystem.com/ and http://www.tcs.hut.fi/Software/smodels/
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investigate some serious applications.

According to DLP, the extension of ASP we use, knowledge is

given by a series of theories, encoded as generalized logic programs5

(or answer-set programs), each representing distinct states of the

world. Different states, sequentially ordered, can represent different

time periods, thus allowing DLP to represent knowledge undergoing

successive updates. As individual theories may comprise mutually

contradictory as well as overlapping information, the role of DLP is

to employ the mutual relationships among different states to deter-

mine the declarative semantics for the combined theory comprised

of all individual theories at each state. Intuitively, one can add, at the

end of the sequence, newer rules leaving to DLP the task of ensuring

that these rules are in force, and that previous ones are valid (by in-

ertia) only so far as possible, i.e. that they are kept for as long as they

are not in conflict with newly added ones, these always prevailing.

Dynamic Logic Programming can provide an expressive frame-

work for users to specify rules encoding their model, preferences and

their updates, while enjoying several properties, some discussed be-

low, such as: a simple extendable language; a well defined semantics;

the possibility to use default negation to encode non-deterministic

choice, thus generating more than one set of recommendations, fa-

cilitating diversity each time the system is invoked; the combination

of both strong and default negation to reason with the closed and

open world assumptions; easy connection with relational databases

(ASP can also be seen as a query language, more expressive than

SQL); support for explanations; amongst others.

Since we are providing users with a way to express themselves by

means of rules, we can also provide the same rule based language to

the owners of the recommendation system, enabling them to specify

some policies that may not be captured by the existing recommenda-

tion system (e.g. preference for recommending certain products).

In a nutshell, we want to propose a system, with a precise formal

specification and semantics, composed of three modules, namely the

output of an existing recommendation system, a set of rules specified

by the owner of the recommendation system and a sequence of rules

specified by the user, for which we provide an expressive language.

The modules are combined in a way such that they produce a set of

recommendations that obeys certain properties such as obedience to

the rules specified by the user, removal of contradictions specified

by the user along time, keep the result of the initial recommendation

module as much as possible in the final output, among others.

The remainder of this paper is organised as follows: In Sect. 2 we

briefly recap the notion of Dynamic Logic Programming, establish-

ing the language used throughout. In Sect. 3 we define our framework

and its semantics. In Sect. 4 we preset a brief illustrative example. In

Sect. 5 we discuss some properties and conlude in Sect. 6.

2 Dynamic Logic Programming

For self containment, in this Section, we briefly recap the notion and

semantics of Dynamic Logic Programming needed throughout. More

motivation regarding all these notions can be found in [2, 10].

Let A be a set of propositional atoms. An objective literal is ei-

ther an atom A or a strongly negated atom ¬A. A default literal is

an objective literal preceded by not . A literal is either an objective

literal or a default literal. A rule r is an ordered pair H (r)← B (r)
where H (r) (dubbed the head of the rule) is a literal and B (r)
(dubbed the body of the rule) is a finite set of literals. A rule with

H (r) = L0 and B (r) = {L1, . . . , Ln} will simply be written as

5 LPs with default and strong negation both in the body and head of rules.

L0 ← L1, . . . , Ln. A tautology is a rule of the form L← Body
with L ∈ Body. A generalized logic program (GLP) P , in A, is

a finite or infinite set of rules. If H(r) = A (resp. H(r) = not A)

then not H(r) = not A (resp. not H(r) = A). If H (r) = ¬A,

then ¬H (r) = A. By the expanded generalized logic program

corresponding to the GLP P , denoted by P, we mean the GLP ob-

tained by augmenting P with a rule of the form not ¬H (r)← B (r)
for every rule, in P , of the form H (r) ← B (r), where H (r)
is an objective literal. An interpretation M of A is a set of ob-

jective literals that is consistent i.e., M does not contain both A
and ¬A. An objective literal L is true in M , denoted by M � L,

iff L ∈ M , and false otherwise. A default literal not L is true in

M , denoted by M � not L, iff L /∈ M , and false otherwise. A

set of literals B is true in M , denoted by M � B, iff each lit-

eral in B is true in M . An interpretation M of A is an answer

set of a GLP P iff M ′ = least (P ∪ {not A | A 6∈M}), where

M ′ = M ∪{not A | A 6∈M}, A is an objective literal, and least(.)
denotes the least model of the definite program obtained from the ar-

gument program, replacing every default literal not A by a new atom

not A. Let AS (P ) denote the set of answer-sets of P .

A dynamic logic program (DLP) is a sequence of general-

ized logic programs. Let P = (P1, ..., Ps) and P ′= (P ′

1, ..., P
′

n)
be DLPs. We use ρ (P) to denote the multiset of all rules

appearing in the programs P1, ...,Ps, and P ∪ P ′ to de-

note (P1 ∪ P ′

1, ..., Ps ∪ P ′

s) and � P ′

i , P
′

j ,P � to denote

� P ′

i , P
′

j , P1, ..., Pn � . We can now set forth the definition of a

semantics, based on causal rejection of rules, for DLPs. We start by

defining the notion of conflicting rules as follows: two rules r and r′

are conflicting, denoted by r 1 r′, iff H(r) = not H(r′), used to

accomplish the desired rejection of rules:

Definition 1 (Rejected Rules) Let P = (P1, ..., Ps) be a DLP and

M an interpretation. We define:

Rej (P, M) = � r | r ∈ Pi, ∃r
′ ∈ Pj , i ≤ j, r 1 r′, M � B(r′) �

We also need the following notion of default assumptions.

Definition 2 (Default Assumptions) Let P = (P1, ..., Ps) be a

DLP and M an interpretation. We define (A is an objective literal):

Def(P, M) = {not A | @r ∈ ρ (P) , H (r) = A, M � B (r)}

We are now ready to define the semantics for DLPs based on the

intuition that some interpretation is a model according iff it obeys an

equation based on the least model of the multiset of all the rules in

the (expanded) DLP, without those rejected rules, together with a set

of default assumptions. The semantics is dubbed (refined) dynamic

stable model semantics (RDSM).

Definition 3 (Semantics of Dynamic Logic Programming) Let P
= (P1, ..., Ps) be a DLP and M an interpretation. M is a (refined)

dynamic stable model of P iff

M ′ = least (ρ (P)−Rej (P, M) ∪Def (P, M))

where M ′, ρ(.) and least(.) are as before. Let RDSM (P) denote

the set of all refined dynamic stable models of P .

3 Framework and Semantics

In this Section, we introduce our framework and its semantics.
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Our goal is to take the strengths of DLP as a knowledge represen-

tation framework with the capabilities of allowing for the representa-

tion of updates, and put it at the service of the user and the company,

while at the same time ensuring some degree of integration with the

output of other recommendation modules, possibly based on distinct

paradigms (e.g. statistical, etc).

To make the presentation of our ideas simpler, we will make some

assumptions and simplifications that, in our opinion, do not compro-

mise our proposal and can be subsequently lifted (not in this paper

though).

We start by assuming a layered system where the output of the

existing recommendation module is simply used as the input to our

system, and where no feedback to the initial module exists. We are

aware that allowing for feedback from our system to the existing

module could benefit its output, but such process would greatly de-

pend on such existing module and we want to make things as gen-

eral as possible, and concentrate on other aspects of the system. This

takes us to the next assumption, that of the output of such existing

module. We consider it to be an interpretation, i.e. a consistent set of

objective literals representing the recommendations. For simplicity,

we can assume that the language contains a reserved predicate of the

form rec/1 where the items are the terms of the predicate, and the

interpretation will contain those predicates corresponding to the rec-

ommended items. It would be straightforward to extend this case to

one where some value would be associated with each recommenda-

tion, e.g. using a predicate of the form rec(item, value). However,

to get our point across, we will keep to the simplified version where

the output of the existing module is simply a set of recommendations.

What we have, then, is an initial interpretation, representing the

output of the initial module, which we dub the initial model, a gener-

alised logic program representing the owner’s policy, and a dynamic

logic program, representing the rules (and their evolution) specified

by the user.

To formalise this notion, we introduce the concept of Dynamic

Recommender Frame defined as follows:

Definition 4 (Dynamic Recommender Frame) Let A be a set of

propositional atoms. A Dynamic Recommender Frame (DRF ), over

A, is a triple 〈M, P0,P〉 where M is an interpretation of A, P0 a

generalised logic program over A, and P a dynamic logic program

over A.

The semantics of a Dynamic Recommender Frame is given by the

set of stable models of its transformation into a Dynamic Logic Pro-

gram. This transformation is based on a few underlying assumptions

concerning the way these three modules should interact and be com-

bined. In particular, we want the rules specified by the user to be

the most relevant and be able to supersede both those issued by the

owner and the recommendation issued by the existing module. This

is a natural principle as users would not accept a recommendation

system that would explicitly violate their rules (e.g. recommend a

horror movie when the user said that no horror movies should be rec-

ommended). This limits the impact of recommendations made by the

initial module and the company to those not directly constrained by

the user, or to those whose rules specified by the user allow for more

than one alternative. The other principle concerns the relationship

between the initial model and the policy specified by the user. Here,

we will opt for giving a prevailing role to the rules specified by the

owner. The rational for this is rather obvious and natural: the owner

must be given the option/power to supersede the initial recommen-

dation module (e.g. specify preference to specify products of a given

brand over those of another because of higher profit margins), and

it may be impossible to have such control directly inside the initial

module (e.g. if it is a sub-symbolic system such as a neural network).

We these principles in mind, we first define a transformation from

a Dynamic Recommender Frame into a Dynamic Logic Program:

Definition 5 (Υ) Let R = 〈M, P0,P〉 be a Dynamic Recom-

mender Frame. Let Υ (R) be the DLP (PM , P0,P) where PM =
{A←: A ∈M}.

Intuitively, we construct a DLP where the initial knowledge is the

program obtained from the initial model. Such initial program is fol-

lowed (updated with) the owner’s policy specification (P0), which is

then followed by the sequence of specifications provided by the user.

And we define the semantics of a DRF as follows:

Definition 6 (Stable Recommendation Semantics) Let

R = 〈M, P0,P〉 be a Dynamic Recommender Frame and

MR an interpretation. MR is a stable recommendation iff MR is a

dynamic stable model of Υ (R). Let SR (R) denote the set of all

stable recommendations.

4 Short Illustrative Example

In this Section we present a small and very simplified example, with

the purpose of illustrating some (very few) features of our proposal.

Let’s consider an on-line store selling books and dvd’s, with some

existing recommendation system based on statistical analysis per-

formed over the years. We consider the output of such module to

be a set of recommended products, that, for our purposes, we will

consider constant throughout this example. Let the interpretation M
represent such output, i.e. the initial model, and be:

M = {rec (b1) , rec (b2) , rec (d1) , rec (d2) , rec (b7) , rec (d6)}

where bi,and di are products. The owner can, on top on this, define

some further recommendation policies, such as:

• the system should recommend at most one product of a given edi-

tor, encoded by the rule (1):

not rec (X)← editor (X, E) , editor (Y, E) , X 6= Y, rec (Y ) .

• the system should, non-deterministically, recommend at least one

of products b3 and b4, and one of products d6 and d7 encoded by

the rules (2 - 5)6:

rec (b3)← not rec (b4) . rec (b4)← not rec (b3) .
rec (d6)← not rec (d7) . rec (d7)← not rec (d6) .

• the system should always recommend the film of a recommended

book, and vice versa, in case it exists (defined by the predicate

rel/2), encoded by the rules (6,7):

rec (Y )← type (Y, dvd) , type (X, book) , rel (X, Y ) , rec (X) .

rec (X)← type (Y, dvd) , type (X, book) , rel (X, Y ) , rec (Y ) .

The owner program P0 contains the previous rules, together with

the store’s relational database where the relations brand/2, type/2,

related/2, etc, are defined. In this example, we consider the fol-

lowing propositions to be true: type (bi, book), type (di, dvd),

editor (b1, ed1), actor (d4, “Al Pacino”), editor (b5, ed1),

6 This encoding uses the classic even loop through negation which, in ASP,
produces two models each with one of the propositions belonging to it.
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rel (b5, d4), editor (b2, ed1), theme (d7, “Gangsters”). With-

out any rules specified by the user, the frame has four stable

recommendations resulting from the effect of the owner’s rules on

top of the initial model, namely7:

MR1 = {rec (b1) , rec (b3) , rec (d1) , rec (d2) , rec (b7) , rec (d6)}

MR2 = {rec (b2) , rec (b3) , rec (d1) , rec (d2) , rec (b7) , rec (d6)}

MR3 = {rec (b1) , rec (b4) , rec (d1) , rec (d2) , rec (b7) , rec (d6)}

MR4 = {rec (b2) , rec (b4) , rec (d1) , rec (d2) , rec (b7) , rec (d6)}

When taking a closer look at the four stable recommendations, we

can observe that the first rule specified by the owner removed the

recommendation for either b1 or b2, and the second and third rules in-

troduced either rec (b3) or rec (b4). The combination of these gener-

ated four stable recommendations. Note that the fourth and fifth rules

(for products d6 and d7) did not cause any change because rec (d6)
belonged to the initial recommendation and the semantics tends to

keep the recommendations by inertia. The recommendation system

would, non-deterministically, choose one of these stable recommen-

dations to present to the user.

Let’s now consider the user. Initially, being only looking for books,

the user states that she doesn’t want any recommendations for dvd’s,

encoded by the rule (8): not rec (X) ← type (X, dvd) .This rule

alone will override all the initial recommendations for dvd’s and also

all the rules of the owner specifying dvd recommendations such as

rules 4 and 5. If P1 = (P1), where P1 contains rule 8, the four stable

recommendations of the frame 〈M, P0,P1〉 are:

MR5 = {rec (b1) , rec (b3) , rec (b7)}

MR6 = {rec (b2) , rec (b3) , rec (b7)}

MR7 = {rec (b1) , rec (b4) , rec (b7)}

MR8 = {rec (b2) , rec (b4) , rec (b7)}

Later on, the user decides to get some recommendations for dvd’s.

For this, she decides to define the concept of what good dvd’s are.

Initially, she considers a good dvd to be one with Al Pacino or one

about gangsters. She writes the following two rules (9 and 10):

good (X)← type (X, dvd) , actor (X, “Al Pacino”) .

good (X)← type (X, dvd) , theme (X, “Gangsters”) .

Furthermore, she decides that she wants to get at least one recom-

mendation for a good product. She writes the rules (11-14)8:

rec (X)← good (X) ,not n rec (X) .

n rec (X)← good (X) ,not rec (X) .

rec at least one← good (X) , rec (X) .

← not rec at least one

If P2 = (P1, P2), where P2 contains rule 9-14, the stable recom-

mendations of the frame 〈M, P0,P2〉 are:

MR9 = {rec (d4) , rec (b5) , rec (b3) , rec (b7)}

MR10 = {rec (d7) , rec (b1) , rec (b4) , rec (b7)}

7 Here, we restrict the models to the propositions of the form rec/1.
8 These rules are, again, a classic construct of ASP. The first two rules state

that each good product X is either recommended or n rec. Then, the third
rule makes the proposition rec at least one true if at least one good prod-
uct is recommended. Finally, the fourth rule, an integrity constraint, elim-
inates all models where rec at least one is not true. The actual recom-
mendation system would, like most answer-set solvers, have special syn-
tactical shortcuts for these kind of specifications, since we cannot expect
the user to write this kind of rules.

MR11 = {rec (d7) , rec (b2) , rec (b4) , rec (b7)}

MR12 = {rec (d4) , rec (d7) , rec (b5) , rec (b3) , rec (b7)}

Note that all four stable recommendations have at least one recom-

mendation for a good dvd. Furthermore, MR9 and MR12 have, be-

sides the recommendation for d4, also the recommendation for b5,

as specified by rule 7 since they are related. Also note that rules 11

and 12 cause a direct contradiction with rule 8 for good dvd’s. The

semantics based on the causal rejection of rules deals with this issue.

Also worth noting is that, for each recommendation, there is an

explanation based on user rules , or on owner rules if not overrid-

den by those of the user or, if there is nothing overriding it, on the

initial recommendation (as is the case of product b7). This and other

properties are explored in the next Section.

5 Properties

In this Section we discuss some properties of the Stable Recommen-

dation Semantics. We start with conservation, stating that if the rec-

ommendation of the existing module is a dynamic stable model of the

DLP consisting of the owner rules followed by the user DLP, then the

initial recommendation is a stable recommendation. This ensures that

the semantics will keep the results of the initial module if they agree

with the specification of the owner and user.

Proposition 1 (Conservation) Let R = 〈M, P0,P〉 be a DRF9.

Then, M ∈ RDSM ((P0,P))⇒ SR (R) ⊇ {M}.

It is also important to establish the relationship between the stable

recommendation semantics and DLP for the case where there is no

existing recommendation module. This ensures the proper transfer of

all properties of DLP, and ASP, to our system.

Proposition 2 (Generalisation of DLP) Let P0 be a gener-

alised logic program and P a dynamic logic program. Then,

SR (〈∅, ∅,P〉) = RDSM (P), and SR (〈∅, P0,P〉) =
RDSM ((P0,P)).

A very important issue in recommendation systems is that of pro-

viding the user (and the owner) with explanations regarding the rec-

ommendations made. The fact that the stable recommendation se-

mantics is well defined already provides a formal basis to support its

results. However, we can state stronger results concerning the justifi-

cation for the existence and absence of a particular recommendation.

If a recommendation belongs to a stable recommendation then, either

there is a user rule supporting it, or there is an owner rule supporting

it and no user rule overriding it, or it is in the output of the initial

module and no rules have overridden it. In other words, there is al-

ways an explanation for recommendations.

Proposition 3 (Positive Supportiveness) Let R = 〈M, P0,P〉 be

a DRF and A ∈MR ∈ SR (R). Then:

∃r ∈ ρ (P) : H (r) = A, MR � B (r) or

∃r′ ∈ P0 : H (r′) = A, MR � B (r′)∧
∧ 6 ∃r ∈ ρ (P) : H (r) = not A, MR � B (r) or

A ∈M∧ 6 ∃r ∈ ρ ((P0,P)) : H (r) = not A, MR � B (r)

Likewise for absence of recommendations. If a recommendation

belongs to the output of the initial system and is not part of a stable

recommendation, then there must be a rule overriding it (either from

the user or from the owner).

9 Lack of space prevents us from presenting proofs for the propositions.
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Proposition 4 (Negative Supportiveness) Let R = 〈M, P0,P〉 be

a DRF and A /∈ MR ∈ SR (R) and A ∈ M . Then, ∃r ∈
ρ ((P0,P)) : H (r) = not A, MR � B (r).

As with all logic programming based semantics, it is important to

ensure that tautological (irrelevant) rules do not cause any effect.

Proposition 5 (Immunity to Tautologies) Let R = 〈M, P0,P〉 be

a DRF, E0, ..., Es sets of tautologies, E = (E1, ..., Es) and R′ =
〈M, P0 ∪ E0,P ∪ E〉. Then, SR (R) = SR (R′).

Going back to the property of conservation, stating that when the

output of the existing module is a dynamic stable model of the DLP

(P0,P), then it is a stable recommendation, it could be desirable to

have a stronger result, namely that the semantics obey a notion of

strong conservation according to which it would be the only stable

recommendation. It turns out that the stable recommendation seman-

tics does not obey such property:

Proposition 6 (Strong Conservation) Let R = 〈M, P0,P〉 be a

DRF. Then, M ∈ RDSM ((P0,P)) 6⇒ SR (R) = {M}.

Likewise, if we could establish a distance measure between sets

of recommendations, we could argue for a semantics that would only

keep those stable recommendations that are closer to the output of

the existing module, i.e., impose minimal change. If such distance

measure is given by:

Definition 7 (Distance between interpretations) Let A be a set of

propositional atoms and M , M1, and M2 interpretations of A. We

say that M1 is closer to M than M2, denoted by M1 @M M2 iff

(M1�M ∪M�M1) ⊂ (M2�M ∪M�M2)

The stable rec. semantics does not obey minimal change:

Proposition 7 (Minimal Change) Let R = 〈M, P0,P〉 be a DRF.

M1, M2 ∈ RDSM ((P0,P)) ∧M1 @M M2 6⇒M2 /∈ SR (R).

This is not necessarily a bad property as there are cases where one

may argue for the validity of such stable recommendations that in-

volve non-minimal change i.e., the owner/user rules introduce other

alternatives, even though the initial model is one of them. Lack of

space prevents us from presenting examples of such. However, if de-

sired, such stable recommendations can be eliminated and we can

define a refined semantics that obeys such properties. Formally:

Definition 8 (Minimal Change Stable Recommendation Sem)

Let R = 〈M, P0,P〉 be a DRF and MR an interpretation. MR is a

minimal change stable recommendation iff MR ∈ RDSM (Υ (R))
and @M ′

R ∈ RDSM (Υ (R)) : M ′

R @M MR. SRm (R) denotes

the set of all minimal change stable recommendations.

Regarding this new semantics, we have the following properties:

Proposition 8 (Strong Conservation) Let R = 〈M, P0,P〉 be a

DRF. Then, M ∈ RDSM ((P0,P))⇒ SRm (R) = {M}.

Proposition 9 (Minimal Change) Let R = 〈M, P0,P〉 be a DRF.

M1, M2 ∈ RDSM ((P0,P)) ∧M1 @M M2 ⇒M2 /∈ SRm (R).

As for the remaining properties, the minimal change stable recom-

mendation semantics obeys conservation, positive and negative sup-

portiveness, and immunity to tautologies. As expected, it no longer

generalises Dynamic Logic Programming as it is well known that

DLP accepts non-minimal dynamic stable models that would be

eliminated e.g. in the case of an empty output of the initial module.

6 Discussion and Conclusions

In this paper we proposed what can be seen as part of a knowledge

based (or hybrid) recommender system, with several characteristics,

namely:

• allowing user personalisation with complex rules, improving the

quality of recommendations;

• allowing for interaction with user by means of updates to those

rules, automatically removing inconsistencies;

• taking into account the output of other recommendation modules;

• allowing for customisation by the owner of the system;

• providing a semantics with multiple recommendation sets, facili-

tating diversity and non-determinism in recommendations;

• enjoying a formal, well defined, semantics which supports justifi-

cations;

• enjoying all the other formal properties mentioned in the previous

section, and many more inherited from DLP and ASP such as the

expressiveness of the language and the efficient implementations.

Lack of space prevents us from comparing with other, somehow

related, systems. An extended version of this paper will include such

comparisons. We believe, however, that our proposal encodes some

important concepts that can bring an added value to existing systems.
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